ELECTRICITY AS A

BUIWRIr PANAMA CANAL

I11%1( NON
PLÁIN
ENGLISH
TECHNICAL)

AMACsAZINE FOR EVERYBODY

10 Cents

Join This Colony
IN FLORIDA

have
where Real
chosen and are settling the

land and where agricul-

tural experts show You
\\ hat to grow, when to plant and how to cultivate and ship.

Thirty-seven thrifty men from Scott County, Iowa, who have
been farmers all their lives, looked over the entire State of Florida and finally decided to
buy outright a piece of land on the Seaboard Air Line Railway, at Otter Creek, 40 miles
south of Gainesville, 22 miles north rf Cedar Keyes, They demonstrated first that this land
was good for orchards and truck -growing and that live stock and poultry would thrive.

These practical farmers also found in the United States Census
Reports for 1907 that Levy County, in which this land is located, grew

TOMATOES, producing a net average of
$500 per acre; CUCUMBERS, $260 per acre;

SWEET POTATOES, $75 an acre; IRISH
POTATOES, $100 per acre.

Florida Needs You
The_ Eyes of the World are
on Florida

Get This

Interesting
Book Free

So many thousands are buying land
that but little will be left in two years,
Some land that sold
at $7 an acre in Florida 10 years ago
commands $.500 to $1,000 per atre today.

except at big prices.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

A

home and a

business in FLORIDA

7b/- 11250.00

This great bouk"A-ll enre told a Business in Florida" will
be sent you absolutely
free. Fill out the information coupon below and it will be sent
to you by return snail
without any obligation
whatsoever.

Realizing that thousands of men in the cities are joining the
N back -to -the -farm movement and cannot afford to go to Florida
immediately we are giving the following liberal terms:
LENNON
FLORIDA

'\

',,

'.
IMPROVEMENT CO.
301 Colonial Bldg.,

A Year's Time to Examine Your Farm
MONEY REFUNDED WITH Ii
`'' proven :Hid

N

Chicago, Ill.,

Upon receipt of THIS

`,

ing about

uraL

INTEREST if cycry sbttett cut i, not

$1 an Acre per month-WE 'I'AKF, ALL THE RISK

COUPON you are to send
me, without cost or any obligation whatever, your free book
and other

,

Easy Terms:-$1 an Acre down and
SEND FOR THE BOOK TODAY

Lennon

`-

and mapsfell-

your Lennon Florida fauns.

Name

Florida Improvement
\5

Address

Company

`\ N 301 COLONIAL BLDG.,
So letter necessary with this coupon)

CHICAGO, ILL
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HE P. S. & W. No. 30
T"Star.Jivet" Box -Joint Flier always
makes a neat, clean cut, because the

jaws cannot work loose, and the cutting

edges meet accurately as long

as

the

Flier is used.

Tile MARK of the MAKER
is branded on every item in our large line of Guaranteed
Box -Joint Pliers. It assures you of the best known

tyl e of plier construction backed by over qo years
of manufacturing experience, ability and progress.

It stands for a special high-grade steel, careful
milling and finishing, thorough inspection and testing
of every part and every finished tool.
We also make a full line of Lap Joint Pliers and Splicing Clamps
as well as

Four Large Lines of

Guaranteed Hand Tools

p
+irqyY
i. 2i A

v

?

- HANDY 1.1113T

for electricians, machinists, tinsmiths
and carpenters. These tools are sold
by practically all dealers in the United
States and Canada, or can be ordered
by them from any hardware jobber.
Insist on The MARK of the MAKER
and accept no substitute.

The Peck, Stow & Wilcox Co.

MFRS. of the Largest Line of Mechanics'
Hand Tools Offered by Any Maker

Address Correspondence to 30 Murray St.,
New York City
Five Large Factories

Established 1819

Th. MARK of thr
TrtE PECK STOW' a;311LbOl1cYI.

MANUFACTURERS

A Handy Book

for Your Tool Kit
Our 165 -page "Mechanics' Handy List,"
shown above, contains

35 pages of valuable

shop information, and
a catalog of over zoo
tools.

Sent free at

your request.
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Osteopathy

LEARN TO RUNSEPAIR

AUTOMOBILES
a:,
a'V` aty¢,'°`'C!

YOU CAN
ENGINE nOoct_

r,.et,d

Our Valuable 100 Page
Book on Drugless Healing

FREE

,wwo,

This free book explains the

It's Easy

Theory and Practice of the
and best method of
Drugleae Healing and shows
latest

WITH DYKE'S NEW SYSTEM

a

I Will Teach Yes Rigkt is Tir awe Kaye. due

lug spare time and Quicker and more
thorough than you could learn in years
around a car-Because: is addition to

ing book absolutely free to tell you nil about Mechano-Therapy-the
Recognized Epstein of Drugless sealing which pope

Dyke's New Revised Home Study

$3,000 to $5,000 Yearly

Course of 29 complete Instructions (or
12 Rooks) and 120 Charts, we t4clude
absolutely free several

I o a few months by our system you can begin practicing Mee he no -Thee

apy-un elovating andhighly paid profession for men and women

Working Models

Simpler and more comprehensive than Osteopathy. Endorsed by physicians. A fascinating study. easy to learn. We teach you in your own
hone by mail or in elves and guarantee success-an ordinary education
and our course of instruction fits you fora professional life
Authorized
diplomas to grnduatea Work absorbingly interesting. Vast opportu-

of parts of the Automobile (nee Illustrations) for you to actually see the principle,
netrnctioo and praetihe valve settingtiming ignition-setting the magneto, ate.
Barry Oldfieli says-"A pernos surely can

nities for nodal and financial betterment Special tennis now Write to-

dayfor our Inn -pane hook on Osteopathy. 94. pare ill. prospeetals both free.
American ColleeeofMechano-Theraov, Dept.453. 120.122 Randolph St.. Chicano.

learn with your system

II Others Ca Lein. Ton Ca-We will send
you testimonials Iron hundreds.
Tes Mars Coven All-Othees charge $20
to $00-and not near an come .-We

send on approval -everyth, goes
one time-Diploma when you emsh.

correct way to master di-

sease without the use of injurious or habit-forming dings.
We send you this interest-

t

to

F R E E' 21 see
Bach-"How
net ~the
Sato Inaisess"
Write Today !

..-.---

tMW1tlRtNt4N~i, 'mra`iwe

Don't Miss !t!

UTKE'S COR'SP. SCHOOL MOTORING,

Rer º

-3941 Washington, ST. LOUIS

K

OE AN
AUTOMOBILE
TAKE IT á511R.

,a_

! FYi:.."

LEARN PIANO TUNING AT HOME by the aid of the TUNEA-I'IIONE. A Profession that can be converted into money at any
time or place in the civilized world at an hour's notice. Earn
65.00 to Ri5.eo per day. Valuable illustrated book FREE. Write

SEE HOW AN AUTO IS CohS,Tf4VCTEO'

NILES BRIM SCHOOL OF PIANO TCNIN0,77Music liall,Battleereek,Ilicha

A School Within Itself

There are XX chapters in all, XIX carrying you from the.
fundamental principles of electricity on through the various
branches to a point where the careful student comprehends
the complete designing, care and operation of a dynamo or motor, and I chapter on
electric automobiles, outlining their construction, care and operation, and all about
storage batteries and how to handle them. Each subject is carefully written and to
the point. After a student studies a subject, he is questioned on that subject in such
a manner as to bring clearly to his mind the points he needs to know regarding same.
A DICTIONARY in back of book will enable him to learn the meaning of any electrical word, term or phrase used in this hook, as well as hundreds of others in common
use. All required tables necessary in the study are in it.

TABLE OF SIJIIJECTS:
Chapter

PRACTICAL

ELECTRICITY
elf xtt 6r

CLEVELAIIO AR1dATURf

wOSKS

I-Wiring.
II-Electric Batteries, Electro Plating.
III-Magnetism.

IV-The Magnetic Circuit.!
V-Magnetic Traction.
VI-Magnetic Leakage.
VII -Energy in Electric Circuit.
VIII-Calculation of Size of Wire for
Magnetizing Coils.

IX-Calculation of EMF's in Electric
Machines.
X-Counter EMF.
XI-Hysteresis and Eddy Currents.

Chapter

XII-Armature Reaction.
XI II-Sparking.
XIV-\finding of Dynamos and Motors

XV-Proper Method of connecting
Dynamos and Motors-Self

Excitation.
XVI-Diseases of Dynamos and Motors,

their symptoms and how to
Cure Them.
XVII-Arc and Incandescent Lamps.
XVIII-Measuring Instruments.
XI X-Alternating Current.
XX-Automobiles.

A Dictionary of over 1500 Electrical Words. Terms and Phrases, giving a brief meaning of all
which are in common use.

$2.00 PER COPY-FIFTH EDITION -24,000 COPIES SOLD
The offer we make of refunding money If book Is not satisfactory upon examination is AN UNUSUAL ONE In connection with the sale of a

book. Hirt we have no fear of its return. Your decision will be whatthousamis of others have been. Money would not buy It if it could not be

and Fieldsiifed

duplicated. We could print testimonials by the hundreds, IHs best to order and be your own Judge of its merits.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORMS, 4730 St. Clair be., Cleveland, Ohio.

AAMERICA'S GREATESiT REPAIR ttators
WORKSmato-es

Complete Course on Instruments and Meters-By Mail

Our course covers the design, theory, construction, operation, calibration, care and maintenance of
all makes and types of electric Instruments and Meters,

DIG DEMAND FOR COMPETENT METERMEN

A Course in our School will qualify you for a good poi it ion where you can demand a splendid salary.

Our booklet, Instruments and Meters. exnl ining the entire Course, with valuable Information on Meter
Testing, FREE on request. Write for It-TODAY.
FORT WAYNE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL, FORT WAYNE, IND.
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SEND NOW
$1.00 FOR

12 ISSUES

ilk A Chance to Make $100.00

`f

For 81.00 you will get 12

issues of
-r / THE STUDENTS ART MAGAZINE

About Remembering
By ELBERT HUBBARD
FOR a long time I have been
promising myself to write'
up my good friend, Mr. Henry
Dickson of Chicago, and I
have not forgotten.

and a chance to work on over $100
worth of cash art assignments. The
magazine publishes and criticises

students' work, gives lessons In
Cartooning, Designing, Illustrat-

tr. ing. Lettering and Chalk -talking.
Especially valuableto correspondence art students It stands for a
clean life, a clearrart and a square
deal. If not satisfied your money

Mr. Dickson is teaching a Science
or System, which I believe is of more
importance than the entire curriculum of your modern college.
MR. DICKSON teaches memory.

refunded. Address the editor,

O. II. Lockwood

Dfe.

117

Kalamazoo, Michigan

Good Memory is necessary to all

achievements.

ARITHMETIC MADE EASY
for anyone with a set of Arithmetic Help.

In these books sll ezampiesand problems in arithmetic, from the easiest to
the hardest, are worked out and explained so anyone can understand. For
the student or businessman. Easy and
simple. 2volumes:630pages; over 200
illustrations and color plates; bound
in silk cloth. With these books
you need no teacher. Most complete
ever published. Price $3 a eet,prepaid
anywhere. To secure the same expiation' at any school would cost you not less than 20 times as
much, and you will always have these for reference. Send for
a let, If not pleased, return at our expense and get money
back. Order today. Standard Sales Co., 2d Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Wanted-Men

Brakemen, Firemen, Electric Motormen, Conductors, Train Porters
Hundreds put to work. $65 to $150 per month. 500
more wanted. Experience uqure scary. Application blank and map or new lines free. Give
age and position wanted.
I. RAILWAY C. I., No. 4T, INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

I know a man who is a graduate

HENRY DICKSON
America's Foremost Authority
on Memory Training and

Principal Dickson School of
Memory.

This man is

of three colleges.

neither bright, interesting nor learned.
He's a dunce.
And the reason is that he CAN

NOT REMEMBER.

memorize a date or a line of poetry.

He cannot

His mind is a sieve.
Education is only what you remember.
Every little while I meet a man who has a memory, a TRAINED
MEMORY, and he is a joy to my soul.
The manager of a great corporation never misses a face. If he
sees you once, the next time he will call you by name. Hetold me
how he did it. He studied memory -training with Prof. Dickson.
He said a lot of nice things about Prof. Dickson, that I hesitate
to write here lest my good friend Dickson object:
This Dickson System of memory -training is very simple. If you
want to enlarge your arm, you exercise it. The same with your
mind. You must put your brain through a few easy exercises to
discover its capacity. You will be surprised, how quickly it responds.
You do not know when you will be called upon to tell what
you know; and then a trained memory would help you.
To the man or woman whose memory plays tricks, I recom-

mend that you write to Prof. Dickson, and if his facts do not
convince you, you are not to be convinced.

Write today for FREE booklet and facts. Address

PROF. HENRY DICKSON
929 Auditorium Building
CHICAGO

12ArtPanels50c

DO
You WANT To Mow
soon curious (mostly untold) facts about Human Nature?

Beautiful Duo Tint Reproductions of

Read Dr. Footé s "Wonder" book on the delicate subjects of Love.

Famous Paintings-Panel Size 7x10

1t is the fruit of 5o years' experience of a successful author and
practitioner. Full of advice necessary to every man and woman.
Cobtains more vital facts than your doctor would give you for ten

These pictures are real gemsthe most exquisite portrayals of

Marriage. Parentage, Health, Disease, and Freaks.

"WOMAN BEAUTIFUL"

in 3 seettmts,-240 pages and so ill's. PRICE 10e..
MURRAY HILL ROOK CO. 106 E. 28th Street, New York Cliv
dollars.

ever shown in one collection. We send a
full set of 12 in a handsome Art Portfolio,
packed flat and safe delivery guaranteed,
together with 120 life -like miniature illustrations of other beautiful art pictures, for

TELEGRAPH
TAUGHT
in the shortest possible time. The Omnigragh Automatic

only 50c coin, money order or U. S. Stamps.

Send at once. Money back If not satisfied.

Transmitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph mes
sages at any speed just as an expert opera-

FLORENTINE ART COMPANY

tor would. Five styles, 52 op; circular free.

Dept. F. 3, 2009 Prairie Ave., Chicago, Ill.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
$9 H Cortland,. Street
New York

FREEOrder at once and wewfllinclude
BEES" a beautiful den picture
in colors.

5000 COPIES SOLD BEFORE OFF THE PRESS
Practical Applied Electricity
PRACTICAL APPLIED

ELECTRICITY
MoRETnPI

By DAVID PENN MORETON. B.S., E. E.

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering at Armour
Institute of Technology.

Over 300 pages, 200 detailed line drawings, diagrams and descriptions. Bound in Black Seal
Flexible Leather. Front and Back stamped in
Gold. Round Corners. Red Edges. Just fits the
Pocket. If unable to secure a copy from your Book-

seller or Electrical Supply House, we will fill your
order, postpaid on receipt of price.

A book written especially
for home study for the practical man, in a plain, simple,
everyday language.
Every
illustration was especially

drawn to show the reader
just how and why-no other
book on the market just like
this one-new from cover to
cover-a school within itself.

THE CHARLES C. THOMPSON CO.

545-549 WABASH AVE.

Publishers

CHICAGO
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A COMPLETE

Electrical Workers' library
By HENRY C. HORSTNANN and VICTOR H. TOUSLEY

Positively up-to-date and written

for the men who do the work

We defy any publisher in the world to produce a more practica
collection of books for the electrical worker than this se io;
Tne immense sale of these popular books since date of pubii
cation has been greater than any electrical books ever sold to
working electricians.

The Reason?
They are practnal and do

not confuse the worker.

They also have the highest endorsement of the

International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers.
To substantiate this
claim we offer the sum
of One Hundred Dollars
to any publisher who will
produce a sworn statement showing a greater
sale of any similar book or
books treating on

Business Experts
The great complaint in business life
to -day is that there are not enough big
men to fill the big positions. Opportunity

awaits the trained man-the expert.
The Commercial Course of the International Correspondence Schools will
enable you to advance in your position.
You can qualify while going right on
working. The training comes to you, in
your own home and spare time.
Whether you wish to qualify as an
expert bookkeeper, accountant, stenographer, correspondent, or to specialize in

banking or in business law, this is the
one thorough, practical way by which

you can do it. Thousands of well -paid
office men owe their success in life to

the personal help given by the I. C. S.

through this same Commercial Course.

The way is open to you. The I. C. S. will
send you full particulars without placiHg
you under any obligation, if you will fill

in and mail the attached coupon now.
Get in the expert class and earn more.
Mail the coupon.

International
Correspondence Schools,
Boa 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please send, without obligation to me, complete
description of your Commercial Course.

the subject matter that these do,
for the length of
time they have
been on the market.
As to our repu-

tation for keep-

ing

business

promises, we will

refer you to any

bank or business
house in Chicago.
For the next
ninety days we

are making a
special introduc-

tory offer of the
complete

set

of

four volumes,

neatly cased
(regular
$6.00).

Send for
descriptive
booklet
which
O

price

Our special

introductory
price to electrical workers $5.00,

partial
not of
contents

prepaid to any address upon
receipt of price. To all persons

ordering this set by return mail, we
will present, free of charge, our Handy Electrical Dictionary
for the Vest Pocket, bound in red Russia Leather, gold edges,
i ndexed, 224 pages, illustrated.
If the books ordered are not
found entirely satisfactory in every way, they may be returned
and your money will he cheerfully refunded. To electrica
workers already having any of the below enumerated volumes,
we will supply single conies of anyone or more books at $1.50
each, postpaid to any address in the world.
I

Electrical Wiring and Construction Tables ';$ sr:::,
Modern Electrical Construction

340
173 panBs
diagrams

Modern Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions 200 diage.ma
Practical Armature and Magnet Winding 128 dingrama
Each volume is substantially bound in full Persian Seal Grain
Morocco Leather, stamped on the outside covers in genuine
gold leaf, round corners, red edges, pocket size, printed on
super-calendered book paper.

Address all Orders to the Publishers

Name

Frederick J. Drake & Company

Street and No
City

222-1325 Michigan
state

Avenue

CHICAGO,U. S. A.
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If I Will Agree
To Get You A Position

Paying Good Wages
When You Graduate From My School of
Railway Mail Clerks
Internal Revenue Employees

Telegraphy

Custom House Examiners & Clerks

City Carriers- Postoffice Clerks
Over 11,000 positions will be filled

Will You Come?

during 1011.

My graduates are
given

Geo. M.
Dodge, Pres.

immediate

employment by
Railroads, Tele-

graph and Wireless Companies, because my
school is recognized as the only one graduating
thoroughly practical operators. Demand exceeds
supply. If you want

Good Wages, Easy Work

and a Bright Future

write today. I offer you advantages unequaled anywhere
1.

800°Oio $1800c2aYear

Dodge's Institute of Telegraphy
Valparaiso, Ind.

Oldest, Largest and most Successful Telegraph

School in the World. 2. Expert Instructors. 3. Best
Equipment - (we occupy exclusively two large modern
buildings with R. R. train and Western Union wires and
completewireless station installed.) 4. Low Rates. 5. Easy
Payments. 6. Living expenses earned while learning Correspondence courses if desired. New Course fn Railway
Accounting makes my graduates proficient station agents.
May be taken alone if desired. Write me today for illus-

trated descriptive catalog and interesting testimonials.
GEO. M. DODGE, Pm.

,for LIFE/
No "layoffs" without pay, because of strikes, financial
flurries or the whims of some petty boss. Excellent
opportunities for quick advancement to Higher

SEND
COUPON

Government Positions. If you want immediate appointment, send TODAY

for our schedule showing locations and
BELOW
dates of the Spring examinations.
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Any delay means the loss of just
so much time in preparing
U. -pt. (. 1211 (ROCHESTER, A. Y.
yourself for examinaThis coupon, filled out as directed. ention.
titles the sender to a free copy of our book.
We Prepare
Ceadidstes
FREE

"Government Positions and How to Obtain

Them,' and to consideration for Free Coaching for
the examination here checked.

COUPON
...Rodney Mall Clerk IMO to 11400
.Custom, PoMtlons
Ní00 to steep
...Postoffice Clerk
$100 to f1
..internal Revenue
*700 to rí800
...Potol}ler Confer 8600 to *1200 ...Stenographer
$000 to MOO
..Rurei.Ran Carrier $50010 *900 ...Clerk In the Deport- $600 lc $11001
...Bookkeeper
NOD to !1800

meet
-eat Wa.hierton

Address

Write plainly.

Use this before you loose it.

DODGE INSTITUTE OF TELEGRAPHY, y11 'ARASISO'IND.

-BE YOUR OWN BOSSLEARN TANDERUNR

AUTOMOBILES
,., ,
,:,

Yon esa learn all

=''.,7.'YL,

few weeks. Demand for

t nri7 m o axmeds.upPIe work Ihrogo.
tine to 1an,ga a hauePvr.
n
r

expert reFesirin ...Iceman, garage1121M.13...chshe
.1'.1 aronl nr deafrinr en loarn any branch of the

41'_'
i

ria

tr,tl

avtomobfltl bueiner
¡cc', Write for ourinteresting free book
'41dlearnallaboutthetremendoneopr-1
rtnnitiee everywhere in this new
should

`fi

bonito

tratnin*.

and our expellent comers o!

KANSAS CITY AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL
~pea art assisp.a lawmoktt. eak.el N amerYl

Come to the Coyne National Trade Schools

LEARN A GOOD TRADE
and earn

$5

to $8 a day at

Plumbing, Bricklaying, Electrical

Work, Mechanical Drafting, or

Painting and Decorating
or set up in

BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF

151n E. 1am Street. Ka,,.as CWT. Mee

Y

o
U

CAN BE A SALESMAN
Earn While You Learn peSITIOVSLOPENNin
which you can secure PRACTICAL TRAINING and earn
good
our system of

uipped with

PRACTICAL TRAINING Searnen ehorn 11,200 to
Positions now open. Address o nearest
.ai e. The Preetleel School of Salesmanship.. Box II,
Cleveland. Ohio; Box I I. Fort Worth,
Texas; Box II, NOW York. N. Y.

$10,000 per year.

Home of the Schools

SECURE A HIGH SALARIED
GOVERNMENT
POSITION
by passing the Civil Service Examination. We prepare you so
thoroughly that you have no difficulty. Pearly 60,000 appointments to positions paying high wages made last year. Fine
opportunity now. we also prepare students tor Teachers' and
College Entrance Exams. Rapid. Practical methods-Low cost.
Write today for Catalog and Foil Particulars.

BALFOUR JOHNSTONE SCHOOL
Dept. 23, Schiller Bldg.

CHICAGO, ILL.

The trades that pay I5 to No a day. Men always In demand. Graduates never looking for work. Most thorough. practical Trade School
in the world. No hooks but tools in teaching. Individual instruction.
Expense very small. Your success assured. Thousands of graduates
at work in every state making big money.

Write ore today for large illustrated
brook giving full particulars.

Leslie L. Cooke, President

COYNE NATIONAL TRADE SCHOOLS
74 East Illinois Street

..

Chicago. Ill.
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Our Graduates
Are Filling High Salaried Position6

EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK
In easy, fascinating work. Practical, Individual Borne
Instruction. Expert Instructors. Superior equipment.
Founded 1899. Twelve years' successful teaching.
Financial Returns Guaranteed.
Complete Courses In Commercial, Fashion, Magazine,
Book and Advt. Illustrating; Newspaper. Cartooning, Lettering, Designing, Show Card, Architectural Perspective,
Photo Retouching, Normal, Color, General Drawing, etc.
FREEARTIST'S OUTFIT of fine instruments and
supplies to each student.

Learn Photography,
Photo -Engraving or 3 -Color Work
Eng

and 9 icier Operators Earn $20 to j50 Per Week.

Only College in the world whore th se pacing professions are
taught suceeeefully. Established 17 years. Endorsed by International Association of Photo -Engravers and Photographers' Association of Illinois. Terna easy; living inexpensive. Graduates
assisted In securing good positions. write for catalog, and
specify course in which you are interested.

Write for particulars
Om Ow. Ttraprnof Brag.
and nmdaome Art Book.
SCHOOL of APPLIED ART
E TO FINE ARTS BLDG.

Illinois College of Photography or 1989 Wabash Av.
Bissell College of Photo -Engraving ) Effingham, III.
I..

R. BISSELLPreo

ttle Creek, Rich.

LEARN TO BE A WATCHMAKER
Bradley Polytechnic Institute
Hurological Department

Peoria, Illinois
Largest and Beat IS etch School In America

We teas h Patch Work, Jewelry, Engraving, Clock \fork, o ptics. Tuition reasonable. Board and rooms near school at
moderate rates. Send fur Catalog of
loin v iation.

BRADLEY, H.

-

Peoria, Ill.

RAILROAD MEN WANTED

$80
TO $185 A MONTH
Doesn't this beat following a plow I Write for our
legal binding bond to place graduates in a position
sure if 20 to 35 years of age, and mentally and physi-

cally°. E. Learn in your spare time from practical
Railroad men, Costs almost nothing. Positions
waiting everywhere. Write now for information.

Official Ry, School, Gen'! Office,

452 Freeport, Ill.

Salesmen Wanted

Fu STAMMER

Trained Salesmen earn from $1,200.00 to 510,000.00 a year,

and expenses. Hundreds of good positions now open. No

experience needed to get one of them. We will assist you to
secure a position where you can get Practical Experience as
a Salesman and earn $100 a month or more while you are
learning. Write to -day for our free book "A Knight of the

attend no school till you hear from me. Largest school
in the world, employing the advanced natural method for
the cure of stammering, stuttering. etc. No sing-songittg
or time -beating. If let run, stammering will wreck your
life's happiness and handicap your endeavors. I cured

Grip,' list of good openings, and testimonials from
hundreds of men recently placed in good positions.

myself and thousands of others by my method and can cure
you. Beautiful 58 page book and Special Rate sent FREE.

Address nearest office, Dept.133
National Salesmen's Training Association

Chicago

New York

Kansas City

Seattle

he Wells Millard, Pees., North-Western School for Stammerers, Inc.,94o FIniS1., Mlloukee.Wls.

New Orleans

Do You Like to Draw?

LEARN WATCHMAKING

That's all we want to know

Now we will not give you any grand prizeor alot of free liter if you answer this ad.
Nor do we claim to make you rich In a week.
But if you are anxious to develop yourtalem
with a successful cartoonist, so you can make

ENGRAVING AND JEWELRY REPAIRING

Practical specialists in charge of all instruction. Students trained for the
best p tying positions. Earn while learning. Oar school is endorsed
and res online oiled by leading jewelers. A few months will make you
an expert. Positions secured for graduates. Demand for watchmakers
greater than the supply. Write for free catalog.

money, send a copy of this picture with se.
In statues for portfolio of cartoons and sample
lesson plate, and let us explain.
THE

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING

Department 90

Bush Temple, CHICAGO

COPY
THIS SKETCH
and let me see what you can do with It. You can

NCLE SAM WANTS YOU

and thousands of others to work for hint.
'on anon school education sufficient. 40.003
appointments yearly in Railway Mail
Postal, Customs Internal Revenue, and

earn 520.00 to 5120.00 or more. per week as illus-

t

trator or cartoonist.
My practical system of personal individual
lessons by mail will develop your talent. Fifteen
years successful work for newspapers and
.0.01;,#

mSadms yqualif es me

toP reicdhe nyto Tua ftwith

W. L, EVANS SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
325 Kingmoore Bldg., Cleveland, 0.

oilier branches of C. S. service, Philippines

and Panama. Full particulars free concerning positions, salaries, examinations
(held soon In every State), eample exam-

6c

In stamps and I will send you a test lesson plate,
also collection of drawings showing possibilities
for you.

ination gu-estions

etc.
NATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE IN ST I -

TtTE, 96-97 Second Natl. Bank
Building, Washington, D. C.

THE LANDON SCHOOL

a',d'° t`000{og
1451 Schofield Bldg., Cleveland. O.

ewYork Electrical School PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL
Offers to men and boys a theoretical
and practical course in applied: electricity

without

limit

as

to

time.

Instruction individual, day and night
school, equipment complete and upto-date. Students learn by doing,
and by practical application are
fitted to enter all fields of electrical
industry fully qualified. School open
all year. Write for free prospectus.

40 West Seventeenth St. NEW YORK

EDUCATION

We teach by practical work and scientific methods un-

der practical working conditions. All branches of
Electrical Science and Engineering.

-education,

¶ Students can enter at any time for the full or special
courses.

¶
we start you at the
very point you are competent to begin. By our system of

Individual Instruction you can complete our course as

quick as your ability warrants.
11 We guarantee positions. Many of our students have
started to earning from St Soo a year and up immediately
upon completion of the course.

¶ Full particulars, handsomely illustrated catalog and
terms free upon request.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
1025 Winnebago Street

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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The Greatest Electrical
Library in the World
ALTERNATING

CURRENTS
TRANSMISSION OF
ELECTRICITY

AND POWER

"almene~

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International
Library of Technology that cost $1,500,000 in its original preparation. It contains the knowledge given from the life experience
of some of the best electrical engineering experts in the country,
edited in a style that nineteen years of experience in publishing
home -study textbooks has proved easiest to learn, to remember,
and to apply. There is no other reference work in the world that
so completely meets the needs of the electrician as the Electrical
Engineering Library. The volumes are recommended by the
highest authorities and are used in nearly all the leading universities and colleges. They treat of practical electrical methods,
starting from the simplest problems and comprehensively covering
every branch of the work. Not only can they be used to great

advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an

authoritative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly

understood, even by persons having no knowledge of higher
mathematics, they can be used by all classes of electricians that
are desirous of advancing to higher positions. The Electrical
Library contains 17 volumes durably and handsomely bound in
three -fourths red morocco,
stamped and numbered in
gold. The books are printed
on a high-grade book paper,

International Textbook Co.

easy to read. Each volume
is 6 by 9 inches in size. If

Please send, without further obligation to me,
full particulars in regard to your Library of Technology, with special reference to the Electticei

and the type is large and

you wish to know more
about the most practical
electrical library in the
world, send the coupon
Now.

Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Library.
Name

St. 67 No
City

State
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Electrical Talks

Flash No. 9

CERTAIN number of Electrical Advertisers have watched this
magazine grow for three years, have read it and have reco--

nized the good which it is doing for the whole electrical
industry. Yet they have hesitated to step over the boundary lines
of tradition-into its advertising pages.
Tradition says: Advertise in your technical trade journals -page, half, quarter, as big as your competitors, or a little bigger if
possible. When a "special issue" comes along at New Year's time,
on Candlemas Day or the Fourth of July, go in bigger-about double
or treble the usual space you think would be about right. Anyhow,
be in as heavy as the other fellow. You follow the dictates of tradition, maybe with a growl, but without hesitation.
When it comes, however, to a magazine of nation-wide circulation which is constantly opening the eyes of the general public to the

uses and advantages of electricity, uncovering new fields for the
exploiting of electrical products, talking day in and day out to an
entirely different set of people who can and do influence the more
extensive use of electrical devices of all kinds-you hesitate.
Do you believe for a minute that the big ones in the electrical
game like the Westinghouse, General Electric, American Telephone

and Telegraph, Cutler -Hammer, Simplex, Fort Wayne, Electric
Storage Battery, Edison Storage Battery and others when they started
out to get close to the public, their ultimate consumers, had not studied
this problem carefully? Does not the fad that they are represented
in this magazine and others of general circulation prove to you that

a new day has dawned in electrical advertising?

All that we ask is that you give our advertising pages a fair
trial and let the results determine your future attitude.
In return we give you a circulation as great as all other electrical
publications combined.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
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fnell
REVERSIBLE

Advertising
Things
Electrical

YOU CAN BUY A

LINENE COLLAR
As advertising agents for the two largest central stations in the world, we have

naturally acquired a fund of experience
which might be drawn upon to advantage
by other central stations.
And, on the whole prlblem of interesting the consumer in things electrical, we

are qualified by what we have done to
give sound advice to the advertisersmall or large.

WM. D. McJUNKIN
Advertising Agency
167 Dearborn Street, Chicago

ARS

plNO POSOM 5

VAN DYCK

Sizes 12 to 18 lodes

less than the cost of
laundering
a linen collar, but
II a
can
tell them apart when
on the neck. The turn down
styles of Linene Collars can
be worn both sides at a cost
of only 11- cents for the
wearing of each side.
for

front It Inche.nAlilintan

sizes

¡Zito 20
Inches
front 2l Inches

Backl Inch

10 Collars for 25 Cents at

the stores, or by mail 30
Cents in U. S. stamps.
SAMPLE BY MAIL for 6 Cents.

RAPHAEL

.

-

-

i

Sizes
12 to 20 Inche.

Front 21 Inches
Back I Inch

State size and style
RU BENS

Dept. P, Boston, Mass.

Sizes 12 to 20 inches
Front 2lnches-BackI Inch
I..

It

Grand
Hotel
New York City

You Want This Card

A Famous Home with a

do more for you than any other card, in get-

NEW ANNEX

ting some desired interview. The famous

Because it will represent you better, or

Peerless Patent Book Form Card

Near Pennsylvania R. R. Terminal

is the exclusive choice of the man of distinction everywhere.
It Leese of the evidences of his distinction. You cannot appreciate or understand the uniqueness of this card without
a visual examination of it. The fact that you are not now

A house made famous through its splendid service,
and personal attention to patrons-the Grand counts
its friends by the thousands. Army and Navy people
stop here, as do all experienced travelers. }or more

edges-their absolute

On Broadway, at 31 tat Street

Also Convenient to Grand Central Terminal

excellent living facilit.ies quiet elegance and sensible prices,

are hardly obtainable elsewhere.
As for transportation facilities, New York's subways,
elevated and surface cars are all practically at the door.

using it, if you are not, is accounted for solely by the further fact that you have not examined it. Examine it forthwith. Send for a sample tab today and
detach the cards one by one and
note their perfectly smooth
perfection.
the card you
want.

It is

Theatres and shopping districts also immediately at

Personal baggage transferred free to and
from New Pennsylvania station.
hand.

Splendid Moorish dining rooms are hut one of the
many famous features of the New Annex.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

JTEELCOM PAN*
E.K.'AN: I6irr.nunn.cAr

Rates -5%1.50 Per Day, Upwards
GEORGE F. HDRLBERT, Pies. and Gen'I Mgr.

Also The Greenhurst, on Lake Chatauqua, Jamestown, N. Y. Open May
1st to Nov. 1st.

50 Automobile Stalls

Guide to New York (with Maps) and Special Rate
Card-sent upon request.

n wul o

IBnt
CHICAGO.

alivka>ance of au> neat card in case

The John B. Wiggins Company
Engravers, Die Embossers, Plate Printers

41.43 East Adams Street,

Chicago

New York Office, 350 Broadway
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Special Reduction Price
WHILE THEY LAST
Popular Electricity

Bound Volume II
$1.50 POSTPAID
Don't overlook this opportunity
secure this

to

Great Reference Book
At a Greatly Reduced Price
A summary of the year's progress in electrical science, containing authentic,

interesting information on a thousand and one electrical subjects.

Also complete detailed directions for doing Electroplating, Electric Welding, Charging Batteries, Bell
Wiring; Constructing Motors, Electric Heaters, Spark Coils, Burglar Alarms. Rheostats, Speaking Arc,
Battery Motor Controller. "Pericon" Detector Electric Alarm Clock, Transformers, Direct Current Ammeter, Electric Static Machine, Hot Wire Ammeter, Wireless Transformers, Direct Current Dynamo,
Shocking Coil, Simple Wireless Telephone Set, Instantaneous Water Heater, Electrolytic Detector, Variable Coupling Tuning Coil, and numerous other electrical apparatus.
A complete index serves to locate any desired subject instantly.

Complete serials in this volume are:-

Electric Light and Power for Country Homes. By Louis A. Pratt.
A series of articles describing the uses and convenience of electricity in country homes or farms.

Construction and Operation of Spark Coils. By Victor H. Laughter.
Detailed directions for the construction of different sized coils and their uses.

How to Do Electroplating.

By J. R. Wilson.

Contains full directions for electroplating with nickel, copper, silver and other alloys, showing how
to prepare the work, tools to be used, etc.

Also:-Elementary Electricity, Chapters 13-24. By Prof. E. J. Houston.

Explains it a simple way with illustrations the basic principles necessary for every one to know who
is taking up the study of Electricity.

Where Electricity Stands in the Practice of Medicine-Parts 1.4. By Dr. Noble M.
Eberhart. Showing just where electricity is used in the practice of medicine told in a manner
that it interesting to all.

An Electrical Laboratory for Twenty five Dollars-Parts 1-4.

By David P. Morrison.

To anyone desiring an electrical laboratory for experimental use this series is invaluable as it gives
directions for the construction of inexpensive instruments which can be made with ordinary tools.
In the Department of Questions and Answers, are solved a great many problems that arise in
electrical work.
Numerous Electrical stories furnish both interesting and instructive reading.
900 Pages with over 1 000 illustrations, well bound in handsome blue silk covers.

A complete description of this -book will be sent on request.
catalog.

Also an illustrated

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
100 Lake Street

Book Department

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Money

Back If
Books Are
SCIENCE- SCIENCE- SCIENCE-

HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY
Or THE or THE
Or' THE
INTVERSE UNIVERSE

Vn' vo~t¡

SCIENCE
SCIENCE- SCIENCE-' CIENCE SCIENCE
HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY HISTORY
OF THE
OF THE OF '-HE OF THE
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UNIVERSE UNIVERSE UNIVERSE

vo11.. W

Not
Satisfactory

SCIENCE- SCIENCE

191-"

vol..v

vo

Actual size of
each volume,

`ARSE UNIVERSE ITVERSE UNIVERSE

Lvt¡ VÓL t

7g"x4%"x 1";

300 pages to the
20000

volume. Beautifully bound in

-tn¡IAGY wiia l Zi:Y

Uj

4.

red buckram,
tastefully lettered in
gold.

VP

gLIS

For
the first

time it is

possible to
place in your

I,
Here's the Whole

library at a very low
cost a complete science
Cyclopedia which is comprehensible to everyone. In

these ten handy, volumes is the
whole story of the universe. They

trace the world along the long road
of evolution, and man's origin from the
earliest unicellular life to the complex and
hii;hly specialized creature who rules supreme
today, who, with infinite toil, has wrested from
nature the secrets told in these books.
This Cyclopedia is offered as a supplement to Technical
World Magazine, because it is a record of the scientific facts
that are now established, while Technical World records all
new discoveries and achievements. So you see these books and a
file of Technical World Magazines constitute a complete science
history right down to the minute that the current number of Technical
World is laid on your library table.

World's Scientific

Knowledge,

Written So
You Can
Understand
It

What Big Men Say.
ay.

"The collection of this vast amount of

information from the stupendous bulk of
the worlda scientific lore and the concentration into a set of ten books in such fascinatingly interesting shape is certainly an exceptions! y
masterful piece of editorial work. But what strikes one as a yet more puzzling wonder is that you give the
complete set of these ten volumes as a premium for a merely nominal additional sum.'

HUDSON MAXIM. The Inventor.
'l have received the ten volumes of the Science -History of the Universe and consider
it an excellent work. It deals with subjects often treated in a technical way, in a manner
that will interest all readers."
ALBERT J. BEVERIDGE,

Our Liberal

U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C.

p l..
i -U

We will send you the ten volumes of the ScienceOffer.

Tech.
World
Magazine

History of the Universe, carefully packed, all charges

prepaid and Technical World Magazine for one year, twelve numbers, for only $3.90. Send
money in way most convenient. The books and magazines may go to any addresses you choose.

What These Great Books Contain:
vo1. I.

ASTRONOMY - Telescope%, Spectroscopes, Gravitation, Solar
System, Stars.
VOL. II. GEOLOGY-Stroeture, Eros, Mines, Minerals Quarries.
VOL. III. PHYSICS-Matter, Heat, Sound, Light, Magnetism, Electricity.
VOL. IV. CIIEMISTRY - Alchemy, Modern Chemistry, Agrteultarol,
Physiology.
I Ole V. ItIOLOGY-Origin Nutrition, Descent, Rrprodoction, Heredity,
Evolution.
OL. VI. ZOOLOGY-Fossils, Insects, Vertebrates, IOTANY-Structure,
Growth, Forestry.
VOL. VII. ANTIIIROPOLOGY - Racial Charaeterlaties. MEDICINEAnatomy, Diagnosis, Surgery.
VOL. VIIL MATHEMATICS-Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry, Surveying.
VOL. IX. ART-Architecture, Music. LITERATURE - Drama, Poets,
Prose, NOvels.
VOL. X. PHILOSOPHY -Schools, Development, Political Economy, Ethics,

Science - History of the

Universe, ten volumes
prepaid, and Technical
World Magazine for
one full
90
year, only

SEND TODAY

USE THE

5766 Drexel Ave.
Chicago, U. S. A.

Gentlemen : - Enclosed
please find 53.90. for wh'ch
send me the ten volumes of the

Science -History of the Universe and

Technical World Magazine for one

year.

NAME
ADDRESS

COUPON
CITY
STATE
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We Recommend to Illinois Investors
the following

Tax -Exempt Stocks
1. *Commonwealth Edison Company, of Chicago-The largest
Central Station Company in the world, with an investment of over
$70,000,000, paying dividends at the rate of 6% per annum. This
Company has made a phenomenal growth in the past few years and
prospects for the future justify us in the belief that the stockholders will
be materially benefited thereby. Market price about $115.00 per share,
to net nearly 5k%.

2. North Shore Electric Company-This Company supplies electric current for light and power to the prosperous and growing residential
and manufacturing districts surrounding Chicago, from the Wisconsin line
on the North to the Indiana line on the South and East. This Company

is paying dividends at the rate of 4% per annum, which rate
eventually be undoubtedly increased.
share, to net about 5%.

will

Market price about $81.00 per

3. Illinois Valley Gas & Electric Company-Recently organized
to supply gas and electricity in the thriving cities and towns of the mining
and manufacturing districts in the vicinity of Streator and Ottawa. This
Company is paying regular dividends at the rate of 6% on its Cumulative

Preferred stock, which is selling at about $88.50 per share, to net .the
investor better than 6I%.

The fact that all three of these companies are controlled by practically the same interests under the presidency of Mr. Samuel Insull, insures their harmonious
operation with the most efficient management.
Detailed information regarding these investments will be sent upon request.
* Listed on the Chicago Stock Exchange.

Russell, Brewster & Company
Members:
New York Stock Exchange
Chicago Stock Exchange

137 Adams Street,
Chicago, Ill.
7
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Websters
N EW 1911

Illustrated
Dictionary'
FREE With the
SGENTTFICAMEIZICAN
OU don't need Webster's Dictionary to enable you to understand the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN'S articles-for they are written in a clear,
fascinating and popular vein.

We give you the Dictionary solely to induce you to become a regular subscriber to the only ,weekly journal of the world's progress in science, industry and
invention.

With every two years' subscription to the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

(price $6.00), we send the Dictionary free, express paid.

If preferred, we will send the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN for one year to
tw9 addresses, sending one Dictionary to either address, or for $4..00 we will
send the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN to you for one year and also send you
a copy of the Dictionary, express prepaid.

The Dictionary contains So,000 words, t I,000 synonyms and antonyms, many colored illustrations and charts, and a vast amount of valuable tables, data, and special articles. Has all the new
words, such as "aviation, biplane, cordite, hook -worm, lettergram, taximeter." A 1911 "working
encyclopedia," for the home, office, school or college. Bound in genuine flexible leather, with gold
titles and red edges.

Scientific American
is the oldest and the leading authority on the most interesting and absorbing topics that are to -day engaging the best brains and skill of the civilized world-aeronautics, aviation, automobiling, naval
affairs, industrial progress, popular science, railways, transportation, etc., etc.
Not dry or
technical, but written so that anyone can understand and enjoy every word.
P. E.
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, together with Webster's Dictionary, will en- .0
MUNN
able you to answer many important and timely questions, and keep you posted on
& CO., Inc.
the newest developments in the world's progress.
New York
Our special offer applies to either new or renewal subscriptions, but will
Gentlemen ,-Enclosed
.?
find $
(postal or ex.
be withdrawn as soon as our supply of books has been entirely taken up.
,,,
press money order or N. Y.
,

Don't delay-don't
miss this chance-fill in and
Y

return the coupon to -day!

MUNN & CO., Inc.
367 Broadway, New York

'

o
e+`

bank draft), for which send me

the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

year, and a free copy of
Webeter's New Illustrated Dictionary,

as described is your special offer, express

Namerepaid.

Street and No.

City

Stalls
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Will INSTRUCT PERSONALLY a
limited number selected, ambitious men in

Practical Drafting, Detaiflog, Designing
Draftsmen Drawing $125-$150 Monthly
Are NOT MADE in Schoolrooms,
Are NOT MADE by Reading Books,
Are NOT MADE by making Copies,
Are NOT MADE at home drawing pictures
from printed book lesson.

LET ME TELL YOU :
It requires actual, practical, up-to-date

DRAFTING -ROOM WORK to train YOU to
gain the PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE that your
employer will demand of you.

FREE
This $13.85

DRAWING OUTFIT
and Free Position
As Chief Draftsman of Engineering firm I know

exactly the Quality and Quantity of PRACTICAL training.
knowledge and actual up-to-date experience (not school

knowledge) you must have, in order to obtain a good
position and advance to highest salary.
INSTRUCTIONS UNTIL COMPETENT and
I give PLACED in POSITION at above Salary
DON'T waste TIME and MONEY trying to learn

from books or printed "STUFF" you can only learn on
PRACTICAL WORK which I furnish you.

Address CHIEF DRAFTSMAN
Div. 10, Eng's Equip't Co. (Inc.), Chicago
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electricity as a Builder of the Gatun Locks
By EDWARD SCHILDHAUER

Mr. Schildhauer, as Electrical and Mechanical Engineer of the Isthmian Canal Commission, is to be credited with the design and execution of those methods by which electricity
has been permitted to enter so largely into the accomplishment of the stupendous task which
American brains have now carried well within sight of completion. Mr. Schildhauer and
Mr. Ernest Eugene Lee, Assistant Electrical and Mechanical Engineer, have jointly prepared
a complete detailed account of the electrical and mechanical work thus far carried out, as a thesis
for their Master Degrees in Mechanical Engineering from their Alma Maters, the University
of Wisconsin and Iowa State College, respectively. Although the thesis contains a wealth of
valuable engineering information, it is of course, too elaborate and technical to be published in
its entirety in a popular magazine. Therefore, Mr. Schildhauer has kindly consented to give
to the readers the following article, based on the thesis, but in Plain English.-Editorial Note.

One of the contributory causes for the
triumph of the modern, American engineer
over his less fortunate French brother in the
digging of the Panama Canal has been the
rapid advance made in engineering and construction methods since the days of DeLesseps.

It is questionable whether, even with proper
management, the French, with the machin-

ery and methods then known could have

pushed the work to completion. But methods have changed in recent years and not a
few of these changes have been brought about
by a knowl-

locks that its aid is most important in

carrying on the work. There new problems came up which never before and perhaps never will again demand the attention
of engineers, and nowadays when original
problems arise the engineer turns almost
instinctively to its magic for the ways and

means for delivering him from his dilemma.
A glance at Fig. I will show to the reader
the relative locations of the immense dam,

locks and spillway and the scale on the

drawing will convey to the imagination
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FIG. 2.

ELECTRIC POWER HOUSE OF THE GATUN CONSTRUCTION PLANT

and mixing of the concrete materials and the
final transportation of the concrete itself to
the various parts of the work that taxed the

municipal purposes in the towns of Colon
and Gatun.
In the design of the construction plant
ingenuity of all concerned, for it must be nine elements were to be considered: An
remembered that this is no ordinary job of electrical generating plant; rock and sand
concrete construction but involves the building of veritable mountains of artificial stone.

These things made necessary what is

unloaders; cement cranes and cement
storage; automatic electric railroad; concrete mixers; electric industrial railway; con-

known as the Gatun Construction Plant, a crete depositing plant; lock wall forms, and
vast industrial institution which will have the Gatun dredging plant. These separate
been built, served its usefulness and been dis-

mantled all in the short space of five years.
Briefly, then, the object for which the Gatun
construction plant was designed and

built was primarily to unload, transport

and mix the ingredients for concrete, and to
place them, as used in the construction of the
floors and walls of the lock chambers of the

Gatun locks, and further, to transport the
material used in the hydraulically filled por-

tion of Gatun dam. The entire plant is
essentially an electrically driven one, with
the exception of the dredges and two auxiliary
mixers. The system also includes the steam

generating station and substation, which
furnish, in addition to the current for lock
arid dam construction, current for various

elements will be taken up and their operation
and relation to_the other elements explained.
GENERATING STATION

Although it was to have a useful existence
of only five years, the electric power plant

was built with every modern feature and

accessory including steam turbines. Fig. 2
an exterior view of the commodious
building in which it is housed. The building is the only thing about the plant suggestis

ing its temporary character and is quite
different in appearance from the substantial
brick structures which we are in the habit of
seeing in the temperate zone. The interior
has every appearance of the modern power
station, as shown in Fig. 3. Ranged along
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THREE STEAM TURBINE GENERATORS IN THE GATUN PLANT, EACH CAPABLE OF
DELIVERING 2,000 HORSEPOWER OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY

On the side of the

the side are the three vertical steam turbine

parallel with each other.

capable of delivering r,5oo kilowatts or a
little over 2,000 horsepower of electrical

track, two rails to each track. On the opposite

generators of the Curtis type, each one

slip opposite the storage pile is a double

An idea of the intricacy of the plant

side of the pile is a similar double track.
On these tracks are operated traveling
towers with two main cables stretched be-

energy.

is obtained from Fig. 4, a view taken in

April, Igoq, before the concrete floor of the tween each pair of towers, which, with auxilgenerator room was laid. All the maze of iary cables constitutes a duplex cableway.
pipes, running in every direction, are elec- Great grab buckets, with a capacity of two
trical cable conduits through which the wires cubic yards each, operate along these main
and cables leading to and from the generators cables. With precision a bucket drops
down into a barge, seizes its mouthful of
and their auxiliary apparatus are drawn.
With this brief glimpse into the manner of rock or sand and then up and away it goes
generating the electrical current, let us pass across the cable to deposit its burden on the
on to some of its innumerable applicat- heap of stored materials which is almost a
small mountain.
ions.
ROCK AND SAND UNLOADERS

The equipment

'

driven.

All the

is

entirely electrically

operating machinery is

The rock and sand which go into the mounted in the head towers, under the
vigilance of one attendant, but remotely

making of the concrete for the giant monoliths which form the locks are brought to the
site in barges. They enter a slip óoo feet
from the great storage pile and then not a

controlled, the operator being stationed 800
feet away on the tail tower, so as to obtain a
perfect view of the barge. Hoisting and

human hand is laid to the materials until traversing motions are obtained by indethey are in place as concrete. The slip, pendent auxiliary cables, each driven by an
with its barges, and the storage pile are independent motor.
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structure, divided into ten

bays, each one of which
is equipped with a crane
having a span of 47 feet

and a run of about too
The roof projects
beyond the face of the
dock to provide protecfeet.

tion from rain, in unloading barges, and on these
cantilever roof trusses the

cranes run directly over
the barge. The capacity
of the cement storage is
about too,000 barrels.

On the main floor of
the storage and on the
FIG. 4.

SOME INTRICATE WORK IN CONSTRUCTING THE POWER
PLANT -CONDUITS FOR WIRES AND CABLES

One strand of a duplex cableway is capable
of unloading and transporting to the storage
piles 6o yards of rock per hour, the traveling
speed being 1,600 feet per minute. A single

side opposite to the unloading dock, there are
30 cement hoppers covered with stable steel
screens into which the

cement barrels or bags are emptied at
the rate of 2,50o barrels per day. The
charge of cement is measured by the
barrel

or

bag in

the

hoppers, which

cableway is used for sand unloading and have two -barrel capacity. The cement is
drawn thence to cars passing under the
two duplex, for rocks.
That the plant may operate continuously, hoppers. The empty barrels are taken
each main cable is illuminated at night by by a conveyor running longitudinally with
one eighteen -inch searchlight projector, installed on the tail tower.

The rock crushing plant is located 24
miles from Gatun at the old fort of Porto
Bello, which may be remembered as one of
the oldest Spanish-Ameri-

the building on the main floor and discharged

a short distance from the building on a fire
heap.

To expedite the unloading of the

cement steamers making delivery, the build-

ing is profusely illuminated, so that night

can forts, destroyed by
Morgan, the buccaneer.
During the months of
November and December,
severe storms occur on the
Carribean, lasting from

one to ten days, in which
no rock barges can navigate. During this time
the stock pile is appre-

ciated, as this is the only
source from which rock
may be obtained to carry
on the work.
CEMENT CRANES AND CEMENT STORAGE

The cement storage is on
the side of the slip opposite

the unloading tail towers.
The building is a frame

FIG. 5.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CARS FOR TRANSPORTING
CONCRETE INGREDIENTS
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work can proceed with almost as much hoppers, where all cars run on a common
celerity as by daylight.
We have now gathered the sand, rock and
cement in their respective places of storage
and all ready to be mixed into concrete for
the lock walls. The next step is to convey
these materials to the mixing plant and here
again the recourse is had to electricity in the
form of an automatic electric railroad.
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RAILROAD

The distance from the rock, sand and
cement storage to the mixer building is over

track. The double -looped track mentioned
passes under the stone and sand storage pile
through tunnels. The tracks are separated
considerably for sake of greater storage
capacity. The cars travel in a counter-

clockwise direction, receiving first cement,

then sand and rock. In the event of a

blockade on one track, cars can be operated
over the other. One track only is required
for full plant capacity.

Fig. 5 is a view of one of the automatic
It is of the side dump type,

electric cars.

FIG. 6. AUTOMATIC CARS IN OPERATION -NO CHANCE FOR A MOTORMAN HERE

2,000 feet, and the latter is 61 feet higher.
The automatic electric road transports the
concrete ingredients from storage to the
mixer building. The road is automatic,
inasmuch as the cars run without attendants.

The cars are stopped, charged and started
by the attendants at the respective storages.
In a similar manner the cars are emptied
after arrival at the mixer building into charg-

ing hoppers above the mixers. The track
from storage to mixers and return is a closed
loop, and double -tracked excepting over the
mixer charging hoppers and under the cement

;-

operated by two 7& -horsepower motors
taking current through two third -rails located

in the middle between the track rails. It is
a curious sight indeed to see these little cars
travel along their narrow gauge track up and
down grade without motorman or attendant
of any kind. On the return trip they have

a steep grade to descend and curious as it
may seem to the layman they are made to do
work while coming down empty.
On coming down this ten percent grade,

as shown in Fig. 6, the wheels of the cars
turn the motors instead of the motors turning
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the wheels. The motors being rotated by
external power then become dynamos (for a
motor and a dynamo are practically the same

To insure minimum maintenance
of road bed and minimum work about the
circuit.

third rail conductor, the roadway is ballasted
thing) and pump current back into the line. with crushed rock from nine to twelve
The speed at which the cars travel is inches in thickness. The trains consist of

about 30o feet per minute and ordinarily two flat cars and an electric locomotive, each
flat car outgoing having a full bucket of
they operate at intervals of about 5o feet.
concrete and a place to receive the empty
CONCRETE MIXING PLANT
bucket with which it is to return. The car
The mixing plant consists of eight 64 -cubic lengths have been so designed that a train
feet capacity cubical mixers as shown in may receive two batches of concrete from the
Fig. 7. The mixers are driven in sets of mixers at one spotting, the center to center
two, from a jack -shaft. There are four distance of mixers and main cables on towers
being equal.

jack - shafts,

Arriving
at the lock

which a r e
each directly coupled
t o a 75-

the buckets
of concrete
are ready to

h o rsepower

lifted
from the
cars and

motor, and
the mixers

be

driven, hav-

ing a tight

dumped at
the proper

and loose

place in the

pulley.

concrete

are belt

monolith

The ma-

which forms

terial from

the wall of

the hoppers

the lock.
This is done

above is ad-

mitted to

by what is

the mixers
by means of
a segmental

valve. This

valve, to-

FIG. 7. THERE ARE EIGHT OF THESE CONCRETE MIXERS -64
CUBIC FEET CAPACITY EACH

gether with the water supply valve and
dumping lever are all controlled by the attendant on the mixer floor. The quantity
of water supplied is automatically measured.

The elevation of the mixers is such that
the mixed material can be dumped into the
buckets on the industrial railway flat cars,
while on their normal track elevation. This
industrial railway, a portion of which is seen
in Fig. 7, makes the last long haul of the concrete to the site of its final resting place, the

locks, where, for all we know, it may rest
for centuries to come. The distance from

called t h e
concrete de-

co siting

plant, t h e

very last link in this chain of interesting
events.
'CONCRETE DEPOSITING PLANT

This plant is quite similar to the unloading
cable ways at the storage yards. It consists
of four duplex cable ways, that span the lock
site. These spans are 800 feet in length or
almost a sixth of a mile. In Fig. 8 (Frontispiece) you can see several of the buckets
carrying the concrete to its last resting place
and Fig. 9 is a near view as it is dropped into
place. In this picture, also, is to be seen one of

the immense structural steel forms, which
great as º,000 feet in either direction, de- stands vertically to the height of the wall and
the mixers to the lock cable ways may be as

against which the concrete is packed.
In all, there will be a little over two million
There are four tracks, each one of which
will run to both ends. This amounts to a cubic yards placed in the forms for condouble track in each direction, and allows structing the locks at Gatun. It is difficult
great freedom in the movement of trains. to form a conception of the dimensions of
The general method is to run the trains in such a mass, and a few comparisons may
pending upon the stage of the work.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
give some idea of the enormity of the undertaking. If the reader will imagine standing

on the far side of the corner of State and
Madison Streets, Chicago, surveying one

block south to Monroe Street, one block west
to Dearborn Street, and an equivalent vertical

height, this will form, approximately, the
three dimensions of a solid cube of this mass.
Another comparison is to lay a floor about
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may be compared to a stairway of three steps
with provision for gates to hold the water at
predetermined levels so that the ship is

lowered in three successive steps from the
lake level, 85 feet above the ocean, to the
level

of the canal leading to the ocean.

This process is reversed for ships going in the
other direction. To pass a ship from the

four inches thick, extending over the area

lake to the ocean level the upper lock is
filled with water even with the lake level.

included by State Street and one mile west to

The ship is hauled into the lock by powerful

Halsted Street, and from Madison Street

electric locomotives.

six miles

south to Garfield

Boulevard.

The upper gate

is

closed and a large valve in the side culvert is

This mass of con

opened to pass the

crete will also lay
an ordinary sidewalk,

lock to the middle

water from the upper

six feet wide, from

lock. This flow con-

Francisco and return
to Chicago.

in the two locks are
the same so that the

New York to San

tinues until the levels

in the locks, in Fig.

ship is at a lower
level in the upper
lock. The lower

wall section with its

lock is opened and

As to the dimensions of the concrete

ro is shown a side

gate of the upper

main culvert and a

the electric locomo-

lateral culvert located
below the floor level
with numerous holes
entering the lock

tives haul the ship
to the middle lock.
The operations are

which the water will
flow when filling and
emptying the locks.

leading to the ocean.

chamber through
To get an idea

of

the dimensions an
ordinary six story

office building is
shown standing on
the lock floor.

A

repeated

until

the

ship is in the canal
It is, however, in

the magnitude of the
work and the special
devices for the operation of the gates,
valves, etc., that the
Gatun locks are different and more wonderful than anything

standard locomotive
in that line hitherto
is shown in the main
undertaken.
culvert and o t h e r
FIG. 9. DROPPING THE CONCRETE INTO
In conclusion just
features for compariPLACE
a word may be said
son are added.
The final element in the problem of the concerning the gates and their operation,
construction plant as mentioned in the which constitute a unique feature. The gates
beginning, is involved in the Gatun dam may be compared to huge doors, swinging
dredging plant. But as this work does not on hinges and meeting at an angle in the
embody features of unusual interest, it will center of the lock chamber. The largest
gate is 65 feet long, seven feet six inches
not be taken up in detail.
Now what is all this concrete work for? thick and 84 feet high. For comparison,
Why those gigantic walls? The answer is the reader may stand on the seventh floor
simple, for they embody the same principle of an ordinary office building, located on a
as that in canal locks since remote times. street which is r to feet between the building
The locks, however, are very much larger lines and imagine the buildings to be the
than any ever built. The locks at Gatun lock walls. Then suppose that this street
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FIG. IO. TIIIS WILL GIVE AN IDEA OF THE SIZE OF THE LOCK WALLS. THEY
ARE AS IIIGII AS A SIN -STORY OFFICE BUILDING, AND THE MAIN
CULVERT IN THE BASE OF EACH COULD TAKE IN A LOCOMOTIVE

were required to be closed by two huge
doors weighing three million pounds in the
short space of two minutes. This will
convey some idea of what the machine has

Worm !'ear

to accomplish.

Leaf bote
Upper /eve/ of Cana/

/ Lower /eve/ of Cana/
Leaf Gate

ock Wall
FIG. II. PLAN VIEW, SIIOWING THE PRINCIPLE OF THE LOCK GATES

FIG. I2. METHOD OF OPERATING THE GATES

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
Fig. 11 is a plan view showing the principle.

Normally the gates stand as shown. When
water from the upper level is let out into the
lower level through the culverts and a ship is

passed through the locks, the two leaves
drawn back into the recesses in
the side walls. This requires considerable
are
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with their easy or rapid gradations, fairly
marvelous. The mechanism of many im-

portant "acts" and illusions are entirely
electrical; the call -boy has been superseded
by electrical signals from stage manager to
dressing rooms, and heating and ventilation
are controlled by electrical means. Even

power and is accomplished as shown in
A horizontal "bull" wheel is
Fig. 12.
mounted as shown and revolved by an
electric motor. An arm from this wheel

the scrubwomen are provided with baseboard attachments so that they can secure

rate. The motion of the gate is slow at

naval warfare is that of lighting the enemy's

operates one leaf of the gate. Suppose the
gate is to be opened. The motor is started
up and revolves the bull wheel at a constant

first because the connecting arm is almost
on a "dead center." This is as it should be
for the power required to operate the gate is
large when it first starts to open, and consequently the motion should be slow. As the
connecting arm gets off from the dead
center the speed of the gate accelerates until

the pivoted arm gets around toward the

opposite side of the path of travel when the
speed of the gate begins to decrease. This
is also a decided advantage for, as the gate
begins to close into the recess in the wall, the

impounded water must be given time to
escape gradually or else enormous power
would be required. If it were not for this
ingenious arrangement, a complicated vari-

able speed motor arrangement would be

necessary at heavy cost and would not give
as satisfactory

results. The motors for

operating the gates at each system of locks

are controlled by one man from a single
switch house.

Here the operator sits with a

little miniature lock and gates in front of
him and by the simple movement of a few
switches controls the movements of the
great leaf gates and the other apparatus in
the real lock without ever seeing them,
fixing his attention entirely on the model
which moves in unison.

Electricity in the Modern Theater
"We could not run this house without

sufficient illumination."-Electrical World.

Aerial Searchlights
Among the most serious problems of modern

vessels sufficiently at night to make them good
targets. If this is done by the ship's own

searchlights, the beams from the same will
locate the ship carrying them, thus exposing
it in turn to the enemy's shot and shell. The
really desirable solution would be one that
left the enemy entirely in the dark as to the
location of his opponent until the devastating
shots rained down upon him. For this pur-

pose it has been suggested that the active
searchlights he mounted on smaller vessels
(such as torpedo boats) which would be
harder to hit and not so costly to replace if
sunk, but as soon as such smaller boats go
some distance from the man-of-war it is
difficult to communicate with them without
using either lamp signals or wireless messages
which may immediately be observed.

A novel substitute for this plan has just
been patented in Germany by L. J. Mayer of
Metz, the warlike frontier town which

Germany wrested from France in

1871.

Meyer proposes to mount a powerful electric
searchlight in the basket of a captive balloon
(see front cover) sent up from the man-of-war.

Current would be supplied to the lamp
through wires forming part of the cable
which holds the balloon in check, while
additional wires would operate magnets to
rotate the searchlight. The current would
not be turned on until the balloon was high
in the air, hence its presence would not be
suspected until the telltale beam flashes

electricity," declared the manager of a large
new theater recently. "I can scarcely enumerate the many ways in which we use electricity and we can only wonder how we ever
got along without it." Not only is electricity

across the high sea and as the wind will

theater, but it is relied upon for stage effects
of lighting, flame and fire, storm and crash,
warmth and benignity, that are sometimes,

mous waste of shots and by dropping it some
distance below the gas bag the exact location
of the latter would also be mere guesswork.

used for the general illumination of the

usually have carried the balloon far from its

master ship, the enemy could not readily
judge the location of the latter. At the
same time, the lamp basket itself would be
too small an object to hit without an enor-

/Ie(4Jç9fféc/rJca/
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"What won't they do next!" seemed

to be the opinion of the thousands

that elbowed their way good-naturedly
through the Chicago Coliseum during

the great Electrical Show. "My but
that is some heat" someone
announce confidentially to his neigh-

"I don't care for it. Doesn't taste right,
and I know it wouldn't quench the thirst
in hot weather," scornfully remarked the
gentleman from Milwaukee as he blew
across a glass of ozonated water and let it
slide neatly down his throat without the
least gurgle or confusion. "It ain't got any
hops in it," he concluded as he involun-

bor as they stood blinking into the tarily wiped a line of imaginary foam from
depths of a white hot electric
furnace and trying to imagine
how long a finger would last

if it were stuck into a re-

gion of 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit.

"Well, what do you know
about that!" was an expression you could hear from
almost

anyone

who

had

striven and stretched sufficiently to bring into the line
of his vision the source of a

mysterious rattling and

thumping-a giant electromagnet toying with a few
hundred pounds of pig iron.
"I just talked to a fellow
in New York, and he had
the sweetest voice," giggled
a High School miss to her
companions as she emerged
from a telephone booth
where visitors were permitted

to step up and hear what the
human voice sounds like
when coming from a thousand IMPRESSIONS OF THE ELECTRICAL SHOW AS DEPICTED
miles away.
BY CARTOONIST FOX OF THE CHICAGO EVENING POST
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his lips. "You are right friend," replied the
demonstrator. "There are no hops, toads,

microbes or other animals in this water once
it is impregnated by our improved electrical
process, with that wonderful and mysterious
allotropic form of oxygen known as ozone."
"Comes from the tropics does it? Huh!
Schlitz is good enough for me," and Milwaukee hurries on to inspect nine orphaned eggs
slowly hatching in an
electric incubator.
In the center of the
great hall stood a

be all ready for business when the final
result of the contest should be made known.
Finally came some United States government inspectors and figured upon the prob-

Their minds becoming confused by
its complexity, and having automobiles at
lem.

home anyhow, they arrived at the conclusion
that the whole thing was a lottery, that it was
pure guess -work, that there is no such thing
as mathematics in the

pillar three times as
high as a man's head

world-away with it!
Over in one corner
was the exhibit of the
Artcraft Institute at

which educational

and composed of a

work was going on,

number

the whole realm of

extending throughout

of drums

wound over their entire surface with cop-

electric cookery. Here

was a long table, an

per wire. These
drums were diabolically conceived and

electric kitchen cabi-

net and an electric
washing machine to

executed so as to em-

lend variety to the

body every mathematical curve and surface dealt with by
mathematicians since

scenéry. On the table
were electric utensils
of all the well known

the days of Copernicus; including trun-

edge of the table were

cated cones, parabolas,
circles and a few other
things. Given the

ging on the various

makes. Under the

outlets from an electric circuit, for plugdevices.

height of the various
drums, the size of the
wire and a diameter
or two, the. problem
was to guess the total

and in

was food in the raw.

The stage was set.
Arrive, now, on the
scene a group of club

number of feet of wire
so as to win an electric

women to learn of elec-

automobile. Some

who "never were good
at figgers" preferred

to make a blind stab
at it, one optimistic

On the floor
the corners

SET THEMSELVES SQUARELY IN.THE
CENTERS OF TRAFFIC

tricity and spread the
propaganda. They file
behind the table, take

up cords and plugs
and at a signal the

young lady thinking that seven million feet "work" begins. We quote the word "work"
as
would be about right. She is doubtless however, for cooking withit iselectricity
believed by
everyone knows is play and
doing her shopping on foot.
Others of a mathematical turn of mind set electrical authorities that the word "work"
themselves squarely in the centers of traffic as now applied to household activities will in
around the pillar and figured from an hour the near future become obsolete.
Never was a class more interested. There
to an hour and a half each. Their exwere
several types of outlets under the table
These
last,
when
pressions were stonelike.
they had arrived at and handed in their and several styles of plugs on the cooking
answers immediately passed down the line devices. This caused a little confusion at
and clambered into electric autos on exhibit first. It was found out incidentally that an
and proceeded to familiarize themselves an egg absolutely refused to fry on a General
with the steering gear, batteries etc., so as to Electric stove if a Westinghouse plug was
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used.

Likewise a Westinghouse percolator
refused to have anything to do with current
through a Simplex plug. These little family
differences being attended to the cooking

the eye and at once plunge in absolutely without fear. Once inside, it was action every
minute of the time, all the way down through

progressed.

All this interested the throngs, particularly

some fortunate men who were selected at
random, or for other reasons, to come in and
act as eaters.
At the corner of one of the booths anywhere
from six to twenty people might be observed at
any time sniffing ozone. They all took very

deep breaths and 'then looked sadly, far
away into the distance, trying to imagine
"mountain air." The little machine which
caused all this reminiscing was no more than
eighteen inches high but it sent out a blast of
air heavily impregnated with the somewhat

pungent odor of this strange gas which is
formed in the region of a high potential
electric discharge.

One end of the hall was taken up with a
row of miniature shops and stores all facing

out onto "Common-

wealth Avenue."

SNIFFING OZONE

Within, all the thrills the line

of shops. The interiors were
beautifully lighted by every artifice knowr- to
the illuminating expert. Ways were demon-

strated for using electricity in a grocery
store, for correctly illu-

minating a dress shop
or a drygoods store.

Everything new and
beautiful in electric fixtures and everything

of a shopper on bargain day were experienced. A member of
that sex which most delights in this form of
battle would approach the entrance with fire in

useful in the culinary line were on exhibit
in the Electric Shop.
"Have you seen Thordarson fry eggs on
ice?" "Naw. Don't believe it. That's all
press agent talk." "Come on, and I'll show
you," says the electrical engineer to his friend

the bank cashier. They push their way
through to the annex.

The cashier wants to
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stop and listen to the amateur wireless fiends
who are seated with ecstatic expressions,
and wreathed in the flames of their resound-

ing instruments, but his friend drags him
away to the corner wherein is the Thordarson

"Wireless kitchen." They line up beside the
rail and watch the show. Thordarson, the
"electrical wizard," presides behind a sort
of long counter. At his left is the usual
"assistant" who from time to time makes a
mysterious pass under the table as if to
scratch his ankle. This is 'not supposed to
be noticed by the crowd.
"Here we have the wireless churn," says
the wizard. This imposing apparatus consists of a sort of glass stein without a handle
and half full of water. In the water is a
metal sphere with a wire or two around it.

Setting the whole thing on the top of the
table the sphere revolves rapidly until set

to one side when it stops as if tired.
"Wireless lamp" shouts the wizard. This
time he takes up a circular coil of wire wound
on the outside with tape and with an incan-

descent lamp connected to the center; no
connections whatever to any external source.

Holding the lamp over the table it burns
brightly.

"Now we will fry an egg on ice," explains
the wizard. He places a frying pan on the

table top and turns away for an instant.
The assistant scratches his ankle and the
pan aviates away ten feet.
Having secured the pan again the wizard
passes down the line and lets the cashier and

the electrical engineer and the rest of the
crowd feel of it and of a slab of ice which he
has in his hand. Both cold. Then he goes
back and places the ice on the table. Then
he holds the pan over the ice for a few moments. The second assistant wizard carefully selects a bunch of lard and puts it in
the pan. It sizzles slightly. Second assist-

ant then awkwardly breaks an egg in the pan.

It sizzles, fries and actually smells good.
All this time the pan sets on a slab of ice.

"I'll be jiggered if that doesn't get me,"
says the cashier. "Now tell .me how he
does it-you, who think you know electricity."
Says the electrical engineer, "It is done, not
by what we ordinarily call wireless current;
that is, high voltage, high frequency current
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"NOW WE WILL FRY AN EGG ON ICE," EXPLAINS THE WIZARD

the ordinary low voltage alternating and
direct current which is used for lighting.

currents as they are called (and they
are developed in any solid piece of
iron placed in an alternating magnetic

Under that table are large transformers the

field)

cores of which form immense electro -magnets.

the egg.

which transmits wireless messages, but by

quickly develop heat enough to fry

"In the same way the lamp is lighted.
he closes a switch which sends current The coil of wire in this case is affected by the
When that assistant juggles under the table
through the transformers. As a result the

not harmful to them. This field may be
made alternating by sending alternating
current through the transformers, in which

magnetism and has generated in it sufficient
current to light the lamp.
"When the frying pan was made to jump
off the table only direct current was used in
the transformer. When the switch was
closed there was a great outward surge of

case it rises up and dies down many times a

magnetism as the field was established around

second. Now when you place the frying

the transformer and the metallic pan was

pan in this field of magnetism the metal in it

repelled by this field and whisked away."

table and the wizard himself are plunged into
a powerful magnetic field, which of course is

the fluctuating magnetic field causes electric

"Oh! I see," said the cashier as they
wended their way to the door to catch a

though non-metallic objects such as ice, the
table top, etc., are not affected. These eddy

Wabash Avenue car, casting one more look
backward at the wire column where several
men were still earnestly figuring.

may be considered as a closed circuit and

currents to flow in the metal of the pan,

The Coming of the Multiplex Telephone
By WILLIAM C. WARD

What bids fair to be a great advance in the telephonic art was inaugurated when Major
Squier, on January 3rd of this year, gave to the people of the United States his patents on a
system of multiplex telephony; that is, a system it is claimed, permitting of sending severa'
non -interfering messages over one circuit at the same time. As has happened so many times
in the past, in the case of great inventions, two men apparently were working on the same idea
about the same time. Mr. Frank L. Perry of Chicago, widely known in electrical circles
throughout the country, demonstrated over two years ago, to reliable witnesses, that a non interfering voice message could be transmitted over an isolated circuit which was ad the same
time being employed for transmitting a to and fro conversation. It is only fair, therefore, that,
following Mr. Ward's description of the Squier system, we give an account of Mr. Perry's
work and the excellent proof which he has to offer establishing the fact of his independent
research. Editorial Note.

The utilization of combined wire and
wireless practice, patents for which have
been taken out and dedicated to the public
by Major George Owen Squier, United
States Army, amounts to what will prove to

be the greatest stride made in electrical
communication since the invention of the
telephone itself. In the new system, multiplex telephony-heretofore never practicalis easily accomplished; also, any number of
telephone and telegraph messages may be
sent simultaneously over the same wire
without any mutual interference, and one of
the most important features of the invention

is the absolute elimination of the distance
restriction which until now has prevented
further

developments
telephony.

in

long - distance

Ever since the electromagnetic theory of

light became an accepted fact, the whole
range of ether waves has been looked upon
as a spectrum extending from the extreme
ultra -violet rays on the one hand, through
the visible spectrum to the exceedingly slow
oscillations that are used on submarine
cables. Also use has been made of all parts,
for various purposes, with the exception of
two well-defined intervals; one extending

Photo by WaZdon Fawcett

MAJOR SQUIER OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY, AT THE RIGHT, AND HIS
ASSISTANT TALKING SIMULTANEOUSLY OVER ONE
LINE WITHOUT INTERFERENCE
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cross-section of

the wire. As the frequency increases, the skin effect becomes
more and more pronounced until the frequency reached the realm of the millions

per second that are used in

radio -tele-

graphy, when the energy is no longer confined to the conducting wire, but radiates
into space through the ether. In the intermediate range from say 20,000 to ioo,000,
the energy is largely carried by the ether
immediately surrounding the wire, but is
sufficiently linked to the conductor to prevent

excessive radiation and the resultant loss of
energy. In Major Squier's system, then, the

loss of power due to the
ohmic resistance of the
conductor is eliminated

by employing currents of
sufficiently high frequency

to be carried in the ether
surrounding the wire rather
than in the wire itself, and

as a natural result more
work can be performed

at a great distance than

can possibly be expected of
a low -frequency conduction
current.

Oscillatory currents of

Photo by Waldon Fawcett

MAJOR SQUIER USING HIS FIRST MULTIPLEX TELEPHONE

from a frequency of about 3 x Io12 of the
extreme infra -red, to 5 x ío10, which is the
shortest wave yet produced by electrical
apparatus-and another interval extending
from ioo,000 cycles per

the frequency employed
are, however, much too

rapid in their periodic reversals to produce
audible effects in a telephone receiver.
The limits of sensitiveness of the human
ear lie between frequencies of from 16

second to 15,000 cycles
per second. This latter
represents a practically unexplored field which Major

Squier has found by experiment to be very useful
in solving the problems of
multiplex telephony and
telegraphy.
With such frequencies
as

are used in ordinary

battery telephony the so-

called phenomenon of
"skin effect;" that is, the
tendency of the electric

current to flow on the sur-

face of the wire, is comparatively small, and the
current fairly well distri-

buted throughout the

Photo by Watdon Fawcett

PRINCIPAL PARTS OF THE SQUIER MULTIPLEX TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
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to 20,000 cycles per second, and entirely
apart from this is the fact that it is
a physical

impossibility

for

a

tele-

phone receiver diaphragm to vibrate in
syntony with

any oscillations of

much

higher frequency than the maximum limit
of audibility. For this reason Major Squier
has found it necessary to employ a detector
such as that now used in wireless practice
to integrate the oscillations into one -dimensioned effects that will cause telephone
receivers to respond audibly, as they now do
in ordinary battery telephone systems.
Both the sending and receiving stations are
therefore connected inductively with the
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to supply the necessary oscillations direct.
This machine, which is the power behind
the throne in the new system, consists of the
usual coils between which rotates an armature about one foot in diameter at a speed
of 20,000 revolutions per minute. The
generator gives out approximately pure sine
waves corresponding to a wave -length of
1.86 miles.

In this system practically all of the gene-

rated energy is used, while in wireless
telegraphy nearly all of it is wasted as the
diameter of the radiated wave -sphere ex-

pands-that is the surface density of the

sphere, which is expressed in terms of energy,

line wires, and a generator at the sending

decreases as an involved function of the

end is kept giving out undamped oscillations
upon which voice vibrations are impressed
by a microphone transmitter in the primary

radius increases.
It will be remembered that no practical use

circuit as is now the case in the ordinary
wireless telephone.

At the receiving end, an

was ever made of wireless telegraphy until
Marconi grounded one wire and sent out
earth -guided waves.

Hertz, too, noticed

grating detector shunted across the telephone
wires, exactly as in wireless practice, trans-

the performance of waves traveling along
conductors. But it has remained for Major
Squier to make use of wire -guided oscilla-

lates the messages into articulate speech.
It is obvious that the number of messages

universal multiplex system.

inductively connected circuit with an inte-

tions and to develop the first practical

that may be simultaneously transmitted over

the same line wire is limited only by the
number of frequencies to which oscillating
circuits may be tuned, and this borders on
infinity. Also it is evident that telegraph
and telephone messages may be sent over
the same wire at the same time, so long as
the frequencies of the different sustained
oscillations of which their signals are modifications are not sufficiently near together to
cause interference.

One of the most important economic
features of the invention is the elimination
of the necessity for using a return wire in
telephone circuits.

This has heretofore been

necessary on account of interference from
earth disturbances, cross -talk from other
circuits, electric railway complications and
many annoyances from unknown sources.
All of these outside influences, however, are
of low frequency, and their elimination from

the Squier system is due to the use of condensers of very small electrical dimensions,
which, though imposing great impedance
to slow oscillations, offer little or none to
frequencies as high as ioo,000 cycles per
second.

Though the Duddell arc and other approved sources of sustained oscillations have
been successfully used, Major Squier relies

chiefly upon a generator of his own design

For many years Frank L. Perry of Chicago
had in his mind the idea of duplex telephony.
At first it was only an idea and a vague one
at that, evolved from numberless experiments
in the mystifying field of vibratory electrical
energy. He spent every hour of spare time
at his researches in electrical wave phenomena.

Gradually the idea took form and in 1908

he was able, with crude apparatus, to do a
wonderful thing in his home laboratory at
3702 Lake Avenue, Chicago. Two people
talked back and forth over an isolated
metallic circuit and also over an isolated
grounded telephone line, using ordinary
transmitters operating in connection with the

ordinary receivers, and at' the same time
Mr. Perry with his new duplex transmitter, connected to this same line trans-

mitted phonographic "talk" to a witness in
another room; and the witness heard it, but
did not hear the other two people who were
conversing without interference over the line
at the same time.

Then for absolute proóf the witness was
given the ordinary receiver connected to this
same isolated single line. He held it to one
ear and heard a person talk over the line with
ordinary instruments. Drawing it away he
held the special receiver to the other ear and
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READY FOR THE TEST-CRUDE TELEPHONE OUTFIT OF THE ORDINARY TYPE AT THE RIGHT, FOR
"TO AND FRO" MESSAGES; TWO PERRY DUPLEXING RECEIVING SETS AT THE LEFT

heard only the phonographic talk with musical accompaniment. Bringing the two
receivers to his two ears he heard the con-

fusion of the two transmissions and knew

Still other men were permitted to listen to
the performances of this Perry duplex telephone system, namely: Mr. B. E. Sunny,
president of the Chicago Telephone Com-

beyond a doubt that the one circuit was pany and vice president of the American
carrying at the same time two sets of voice
messages, either of which he could listen to
independently, depending on which receiver
he used. Duplex telephony had "arrived."
The witness on this occasion, November
4, 1908, was Mr. Bion J. Arnold, the celebrated consulting engineer and traction expert. He gave to Mr. Perry signed statements and signed a drawing verifying this
important achievement.

Supplementing Mr. Arnold's testimony a
signed statement was procured, after similar
demonstration, from Mr. Donald M. Carter
of the law firm of Parker & Carter, Chicago.

Telephone and Telegraph Company, heard
a successful demonstration in October, 1909;
Francis W. Parker, of the firm of Parker and

Carter, and Dr. C. F. Barker, a well-known
Chicago physician and surgeon, all witnessed
successful tests.
Mr. Perry wisely is not telling any one just

how he does it. But immediately after announcement of Major Squier's achievement
came from Washington, he quickly repeated
before Mr. Rufus Hatch Holbrook, associate
editor of Telephony, his successful accomplishment. The system is essentially the same as

that employed over two years ago when Mr.
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could see, the photographs herewith give a
most excellent idea of the general appearance

of the apparatus as it was used over two
years ago, and as it was employed within a
day or so after the announcement from
Washington, this year.
On almost every occasion in demonstrating, he places two people at the two receiving

stations in one room. With one of these
persons at one of these receiving stations, a
second person in another room converses.
In a word, an ordinary "to and fro" telephonic conversation is carried on between

these two people over a single isolated

metallic circuit or an isolated single wire
grounded circuit. This circuit in some cases

covered a distance over surrounding roofs

of a little less than a city block.
While this ordinary "to and fro" telephonic
conversation is being carried on between the

two persons, one at each end of the above
mentioned single circuit, it has been Mr.
Perry's general custom to send over this
same one circuit in one direction to the other
person in the receiving room, either another
human voice, or a phonographic reproduction
of the human voice (with song and musical
accompaniment.) This second human, or
phonographic -human voice and music, is

Photo by Burke .0 Atwell

MR. PERRY IN HIS DUPLEXI! G "SENDING
STATION"

Perry first put the second telephonic message (voice) on the one isolated circuit that
was at the same moment being used to convey
back and forth the electric waves of ordinary

"to and fro" telephonic conversation.

This new and additional voice message
was at that time sent in only one direction,
that is, to a listener. But be it understood
that this transmission of a second and
additional telephonic message in one direction over the one circuit was enough, Mr.
Perry knew, to demonstrate before creditable
witnesses the discovery of duplex telephony.
With reference to the illustrations presented
herewith, Mr. Perry frankly states that there
are of course certain parts of the apparatus
boxed up and purposely otherwise concealed;
but in so far as any ordinary visiting observer

noto by buf ke

Atwell

TELEPHONE OUTFIT OF THE ORDINARY TYPE AS USED FOR "TO AND

CRUDE

FRO" MESSAGES
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delivered into a special transmitter by phono-

graph in what Mr. Perry calls his "sending
station" or "transmitter room." This demonstration has always been with more or

When it is desired to determine the
intrinsic brilliancy of a surface the above
procedure is followed and the same can be

less crude, hand -made apparatus.

It is here emphasized that the operation
of this apparatus during these tests is such, at
its perfection, that listeners cannot detect any
interference between the two telephonic
messages that reach either of the persons in

the receiving station at the same moment
over the same circuit.
Soon after making his discovery Mr. Perry
became convinced that telephonic duplexing
would first find its greatest utility on isolated,
single metallic -circuit lines longer than those
usually found within city limits. Therefore
since 1908 he has been engaged in researches

leading to much longer distance voice duplexing transmission.

Measuring Intensity of Illumination
It is often desirable to determine the illum-

ination of a certain room in . foot-candles.
Also the architect or illuminating engineer

may wish to know the illumination of a
certain wall or other surface. To enable
this determination to be made conveniently
a device known as the "luxometer" has been
put on the market by a London engineer.
It measures only 7 by 31- by 2 inches
and weighs less than a pound and consists
of a self-contained standardized lamp which

throws a beam of light onto an inclined
screen as in the Trotter portable photometer.

It may be stated that there is a mirror,
from which the central portion of silvering has

been removed, which is viewed through an
eye -piece and is set at such an angle that it
reflects into the eye -piece the inclined screen
above mentioned. The eye therefore sees

in the field of view, a small annular patch
representing the inclined screen and the
central portion which is cut away. Through
this central portion the object of the illumination of which is to be determined is viewed.

The angle made by the inclined screen with
the rays of light, is variable by means of a
milled head and is adjusted until the illumination of the central and outer parts of the

field of view coincide on the well-known
Trotter principle. The illumination of the
object viewed can then be read off on a direct
reading scale graduated usually from o to 4
foot-candles.

MEASURI NG INTENSITY OF ILEUM INATION

done by viewing a surface placed horizontally
in case the horizontal illumination at any
point is required.

Preserving Telegraph Poles
The Imperial German Postal Department
has conducted extensive experiments with
various impregnating materials to preserve
the life of telegraph poles. It finds that if
zinc chloride is used, the life of the pole is
about twelve years; with copper sulphate,
it is fourteen years; with corrosive sublimate,
seventeen years; while if treated with tar oil,
the pole will last 22 years.

For the year 1910 the Chicago Telephone
Company reports the greatest growth in its
history, the net gain in the number of telephone stations being 37,641. In the city of
Chicago the total number of telephone

stations connected to the exchanges of this
company now amounts to nearly 240,000,
and in the suburban district there is something over 6o,000, giving a total of about
300,000 stations in the territory served.
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AN ELECTRIC TRAIN IN THE ALPS
Above is a view of one of the electric trains on the famous Wengernalpbahn
in Switzerland. This mountain railway is operated by direct current of i,5oó to
1,800 volts and the locomotive climbs slowly up the steep grades by means of a
rack and pinion. Two cars are drawn at a load, each seating 48 passengers. A
speed of about ten miles an hour is possible on the 25 per cent grade. The train
is heated and lighted by electricity. By means of automatic brakes the train
may be brought to rest in from 21 to 61 seconds
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Journalism of the Sea
By F. M. SAMMIS

A few years ago, when a man was worn
and nervous from the strain of his business,
it was customary for his physician to recom-

mend an ocean voyage for his rest and
refreshment. During his trip on the water
he could enjoy absolute rest from his
business worries, but nowadays there is no
such thing as freedom from business for the
man of affairs. Each morning on his
journey across the ocean he finds beside his

plate at the breakfast table a newspaper
printed on board containing the latest news
of the day. While he may have resolved
to forget entirely the things left behind, it is
more than human nature can resist to leave

untouched the little sheet and he is soon
eagerly perusing the happenings of yesterday

or glancing at the quotations of his pet
There is not even the excuse that
he happens not to have the change to purchase a paper, for they are distributed gratis
stocks.

The machinery necessary to make possible

the publication of a daily paper in mid Atlantic is very much the same as that required for any of the great city newspapers,
except, of course, On a much smaller scale.
There is, however, one marked point of
difference and that is in the manner in which
the news is transmitted to the editorial room.
The material for the Atlantic Daily News is
furnished by the tremendous organization
known as the Associated Press, which has a
representative in every news gathering
center of the earth ever on the alert for items
of interest to telegraph to New York. Every

day in the year at 8:3o p. m., a special

dispatch is prepared at the Associated Press
office in New York and telegraphed direct to
the Marconi Station at South Wellfleet, Mass.
From here, by means of wireless telegraphy,
the news of the world at large is sent out to

vessels hundreds of miles distant on the

to every passenger, for like other newspapers,

broad Atlantic. The aerial wires supported
they are made profitable by means of their by the masts of each steamer intercept a

advertising columns.

sufficient number of the ether vibrations sent

FOUR 11UCE TOWERS 215 FT. HIGH. SUPPORT A GREAT NETWORK OF
COPPER WIRES
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ENGINE AND TRANSMITTER HOUSE OF THE WELLFLEET STATION

out by the Cape Cod transmitter to operate
the sensitive receiving apparatus, the operator records the message and in the morning
the traveler finds at his place the news that
has come so far and has been printed while
he slept.

Perhaps, it might be interesting to know
something of this station on Cape Cod, the
methods by which the news is transmitted
and the little company of men who form the
working force. The plant is located about
two miles from the railroad station at South

A POWERFUL ENGINE AND DYNAMO ARE NECESSARY TO PRODUCE THE ENERGY
FOR LONG RANGE WIRELESS WORK

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

BUNGALOW IN WHICH THE WIRELI.

)PERATORS LIVE

Wellfleet and is situated directly on a huge wind storm blowing that drives the loose
sand bluff that overlooks the Atlantic Ocean. sand against the men's faces with such force
There is little here but sand, the kind that as to almost bring the blood. On one
stays awhile and then moves on. In fact, occasion during a heavy storm, the manager
it is not uncommon for some of the buildings became confused in attempting to make the
to be almost buried during a single storm. passage from the house to the plant and only
A species of coarse grass alone succeeds in succeeded in reaching his destination by
drawing nourishment from the sand, and to following the wire fence which encloses the
this vegetation, Cape Cod owes its existence, grounds for its entire length.
for without it, the Cape would long since
The bungalow in which the men dwell is
have been blown away.
as pleasant and cozy as one could wish for.
Four huge towers, each 215 feet high, There is a large living room, furnished with
support a great network of copper wires, the comfortable chairs and couches. The walls
lower ends of which lead into the trans- are hung with pictures and on the tables are
mitting room. These wires, when charged, scattered books and magazines. Most of
set in vibration the ether for i,5oo miles the , men endeavor to play some musical
around. Under the shade of these towers instrument and, whatever the result may be,
nestle the several buildings of the plant. A there are no neighbors to complain. They
low brick structure houses the great puffing en- have an excellent phonograph and a great
gines and humming dynamos that furnish the number of records. They had a rule that
power necessary for the transmission of mes- whoever was guilty of profane language
sages to great distances. Under the same roof had to pay a fine for each offence and this
is also located a storage battery of colossal size money was used to buy records; or if any of
and a machine shop. Connected to this the men went to Boston for a little vacation,
building by a long corridor are the trans- they were to buy a half dozen records for
mitting and operating rooms, in which occur the privilege. Each man has a bedroom to
the wonderful display of electrical pyro- himself, there are two guest rooms, the manatechnics that has caused the plant to be ger has his larger room and office and there
dubbed "Marconi's thunder factory."
is a very pleasant dining room.
About a thousand feet from the plant is
The happy family, for it is a happy family,
situated the comfortable little bungalow that consists of a manager, two telegraph operashelters the men employed at the station. tors, two engineers and two old salts as
There is a plank walk from the plant to the riggers, a chef and steward and two dogs,
house and many are the tales told of trying Missy and Mike. The manager is the techto keep to the path on a stormy night when nical man and wireless engineer of the plant,
the ground is covered with snow and the air in addition to his position as head of the
full of blinding sleet, or of endeavoring to family. The two telegraph operators take
reach the bungalow when there is a ferocious shifts in working the land lines and wireless
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circuits, for the station is also used for

communication with Boston shipping. The
engineers stand watch alternate nights to
start the main engines of the plant and to
keep them running smoothly. There are
also a thousand and one things for them to
do during the day-some repairing, improve-

ments to be made or experiments for the
engineer at the head office in New York.
The riggers keep the towers and stays in
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were small and the man's eyes heavy for
sleep. The message having been punched
on the paper, the strip is then wound on a
reel attached to the motor -driven automatic

transmitter and is then ready for the pro-

gram, which starts at ten o'clock each night
and continues until completed.

At 9:3o o'clock the engineer on watch

hastens down from the dwelling house to the
plant and starts three great flaming torches,

They may be seen almost any

in order to heat the ignition balls of the

here, replacing a fouled wire of the antenna
there, putting in their time wherever it may
be most needed. Painting the towers is a
job that keeps them busy for many weeks at
a time with extra men to help.
The chef or steward is the one man who
has it in his power to make the family either
happy or miserable, and misery is little
known here. It requires considerable fore-

this plant because of the high cost of coal
and the difficulty of delivering it at the

place and many of the provisions must needs
come from Boston. With some help from
the town store, the wares of local fishermen
and an occasional mess of flounders caught

Here in the transmitting room great streams
of fire a foot long are thrown out by powerful

ship shape.

day, perched far aloft, tightening a rope

kerosene engines. Oil engines are used in
station.

By 9:5o o'clock all is in readiness-

the engines are running and the recording
instruments are inspected to note whether
the current value is correct. When the
clock points exactly at ten, a red signal light

flashes in the engine room, the operator
releases the catch on the automatic trans-

sight and good management to keep the mitter and the crashing noise of the spark is
larder well supplied at this out of the way immediately heard in the adjoining room..

from the bank by the men when off duty,
the commissary department is kept well
supplied.

The men gather for a late breakfast in the
morning, for some have been up until two
o'clock on duty, and then starts the business

of the day There are various tasks

to

engage the men during the daytime, but it is

at night that the real work of the station
begins.

At 8:3o p. m. the operator on duty

hears a call on the land wire, and he is at
once busy copying on his typewriter the news
dispatch from the Associated Press. He

then takes his copy down to the plant and

blowers and the tremendous noise of the
spark, though musical, is terrifying.

Very
few persons
for visitors are strictly prohibited from
entering upon the premises, but one may hear

the high pitched note of the powerful spark
for several miles, if the night be quiet or the
wind favorable
Through the windows of the station the
spark has been seen for fifteen miles at sea.
Viewed from the exterior, the intense white
flash showing through the ground glass
windows of the instrument room and the
deafening crash of the spark would cause
one to believe that here is the home of the
evil one. In this way the great plant is

starts punching the strip. This operation is
one recently added to the daily regime and
is the means by which the entire news message is sent automatically in perfect Morse

calling to ships near and far and sending

of the message by the ships at sea, many of
which are at distances too great to ask for
repetitions of certain words they may have
missed, the entire news dispatch is repeated
several times. In the days when the operator had to send this long message four
times by means of a huge telegraph key, in
addition to receiving it from New York over
the land line, the news became rather a bore,
especially when the hours of the morning

the repetitions that follow.

them the news of the day. The ships may be
1,50o miles or only ioo miles away, and unless

the vessel is at the greater distance, the
characters without the operator touching operator usually copies the complete dispatch
a key. In order to insure the receiving correctly the first time without recourse to

While the operator at Cape Cod is busy
sending out the day's dispatch on each one
of the numerous ships on the broad Atlantic
there listens an attentive ear, and the ear must
needs he attentive if it is to catch the message,
for while the waves are tremendously power-

ful when released from the towers at Cape
Cod, they travel equally in every direction
and the amount of energy received by a ship
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i,5oo miles distant is infinitely small.
Between the masts of each vessel are strung

horizontally several stranded copper wires
about the diameter of a pencil.

These wires

separated by wooden spreaders and
carefully insulated by special hard rubber
are

insulators from the masts and their attendant
stays. Several vertical wires are connected
at the center of the horizontal ones and these

lead directly through an insulator into the
wireless cabin, usually located on the upper
deck.

The modern Marconi cabin aboard ship
is divided into several sections. There is
usually an inside companion way for the
convenience of passengers and this leads into

a reception room where messages may be
filed for transmission. Directly adjoining
this reception room is the main portion of the

wireless cabin where the man on watch
answers the thousand and one questions
propounded

to him by fair

passengers,

while those not so fair must content themselves with a somewhat more brief description of the wizardry of wireless.

A sample of the efficacy of explaining
wireless to a passenger is well illustrated by
the story of an operator who, in the days in
which the received signals were recorded on
a paper strip, had particularly prided himself
upon an especially lucid description of the
modus operandi of wireless telegraphy to a
fair passenger. Upon thanking him for his
courtesy, the lady remarked that she understood it all perfectly, but would he tell her
how the paper tape reached the ships from
shore without getting wet.
Next to the main room is the living room
of the two operators and it is as comfortable
a little cabin as there is on the ship. There

arc two berths, a writing desk, a chair or

two, and in fact, all the comforts of bachelor
life.

At meal time the men repair to the

main saloon and dine with the passengers or,

if business be heavy, as it often is on the
larger vessels, the meals may be served by
the steward in the Marconi cabin. There

tions are in marked contrast to the quarters
on the older vessels with which the operators
had to content themselves. They were

limited to one small room which contained
the wireless apparatus and a berth. There
was barely room to turn around in and, if
perchance, the Marconi man was of the long
variety, the chances were his feet extended
under the instrument table when he turned
in for a few hours sleep.

Each night, a few minutes before ten, the
operator in charge shuts himself in the little
sound -proof room, provides himself with pad

and pencil, adjusts the pair of telephone
receivers to his head and awaits the stroke
of ten. Exactly on the minute, the faintest

little whisper is heard in the telephones.
The giant spark at Cape Cod is saying,

"Good evening, ships, Good evening, ships."

This spark, which was so terrifying at the
station, is so weak at 1,5oo miles as to be
indiscernible by anyone but an operator
who has become expert by long practice.
These signals,

though faint,

are

quite

distinct and may be likened to the gentle
purring of a contented kitten, though they
are not so loud. Quite recently it has been
discovered that
human
is more
sensitive to a higher musical note than that
which was produced by the spark formerly
in use, which was at the rate of 4,000 sparks
per minute. The new musical spark has a

frequency of 36,000 impulses per minute
and is readable at considerably greater
distances with the same power.

In the meanwhile, with receivers tightly
pressed against his ears, the operator is
rapidly writing down pages of news. This
continues for about an hour, at the end of
which time the dispatch is complete. The
copy is

then quickly transcribed on the

typewriter and hurried down to the "editor
on board" of the Atlantic Daily News.
One of the first things required of the editor
of a newspaper is the ability to write a paragraph from a single sentence and to construct a whole story from a single paragraph.

are two other and much smaller rooms This Atlantic Daily editor must likewise
opening from the main cabin. The first have the faculty of making readable articles

contains the entire wireless equipment used
for transmitting, while in the latter is located
the receiving apparatus. Here are the
special and sensitive instruments in which
we are particularly interested. This room
is especially constructed with sound -proof

walls several inches thick and lined with
cork. These more modern accommoda-

from the abbreviated news of the telegraphic
dispatch. To a novice, this message received on board, would be almost unintelligible.

When the copy is ready it is turned over
to the typesetter who prepares the type in the
good old way in vogue in newspaper offices

before the advent of the linotype machine.
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possible the constant reception of news from land
and a daily issue filled
with up-to-the-minute
happenings.

The Atlantic Daily

News is a paper from
eight to ten pages and is
printed in the form of a
magazine.

On the out

side cover there is a copy
of some famous paintin--,

a photograph of some
prominent man or an
illustration of some article
within. As the paper is

distributed to all passengers without charge it is

necessary to pay for its
printing in some manner
RECEIVING A WIRELESS PRESS DISPATCH ON BOARD A
TRANSATLANTIC LINER

By long practice he has become very deft, and

and, as is the case with

other magazines and

papers, this is done by
the advertising which appears in its pages.
Many of the best hotels and shops have their

in a short time all is complete and passed
over to the printer for his part of the work. names appearing in the Atlantic Daily News.

The forms are rapidly adjusted

to the There are many items of interest in the paper,
motor -driven press and soon the copies are news from all parts of the globe, the quotabeing taken off and folded for distribution tions of the stock exchange, the latest gossip
the following morning. For the first half of the sporting world, the abstract of the
of their journey across the Atlantic the ships
receive their news from the station at Cape
Cod and the latter part of the time from the
station at Poldhu in Cornwall, England.
The first wireless newspaper to be published on board a vessel crossing the Atlantic
was a little sheet known as The Transatlantic

It appeared November 15, 1899,
and was published on board the American
line steamer St. Paul, enroute for England.
On this voyage the St. Paul carried Marconi
and two of his engineers, returning from
America where they had been carrying on
experiments with a new kind of telegraphy.
The particular object of their visit had been
to report the yacht races for the Associated
PRINTING THE ATLANTIC DAILY NEWS
Press and as - success had crowned their
efforts, they were looking for new worlds
to conquer. They decided to publish a ship's log, the evening's program of music,
newspaper on board ship and obtained the etc. Like the great metropolitan papers,
latest news of interest from the Marconi extras are sometimes issued of important
station at the Needles. The papers were news and on the bulletin board is posted
neatly printed and were sold at a dollar a election returns, etc.
The papers are most eagerly sought after
copy for the benefit of the Seamen's Fund.
From this small beginning, the idea grad- by the passengers and they are scanned with
ually grew until the erection of high power absorbing interest. It is the great event of
stations at Cape Cod and Poldhu made the day on shipboard and conversation turns
Times.
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to the facts that have been made known by
the advent of the little sheet. Of course,

the barest facts are all that can appear in
news dispatches that aim to send as much
information as possible in as short a form as
is commensurate with making sense. The
whys and wherefores that brought about a
certain event are talked over in the smoking

room and as the passengers pace the deck
for their morning constitutional.
The bulletin board that is posted each day

with the news of the steamer is the center
of a great deal of interest and sometimes of
amusement. The day's run is always noted
down. Sometimes with good weather and
favoring winds the vessel may have made
unusually good time, or it may be, that with
a head wind and other bad conditions she
may not have been able to make her usual
TII?

-(-Ii:\

.,, I_.AN"1'I!'

I

For the last five years newspapers have
been published daily on the Atlantic liners.
From the individual efforts of the steamship
companies, each of which printed its own

paper with its own title, has developed a

publication with an issue of several thousand

copies daily, with a single management for
all the lines. This insures uniformity of
issue and increases the advertising value.
Some idea of the high esteem in which advertisers hold this little newspaper may be
had by the fact that for a single page as much

as four or five thousand dollars per year is
obtained. For certain classes of select adTHt:

Atlantic Daily News

I\1!-.,.

i

VOLUME I, NO. I, OF THE TRANSATLANTIC
TIMES -FIRST WIRELESS NEWSPAPER
EVER PUBLISHED

number of knots. The names of the steamers with which the wireless operator has been
in touch are noted down, with any news of
importance that he may have received from

any of them. The passengers scan the

horizon with great interest for a sight of the
wonderful icebergs or enormous school of
whales that are reported as having been seen
by a nearby steamer. There is a feeling of
pity, not unmixed with awe, when there is
reported a derelict near at hand and the man

FIRST PAGE OF THE WIRELESS NEWSPAPER
NOW READ ON ALL THE LARGE
TRANSATLANTIC LINERS

vertising this price is not high, for this is a
medium that is placed in the hands of people
of means for a week and the results are well

worth the price paid. Year by year the
paper has grown to its present size, and in
these coming days of thousand -foot

on watch does not cease for a minute his with swimming pools and elevators, wholiners
shall
close scrutiny of the waters ahead until he say that even extras and Sunday magazine
feels that his vessel is out of danger from supplements may not soon be the order of
these perils of the sea.
the day.

The Flying Scarab and the Seventh Heaven
By RENE MANSFIELD

fell to

his side.

Both men turned about quickly. They had
forgotten the girl. She was bending over
Kent's camera concernedly. "Oh, I don't
know what I've done, Mr. Mercury. I do
hope I haven't broken anything," she cried

"I was trying to operate the
shutter-this is the shutter, isn't it ?-and
contritely.

this little screw thing snapped. How careless of me!"
"Doesn't make a particle of difference,"
Kent assured her exuberantly, "not a particle. Nothing matters-nothing in the
world. By Jove, it's wonderful-it's marvelous! You'll think I'm crazy, Miss
Daphne-but you see, I've won out. I can
do it-what I've been working at for years."
His face was alight with the first brief glow
of attainment, his eyes rested on the little
indicator on the rough table.
The girl saw the unconscious twitch of his
fingers, impatient to be at the work he loved
-the longing in his eyes to go over each step
that had led to the result he had attained.

"You will have work to do," she said at
"I must return. It is getting late."

once.

He insisted that he should accompany her
to the Seventh Heaven. As they started up
the sandy path ágain Butler followed them
with

his eyes, an odd expression on his

serious face. They had gone but a little
way beyond his ken, when the girl, who had

kept well in the lead, paused until Kent
reached her side. "Mr. Mercury," she
said, with a sudden charming shyness, "will
you please to go on till you reach that maple

up there-then look straight west, till Itill I get there."

Seventh Heaven again."
Kent stared at her stupidly.

"But-but,
Miss Daphne-" he could think of no

overwhelming reason to submit for her

"Oh, see here," he cried with a
sudden inspiration, "aren't you at all incoming.

terested in this-this discovery of mine ?"
"Interested? I'm dying of curiosity! I

supposed you didn't wish to-"

"If you should happen up here tomorrow
I believe I can show you something that will
amaze you-that will make those big eyes-"
She frowned. "I should very much like

to witness any phenomena you might pro-

duce," she said with crushing formality,
though her lashes flickered imperceptibly,
"if you would be good enough to explain
them to me."
Kent regretted that he had obtruded the
little personality.

He was properly con-

trite, and begged her to come the next day,
when he would tell her himself of the discovery which would shortly be the world's
property. He was immensely flattered by
the parting remark she trilled back at him
as the low -hanging branch swung back into
place: "You really couldn't keep me away."
"Say, Kent," said Butler that night
abruptly, "are you blamed sure that camera
wasn't loaded ?"
"What if it was?" Kent returned. But
he picked up the camera from where he had
laid it when he returned from the Seventh
Heaven, and opened the back of it. There
were no films in it. "You're crazy, Butler," he said shortly.

He looked at her, puzzled.

"No turning into oak trees or laurel

bushes," he warned.
"It's my shoes and stockings," she said.
"I've simply got to get the sand out."
When she joined him at the big maple he
not,iced for the first time that she was still
carrying his camera. He was quite overcome with chagrin that in the blind exuber-

ance of his spirits he had failed to relieve
her of it before.

As they reached the great green velvet
throne of the Seventh Heaven she turned
to him suddenly.

You've been kinder to me
than you know. I-I shan't get to the
your kindness.

IV.

Click!-Kent's hand

"Thank you so much for

V.

The girl sat in the tree crotch swinging
her brown shod feet nervously and twisting

the end of the braid that hung over her
shoulder into a great curl that shone like
copper when the sunlight filtered through
the leaves.

Not a sail skimmed the surface of the
placid lake-not a bird winged its way across

the brilliant blue of the sky. It was very
warm and breathless. The girl noticed that
a slim little shoot quite at the edge of the
cliff where vagrant breezes might be enticed,
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seemed perfectly motionless. She scanned
the horizon anxiously. There was not a
fleck of cloud or the shadow of a bird that
might be mistaken for the Flying Scarab.
She took a book from a hollow in the tree,
which seemed to hold other articles, too,
and began to read. She had read all of a
paragraph, when suddenly she thrust the
book back into the recess, slid to the ground
and sat down, Turk -fashion, close to the
edge of the cliff.

The white speck that she had discerned
moving quickly across the sky like a tiny
pilot balloon in a gust of wind, was now
taking form. The girl appreciated the aptness of the name which the aeroplane had
been given. It looked like a huge scarab
with silken wings outspread and metal body

the whole skeleton of the shoot seemed about
to crumple into nothingness.
The girl turned an awe-struck face up to
the man in the Flying Scarab. She thought
of stories she had read about Hindu magic
and wonder -workers. She wondered if she
had been hypnotized. In another moment
the Scarab had descended and Kent, scarcely

waiting for the wheels to strike the earth,
leaped from his seat and ran to her side.
"You saw it ?" he cried excitedly, "the
butterfly and all-? Isn't it amazing-isn't
it wonderful, girl ?" The girl sat down
limply on the grass.
"I tell you it will revolutionize warfareit will revolutionize civilization. It is stupendous-it is inconceivable! Do you grasp
the importance of it ?" he asked her, almost

She remembered that to the roughly.
"Yes-yes, I think I do," she said faintly.
Egyptians the scarab was the symbol of
immortality. There was something fitting "But how-the principle-the-"
Kent, succumbing to a boyish abandon
about that, too. In what had man's infinity
been so demonstrated as in this century -old of enthusiasm, flung himself on the grass
effort to touch upon the very shores of beside her and explained as best he could
to an unscientific mind the theory of the
infinity ?
Straight toward the Seventh Heaven the phenomena she had just witnessed. He
Scarab was heading. Its shadow streaked drew rough diagrams for her on scraps of
the lake with a wavering line of indigo. paper and the backs of envelopes. He outBut instead of the aviator dipping his ele- lined briefly the principles of the X-ray
vators to glide down to the clearing as the and also of the Hertzian waves as their acgirl had expected, he shut off the rear pro- tivities are disclosed by the wireless tele-

gleaming.

peller engines, and starting up the motor of
the helicopter -sustainer, hovered perhaps a
hundred feet above the cliff.

graph.

He tried to make it clear to her how

he had fused the underlying elements of
those two forces-how he had been able to

"Watch that little sprig," shouted Kent focus etheric wave lengths into an invisible
presently to the girl who was almost be- beam so powerful that all forms of life were
neath him.

She turned her eyes to the lone

little shoot she had noticed before at the
very edge of the cliff, outlined scrawny and

straight against the blue of lake and sky.
Every leaf seemed still. As she looked,
wondering at Kent's purpose, a great butter-

fly poised itself for a moment and then
settled on a leaf.

"Watch!" Kent called again.
She watched. And in a moment she
thought a breeze must have sprung up suddenly. The leaves stirred. The gorgeous
wings of the butterfly swayed. Then the
girl uttered a startled little cry. As though

a blight had fallen upon it from the sky,

or as though an invisible hand had stripped
from it in sudden fury its sturdy new leaves,
the little shoot stood barren against its

vivid background of blue. The butterfly
lay lifeless among the fallen, shriveled leaves.
The twigs and slender branches drooped, and

destroyed when subjected to its rays.
"And this is only the beginning," he said.

"It is like comparing a sling shot to a Gatling

gun to compare what you have seen with
what experiments will develop. A whole
country can be devastated-a whole army

cut down by this invisible force-"

"But, oh," began the girl, "what a hideous,

barbarous-"

"So hideous and barbarous," he interrup-

ted, "that the dogs of war will be kept
muzzled-and kept muzzled tight. The
more barbarous we make war the less we're
going to have of it."

"And it is you who will tighten up the
muzzle to the last notch. What a famous
man you are going to be, Mr. Mercury!"
Kent smiled. He couldn't tell her that
fame was already much of a bore to him.
"Not till tomorrow, anyhow," he replied.
"I'm not giving it out to the press until this
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"GOOD -BY, MR. MERCURY. GOOD LUCK"

afternoon.

I think there are four reporters

down at camp now waiting for me." He
grinned boyishly. "We got ahead of 'em

things to me.

Good-bye, Mr. Mercury.

Good luck."

"But see here-you can't go like this,

Can't you tell me where I may
Butler saw fit to let them know where we see you again-may I-won't you-"
She interrupted his stammering petition
were."
The girl had arisen suddenly. "I must be with an odd little laugh. "Mr. Kent"going on," she said hurriedly. "I have been he remembered afterward that she had
here longer than I intended. You have called him Kent-"Mr. Kent, I'll let you
been so good and patient about explaining know in the morning!"

this trip-they were all up in the air till

you know.
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"Really ?" he exclaimed delightedly.
"Really." She traced a cross above her
heart with the tip of her finger.
"I'll be here!" he assured her with enthu-

to permit me to demonstrate the thing.
Butler, that girl's a wonder-she's a wonder,

I tell you."
"I had my suspicions," remarked Butler.

siasm, as she started down the little path

"If you had listened to me-"

to the road. A ripple of merry, tantalizing
laughter came back to him through the dense
foliage of the trees.

I'm glad the girl got the scoop.

VI.

The next morning, when Butler sauntered
into camp, having walked to the village and
back for some copper wire, shaving soap,

and coffee, he stopped short before Kent,
who was lying before the tent smoking, and
regarded him with fine scorn. "Stung!"
he said briefly.
"Huh ?" inquired Kent indifferently.
Butler removed a sheet of the Daily Sun
from his pocket and thrust it beneath Kent's
nose. Kent gazed down the Roman ridge of
it and sat up suddenly. "How the devil-

how the dev-"

Most of the front sheet of the Sun was
devoted to an account, fully illustrated, of
Kent's Discovery of Death -dealing Rays;
Mystery of Disappearance Explained; PerMost Notable Scientific
ment of the Century."

There was a picture of Kent seated in

the Scarab; there was another of Butler and
Kent before the tent of their camp, and also

a most remarkable one showing Kent at
the culminating moment of achievement,

standing by the table where lay his apparatus,

with his hand grasping Butler's shoulder
in unconcealed joy.

"Stung!" repeated Butler, emphatically.
"And by a petticoat!"
Kent paid no attention to the other's
disgusted remarks. He was reading the
story carefully.

"By George, Butler," he cried, when he
had finished, "do you know that's mighty
well done-and what a scoop! Those fellows yesterday were all on the evening
papers. By the way, it's kind of queer the
fellows from the other morning editions
didn't show up. What a scoop-Good

"Oh, hang it all, Butler, what's the odds?
By the way,

I'm going back to town tomorrow. Yep.
I've got a little business to transact with the
Daily Sun."
When he strolled into the outer office of
that newspaper the next afternoon the small
boy behind the pink sheet behind the desk
was overcome to the point of speechlessness
upon recognizing the aviator.
"I wish to see the young woman who wrote

that story about me yesterday," Kent repeated slowly. "No, not the editor, MissMiss

" he hesitated strategically.

"Mis' Dawson? Yessir. I'll fetch her
right 'way, sir," the boy finally responded,
darting into the inner rooms. He returned
shortly to say that "She was in the library,
room 403, right there, sir, yessir, thank you,
sir."

Kent found the girl alone in the library
room looking through the files on the high
table.

"Miss Daphne," he said softly.
She raised her eyes; shadowed now by the
masses of red -brown hair piled high on her
head.

"Oh, Mr. Kent," she cried earnestly, giv-

ing him no opportunity to say more, "I
want you to know that I hated doing it-

how I hated doing it. There is no excuse.
I know there is none. But somebody had
to get it eventually. I hadn't been here
very long-and I wasn't making good. My
father wrote me that when he was sailing
one day he noticed that somebody had set
up camp just below my Seventh Heaven.

I

seemed to be sure at once that it was youI don't know why. I had to make good, or
lose my position. So I tracked you down.
And I so nearly lost as it was. You didn't

give me quite time enough"-she smiled
deprecatingly-"I had to bribe father to

meet the Morning men at the railroad and
drive them to the Seventh Heaven by the
until Butler was goaded into throwing a thirty -mile route. Of course when it got
large neat pile of quilts at him. "But, But- too late to turn in copy for yesterday, they
ler," he roared, "she used my own camera- went hack to the village, and found that the
I stood around meek as Moses while she evening men had returned with the story.
snapped to her heart's content.-Oh, Lord! It was reprehensible-it was-"
"But, my dear Miss Dawson, I'm not
-I insisted upon carefully explaining everyLord!" Then he laughed long and loud

thing under the shining sun.

I implored her

in the least put out.

I liked it, I assure you
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you you're the aptest pupil I ever had."
Constance Dawson laughed happily.
"Oh, but you should have seen the dread-
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in view of my past amiability,'Miss Dawson,
you will let me call upon you tonight, where
we can take the matter up in greater detail ?"

The girl looked at him startled. Then
she said quietly, "I'm sure we should be

ful books I had poked away in the crotch
of that old tree, along with-cameras and
films and things," she added, "in case of

delighted to have you. We live at the Albermarle. I am-you know I am Dawson's

emergency."

wife."

"You can't say that I wasn't perfectly
tractable," he laughed back. "Simply delighted in putting my neck in the noosehead in the lion's mouth, as it were.

I hope

Dawson? Dawson? The name seemed
oddly familiar, but he couldn't quite place it.
Then, suddenly, he remembered.
(The End.)

COUNTRY RAILWAY STATION LIGHTING
As indicated in the accompanying illustration

the old way of

lighting

the railway stations and
platforms in country towns
was by means of kerosene

lamps but since the wonderful development of the
gas and gasoline engine
and the tungsten lamps a
more modern method is
employed

utilizing electricity for this service.
The new way as shown
in the lower portion of the
illustration consists of a
power house equipped with
a gasoline engine driving
a dynamo as well as a water
pump, the electric generator supplying electric current for lighting the depot,

platform and yard, and
the pump, either operated

directly from the gas engine

by belting or by electrical
transmission, if located at
a distance, the electric motor driven pump supplying
all the necessary water for
the station, the railway
locomotive water tank and
similar service.

The gasoline engine

driven electric generator

.c.

and pump may be started
at a moment's notice and is
most economical in opera-

only,s ao

HOUSE
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tion, no steam being con- THE OLD AND NEW WAY OF LIGHTING COUNTRY STATIONS
tinually kept up for pump
ing service as when steam boilers and steam lighting feature being added with very slight
pumps are utilized for this service, the electric expense in first cost as well as maintenance.

Electric Block Signaling
By SIMON DEUTSCH, E. E
PART IV

Of the many applications of the track
circuit, perhaps the simplest and still the

only, and it therefore only requires a track
circuit extending from the approaching side

most interesting, is its use in connection with

as far as the street crossing, no special relays
or features being necessary. The alarm is

the highway crossing alarm, a means of
y-.-- 1000 TO 3000 ft

1000 T0 300o FT -

4V

generally sounded when the train is
I,000 to 3,000 feet from the cross-

giving protection at public highway grade crossings from approaching trains.

ing, continuing until the train ar-

rives at or passes the

To properly protect a highway
crossing from approaching trains
on a double track is a very simple
matter, as the train movements on
each track are in one direction

crossing.

The circuit diagram of a crossing
alarm for double track movements
is shown by Fig. 12 (train movements on each track being only

FIG. I2. CROSSING ALARM CIRCUIT FOR DOUBLE TRACK MOVEMENTS
F
-t-$Q+Y---- 1000
1000 TO 3000 FT.
Y

ll irO

llC
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FIG. 13. CIRCUIT FOR PROTECTING CROSSING ON SINGLE TRACK

FTC. I4. AN INTERLOCKING RELAY
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Train approaching highway
4190uI,-iJ00 /!

- Trqc t-

--1 41C-0-1,1

Contact points thus s:

Normal
condition

Engine on bonded section
-Tirqcc. Bell
ringing

Contact points thus:lir
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Train across highway
T- RqCK-

Contact points thus

D

Bell
ringing

Train beyond highway

-Tkg(.cContact points thus I

E

T

Bell not
ringing

Train beyond bonded section
-774ACK-

Contact points thus Cie

N ormal

condition

FIG. 15. SHOWING POSITIONS OF CONTACT POINTS AS A TRAIN APPROACHES
AND CROSSES A HIGHWAY

the direction indicated by arrows)
and it can be readily appreciated how
any ordinary electro -magnet having an
in

armature on which is mounted a contact,
can, by being de -energized when a train is
on the track circuit, close a local bell cir-

cuit, and thus sound an alarm as long as
the train approaches the crossing or remains
on the track circuit.
From Fig. 13, which shows the circuit diagram for protecting a crossing from single

track movements, it will be noted by the
arrow indications, -that trains operate in

both or either direction on the same stretch
of track. Unless the alarm is sounded only
when trains are approaching the crossing,
the crossing alarm becomes a nuisance and
menace to public safety, as an alarm sounding when a train is receding from a street
crossing is unreliable and soon disregarded.
It therefore is necessary to provide a
means of automatically silencing the bell
as soon as a train has passed the crossing,

regardless of the direction from which it
approaches, and in addition to sound the
alarm for following trains. This is accom-
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plished by means of interlocking relays, a

The equipment generally placed at the
street crossing consists of the bell, relay,
of interlocking of contact points and result- relay box, and bell batteries, as shown by
ing conditions being clearly defined by Fig. Fig. 16, which makes it a simple matter to
15, .A to E inclusive.
wire up the equipment and localize all opFrom previous description of the track erating parts so that in case of trouble it is
circuit, it will be understood how a train a simple matter to test out all parts of the
form of which is shown by Fig. 14, the method

approaching the crossing will upon entering
on the track circuit,
short circuit the batteries normally energizing the relays, or
electro -magnets, and

local circuit or track circuit.
(To be continued)

contacts being made

His home is not the sea, but the forests.
Clad in a felt hat, heavy flannel shirt, with
shoes and trousers to stand rough usage and
miles of tramping through paths that have
known only the redman, he is truly a "child
of the forest." He carries a gun and hatchet
at his belt, often using the latter to cut his
way through the underbrush. His blankets,
food and cooking utensils are carried in a
substantial bag on his back. As he walks

through resulting
or broken, indicate

its approach.

By
reference to circuit

diagram of Fig. 13,

and part A of Fig.

is, the normal condi-

tion of all parts will
be noted. A train

approaching the

The Cruiser

crossing, by de -energizing one side of the
double coil interlock-

ing relay, causes the

contact point on its
armature to assume
the position shown

by B, Fig. 15, thus
completing the bell
circuit, which is a

circuit. On
reaching the crossing
1 o c al

-A.._..,

the train bridges
both track circuits,

whereupon the con-

tact carried on the
opposite armature
falls on top of the FIG. 16. CROSSING SIG first contact menNAL COMPLETE
tioned, correspond-

ing to position C, Fig.

15.

As soon as

by the crossing,
at which point the two track circuits are
the train has

passed

separated, the first mentioned track circuit
being now clear, the coil connected to same
is again energized, and by drawing up its
armature, the contact with the middle post,

THE CRUISER

and walks his practiced eye scans tree after

which is one side of the bell circuit, is broken,
and the bell is silenced, this being shown by
D, Fig. 15. As the train proceeds and passes

tree and when a certain section of timber
has been carefully scrutinized, he can

beyond the limits of the track circuit, all

and telegraph poles as well as the amount
of lumber of various kinds the section will

conditions are again restored to normal, as
indicated by E, Fig. 15.

estimate to a nicety the number of telephone
yield.
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A Demolished Power Plant
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placed on a large truck which was stationed
on the street just outside of the composing

On January 6th, a tremendous explosion room. Wires were run into the building
from these batteries and for the first time on
General Electric Company, blowing out the record an electric automobile started to
walls and demolishing the machinery. This work in getting out a newspaper.
The five o'clock edition of the Daily News
was followed by a fire which completed the

occurred in the plant of the Minneapolis

RUINS OF THE MINNEAPOLIS GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S PLANT

work of destruction, as seen in the illustra- for January 6th, owed its existence to this
tion. Nothing was left of the expensive improvised power house.
generators and other electrical apparatus
Sterilizing of Water by Ozone
but a tangled mass of scrap.
An unusual incident in connection with
The largest ozone installation yet carried
the disaster was furnished by the efforts of
the Minneapolis Daily News to get current out for the purification of water has just been
for the operation of its linotype machines. inaugurated at St. Petersburg, at a cost of
When the destruction of the power house $930,000. Receiving water from the Neva,
deprived the newspaper plant of current, the the plant passes it through filters and then
Studebaker Brothers Company, located di- through an ozonizing apparatus, which
rectly across the street from the newspaper destroys all deleterious organisms. The

magnitude of the installation, which has

office, came to the rescue in a novel manner.
The power required for the linotypes was
220 volts. In zo minutes time the Studebaker

been carried out by a German firm, clearly
demonstrates the growing importance of

Company unloaded from its electric trucks
io5 "Exide" vehicle batteries. These were

supply.

this means of purifying water for town

Electrical Men of the Times
By EDWARD SCHILDHAUER

When the Isthmian Canal Commission new apparatus put into service, and during
chooses a man to go to Panama you can safely

put him down as close
efficient.

to

Tested out under actual working

conditions, as Electrical and Mechanical

Engineer of the said Commission, Edward
Schildhauer

has,

his connection with the Edison interests the

Ica per cent largest steam turbine plant in the world, the
famous Fisk Street Station, was constructed.
Incidental to his work in Chicago he secured
numerous patents for devices in the electrical

and mechanical field

if

anything, exceeded

which were embodied
in new designs to improve the reliability of
central station service.
He also, with two
others, formed a com-

Government specifications. Such is the

position which he

now holds. How he
prepared himself for

pany in 1902 for the
manufacture of high-

its responsibilities is

an interesting story.
EdwardSchildhauer

grade insulating com-

was born in 1872 at

pounds.

It was in 1906 that
Mr. Schildhauer was

New Holstein, Wiscon-

sin, a town composed
entirely of German
political exiles due t ,
the wars of 1848.

offered the position of
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer for
the Isthmian Canal
Commission, which he
accepted. Upon leav-

A\ e

first findhim at the
age of nine years play-

ing a cornet inpublic,
and for several years
following he ,earned
his living in this manner. The' ability to
play several musical
instruments also assisted later on in paying college expenses and it is reasonable
to suppose that he has made some music in
the Canal Zone.
He entered the University of Wisconsin in
the second semester of the class of '97 and
graduated with that class, receiving the
degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering. After leaving the University
he was first employed by J. G. White and
Company and was engaged in electric railway work in and around Baltimore. He did
not remain long in the East, however, but
came to Chicago in the spring of 1898, and
found employment with the Chicago Edison
and Commonwealth Electric Company as
draftsman. Originality in handling prob-

ing

the Common-

wealth Edison Com-

pany, he was tendered

a banquet by more
than a hundred of his
fellow employees and presented with a
handsome fob, suitaLly inscribed, showing
in diamonds the number of stations and substations erected during his term of service.

In the summer of 1907 he inspected the
American and Canadian Soo locks and regu-

lating works and made tests on the large
regulating gates of the Chicago Drainage
Canal at Lockport. September 1, 1907,
he went to the Isthmus to continue the design

of all electric and mechanical work in connection with the Panama Canal. The
magnitude of this work requires original
methods in solving the problems.
It is impossible here even to outline the
problems which

confronted

this young

lems soon brought him to the position of head

engineer and which he has solved successfully, but he has written an interesting article

draftsman, then to assistant electrical and

for POPULAR ELECTRICITY, which appears

mechanical engineer of the companies, since
known as the Commonwealth Edison Company. As starting engineer he tested out all

in another part of this issue, and which
gives the reader a good idea of the original
methods he has devised for carrying on the
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legend may be projected, first started in
England where the darkening of the store
windows after sundown meant darker sidemade an extended trip to Europe, in walks than we have in this country, and
1908, and inspected docks and canals in permitted such signs to be operated with
England, France, Belgium, Holland --and lamps of moderate candlepower. Now the
Germans to whose chemical researches we
Germany.
Mr. Schildhauer is prominent in many owe the intense brilliancy of our so-called
clubs and societies, being a member of the flaming arc lamps, are using these high
University Club, Panama; Strangers' Club, candle power lamps for -sidewalk sign effects
great work at the Gatun locks, though only

a part of the duties which have devolved
upon him. To broaden his knowledge he

Colon; American Electro -Chemical Society;
American Society for Testing Materials;

as shown in the illustration.
The arc lamp is situated inside

International Society of Testing Materials;
Illuminating Engineering Society; American

through the horizontal projector.

Association for the Advancement of Science;
and American Civic Alliance. Best of all he
is a big, clean-cut hearty American of a type

which has almost completed a task which
men of other nations found impossible of

the

vertical cylinder and its rays are sent out
They
are thus deflected downward by the oblique
mirror.

A Plea for the Operator

accomplishment.

When the "girlie" at "Central" says
"busy," don't let yourself be worked into a
Sidewalk Sign
fret and a sweat; don't tell her in language
all freckled with fire, you think her a quite
This practice of using the stone or cement near approach to a liar. Don't paw at the
walks as screens upon which an advertising carpet, and don't chew the rag, nor roar as a
bull when it sees a red flag, nor tell her in
voicing that paints the air red, you'll have
her tin -canned ere the sun goes to bed, but
murmur in sugary, marshmallow words,
'twill fall on her ear as the carol of birds, to
please ring you up when the line is at rest,
and she raises the party of whom you're in
quest, and when she replies she will do so,

just hang the receiver up gently and not
with a bang. You scolding old fellow, if you
had to bear but half of the hello girl's burden
of care, that temper of yours would explode
with a boom; 'twould scatter oath fragments
all over the room. They often are cussed at

and growled at by men when trying to do
just the best that they can to keep service
moving along without hitch, when soreheads
believe them asleep at the switch, and sometimes the harsh words which fall on their ears
fill their throats full of lumps and their eyes

full of tears. Just do unto them as you'd
have others do unto a sister of yours were she

one of the crew, and you'll find that your
services far better will be than if by your
crossness you rattle them, see? And all of
the girls will pronounce you a dear, instead
of an ill-tempered, sore -headed bear. Just

a try, and if our words lack in
truth you can boot us to Brighton and
give it

back.-James Barton Adams, in the Denver
SIDEWALK SIGN

Times.

Electricity in Mine Rescue Work
By WALDON FAWCETT

Electricity is playing a most important in this country) is the kindred one of relief
part in the mine rescue work which is the and rescue work following mine accidents,
first and foremost function of the new Bu- fires or explosions and it is to this "emerreau of Mines, the most recently organized gency work," for which there is such crying
branch of the United States Government. need, that the new Bureau has first turned
The Bureau of Mines which has lately been
established as a part of the Department of
the Interior and under the conduct of I)r.

its attention.

In this field the government experts are
seeking to teach simultaneously all the les-

INTERIOR OF THE NEW UNITED STATES GOVERN sII'.NT MINE RESCUE CAR

Joseph A. Holmes, as the first director of sons of the ounce of prevention and the pound
the new institution, will concern itself with of cure. As the medium of bringing about
the whole broad subject of mines and min- this era of better conditions there have been
ing, but its especial purpose is to provide placed in service on the railroads of the
general and scientific investigations and re- United States a number of special cars
search into the cause of mine accidents, known as Mine Rescue Cars, each carrying
mine explosions, etc. Bound up with this a carefully selected special equipment c e subject of mine disasters (which are nowhere

in the world so numerous or so serious as

signed

to meet every exigency in mine
Six of these unique cars-

rescue work.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
all converted Pullmans-have been placed
in service this winter and the full complement
of eight cars will probably be in commission
before this article is printed. Each car has
its headquarters in the
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really outweighing the other in permanent
value is the use of each car as a demonstrating station or school room on wheels,
traversing all the steel -tracked highways of

central town or city of an
extensive mining district

and all the principal coal mining regions of the coun-

try are thus brought in
close touch with one or
another of these portable
"branch offices" of the new
Bureau.

Each car, the exact duplicate of all the others in
equipment, has a dual
mission. Primarily it is

what its name would sug-

gest-a "first aid" car and
hospital on wheels which
can be rushed, literally at
a moment's notice, to the
scene of any mine disaster
just as a wrecking train is
hurried to the scene of
any railroad accident. In

pursuance of this purpose
each car is provided with
stretchers,

stocked

CHARGING ELECTRIC LAMPS FOR MINE RESCUE WORK

with

medicines, etc., and the men who comprise
the crew of each car, including a Red Cross

surgeon and several men experienced in
practical mine rescue work, eat and sleep

its particular district and enlightening the
great mass of miners as to mine danger and
mine rescue work. It is this "missionary

work" which will engage the attention of
the mine rescue cars all the time except in
such emergencies as they are summoned
to the scene of a disaster.

Each car travels

in accordance with a carefully arranged

schedule and a stop of several days is made
at each camp or mining town visited.

Lectures are given in the car or in any
convenient hall to the whole body of miners

who are warned how to avoid danger and
given advice as to what to do in any emergency.

At the same time the experts on the
Mine Rescue Car are training a picked body

of volunteers, at each mine visited, in the

whole gamut of mine rescue work and
ELECTRIC HAND LAMP USED BY RESCUE

qualifying them to use the up-to-date equip-

CREW

ment which has been invented for such
purposes-equipment which the average

on board so that the car can leave at any mine operator is glad to purchase when he

hour of the day or night, waiting only for a
special locomotive to be attached after the
receipt of a telegraphic summons.
Secondary to the first function of a Mine
Rescue Car only in a spectacular sense and

has men at hand who are competent to use it.
It is expected that the cars now in commis-

sion will train, all told, each year about

3,000 to 4,000 men in what might be termed
"advanced work" in the rescue field.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
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It is for this demonstration work as well as for
actual

rescue

operations

that each of the new cars
carries a varied array of
equipment, much of it, as
has been stated, being of
an electrical character.
Conspicuous among the

utilities are a number of
portable electric lamps of
The
a special pattern.
presence in the atmosphere
of a mine of poisonous

gas in a proportion even
so low as five per cent
will result in extinguishing

the flame of not only the
ordinary miner's lamp but
likewise that in the latest
approved form of safety
lamp. Consequently the
electric lamps must be

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED "PULMOTOR" FOR MINE RESCUE

depended upon to furnish

WORK

the

illumination for all

rescue work. Indeed the lamps used by the
miners (even the so-called safety lamps, which

no inventor has succeeded in making thoroughly fool -proof) have been the cause of
so many disasters, that some experts ho?e

There are several novel features in connection with the electric lamps on the Mine
Rescue Cars. In order to conserve the
current in the storage batteries the illumi-

nating power is limited to a few candlepower, but it has the aid of a powerful reTwo tiny bulbs are placed side by
side in each lamp. The current may be
flector.

switched from one to the other in a second,
but it is the intention to have one lamp burn
for about four hours and the other burn for

about an hour. The purpose of the dual
bulbs is to have the lamp automatically
give notice, so to speak, to the rescue worker

using the lamp, that its supply of current
for illumination is well nigh exhausted, and
yet not cut off his illuminant suddenly, as
would be the case with any ordinary lamp.
His reserve of one hour's illumination from
the second of the twin bulbs enables him to
hurriedly complete the work in hand or to

OXYGEN HELMET IN WHICH THERE IS
ALSO ENCLOSED A TELEPHONE

arrange matters for a temporary absence
while a freshly charged lamp is being secured. And, by the way, the equipment

by means of hand lamps or lamps conveniently placed on supports, can be depended
upon for all needed illumination in the

of each Mine Rescue Car includes a charging outfit for charging the lamps. The
outfit is portable and may be connected with
any direct current. The electric lamps provided for the new cars are small but very
heavy and are characterized by an almost
incredible strength of construction in order

underground workings.

to

for a time when electrical illumination, either

withstand the hard usage they must

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
sustain mid the rocks and debris of wrecked
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an explosion instead of it being necessary to

At a recent test an official of the delay to bring these imperiled men to the
Bureau of Mines hurled one of these lamps surface before attempting to revive them,
with all his strength against a concrete as was the case under the old conditions,
mines.

pavement without breaking the heavy glass when the rescue workers had to rely largely
upon exercising a victim's body in order to
eye.
The telephone figures in the rescue outfit. fan the spark of life.
The Pulmoter might almost be denominaThere is on each car a field telephone with
2,000 feet of wire and the telephone is being ted an automatic breathing machine, its
made use of in the most ingenious manner function being to draw the poisonous gases
in connection with the so-called oxygen out of the lungs and to force into the lungs,
helmets, eight of which, costing $200 apiece, in turn, the life-giving oxygen. Its marvelare included in the equipment of each car. ous efficiency is indicated by the statement
The helmet is an air -tight, armor -like cover- sometimes made that it will "force a corpse
ing for the head and shoulders which enables to breathe," meaning that it will by its
a rescue worker to descend into mines filled alternating forces of suction and pressure
with noxious fumes, just as the modern compel the diaphragm to move in a body in
diver's suit enables its wearer to live and which life is absolutely extinct. Although
work under water. Inside the helmet is the new type of life restorer has been in use
fastened a telephone transmitter while a but a short time, it has already accomplished
receiver is attached to the ear of the rescue life-saving work that is little short of miracuworker when he has donned his modern lous. On one occasion recently it was
coat of mail. By means of this artery of brought into action on four men who had
communication a rescue worker descending been in a mine for 26 hours after an explosion
into a mine after a disaster is constantly in and who had been passed over for dead by
touch with the men at the surface and can all of the early rescuing parties. When attensend back almost momentarily reports as tion was finally turned to these supposed
to the condition of the mine, the presence of corpses the head, arms and legs were cold,
fire, the location of bodies found, etc. The but a rescue worker thought he detected
telephone wire, as paid out at the mouth of just a suggestion of warmth in one body
the mine, is marked every fifty feet so that under the arm. The Pulmoter was brought
the men at the terminus always know just into action, and the four men are alive and
how far an advancing rescue worker has well today.
The new Bureau of Mines in addition to
progressed in his. exploration of the mine
and can accurately identify the exact locality employing electricity in its rescue work is
making exhaustive investigations as to the
covered by any of his verbal reports.
Of the electrical innovations provided for influence of electricity in causing mine exthe mine rescue work, however, perhaps the plosions. The current is being used to
most wonderful is the "Pulmoter." This so rapidly increasing an extent for the operais a recent German invention and the only tion of all sorts of coal mining machines
machines yet brought to this country are and would be so serviceable (if thoroughly
the ones installed at a cost of $80o each on safe) for providing a permanent lighting
the Mine Rescue Cars. The Pulmoter, system for underground workings, that the
which occupies a wooden case somewhat new department of the government is alive
larger than the ordinary dress suit case and to the importance of determining as speedily
the motive power for which is furnished by as possible, under exactly what condi-

a dry battery, embodies as the principal tions electricity may be safely used in
agents for use in mechanical resuscitation
several cylinders charged with oxygen, a
flexible breathing bag, a flexible tube and a
hood that fits over the mouth and nostrils
-of the patient. The apparatus can readily
be carried by one man and in actual service
it is carried into the mine in order that its
aid may be available the minute discovery
is made of men overcome by the after -gases of

mines.

The Northern California Power Company

maintains wireless plants at each of its
hydro -electric power plants to communicate

with one another and with the home office
in Redding, in case the telephone lines
are down
dangerous,

or when storms make them
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SPEEDING UP COAL, PRODUCTION -TOP VIEW SHOWS ELECTRICALLY OPERATED

MINE DRILL AND BELOW ARE SEEN TWO VIEWS OF A
MACHINE FOR UNDERCUTTING A VEIN OF COAL

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

Speeding Up Coal Production
How electrically operated machines are
coming to displace the miners' pick is shown

in the accompanying pictures more plainly
than words can describe.
If the coal is to be loosened by blasting,
the drilling in the cramped quarters is no
longer done in the old-fashioned way but by
an electric rotary drill.
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drum and cable. It not only feeds against
the coal but cuts across from one side of the
face to the other as the cable winds up on the
drum. The long snout which projects out
in front carries on its edge a series of travel-

ing cutters or knives attached to a chain
which is driven by a motor on the truck.
These knives make what is known as a
sump cut.

As seen in one of the

Electric Saw Filing

cuts the drill is of the portable type, the
motor and feeding apparatus being mounted
in a strut held between the mine floor and

Electric power is utilized to special adThe drill which is driven by the vantage in sharpening what are known as
motor, is a sort of auger which fairly eats band saws; that is flexible steel saws that
roof.

its way into the coal. Such a device is set
up in a few moments and unlimited power is
brought to it through the flexible insulated
cable from any point in the mine where the
permanent wiring can be reached. This
wiring then reaches up hundreds or thous-

are formed like belts and travel over drive
wheels and pulleys in a manner similar to

belts.

The electric motor is mounted on the

ceiling as noted at the right, a small belt
driving the scroll band saw filer on the bench
below. At the extreme left will be noted an

ands of feet to the power plant on the surface.

eight -inch band saw shapener while in the

Such long transmissions would be impracticáble with compressed air or steam pipes.
Then there is another machine called a
cutting machine, which will undercut a

center may be seen a 32 -inch American knife
grinder and a 72 -inch rip -saw sharpener all

driven by the same electric motor through
a counter -shaft

and

belt

transmission.

vein of coal clear across its face and to a

This method of group driving by a single

depth of several feet. This machine moves
about by its own power, being propelled by a

electric motor is held to be the most economical for this class of work.

SHOP WHERE SAWS ARE FILED
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Largest Electric Valve in the
World
One of the three largest gate valves ever
constructed is seen, ready for shipment, in
the accompanying illustration. These three
nine -foot valves weigh 65 tons each and are
operated by alternating current electric
motors of fifteen horsepower each, three
minutes being required for raising or lowering the gates which are of cast steel.

These valves are of the Chapman type

It may be stated that the body of the valve
is of cast iron and the valve gate which is of
steel is designed for a pressure of 6o pounds
per square inch or a total load of more than
half a million pounds.
The fifteen horsepower motors drive the

spindles which are over twelve feet long,
through gearing.

These spindles for raising

the gate valve have threads of two inches
pitch and are two in number of Tobin bronze,
4i inches in diameter. There are automatic

electric limit switches arranged at the top

LARGEST ELECTRIC VALVE IN THE WORLD -MAIN PART READY FOR SHIPMENT

designed to control the water -driven hydraulic turbines of 12,000 horsepower each at the

and bottom of the gate travel so designed

drawing.

and vice versa.

as to make it impossible to start the motor in
Niagara Falls hydro -electric station of the the wrong direction and a unique magnetic
Ontario Pówer Company. This largest brake is provided for instantly stopping the
electric valve in the world, only the lower valve gate mechanism. In case the gate is
part of which is shown on the car, without part way open the clectric motor may be
the controlling apparatus, is eleven feet wide started in either direction, but if the nine and over 3o feet high when complete with ton valve gate is entirely closed the electric
controlling apparatus as shown in the line motor can only be started to raise the gate

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

Photographing Through the Body
with X -Rays
The acccompanying illustration shows
the method employed in taking X-ray
pictures of the interior of the body, by what

is known as the compression diaphragm.
The subject is held perfectly motionless in a
vertical clamping device. The holder which
contains the sensitive photographic plate is
held against the chest. The funnel-like
arrangement which is held against the back
is for directing the X-rays directly through
the body of the subject. The X-ray tube is
the spherical, many -pronged object at the
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extreme right. The rays from this tube
pass through the funnel, through the body
and strike the photographic plate, affecting
it in the usual manner. Bones, foreign
objects, etc., which are more or less opaque
to the rays, then cast their shadows on the
plate and of course show when the negative
is developed.

Portable Lamps for Military Use
In military service officers as well as their
aids have three important uses for portable
lamps. First, they must be able to read the
inscriptions on guide posts along the roads so
as to keep their bearings, as also to

light up any unexpected obstacles
in the roadway. Then they must
have some convenient way of lighting their maps, orders or other
documents, and in consulting these
they ought to have both hands

Moreover, they should be
able to light up the face of any
one approaching them in the dark.
But while the light should be instantly available when needed for
any of these purposes, it should be
turned off at other times so as
not to disclose the bearer.
These requirements are all met
admirably by some new German
flashlight outfits built on the same
free.

principle as the common hand

lamps, but carried without using
the hands. Small types of these
military lamp outfits have short
tabs with buttonholes for attaching

them to the officer's uniform,
while larger ones are supported by
shoulder straps. In either case the

light is turned on and off by a
little switch at the front of the
leather case which protects the
battery from the weather.

According to reports from Washington, electric locomotives will be
used for towing ships through the
Panama Canal locks. The locomotives will be gear -connected to the

track by a middle rail cut into the
form of a rack in order to obtain
the requisite tractive effort. The
COMPRESSION DIAPHRAGM IN X-RAY WORK

work of installation will be done by
the Cana Commission.
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Electric Rail Bonding
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To make the track rails continuous from

end to end, what is known as bonding is
Many have no doubt wondered why it is that resorted to; that is, bridging the joints in
car motors are able to operate from a single the rails by copper conductors of one type
trolley wire, having been told that two conductors are necessary to complete a circuit.
The reason lies in the fact that the earth itself
forms the other side of
the circuit. The earth may
be looked upon as a great
reservoir at zero potential,

or another welded or riveted to each side of
the joint. This bonding serves another
purpose. By keeping the resistance of the

track circuit low, so that the current does not find an advantage
in leaving the rails to follow water
pipes, the electrolysis of pipes is
prevented.

and if one pole of the dyna-

The bonds are put on the rails

mo in the power house be
connected to the earth and

in various ways, one of the most
interesting being by electric weld-

the other to the trolley
wire the latter will

ing,

be

tesy of the Electric Railway Im-

a bond is to be made the car is

stopped over the rail joint. A
bonding clamp is then let down
and clasps both rails and bond in

action corresponds to that

its jaws.

of a pump (the dynamo)
pumping water out of a
lake into a long pipe (the

One jaw is of copper and

one (that next the copper bond)
is of carbon. An immense current at very low voltage, taken
from the trolley wire through a
special converter, is then passed
from one jaw to the other through
the rail and bond. Almost instantly the bond and contiguous
parts of the rail are brought to
welding heat, an energy of nearly
ten horse power being employed,

This water
along through the

trolley wire).

pipe perhaps several miles.

There it may be tapped
and the force of the water
used to drive a water motor

shown in the illustra-

provement Company of Cleveland,
Ohio. What is known as a
welding car is used. This car
travels along the tracks, obtaining
power from the trolley wire. When

current will travel down
the pole and its connections through the car motors to earth, through the
wheels of the car. The

flows

as

tions, obtained through the cour-

raised to high potential or
voltage (550 volts in most
railway systems). Then if
the trolley pole is brought
into contact with the wire

(the car motor) and

from there be discharged
back into the lake when
its work is done.
In the case of the lake
and the pump there would

and a perfect

weld

is

made.

Before the bonding is
done, however, the surfaces must be made bright
and this is accomplished
by an electric grinder,

not be much of a flow from

the motor back to the
pump again, though the

same water would be used
This is a motor of size
over if the process were
convenient to be handled
kept up long enough. In
the electrical analogy, the ELECTRICAL GRINDER PREPARING and current for it is obtained by hooking onto
grounded street car circuit,
RAIL FOR BONDING
the trolley wire as shown
it is theoretically only
necessary to ground one side of the car in the picture above. The man standing erect
motor. In actual practice, however, better is working the lever of a "starting box"

results are obtained if the track rails are
made continuous and the return current
led directly back to the power house
through them.

which controls the current to the motor
operating the grinder. On the end of
the motor shaft is a rapidly revolving emery
wheel.

What Becomes of a
Cabled Message
By FELIX J. KOCH

Perhaps nowhere, in all the world, are
there more secrets bandied back and forth
among disinterested listeners, than in a

takes the message down as it is telegraphed
from New York. While he is doing this,
another man stands at his side and copies it,

simple, rather neat, two-story frame building

word for word, at the opposite side of the little table, onto the telegraph out -bound. From

set in a little lawn, near the postoffice at
North Sidney, Nova Scotia. On the outside, the structure bears simply the name of
one of the great American telegraph concerns.

In the lower story there is one great room
filled with tables holding what seem to the
layman so many telegraph instruments.
You would pass it by, unheeded on your
travels, were you not told of its import.

The largest part of the vital news, the
' movements in London stocks, and the New

York markets, the cable messages to the
world's great dailies and weeklies, the secret

messages of kings and empires, pass from

here into the waves, or, from the waves
onto the long land wires.

Visitors are not relished particularly by
the cable station. When they come however, and with a mission really other than
curiosity, they are made welcome.
The story of the cable station can best be
told in the story of a message. Messages
from New York for London to come to North
Sidney by telegraph. They will average

ten words or less. The station here prides
itself particularly on its rapid transmission
of stock exchange messages, almost all of
which, from the States, pass through it. In
fact, most of the stock exchange business
between the American and the British
metropolis goes directly through here.
The New York Stock Exchange opens at

there the good word goes right through to
Heart's Content in Newfoundland, and so
this section of the work takes practically no
time at all. Arrived at Heart's Content, in
Newfoundland, another man repeats the
same process, as soon as the message is
received, putting it, however, onto the cable,
so that in London they will be receiving the
first part of the message before half of even
a ten -word message is all on the wire here.
And, in consequence, in less than two minutes, occasionally in one minute, the message
is in London. This record time is especially
adapted for the stock exchange business.

As to how the stock reports are sent one
can get the story best in the words of the
manager at North Sidney.

"After the stock exchange opens," he
says, "we average from four to five hundred

messages on its wires. We have for these
messages, five cables out to Heart's Content,

where there is a relay, so that we get still
quicker work. When the message leaves
Newfoundland, it crosses the seas, and lands
at Valencia, in Ireland. From there it
passes over land and to London.

If the cable be a very long one, like the
one which goes direct to Ireland, it takes but
slightly longer to send the message. The
cabling is done much as is the sending of a
Morse telegram, save that as the cable is at

ten in the morning, and if a message sent the highest speed necessary and requires
from it to the London exchange takes over the greatest amount of accuracy, the very
two minutes for transmission, it is up to best operators are stationed here. Many of
these men can send from 4o to 45 words a
some one to explain the reason why.
Day and night they have a man standing minute, and this speed will be kept up,
at the North Sidney end of the wire, who occasionally for an hour, without their
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letting up. Stock exchange messages have
the preference over others on the wires, but
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about where in the water, lie the ends.
The cable ship is at Halifax, but it is not

long in port. Breaks are often caused by
the anchors of ships catching in the cables.
Cable operators require practice for per- A ship, at such time, is supposed to cut its
fection. Some of them will learn the work anchor, as it can then get damages from the

that simply means that they are given the
fastest wires.

very quickly. They have some experts
who have been classed as such for ten, fifteen,
20 years.

The average length of the stock exchange
message is four to five words, and the price
25 cents a word to London. Other messages
vary indefinitely in length. The press rate
to London, from Sydney, is but a quarter of
a cent a word. As a result the station will
do from 5o to qo sheets of press -work a day,
at 5o words to a sheet. By a sheet is implied always, one of the familiar yellow telegraph blanks.
Occasionally a message will be affected by
the earth -currents or an aurora borealis, no
one knows just how. Any night that they
can see an aurora at Sidney, they will find
their wires affected.

To overcome this effect

then, they loop the two cables entering at
Sidney and the operators at. Heart's Content
do the same, so that, instead of the two cables
they
running as a pair
now form one huge loop, touching one an-

other, rather than the earth.

company, but this they do not often do,

preferring to cut the long line between the
Continents. A cut of that sort occurs
almost every spring. Or, again, the ice in
the spring of the year, will crush the cable.
Again, too, an occasional whale will injure
it, or it may get on a rock, and, by wearing,
be torn. Once the two ends are found,
repairs can be made in a few hours. The
ends have their positions marked by buoys,
and are then spliced together. In fact this
cable ship has become noted for its quick
repairing, occasionally doing this work at
Canso Station, under many eyes.

Advertising Shoe Polish
The illustration shows an ingenious home-

made device, operated by a small electric
motor, for advertising in show windows

Occasionally

similar trouble will be met with on the land
lines between Sidney and New York, some-

times delaying transmission for nearly a
week.

In returning a message to Sidney, it is

sent the same as are the outgoing ones, using

the dots and dashes. As these are taken
down, in the wavy writing, the message may
be kept by the automatic recorder. The
transmitter uses the dots and dashes, it must
be recalled, when sending his message, but

the dots go into waves and streaks, as they
are taken down by the recorder at the receiving end of the cable. This work, how-

ever, is done by the best operators in the
company's employ, this being .ne of the
establishments. In fact,
some so men, including clerks, checker boys
and the like, are now maintained. The
finest of their

station has been open at Sidney ever since
the cable came, 3o odd years ago. At the
time of that coming, the speed for transmission was about the same as now, though
nothing was quite so hurried.

When a cable is broken between Sidney

and Heart's Content, the operators are
able to tell just where the break is and

ADVERTISING SHOE POLISH

that a certain oil keeps Water from penetra-

ting the leather of a shoe dressed with it.
The ease with which the shoes shed the
water after each immersion as the cylinder revolves is a striking argument for
"dri-feet."

The kitchen at West Point has been thoroughly electrified. The food is cleaned and
prepared by electricity. Electric heat cooks

and bakes the meats, vegetables and pastry.

Electric power does the work of cleaning
the dishes, sharpening the knives and polishing the silver.

Moving Targets Electrically
When a new rifle gallery was planned for
the "Landwehr" officers in Charlottenburg,
Germany, it was suggested that instead of
taking the recorder to
the targets, the latter
be brought close to the
marksmen after each
round of shots. This
novel idea was carried
out by Engineer Zickel
of the Elektro-Ap-

in twelve seconds and automatically stopping

the motor when it reaches the recorder's
side. Then the exact imprint of the shots
can be noted by both
the marksmen and the
record keeper without the possibility of
a dispute, after which
the shot marks are
covered with paint or
pasters. When started

paratebau Company,
who equipped a pair
of

parallel

back

when the targets have
reached their normal

bringing the targets
back to the firing end.

position.
Instead of the bulls eye targets, metal
figures of game can be

During the firing, the
are

reverse

the motor again is
stopped automatically

shooting

galleries with a system of wire ropes for

targets

by a

throw of the switch,

quietly

suspended at the
farther end of the gal-

hung from the moving

lery, fully a hundred

cable and this can be
arranged to move the
game across the end

feet off and the recorder, whose desk is
beside the marksman,
jots down the approx-

of the shooting gallery
at a fair speed. In
one case, such a game

imate result of each

shot. After each series

of from three to six

MOTOR AND SWITCH FOR CONTROLLING
TARGETS

shots, the

recorder
throws a

alley has been fitted
up by

the

same

German

firm with a

double
cable, al-

switch on
the motor
above his

lowing

the

operator to

head, there-

send the fig-

by moving
the endless

ures across
the gallery

cable which
carries the

in either

targets and
which runs

The figures

direction.

used for this

purpose

over pulleys

are inter-

in a narrow
passageway

changeable

between the
two parallel

so that the
sportsmen

alleys. This

never know

target back

mal will
show up
next nor

starts the

what ani-

towards
him,

mak-

ing the trip

MOVING TARGETS ELECTRICALLY OPERATED

from . what
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direction it will come; but he does know

that the moving figure will appear at his
end of the gallery in a fraction of a
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A Recording Compass
Through the agency of delicate contacts on

a compass and the communication of the

minute.

corresponding electric currents to a recording
stylus controlled by two magnets, an electric

The Auristophone
The auristophone is an electric hearing
device for the deaf or partially deaf.

It con-

sists of a transmitter, pocket battery, and
receiver, the latter being placed to the ear of
the person who is hard of hearing. The

grand opera Auristophone, as the name
indicates, is an opera instrument and is said
to give a more voluminous and full tone than

the ordinary device, for the reason that the

recording compass has been perfected by a
western inventor, which promises to become
indispensable to the mariner. The compass proper makes the observations automatically and communicates them through
two conductors to the recording mechanism
enclosed in a cabinet in the pilot house or
elsewhere. The device is so designated as
to produce a continuous record of the
direction of the ship with relation to time;
so that the direction 'in
which a ship was moving
.

at any hour and minute

can be determined at a
glance at any time thereafter from an inspection
.

of the records produced.

The instrument shows
variations of about 2i degrees or a trifle less than a
quarter of a point, so that
if a ship is on her course
and the wheelman allows

the vessel to wander as

much as 21 degrees off the

course laid out the automatic mechanism will at
once register the error per-

manently and the exact
that the deviation
occurred, so that a captain
by looking over the chart
USING THE AURISTOPHONE
can discover at once
whether his ship has been
receiving instrument used is of the duplex working to starboard or to port, and
type.
whether his instructions have been followed.
It is asserted that this device enables those
It is also possible to secure a definite idea
mildly afflicted and who ordinarily can hear of the conditions encountered at sea; in a
music or speaking at a distance of only a few seaway, or during rough weather the record
feet, to hear well in the fore part of any will be irregular while during calm the course
church, theatre or auditorium, without hav- indicated by the appliance will be almost a
ing wire connection with the pulpit stage or smooth line. The size of the instrument is
platform.
two feet square by ten inches deep and it can
time

It is claimed also that the Auristophone
improves the hearing by massaging the
inner organs of hearing without air compression and without tiring the ear while all
the ordinary trumpets and other instruments

be connected to any ordinary lamp socket

for the deaf compress the air within the

filling the pen about every two weeks.

auditory canal against these organs, tiring
the ear and even causing severe injury.

which will give a voltage of from too to 125
volts.

The only attention required is the placing
of a new chart on the roll every month and

The clock movement which moves the
chart in the recording mechanism allows it
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Where is Your Fire Alarm Box
Located?
Could you tell off -hand, if ásked, right
where to find the fire -alarm box nearest
your house ? In all probability you could not,
for the average person does not bear in mind
the obvious things which come to his atten-

tion every day. The city of Rochester, New
York, has an infallible means of directing
attention to it. Upon the top of each box as

in the picture is placed a red glass globe
bearing the words "Fire Alarm" in large
white letters. Within the globe is an incan-

descent lamp the wires to which run under
In this way 30o boxes are pointed

ground.

RECORDING COMPASS

to pass by the recording point 23- inches every
hour. The clock is wound by electricity
automatically and requires no attention
whatever. An ingenious feature of the

instrument is the circuit changer, which
automatically throws the instrument on a set

of batteries if the dynamo current for any
reason should give out, and again switches
the dynamo current in when it is again in
operation. Thus the continuity of the record
is maintained, and the captain can tell by a
glance at the sheet whether or not the man at
the wheel has been attending to business.

FIRE -ALARM BOX WITH LAMP INDICATOR

out.

This innovation was the result of a

recent fire in the city in which the man who
discovered the blaze at night rushed about
for some time in bewilderment trying to find
a fire -alarm box.
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A Convertible Electric Derrick
It is of interest to note that, in the use of
electric derricks on excavation and construction work, either the guy type or the stiff leg
type of derrick may be used, as best adapted
to local conditions. The electric derrick
shown in the accompanying illustration was

specially designed to be convertible into
either type, as required. This is affected by
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It may be stated that this derrick is operated by an electric hoist of 20 horsepower.
It has two drums, and on one end of the shaft
is a special reversible winch for swinging the
derrick. The other shaft carries an ordinary
winch head besides the drum. In addition
to the ordinary band brake, there is an auto-

matic brake to prevent the drums from

backing in the event of current being accidentally cut off while the machine is hoisting

CONVERTIBLE ELECTRIC DERRICK

the use of special interchangeable fittings, so

a load. The operating levers for the con-

that only a small number of extra parts is
required to change the derrick for different

troller,

arranged very much as in a steam hoist.

classes of work.

The derrick is swung by means of a bull -wheel

The machine can be

adapted for use in excavating as well as for
handling material. Two lines are led over

the boom for operating the grab bucket.
The line for the topping lift, which raises

and lowers the boom, is led up to the head of
the mast and thence across to the head of the
boom.

This design of electric derrick was utilized

the clutches and the brakes are

which is built of steel and is adaptable to
derricks of various sizes.

Tantalum Lp.mrs for Car Lighting
By using tantalum lamps for car -lighting,

the Chicago Railway Company finds that

in the construction of the Grand Avenue it can save five cents a day per car. A
reinforced -concrete viaduct at Milwaukee, thousand cars have been equipped with
Wisconsin.. The hoisting capacity is six tantalum lamps, and will save the company
tons and the working radius is from twelve $i8,000 a year on this basis. The company
feet to 38 feet, while the vertical lift is about expects to equip all of its cars in this way,
3o feet.

and effect a saving of over $35,000 a year.

1
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Electricity and Gravity Do the Work

and scientific. Practical men in all lines of
manufacturing recognized its value the

The portable electric elevator noted at moment it was brought to their attention;
work in the accompanying illustration is recognized that its chief merits lay in econprovided with an electric motor under the omy of labor, and time, the two great
hoisting equipment connected with a flexible
cable for supplying the current. This

electric portable elevator is utilized in connection with a gravity carrier and is a very

essentials in profitable manufacturing.
Ball bearings are used and modern
gravity carriers and automatic elevators are
constructed scientifically and accurately.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC CARRIER AND ELEVATOR

necessary device at this brick yard. By
Queer Ocean Power Plant
placing it near the loading point it receives
automatically from the gravity carrier at the
During the fitting out of the White Star
bottom and discharges automatically at the liner "Olympic," electrical energy for light
top to the gravity carrier above, from whence and power was supplied from a tug moored
the bricks are conveyed any distance to the alongside the larger vessel. This tug has
car and around curves if necessary. This an electrical plant with a capacity of Sao
machine automatically handles loose brick kilowatts on board, and was also fitted with
and keeps them together to their destination.

a powerful steam fire pump.

It is therefore

It may be stated that a decade ago little both a floating electric generating station and
was known of the tremendous possibilities fire station, in addition to being a tug. The
back of the idea of utilizing a natural force, "Jackal," as the tug is called, has engines
such as gravity, as a means of conveying of i,5oo horsepower. For the purpose of
merchandise from point to point in and driving the electric plant the shafting conabout factory plants. Today it is a recog- necting the propeller with the engine was
nized element in factory and warehouse uncoupled and the dynamos coupled up
economy; its development has been rapid instead.

N

Producing a Grand Opera
There is one field of present-day activity
where electricity has worked its miracles
almost unknown to the general public.

This is in the technical side of theatrical, and

public into their confidence regarding their
own personalities but the shrewd business
men and technical experts who provide the
settings for operatic and dramatic entertain -

NEV HOME OF THE BOSTON GRAND OPERA

more especially grand opera productions.
When one stops to consider for a moment,

however, it is not altogether strange that the
public should not realize the extent to which
electricity has, in the last few years, revolutionized things "behind the scenes," for all
that the public at large takes so lively an

interest in all that goes on in the realm of

music and the drama. Stage celebrities and
musical stars are willing enough to take the

ments are by no means so frank. They like
to preserve the traditional air of mystery in

which the stage has been more or less enshrouded from time out of mind, and they
like to astonish their public by glowing spectacles and sensational lighting effects without

disclosing to the people "out in front" how
the beauties of such illumination are obtained.

However, if you will cjrner the practical
master of Twentieth Century stagecraft he

ELECTRICIANS AT WORK IN THE GRAND OPERA HOUSE -THE MAN AT THE
RIGHT IS WIRING THE ELECTRIC "ANVIL" FOR USE IN THE
"ANVIL CHORUS" IN "TROVATORE"
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will admit that no other one factor has been
so influential as electricity in rendering possible the massive stage productions of the
present age and more particularly their
spectacular investure. Electricity has played
its part in every branch of the entertainment
field but naturally its fullest utilization has
been found in grand opera-because on the

one hand grand opera calls for not only
elaborate but often mythical or fantastic
counterfeit environment, while on the other
hand the stage productions in grand opera are
more extensive and more massive in every
sense than in the ordinary drama.

Any layman must appreciate that the

greatest service that electricity has rendered

stage folk has been in illumination before
and behind the footlights. It is difficult to
cite a more striking transformation in any
sphere of the world's work than the transition from the old days of oil lamps, slowly
and laboriously extinguished when a "dark
set" was required and "red fire" burned on a
shovel when little Eva or Marguerite ascend-

ed to heaven, to the present facility with
which an entire theatre may be plunged into
darkness in the twinkling of an eye and all

the tints of dawn, sunset and moonlight
simulated by means of electric lights so
skilfully varied in their intensity as to challenge Nature and convey to the spectators no

hint of the mechanical to spoil the illusion.
Some idea of the extent of the dependence
placed upon electrical lighting at a modern

PAINTING SCENERY AT NIGHT BY ELECTRIC LIGHT

temple of grand opera may be gained if you
will take, by proxy, a peep at the electrical
"nerve center" in the
nether regions of darkness

beneath the stage of the

new Boston Grand Opera

House-the model opera
house of the world. Here,

in a long narrow apart-

ment just wide enough to
allow two or three electricians to work, is located
what is claimed to be the
finest switchboard of the
kind in the world. It
cost $26,000 and it controls stage illuminants aggregating 5,000 incandescents and 5o arcs.
Many unusual features
impress one in the equipment of this subterranean
seat of electrical' energy.
PLANNING THE LAY -OUT OF ELECTRIC LIGHTS FOR THE
VARIOUS SCENES OF AN OPERA

For one thing there is a
seeming excess of facill-
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in colors corresponding to the tints of the
respective systems of lamps which they control. Yet another requisite of skill that con-

fronts the men who throw the switches
"below stage" is the frequent necessity for
delicate manipulation in the handling of the
lights. Rosy dawn must give way by the
most gradual flow of light to the full glare
of day, or a brilliant sunset must fade into
twilight and thence to the mellow radiance of
moonlight. Modern electrical science has
supplied the big switchboard with all known

electrical aids to such kaleidoscopic work,
called "dimmers," but after all much depends
on the skill and judgment of the men in front
of the switch board.
The switchboard work, important as it is,
is but one phase of the illuminating responsibilities incident to a grand opera production.
On the stage, on specially constructed platforms elevated somewhat above the heads of

the singers, maybe even in the "flies" far
overhead and out in the midst of the audience

in gallery or balcony, other electricians are
manipulating "spot lights" and the electrical
ELECTRIC SPOT LIGHT

ties for the transmission from the stage,
quickly and accurately, of orders for
the electricians operating the switches

in the pit.

This precaution is understand-

able however,

when

it

is

remembered

that a moment's delay in switching on

or off the lights may mar a "scene." Ordinarily electric bells are depended upon to
transmit signals but there are also speaking
tubes and finally, directly above the head of
the chief electrician is a megaphone through
which the

stage manager in the wings

overhead may shout an emergency order.

The duties of the electricians stationed
before this switchboard while a production of

grand opera is in progress are complicated
by the fact that aside from the necessity for
quick action at all times there is the circumstance that systems of lamps in a number of
different colors must be controlled. For
instance, the footlights and the border lights
comprise not merely single rows of incandescent lamps but lines of different colored

bulbs ranged side by side-red or pink to
simulate dawn; yellow for sunlight; blue

for moonlight, etc. In order to simplify the
manipulation of these colored lights the levers
of the switches on the big board are painted

SWITCHBOARD OF TI-IE NEW BOSTON GRAND

OPERA HOUSE, BUILT AT A COST

OF $26.000
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successors of the once -familiar but now obso-

lete calcium light.

These powerful lights

designed for projection in one given direction

are almost invariably arcs and the common
form is that of a lamp with a strong reflector
mounted upon an iron standard which is in

turn rigidly supported by a heavy iron
pedestal.

The manipulation of these lights

involves something more than the mere

switching off and on at the proper moments
and the ticklish task of keeping the beams

centered on a "star" who will resent as a
personal insult anything suggestive of a
shadow. In addition there is the necessity

for helping to carry out any "color scheme,"
such as has been mentioned in speaking of the
incandescents controlled solely from the
main switchboard. Only in the case of the
spot lights, etc., the tintings of the scene on the

stage are accomplished by means of color
screens held before each arc. Or if a quick
succession of rainbow tints is desired, as in
the illumination of a dance, the electrician
revolves before his spot light a wheel made
up of panels or broad spokes of different
colored glasses or other tinting mediums.
A perfectly equipped and very spacious
electrical supply storehouse and workshop is

an adjunct nowadays of every up-to-date
grand opera house. This is the headquarters of the chief electrician and anywhere

from three to a dozen assistants-dependent

somewhat upon the class of productions
being staged. The storehouse feature is
important because an opera house must keep
on hand at all times a plentiful surplus of all

standard classes of supplies. There is no
time to "sond out and get it" when a grand
opera is on. It must needs be a pretty
capacious storeroom too, and well systematized because of the wide range of material
required. For instance, almost as much
space must be given over to red globes and
blue globes and yellow lamps respectively,

as is accorded the ordinary ones of clear

glass.

And there are no end of electrical

"properties" that may be needed only once or

twice a year, but must be kept ready to
hand,-for instance the anvils for "Trova tore" that give forth electrical sparks when

they are struck in accompaniment to the
singing of the "Anvil Chorus," and the
swords of Faust and Valentine and Mephisto
that strike mysterious fire in the great duel
scene of "Faust."
While present-day dependence upon electricity for scenic and lighting effects in
modern operatic production is perhaps
paramount it constitutes only one of a long
list of duties entrusted to the current in the
Twentieth Century home of grand opera.
"Call boys" have virtually been done away
with because electric bells and flashing

electric lights signal "Overture," "Fifteen
Minutes," "Second Act," and all the other
staple summons of stagedom to every partici-

pant from the prima donna to the most
humble chorus man and to the members of
the orchestra as well.

A complete telephone

system connects every part of the realm
behind the curtain. And on the scene painting
bridges, in the property room and the wardrobe departments there are elaborate lighting

sytsems that enable "rush work" at night in
an emergency. The elevators for singers
and scenery are electrically operated and so

are the "traps" which facilitate descent
below the level of the stage in certain pro-

ductions.

In the up-to-date opera house

electricity is even employed to operate the
drop curtain and the art of facial "make-up"
has been greatly simplified because the stage

artist may now surround his dressing room
mirror with a row of electric bulbs thereby
securing an illumination for his delicate
decorative work that was scarcely possible in

the old days of gas jets and which, if it had
been practicable, would have made intoler-

able the temperature of the average tiny
dressing room.

ELE CTPI C CUPI?ENT AT WOP]
NEW DEVICES FOR APPLYING ELECTRICITY

New Ideas from the Chicago Electrical Show
and the cover swung over them by the little
hand derrick, they melt like wax unless they
are composed of some extremely refractory
substance like carbon.
In the middle of the picture is the transThe electric arc is known to be the hottest
place on earth, but it is surprising to learn former which changes the current to a voltthat electric furnaces of the resistance type age and volume suitable for the furnaces.
can be brought up to a temperature as high This current is carried through the massive
as 3,000° F. The two furnaces shown in the flat conductors shown in the foreground to
picture are of the Hoskins type. The one at the terminals of the furnace. Imbedded in
the left is of the crucible type used by assayers. the thick, heat -resisting walls of the furnace
On the other side is a furnace used for are carbon resistance rods. When the curtempering "high speed" steel intended for rent flows through these rods from the
rapid cutting lathes.. The crucible furnace terminals they are heated to a white heat and
develops in the little white hot pit a tem- the interior of the pit becomes so dazzling
perature of some 2,30o° F. When the in its brilliancy as almost to rival the sun
materials to be melted are placed in the pit, itself.

Furnaces for Assayers and Toolmakers

ELECTRIC FURNACES FOR ASSAYERS AND TOOL MAKERS
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How Telephone Calls Are Handled

sary,

leaving

the

operators

free

to

attend to calls. Near this exhibit were

Something of the discipline and strict long distance telephone booths into which
attention to business which must pervade a one might step and find out how it seems
large telephone exchange in order that sub- to talk with St. Louis, Cincinnati or New
scribers may be promptly taken care of was York.

enacted in the Chicago
Telephone Company exhibit at

the

Electrical

Show. A revolving plat-

form carried telephone
switchboard panels at

were seated six
operators under two superwhich

visors.

Although no out-

side connections were
served, "call" and "supervising" lamps were flashed
automatically by mechanism back of the panels,
requiring the operators to

perform the same duties
are necessary when
working in an exchange.
as

The supervisor shown
standing back of the
operators assists in adjusting complaints a n d
helping wherever neces-

REVOLVING TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD

Kinetic Organ Blower
This illustration is from a photo-

graph of a model showing the
operation of the Kinetic organ
blower. An electric motor drives

the blowing attachment which ap-

plies a steady air pressure to a
The air

galvanized iron tube.

under pressure, is then conveyed
to a bellows which
in that case

acts as a sort of

storage reservoir

giving practically
uniform pressure
for

delivery

to

the reeds. The
ample and steady
air supply is said
to give

the or-

ganist a sense of
security which is
thoroughly satisILLUSTRATING THE MECHANISM OF AN ELECTRIC ORGAN BLOWER
fying,

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
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Purifying Water with Ozone

away and combine with carbon material,

The Ozosure water sterilizer delivers pure
drinking water instantly by simply opening

consequently when the faucet is turned on

which forms the greater part of all microbes,
and the suction draws ozone down the metal
pipe from the ozone box into the mixing bulb

just back of the faucet the ozone warriors
literally burn up the germs and impurities.

The Mailometer
The mailometer as it is called Is one cf
the latest electrically driven office appliances.

It will seal, stamp and count rso letters a
minute and is a positive check on your postage stamp account, the specially made
stamps being locked in a case and automatically recorded as they pass upon the envelopes.

Ironing Board and Cord Support
Could anything be more convenient than
this ironing board with its two parts adapted
for large work or sleeves and collars? At
the right is a little shelf for the electric iron.

A vertical arm projects well up above the
board, and the cord which supplies current
to the iron is attached to the receptacle in the

upper end of the
arm.

The iron

can then be used
without the cord

becoming tangled
and getting in the

way of the user.
The cord is also
less likely to wear
at the point where
WATER OZONIZING APPARATUS

This operathe faucet.
tion closes a switch which

it enters the iron
as there is very
little twisting at

that point.

turns current from any
ordinary lighting circuit into
the metal box above the
Within this
bowl.
box the current is so changed

wash
as

to jump across,

in

the

form of electric sparks, between hundreds of needle
points. These little sparks
take oxygen from the air
and unite three atoms of
it into a molecule of
But one of the
ozone.
atoms in the ozone molecule is always trying to get

IRONING BOARD AND CORD SUPPORT
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Watching it Bake

people is a possibility practically demon-

strated by the Automatic Enunciator.
A telegram, we will suppose, arrives at the
hundreds of Show visitors to witness the Coliseum for Mr. William Smith, while he is
baking of bread by electricity. Placing eight standing in the crowd within ordinary speaksmall loaves on each shelf, in about 20 min- ing distance of the enunciator. "A telegram
utes the top of every loaf showed the baking at the information bureau for Mr. William
Smith," calls out the enunciator, the funnel shaped device illustrated, of which there are
several distributed about on the wall or on
convenient pillars. Mr. Smith hears the
words as plainly as if a man were shouting
the information, and he goes up and gets his

An oven with sides of wire glass enabled

telegram.

The enunciator may be used in hotels,

A GLASS OVEN

complete by being done to a nice rich brown.
Large loaves required about 30 minutes. In
the same exhibit with the Simplex glass oven

a larger metal inclosed oven turned out So
one -pound loaves at one baking which were
given to charity. This oven was heated electrically to a temperature of about 3500 F.

clubs, factories, convention halls, theaters
and in fact any place where it is necessary
for one person to talk to a number of people
in different locations at the same time. By
installing the system in a hotel and providing enunciators for each floor the clerk
will be able to find a guest if in the building by talking into a master transmitter
at his desk, thus doing away with the paging
system which is annoying and takes time.

Does Two Things at Once
With the Cadillac combination stove and
toaster you can prepare breakfast right on
the dining table, for while you are cooking

A Loud -Speaking Telephone
To speak into one transmitter and have
the speaker's words conveyed to a distance
and distinctly pronounced to any number of

COMBINATION STOVE AND TOASTER

the eggs or chops or preparing the coffee on
the top of the stove you may be making toast

in the little drawer beneath the red hot coil
of the grid. After the meal is ready, keep
the coffee warm by switching to a lower
temperature
LOUD -SPEAKING TELEPHONE

contact, there

being

three

different heats provided for. The stove is

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
finished in black enamel and polished nickel

and with it you can prepare a quick hot
breakfast without starting the kitchen fire.

Telephone Slug Holder
When the telephone
man calls you can tell
him at once how many

slugs are in the box
if you use a Feurstein
slug holder.
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of three irons of different weights. By removing the two top screws on the rear of
the iron, then loosening the two bolts at the
base of the handles the heater and connection
may be pulled out and weights No. I, 2 or

3, placed on the heater making either a
five, six, or seven pound iron. Another
special feature is the suiting of the iron to
various voltages ranging from ioo to 125

volts by changing heaters in the same manner
as the weight. of the iron is varied.

Place 35

Boiling Water in a Glass

slugs in the holder at
the beginning of the
month and a glance at

To get a glass of boiling water in a min-

the scale on the outside

ute's time is very easily accomplished with the
little device shown in the drawing. Inside

at any time informs

you how many re- the disk is an electric heating element to
main.

By pulling out

a spring slide at the
bottom one slug at
a

time

is

removed

from the device. The
holder is of polished
sheet metal, a back
containing screw holes
TELEPHONE SLUG
HOLDER

serving for mounting
near the telephone.

Three in One
Every housewife appreciates having a
pressing iron suited in weight to the garment
or cloth being pressed out, and for this reason

DEVICE TO BOIL A GLASS OF WATER

which current is conducted through insulated

wires running down through the stem. As
the current flows through the concealed wires

of the heating element the disk is at once
brought to a temperature sufficiently high to
boil the water in a very short time. This
FLAT IRON WITH THREE WEIGHTS

is

a very convenient device for travelers,

dentists and physicians.

two or three irons of different weights are
often a part of the laundry equipment. "
The Van electric iron, however, is dé"signed
to make it serviceable in all capacities. It is

so constructed as to be operated as any one

According to statistics quoted in Engineering, there are in the whole world 9,óoo,000

telephones, and the lines have an aggregate

length of about 12,5oo,000 miles.
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A Telegraph Typewriter
It is now possible to send a typewritten
message hundreds of miles across the country

the right in the picture is one of the "American" telegraph typewriters actually sending
a typewritten message over the same wires
that enter the switchboard and which are at

and this latest triumph in the transmission the same time being used for telephonic
intelligence was on exhibition at the purposes.
Electrical Show. It is the invention of
Dr. G. A. Cardwell and does not look very
Electric Incubator
of

much different from the ordinary typewriter.

Resembling

a large

cheese enclosed in heat resisting material covered
with leather, and mounted
on legs with a mirror
below to show the eggs on
the glass bottom, the Ax ford, round, incubator exhibit attracted much attention. An incandescent
lamp within furnishes the
necessary heat, flashing on
and off with the variation of temperature. A
coiled spring thermostat

like the one mounted on
the dry cell on the table
opens the lamp circuit
when the temperature rises
too high and closes it

again when the heat falls
below the point at which
it is to remain practically
constant. On account of
THE TELEGRAPH TYPEWRITER AT THE RIGHT IS SENDING this automatic feature the
MESSAGES OVER TELEPHONE LINES WHILE CONincubator need's no attenVERSATIONS ARE TAKING PLACE SIMULTANEOUSLY

When the operator wishes to send a message

tion once current
turned on.

he pounds it off on a keyboard like the
ordinary typewriter keyboard. The act of
depressing the keys sends out over the tele-

graph line (or even over a telephone line
which is at the same time carrying telephonic

messages) a series of electrical impulses.

These impulses when they arrive at the
receiving station operate a system of electro-

magnetic relays which shift a little wheel
carrying raised type around so as to print
each letter the instant the impulses are received. It works upon the "selected" system, each letter of the transmitting instrument sending a certain series of impulses
which automatically select and print the
corresponding letter at the receiving machine.
In the picture is shown a telephone switch

board of the Bell Telephone Company, in
the office of the Long Island Railroad. At

ELECTRIC INCUBATOR

is
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Sends Dust and Dirt to the

h91;

All Metal Washing Machine

Basement
With the Houston system of cleaning, the

The Apex-a washing machine entirely
of metal except the wringer board-has a

attaches one end to a wall coupling and the
other to a light aluminum floor sweeper or

outside but tapering at the top. It is constructed of galvanized sheeting and sus-

maid takes a small roll of rubber hose, body somewhat cylindrical in shape on the
pended at the ends on a
steel frame so as to be
easily rocked back and
forth. On each side of
the interior are four metal
ribs which turn the clothes
as the rocking causes them

to fall from one side to
the other of the enclosure. The bottom of the
tub has on the inside also
an inverted V, running
lengthwise which helps in
cleansing the clothes as they
fall to the bottom. A
small electric motor moun-

ted underneath out of the
way is geared to rock the
tub. Adjusting a key
connects the wringer to

the motor and locks the
MOTOR AND VACUUM PUMPS LOCATED IN THE BASEMENT

other tool.

Turning a switch she starts

the machinery which is located in the basement, and the sweeping, cleaning and dusting
begin all at the same time. By means of the
special tools which may be attached to the
hose, dirt and dust are sucked up from the
floor, removed from the corners, picked up
from off moulding and picture frames and

started on a journey down a metal pipe to
the basement to be deposited in a sealed
metallic dirt receptacle of the vacuum
cleaner. Pipes from the machine, which is

operated by a motor -driven suction pump,
lead to various floors where at convenient
places small ornamental pipe couplings

through the wringer which
is mounted directly above the tub.

Vacuum Cleaner in a Glass House
The accompanying picture will give an
idea of what the
inside of a vacuum cleaner looks

like-that is, one
type, known as
the Santo. This
model is made
demonstrat i o n purposes,
with glass sides
for

are located.

instead of

The illustration shows two equipments;
one for installation in cottages and small

Inside you can

dwellings, the other for larger buildings.
With this outfit, which may be installed in

either old or new houses, the "broom and
duster" method is rendered obsolete, and in
addition the system insures the fact that the
air which carried the germs, dust, dirt, etc.,
away is not again released in the room.

tub in an upright position
for running the clothes

the

usual metal case.

see the little motor which drives

the diaphragm

in turn
exhausts the air
through a tube.
The dust bag is
which

VACUUM CLEANER ENCLOSED IN GLASS

PUPti LAfi. 1I.);LT1Z1L1TY

ling

also contained inside of the cleaner case.
This little machine, whirrs rune without
noise or vibration,

operates

from any

electric light socket at a cost of less than
two cents per hour for current.

"Riveting" Without Rivets
They call it "spot welding." The machine
is shown with the lever up and the two copper
pins, which serve for electrodes or dies,
separated. Take two pieces of sheet metal,

SAMPLES OF ELECTRIC WELDING

The metals are fused at a "spot" the size of
a rivet and the time required to punch holes
and insert rivets has been saved.
To the average man welding a bar of iron
brings up visions of a dirty and grimy blacksmith shop with a leather-aproned, sooty faced, sweaty and muscular individual swing-

ing a sledge hammer and making a lot of
noise on an anvil. But welding by electricity

is more practical.

The second illustration

shows some of the products of electric welding.

A Modern Hercules
This unusual exhibit was for demonstrating the power of a telephone generator.
It shows 258 gongs or 129 ringers, connected

in series and all operated at once by the
Hercules generator in the telephone set on
the corner of the board. The gongs are so
carefully toned that no discordant note is

i
:

heard as 129 hammers vibrate in unison
with but a slight turn of the generator crank.
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ELECTRIC `RIVETER.'

heavy or light, lay one across the other on the
lower die.

Pulling the lever arm down

forces the upper die down until the metal is
clamped between the upper and lower dies.
Throwing the switch, there is a flash and the
two pieces are welded. It seems to have
been done by lightning in a condensed form.

ONE GENERATOR RINGS 258 GONGS

*'
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A Portable Stand Heater
An electric hot plate mounted on a neat,
portable stand is one of the Hughes ideas.
This is intended more particularly for hotels,

restaurants and similar places where it can
be brought right into the dining -room and

1019

driven pump and some glass globes and tubes
containing chemicals for removing moisture
from the stack gases tested.
In operation the pump sucks in gases from
the chimney, which after being freed from
moisture are forced in little puffs against the

paper as it moves by at a steady rate, thus
allowing the carbon to be deposited in the
form of a black line upon it. Every hour
the cylinder drops a notch and another line
is started. If little smoke is going up the
chimney the paper is clean, growing darker
as the smoke increases. The recorder may
be installed right in the boiler room, the enlosure being of glass.

Wireless Telegraph Instructor
Every wireless operator who passed the
Swedish -American exhibit at the Coliseum
paused to take a message, for a sound very
much like the dots and dashes heard in his
head phones fell upon his ears. It was not
a message of distress, but taken down read,
" John quickly temporized five tow bags,"

PORTA IILE STAND HEATER

placed beside a table. It permits of the
preparation of many dishes usually prepared
in a chafing dish. Like the Hughes stoves
and hot plates, it embodies the most simple
principle, that of a number of long coils of

resistance wire laid in narrow slots or depressions in the composition plate forming
the top of the stand. These wires are
brought to a bright red glow by the current
and the heat is all transmitted to the bottom
of the cooking utensil.

Keeps Tab on the Chimney
The cry is for clean cities, and to attain
this it is necessary to suppress the smoke
Fulfilling the old saying, "Necessity is the mother of invention," the HamlerEddy smoke recorder tells the condition every
nuisance.

hour in the day of the gases that go up the
chimney in a steam plant. The recorder
consists of a sheet of paper on a cylinder
operated by a clock, a small nozzle with its
end very close to the paper, a little motor

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH INSTRUCTOR

a sentence containing every letter in the

alphabet except "x".
The device consists of clockwork which
revolves a brass disk 31 inches in diameter,
on the edges of which are projecting teeth
shaped to sound the dots and dashes indi-

cating different letters of the Morse code
on a small buzzer. These teeth touch a
contactor that closes a circuit through the
buzzer and two dry cells within the case.
Disks containing other sentences may be
put on just as with a phonograph. The outfit is mounted on and within a neat quarter
sawed oak box about 6 by io by 31 inches.
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Stationary Vacuum Cleaning System
In the case of the Richmond vacuum cleaning system we have a permanent plant to be

and griddle. It is called the "radiant suspension" system. Insulators or other bodies

of matter which absorb heat are eliminated

installed in the basement of a home, the
same as a hot water or steam heating plant,
with a piping system running up to the various rooms. Inlets to the piping are located

COMBINED STOVE AND TOASTER

in the construction of the stove, which will
toast the first slice of bread in 5o seconds and

the second in 45 seconds. The little wire
rack above the heating element may be used
for keeping the toast hot or as a plate warmer.

The Tom Thumb of Vacuum
Cleaners
STATIONARY VACUUM CLEANING SYSTEM

in each room to which a hose and cleaning
nozzle are connected. The motor shown in
the picture operates a suction pump and the
dirt and dust are drawn down through the
pipes into a receptacle in the machine.
When through cleaning you simply pull out
a drawer and dump the dirt the same as you
would ashes from a furnace.

Illuminated Prismatic Glass Signs
A departure from the usual exposed lamp

sign is furnished by the Flexflume glass

A ten -pound suction cleaner is one of th.
new corners in the field of household electric
appliances. The Magic cleaner is made
entirely of metal being enclosed in a strong
steel and aluminum case and is mounted
on two small rubber -tired wheels.

The exterior

is

nickel -plated and
polished. By re-

moving the dust
bag and attaching
a special connec-

tor the machine
may be used as a

letter sign in which the lamps and reflectors

blower.

are behind the letters and within the sign.

u a 1 attachments

The letters are prismatic glass moulded into
shape and stand out in bold relief against a
black metal background. Effective in daylight, the letters are very sharp and clearly

The us -

are provided for
the equipment.

defined at night. The small number of
lamps needed, ordinarily averaging one for

each letter make the sign economical of
current.

Combined Stove and Toaster
An entirely new principle in applying electric heat is embodied in the Pelouze toaster

A TEN -POUND VACUUM CLEANER

FOR PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL WORKERS
HOW TO /WAKE AND OPERATE ELECTRICAL DEV/CES

Some Historical Measuring Instruments
By W. S. ANDREWS

A three -wire Edison central station with
overhead system of distribution was installed

in Cumberland, Md., in 1885, and the new
incandescent light was so well appreciated
by the citizens there that in 1887 four more
dynamos were added, thus enlarging the
plant to a capacity of six dynamos, three
being connected in multiple on each side
of the three -wire system. The steam plant
was also at the
same time corre-

turning some extra resistance into its field
rheostat! Under working conditions such

as these who could blame the man if an
overloaded- armature was occasionally burnt
out? On learning the above facts Mr.

Edison promptly decided that when two or

more dynamos were connected to run in
multiple, it was highly desirable to use a
current indicator in series with each machine.
No suitable instruments of this kind being
on the market at that time, it became neces-

spondingly in- sary to design and make them and Mr.

creased and im-

proved.
Soon after these
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PENDULUM AMPERE
METER

additions had
been made, a

Edison insisted that they must be simple and

rugged in construction, cheap to manufacture, and easy to repair.

series of troubles
were reported to
the New York
office of the Edison Electric Light
company, principally referring to
the burning out
of dynamo arma-

tures, so Mr. Edison requested the writer
to visit Cumberland and make a careful inspection of the electrical plant.
The Cumberland Electric Lighting Station was found in the charge of a very intelli-

gent colored man, and on questioning him

"FIELD REGULATOR"

the current the hotter the wire." He therefore went around occasionally and felt the
copper leads running from the dynamos to

Edison's decision, and this form of ammeter
performed good service for many years.*

as to his method of distributing the load
old "pendulum ampere -meter", jointamong the three dynamos, connected in ly The
invented
by Mr. Montgomery Waddell and
multiple, he replied that he had been told
writer, and subsequently improved by
that the passage of electricity through a the
wire caused it to warm up, and "the heavier Mr. Charles Wirt, was the result of Mr.

the bus bars and if one of them seemed a
little warmer than the others to the touch he
would reduce the load on this machine by

*The writer believes that the only location in
which one of these "pendulum ampere -meters"

failed to work with reasonable accuracy was a case

where it was installed on the switchboard of a
yacht.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
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When the first model of this ammeter was

submitted to Mr. Edison, he approved its
construction and ordered six to be made a
once for Cumberland station, requesting

that he should be notified after they were
finished and boxed, as he wished to see them

when they were ready for shipment. This
procedure appeared at the time to be a little
mysterious, but was subsequently explained.
The six ammeters were accordingly built
and carefully packed in separate boxes
ready for shipment. Mr. Edison was then
notified and he soon came around to look
them over.

Seeing the six boxes on the floor

of the testing room, he ordered them to be
placed on the center table, and then to our
utter amazement, he told a laborer to mount
the table and kick the boxes off onto the floor,

"and give it to 'em good and hard,"

it is to be put. Sometimes a small amount
of metallic antimony is added which increases
its hardness without materially changing

the nature of the composition.
The alloy is pure white color, and is capable of receiving a high polish, which will not
tarnish. It may be molded, welded, and
worked in many ways. One of the valuable
uses claimed for it is that it will adhere

strongly to many metals, to glass, and to
other substances without the use of flux
and without any special preparation of the
surfaces to which it is to be applied.
It may be applied by an ordinary soldering iron, but the use of copper for this purpose is not necessary.

This composition is particularly adapted
to soldering aluminum, as it adheres to it
strongly and is as readily applied to it as it is

Expostulation was vain, "If they won't to other substances, such as copper and tin.
stand being kicked off the table, they will Bars and wires of aluminum and other subnever reach Cumberland in working condition," he said.
After this test the boxes were opened, and

according to the writer's recollection, the
"pendulum" ammeters were found to have
passed the ordeal- without material injury.
Mr. Edison therefore permitted them to be
repacked and shipped to Cumberland.

The writer also went there and connected
them in circuit, after which no further complaints were heard.
This was the first three -wire Edison station in which the dynamos were furnished
with individual ammeters, the ready-made
hot-wire current -indicators previously tried
by the ingenious colored attendant having
proved hardly accurate enough to prevent
the excessive overloading and !consequent
destruction of the dynamo armatures.

stances may be welded together by its use.
Its high conductivity and the fact that it is
not subject to electrolytic disturbances make
it of value in soldering or welding electrical
conductors of copper or aluminum or other

suitable material.-ifining and

Scientific

Press.

It Helps the Trouble Man
The telephone trouble man finds plenty to
do during wet, rainy weather if his lines run
through wooded districts or along highways
lined with shade trees. Here and there in
the course of time wires will come in conta, t

Aluminum Solder
A solder has been invented whereby
aluminum is easily soldered. It was discovered that by combining tin, zinc and
aluminum with chloride of sodium in certain

proportions a new composition is formed
which has many valuable properties. In
making the compound these elements are
fused together in the proportion of twelve
parts tin,
aluminum.

two parts zinc, and one part
One per cent chloride sodium

is added to this alloy. By varying these
proportions

somewhat

the

composition

formed by them may be made harder or

softer according to the various uses to which

GLASS TREE INSULATOR

with tree branches and become grounded, or
from the swaying of the limbs by the wind
will wear into the bark and wood as shown at

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
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(I) in the illustration. The Scott glass tree insulator shown in the upper portion of the
illustration is designed to get rid of many
tree -ground troubles and to reduce the cost
of line maintenance, as it can be applied
without cutting the wires, allows the limb
to move without a strain on the wire and is

Practically the same results may be obtained with the use of any two letters, it

inexpensive.

the designer's ingenuity) some of the lamps
of the letters can be made to do double duty.

Impressive Electrical Wedding
Decoration
In this particular case the initial letter of
the family name of both bride and groom

chanced to be "W." The letters, "WW"

were formed of four candlepower, round
bulb frosted lamps wired on a background of
light wood -work carved to represent a heart,
as shown in the cut.

being only necessary to simultaneously ex-

tinguish the smaller letters and light the
larger one. The lamps in the larger and
center letter can easily be arranged not to
conflict with the others, and (depending upon

Innovations in Wiring Devices
A 600 -volt snap switch is shown in Cut i.
is three -eighths full size. The
trouble in making a snap switch for such a
high voltage, heretofore has been to prevent
destructive arcs when the contact is broken.

The cut

Cut (2) is a switch to he placed on a drop
cord above the lamp so that you need not

Suspended above the altar rail the entire
design was thickly filled with white chrysanthemums. These were not only in keeping
with the occasion but also served to obstruct
the view of the unlighted lamps. The four

circuits, as shown, were operated by their
.
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WIRING FOR WEDDING DECORATIONS

respective switches. The church being other

wise brilliantly illuminated the design was
not lighted until after the wedding party's

reach under the lamp shade to turn off the
light. Cut (3) is a socket which may Le

arrival.
As soon as the wedding march announced

key projects to turn the light on and off.

the happy couple's approach up the aisle the
lanips forming the heart were lighted, and

covered by a canopy through which the long

Cut (4) is a switch with an insulating base
for metal moulding.

immediately upon their arrival at the altar
the two small "W's" were displayed. When
the words were pronounced that made them
man and wife, circuit No. I was opened and

To Cut Glass

congregation or spectators were not prepared
for this, the effect was very impressive and
altogether appropriate.

cold water, whereupon a slight pressure will

Pass a hempen cord soaked in turpentine
No. 3 closed, thus making one large "W" over the place where it is desired to cut the
of the two smaller ones. Inasmuch as the glass, light it and sprinkle the glass with
suffice

to break it sharply along the line

followed by the cord.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
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Exit the Hod Carrier
In these days of competition and close bidding
the building contractor
utilizes every means of
systematizing work and

increasing the already
rapid facilities by which a
skyscraper can be hurried
to completion.
The accompanying illus-

tration shows how the hu-

man hod carrier

is dis-

placed by one of electric
origin which almost shoots

its wheelbarrows of brick

and mortar to the upper
floors of the structure in less

time than it takes to wheel
the brick from the en-

trance of the building to

HOW ELECTRICITY DISPOSES OF THE HOD CARRIER

the lift. As one lift is going up the other one comes down. In a run
of eight hours 125,000 bricks have been con-

in the tubes, with a leading -in cable from

veyed by this apparatus to the twelfth floor
of a building in process of erection.

and convenient to the hand of the operator.

Moore Light for Matching

the service switch

mounted on the wall

The transformer and tubes are mounted
on a strong table located wherever convenient
in the shop.

Colors
The Moore system of vacuum tube lighting, as has previously been explained in
POPULAR ELECTRICITY, embodies the principle of passing an alternating electric

current through highly rarified carbon dioxide gas confined in a continuous clear glass
tube. The light so produced is clear white;

that is, it is similar to sunlight, and it is
therefore particularly valuable where color
values are' of

great

importance, as, for

instance, in matching colors in dye shops,
lithographic establishments, textile mills, etc.,

where it can be used literally to turn night
into day.
To adapt the system to work of this nature
the apparatus is now put up in compact unit
form as shown in the drawing. The upper
portion of the apparatus, known as the
"window" consists of a number of vertical
"Moore tubes" in a sheet metal case about
the size of a suit case. The side of this case
opens out at an angle to form a reflector and
shade. Below the case is a transformer to
change the voltage of the ordinary alternating
lighting current to a value adaptable for use

COLOR MATCHING; OUTFIT

LECTRICITY IN THE
HOU5E.HOLD

Combined

is known, the dish containing it is
placed in the receptacle, and the cover

Those familiar with the economies of the
fireless cooker will appreciate the combination of this device with the convenience and
cleanliness of the electric stove.
The outside of the Hastings cabinet

set to go off in zo minutes, a half-hour, or
in such time as the case may require. Closing the switch starts the cooking. When
the time is up the clock sounds the alarm
and at the same time opens the switch, and
the cooking then continues as in a fireless

Electric and Fireless Cook Stove

boil

closed.

Then the alarm of the clock is

stove is made of finished hardwood. The cooker. This stove enables "the lady of
the house" to start the evening meal, go
shopping while it is cooking and return to
find it ready to serve piping hot. A drop
shelf is provided on the side, while a com-

partment beneath the cooker permits the
storage of cooking utensils.

A Wonderful Kitchen Cabinet
The Federal electric kitchen cabinet is
designed to fill a particular need. It resembles the ordinary kitchen cabinet somewhat, but is provided at the center near the

back of the table with a shaft head from
which project two arms to which various
utensils may be attached by setting their
bases into a groove, sliding them up against

the shaft arm and clamping in place. A
turn of a switch on the back of the cabinet
starts a small motor, and electricity does the
rest. It is not necessary to stop the motor
to connect or remove any one of the several
devices.

The various pieces, eleven in number,

COMBINED FIRELESS COOKER AND STOVE

containing compartment is lined with nonrustable metal between which and the wood-

which make up the cabinet are kept on racks
in the cupboard under the table. There is
a bread mixer large enough to mix dough for
f our loaves, a cake mixer which, with proper
ingredients at hand, begins the preparation
of most delicious angel -food cake. Then
there's an egg beater, a vegetable slicer that

work is a fire -proof non -heat -conducting
packing, through which wires pass to the
electric stove located in the bottom of the
receptacle. If the length of time required makes a slice as thin as paper or a quarter
to bring a certain meat or vegetable to a inch thick from a potato or beet; a coffee
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KITCHEN CABINET WITH ELECTRIC

'ÚNVENIENCES

grinder, a meat cutter, a potato and lemon
By means of an extension shaft a sewing
grater, a cherry pitter, a knife sharpener, a machine, dishwasher or washing machine
knife polisher, and last but not least a two - may be operated. A flour bin and cupboard
quart ice cream freezer.
above the table add to the usefulness of this
The cabinet is built of oak. The top of piece of electric furniture which will make
the table is of heavily nickel -plated sheet the kitchen the playroom rather than the
metal which is easy to clean.

workroom of the home.

Where Art and Science Meet
By T. VERNETTE MORSE

Every housewife knows that a dainty
breakfast cheerily served is a bright happy
introduction to the day's work, yet there is
something quite depressing in the fact that
the first start towards breakfast is usually
made in a kitchen where the thermometer
has gone to sleep, and the cold, blustering,

toast, the perfectly cooked eggs, the steaming hot cereal and the dainty cakes.

winter winds howl cheerlessly about the

It is such fun to prepare these charming
breakfasts that the children are anxious to
assist and even "John" oftentimes finds it
more interesting than the latest Washington
news or stock reports. He becomes so
absorbed in watching the process that he

The woman who is able to overcome
these trifles, and serenely prepare and serve
Ireakfast in the sunny dining rooms, resolutely determines that her family shall begin

actually forgets how "Mother used to cook."
Everyone feels a personal interest in preparation of a meal when electricity is used, for it
so quietly and quickly does its work.

door.

BREAKFAST DOES NOT MEAN QUANTITY, BUT QUALITY AND DAINTINESS

sonal comfort.

To trace the evolution and application of
fuels from the original open fire place with

Breakfast does not mean quantity, but it
does mean quality, and daintiness. The
up-to-date woman knowing this, has not

its sturdy pots and kettles to the dainty

appliances and utensils of the present is an
interesting thesis in itself, but we have no

been slow to abandon the cheerless morning
dining room devices which admit of preparing the breakfast at the table.

time for stories, with electricity making such
rapid strides and marching so jauntily
right into the home.
The management of the Artcraft Institute,

While "John" is reading the morning
paper she has gently turned a switch and

chapter of this series, invited a party of club

the day aright, even at the sacrifice of per-

kitchen for the new and popular electrical

the breakfast is quietly preparing itself. No
smoke, no oil, no gas, just the savory odor of
the percolating coffee, the neatly browning

of which mention was made in the first
women to assist in conducting a series of
"Electrical Picnics" at the recent Electrical
Show in Chicago, using as a basis for these
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experiments the household equipment on
exhibition.

its own in table furnishings, a style especially

suited to the new epoch which is gradually
opening the doorway of ideal housekeeping.
coffee percolators, toasters, chafing dishes,
Electricity has come to stay. If it is
water heaters, heating disks, and other sanely installed in the homes, without bringnecessary appliances.
ing with it the useless frills and furbelows,
The object of these experiments was to that seem destined to accompany every prodemonstrate to these women the fact of the gressive movement, it will solve many of the
actual arrival of electricity, as a household problems which have hitherto confronted
necessity, and to show them that such things, the housewife. It is safe, clean, and when
for instance, as the preparation of a dainty properly used is economical. Most of the

A large dining table was supplied with

breakfast on the dining -room table, as I have
outlined above, are practical possibilities

and not merely the dreams of some silvertongued salesman of electrical apparatus.
Each day during the exhibition different
groups of club women prepared and served
a breakfast, luncheon or dinner, on the table.
using only the electrical devices named.

One of the special features was a

seven -

course dinner.

The day Mrs. Minnie Starr
Granger, president of the Federation of
Illinois Women's Clubs, was guest of honor, a

"Picnic Luncheon" was attractively served
by the vice-presidents of the Chicago districts.

As different women were in charge of the
table and
each day, a great variety of
experiments was attempted and the cooking
contests grew in interest until everyone was
anxious to try something new.
Washing dishes when the water is heated

in a sparkling glass globe at the table becomes a pretty accomplishment, requiring as
Graceful handling as the serving of a cup of
tea.

The writer in arranging the series of
afternoon entertainments at the Electrical
Show was ably assisted by the following
well known women: Mrs. David W. Beggs,

Mrs. Frank L. Bellows, Mrs. Freeman E.
Brown, Mrs. A. P. Coon, Mrs. George E.
Colby, Mrs. Frederick A. Dow, Mrs. Edward E. Ellicott, Mrs. Laura E. R. Fischer,
Mrs. Frank M. Gage, Mrs. F. Albert Jones,
Mrs. John F. Thompson, Mrs. Glenn Steere,
Mrs. George P. Vosbrink, Miss Olive Russell
Chapin, Miss Glenna Lynch, Miss Martha
Matthews, and Miss Frances Thompson.
If any of this competent group of women

doubted the practicability of cooking by
electricity, the doubts were most satisfac-

utensils are good in form, simple in con-

struction, having no complex scheme of
decoration. Consequently, they will not, in
a few years, become extravagant examples of
inartistic excitement and misapplied design.
Below I give a few of the breakfast menus,
which can be prepared and served on the table.
BREAKFAST NO. I.

Oranges

Puffed rice and cream.
Scrambled eggs on toast.
Ladyfingers

.

Coffee

Tea.
BREAKFAST NO. 2.

Grapefruit
Oatmeal with cream and sugar.
Minced ham and eggs.
Buttered toast.
Cookies

Coffee.
BREAKFAST NO. 3.

Grapes.

Wheatena with cream and sugar.
Buckwheat cakes, syrup.
Coffee cake.

Coffee.
BREAKFAST NO. 4.

Apples.

Puffed wheat with cream and sugar.
Creamed potatoes
Sausage.
Buttered toast
Oatmeal cakes
Coffee.
BREAKFAST NO. 5.

Oranges.

Oatmeal with cream and sugar.
Boiled eggs.
Cup cakes.

Buttered toast.
Coffee and chocolate.

BREAKFAST NO. 6.

Grapefruit

Breakfast food with cream.
Creamed codfish with poached eggs, on
buttered toast

torily dispelled by the success of the practical

Rolls.

experiments, which are now being put into
actual practice at the Artcraft Institute.
We are also planning tables and cabinets
especially adapted to the use of electrical
appliances, for electricity demands a style of

Ginger drops
Coffee and chocolate.
These simple breakfasts daintily prepared
on the dining -room table are most attractive

and save the housewife and mother many
of the unnecessary steps.
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Construction of Small Motors and Dynamos
By CHAS. F. FRAASA
CHAPTER III. -ARMATURE CORES

Fig. to shows one of the armature disks.

These disks are made of sheet iron, and
should be turned very smooth and round.

The dimensions of the armatures for these

models should be as specified in Table II.
referring to Fig. to.

Around the periphery are a number of slots

in which the armature winding is placed.
The portion of iron between the slots is
known as the armature tooth. In the center
of the disk is a hole for a shaft.
The ratio of the diameter to the length of
the armature is the same as that of the field
bore, after allowing for the air gap. This
ratio was given in Chapter II.
In all of these small models, the armature
is of the laminated type of construction, that

TABLE II
DATA FOR ARMATURES, REFERRING TO FIG. IO
LENGTR NO. OF

TYPE

A

B

D

A

31"

I"

1"

3},.

II

B

3I"

I,,

I"

3k"

II
13

15

OF CORE SLOTS

C

4}"

I"

r

4r

D

5"

I"

I"

5"

In constructing the armature, cut the two
end plates, one for either end, and the sheet
iron into rectangular shape, 4 by 6 inches.
The stack should be 31 inches thick when
tightly clamped together, by means of bolts
passed through notches in the sheets, and
holes in the end -plates.
Describe a *inch circle on the end plate
and drill a one -inch hole for the shaft at its
center. This may seem to 4:1e a large shaft
for this size motor or dynamo, but, since it is
to be -built on the machine, it must be of this
size. Around the circumference of the 21 -

o

0

inch circle, using points on it as a center,
A

>

FIG. 10. ARMATURE DISK

drill eleven equally spaced (W -inch diameter)
holes. The armature is now ready for

turning, but the turning may be more rapidly

and accurately done if the end plates and
is, composed of a great many sheets, all the sheets are first cut down almost to size,
assembled side by side on the shaft. The say 3¡ inches in diameter, using the machine
simplest way to make the armature is to bolt
all of the plain disks together on the shaft;
but to get best results the sheets should be
shellaced or enameled on one side, or better
still, be separated from one another by thin
sheets of paraffined tissue or other paper.

to true them up, and opening the i -inch holes
to form slots. At a radius of inch from the

center, drill two i -inch holes on opposite
sides of the shaft through the armature.
Put two i -inch bolts through these holes
and tighten the nuts.
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The next step is to prepare the boring
machine for turning (Fig. II). Make a tool holder as before, with a piece of pipe of the
same diameter as the other tool -holder, and
use four lock nuts. Drill a hole through the
timber of the machine bed, and through this
hole put the tool -holder after having threaded

opposite, were connected to the tool holder in
this way.
Set the tool to cut to the proper diameter if

using a side tool, but if using a tool like the

one shown in Fig. II, set it to take a very

FIG. II. BORING MACHINE ARRANGED FOR
TURNING

light cut, drive the foot -power and feed up
the work by means of the feed device. The
armature will then rotate and move before
the tool, and will be turned perfectly round
on the shaft with its center and the center
of the shaft coinciding.
After the armature is machined, it should
be removed from the shaft, and the disks
insulated from one another by either a coat
of shellac, or enamel, on one side of each
disk. The disks should then be carefully
assembled on the shaft while the separating
insulator is still soft, and tightly clamped

it from end to end, and fasten it there by

together again.
(To be continued.)
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tightening the lock nuts on either side of the
wood, as shown in Fig. 12. The pipe should
be long enough to extend about two inches
above the center of the shaft of the machine.
Near the top, cut a slot wide enough for the
tool, and putting the tool in place, clamp it
between the two nuts. Now put the armature on the shaft of the machine, and fasten
it to the original tool holder by means of a

Simple Galvanometer
A simple galvanometer for approximately
determining the strength of electric currents
may be made up as follows:
First procure a small compass mounted in
a containing case about i to II. inches in
diameter. Now bore a hole in the center

of one side of a wooden block about 21
inches square, of such a diameter that the
compass case will fit snugly into it.

This

hole should be bored to such a depth that
the center of the compass needle will be in
IIIIIIIIIIIIn :IiiIIIIII
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the exact center of the wooden block when
the needle is in place. Cut two grooves all
the way round the block as shown in Fig. I,
the grooves being 1 inch wide and 1 inch
deep. Wind in each of these slots twelve

layers of No. 24 B. & S. double cotton covered copper wire. These coils should
both be wound in the same direction and
the inside end of one connected to the
outside end of the other which results in the
current flowing around the two coils in the
same direction when the remaining two terminals are connected in a circuit. The
ÍIIIIIIIII IIÍÍÍiIItlÍllllllllll

:m.!nr.

i'

:iuuuii'I
FIG. I2. TOOL HOLDER

compass should, of course, be placed in a
the wooden block before the wire is wound
on, and it can be held in place by means of
some shellac put in the bottom of the hole.

Mount the compass case in such a position with respect to the block that the needle

will be at zero when it is parallel to the
bolt passed through one of the armature planes of the two coils as shown in Fig. 2.
slot holes and through the slot in the tool
This part of the galvanometer should now
holder. It would be better if two slots, be mounted on a wooden base whose dimen-

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
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This instrument can be made to indicate
sions correspond approximately to those
given in Fig. 2. Two back -connected the value of larger currents by winding it
binding -posts may be mounted on the base with larger wire and using a smaller number
that will serve as terminals for the instru- of turns. It can also be made to indicate

j

-O.

small currents by decreasing the size of wire
and increasing the number of turns.

2

Z

Self Photography by Electricity
A device which enables a person to take
his own photograph by means of electricity
and compressed air has recently been perfected by Karl Thalhammer, a young Austrian inventor living in Los Angeles.
It consists of a metal cylinder about six

inches long, which contains an air corn 2

24~
FI(;. I.

4

MOUNT! \C: BLOCK OF GALVANOMETER

ment and the free ends of the coils should
be connected to them on the under side,
the wires being placed in grooves cut in the
base. The completed instrument should be

3

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED CAMERA

pressor and an electrical mechanism for

COILS

releasing, the air pressure, and a small dry
cell. This cylinder hangs from the tripod
and is connected with the rubber air-tube
that opens and closes the camera shutter.
A double length of fine, insulated wire is
attached to this cylinder and connects with a
smaller cylinder held in the operator's hand,

given two coats of shellac and you are ready

this cylinder containing another tiny dry cell.

O
FIG. 2.

Uik.\\ I:\I;(\'I' OF FF:\LVANOMETER

to calibrate it, which can be done by connecting it in series with an instrument whose
indications are known.

A slight pressure of the thumb is all that is
required to electrically release the com-

pressed air for a snap shot, or, if a time
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Its greatest value is to the solitary traveler
or explorer who can bring back photographic

proofs that he has visited some particular
place. That phase of its use is shown in
the photograph herewith of Paul Reinwald,
the famous mountain climber, who took this
picture of himself in peculiar pose on Mount

Baldy in Southern California, Christmas

day, Igoq.

The value of this device to the amateur
photographer lies in the fact that he can
include himself in a group of friends when
there is no friendly stranger to "press the
button."

Motor Boat Searchlight
Nosing about after dark among other
craft with an expensive motor boat requires
TRICALLY OPERATED CAMERA
that some precaution be taken to prevent a
costly accident. Compared with slow going
exposure is needed, a second pressure will craft the motor boat is the automobile of the
close the shutter.
water and should therefore be equipped with
UNUSUAL PICTURE TAKEN WITH ELEC-

The cylinder is so small that it will not show just as good a head light as the wheeled
in the hand, and the wire can be adjusted vehicle. The accompanying picture shows

so that it will be inconspicuous.

such a boat equipped with an electric search -

MOTOR BOAT SEARCHLIGHT

The operator desiring to take his own
picture should first carefully adjust the camera to include the place in which he expects
to pose, getting the focus upon some object
on that spot, like a twig or a stone.

Inside the swinging reflector is a
low -voltage, heavy filament tungsten lamp
lig.,t.

of from ro to 25 candlepower. This is
operated from a storage battery and sends out
a surprisingly powerful beam of light.

Membership in Popular Electricity Wireless Club is made up of readers
of this magazine who have constructed or are operating wireless apparatus
or systems. Membership blanks will be sent upon request. This department of the magazine will be devoted to the interests of the Club, and
members are invited to assist in making it as valuable and interesting
as

possible, by sending in descriptions and photographs of their equipments.

A High -Power Wireless Equipment
By ALFRED P. MORGAN
PART XI-DETECTORS (CONTINUED).

The moving parts of the detector are

assembled as in Fig. 123. A small spiral
spring is formed by wrapping some fine
piano wire around a small brass rod, and
placed on the shaft between the wire ring
and a small brass washer 1 inch in diameter

knob similar to that used on the adjusting
rods of the oscillation condenser is screwed
on the top. The arm is kept from moving
sideways by two small brass pins which pass,
Shop'
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MOVING PARTS OF A DETECTOR
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COMPLETE DETECTOR

one from the arm into the standard and the
other from the base into the standard.
The cup to contain the electrolyte, Fig.
125, is a piece of hard; close -grained graphite
rod. The variety used for making brushes

and 3-16 inch thick. The shaft passes for dynamos and motors is preferable since
through a hole in the centre 13-64 inch in
diameter. The washer as well as the "barrel" are soldered to the arm.
When the hard rubber adjusting head is
turned in one direction it will raise the shaft,

but when turned in the opposite direction
the spring forces it down.

The brass arm is secured firmly to the
hard rubber standard Fig. 124, by a brass
rod which passes through the longitudinal
axis of the latter. The rod is 21 inches long.
'The ends are threaded with an 8-32 die. A

hexagonal nut having a similar thread is
placed on the lower end. A composition

,r
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Carbon CeP
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FIG. I25.

Brass Cu¡o
THE CUP

.
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inch in
The cup is
This detector is especially suitable for use
diameter and I inch deep. A small recess, with carborundum crystals, it being employee
inch in diameter and 3-16 inch deep is for that purpose by the United Wireless
bored in the top to contain the acid. This Telegraph Company.
may seem to some to be an unusually small
The base, Fig. 127, is a piece of polished
hard rubber 2i by 7
$etSc reW
it is non -porous.

by

rouuvuuii

trnob
AdJustin9

Contact

Screw-

-Standard

--.S,ori 9

inches.

The

standards are made of

Bed,o/a te

hexagonal brass rods
I inch in diameter.

The tallest standard is
two inches high. The
top is turned slightly
to present a
good appearance. It is
bored and tapped to reconvex

ceive an 8-32 knurled
thumbscrew having a
head I inch in diameter.
The lower end is bored
and tapped to receive an 8-32 machine screw
which holds it to the base. A 5-32 inch
hole is bored at right angles to the axis of
the standard I I-16 inches from the lower

FIG. 126. MINERAL DETECTOR

amount of electrolyte. But a few drops of
acid are preferable to a large quantity. The
acid does not then move very easily and the

detector is not so liable to he thrown out
of adjustment by jolts or jars.
The carbon should fit snugly into a brass
cup I inch in diameter and 5-16 inch deep.
The recess in the top of the brass cup should
be made inch in diameter and 3-16 inch
deep.

The cup is fastened directly under
7-

R

;O;
; :

(Oi

(d s:

.

end.

The smaller standard is 1 inches high.
One face is ground away as shown by the
detailed drawing in Fig. 128. A knurled
brass thumbscrew, Fig. 129, I inch in diameter and one inch long over all passes
through the standard i 3-16 inches above
the lower end. The end of the thumbscrew bears against a brass spring I inch
wide and 1 15-16 inches long. The spring

(,75:

Tap 8-3Z
'

r'-`1

FIG I27. BASE OF MINERAL DETECTOR

the lower end of the shaft.

i

A small brass

screw passes through the base into a threaded

hole in the bottom of the centre of the cup.
Connections are established by copper
wires inlaid in grooves in the under side of
the base. Two of the binding posts are
connected to the cup and the other two to

LTap 8-3z

Tap 83,2)

FIG. I28. DETAILS OF STANDARDS

the lower end of the rod which passes through

the arm and standard.

is fastened to the standard by means of two

menters who for some reason or other prefer
to use minerals.

an 8-32 machine screw which holds it to the

The detector shown in Fig. 126 is il- small round headed brass screws. The
lustrated for the benefit of those experi- lower end of the standard is bored to receive
base.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

The standards are mounted on a brass
bed -plate which serves to make them firm
and also to give the detector a more finished
appearance. The bed plates are two inches
long, ¡ inch wide and k inch thick.

The el e c -

1" -~

trodes are two
circular pieces
of brass, Fig.
13o,
inch in
diameter a n d
inch thick.

. "-..
t

minerals and crystals useful as wave de-

Carborundum crystals are the only ones
requiring a battery
MINERAL NAME

CHEMICAL NAME

Carborundum
Fused Silicon
Iron Pyrites
Copper Pyrites
Chalcopyrites
FIG

I29. THUMB SCREWS

spring by means of a small machine screw.
The other is fitted on one end of a 5-32 inch
brass rod two inches long. The other end
of the rod is fitted with a small composition
knob. The rod passes through the hole in
the largest standard.

,-º «
:

-f

--

The base is fitted with four binding posts,
one near each corner, two connected to each
standard. The connecting wires are inlaid
in grooves in the bottom of the base. The
circuit is shown in Fig. 131.
The following is a partial list of the
tectors for wireless telegraphy.

They are bored

and tapped to
fit fan 8-32
thread. One is
fast.ned to the
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Silicon

Iron Sulphides
Copper Sulphide
Copper Iron Sulphide
Telluride of Silver and

Hessite
Zincite
Octahedrite
Stibuite
Galena
Molybdenite
Zirconium
Niccolite
Domeykite
Sphalerite
Pyrrholite
Corundum

Hematite
Cassiterite
Siderite
Malachite

-i

Silicon Carbide

Gold
Zinc Oxide
Oxide of Titanum
Antimony Sulphide
Lead Sulphide
Molybdenum Sulphide
Zirconium
Nickel Arsenide
Copper Arsenide
Sulphide of Zinc
Iron Sulphide
Oxide of Aluminum and
Iron.
Iron Oxide
Oxide of Tin
Iron Carbonate
Copper Carbonate.
(To be continued.)
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Wireless at the Los Angeles Aviation Meet
At the recent aviation meet held at Los
the United Wireless

Angeles, California,

Company installed a two K.W. station on the

aviation field in order to send the daily

*_

FIG

flying news to a big Los Angeles newspaper.
The installation was novel in many ways, the
130. BED PLATE ELECTRODE AND
HANDLE

aerial being attached to one of the ten -foot
man -carrying kites which was on exhibition
at the meet. The aerial was a single No. 12
aluminum wire 30o feet long. The kite

was raised soo feet in the air and the

aerial wire ran from the kite string to a tent
on the field. The instruments used were
of the DeForest type consisting of a loose
coupler, silicon detector, 2,000 -ohm phones
and receiving condenser.

For sending there were used a two K.W.
transformer, a condenser of the Leyden jar

type consisting of I2i gallon jars, helix,

anchor gap and key. The transformer was
DETECTOR CIRCUIT

operated on a IIo volt alternating current
light circuit. With this set the operator, a

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
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GETTING THE MAN -LIFTING KITE READY TO CARRY UP THE WIRELESS
ANTENNA

Los Angeles amateur, was able to communi-

Toward the last of the meet one of the

cate with Los Angeles (P. J.), Catalina
Island (P. I.), Point Loma (T. M.) the

Curtiss flyers, C. F. Willard, while circling
the course in his machine at a 200 foot level

ran into the aerial wire, bringing the kite
The station which was open to the to earth and smashing it badly. The aerial
public was visited by several thousand wire got tangled in his machine forcing him
to descend. In landing he smashed the
people a day.
The United Wireless Company was to running gear and wing of his machine.
large coast steamer Yale and other ships at
sea.

install a wireless set on one of the Wright
biplanes but after the accident in which one

Another kite was raised and the station resumed operation within fifteen minutes after

of the Wright flyers, Arch Hoxsey was killed,

the accident.

The station was kept in

the Wright manager refused to allow the operation all through the meet and transinstrument to be put up for fear of another mitted and received from ten to 18o miles.
accident.

R. B. YALE.

WIRELESS OPERATOR'S TENT AT THE LOS ANGELES AVIATION MEET
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Amateur Wireless at the Electrical
Show

The story of the attention young men of
the country are giving wireless was told at the
exhibit of the Chicago Wireless Association

1037

radius of zoo miles. With an active member-

ship around 200, meetings are held twice a

month at the Atheneum Building,

18-26

Van Buren Street, at which members discuss
various phases of wireless and listen to lectures by experienced men in the field.
Among the topics recently discussed were:

at the Electrical Show where future Jack
Binnses explained to an always interested "Wireless and Life in the United States
Navy" by W. W. Holzbaur, operator in the
crowd the mysteries of Hertzian waves.

EXHIBIT OF THE CHICAGO WIRELESS ASSOCIATION AT THE ELECTRICAL SHOW

Several wireless equipments each in charge

of operators demonstrated the manner of
sending and receiving messages. An equip-

ment, installed in the north balcony, as far
away as the Coliseum would allow, served as

a station with which the operators talked at
different times. Much of the apparatus was
home made, some of the devices having been
built in the laboratories or shops of the school
the students attend. Besides the Association

apparatus the following Chicago schools
were represented: Lake High, Lane Technical, Englewood and Crane Technical.
Apparatus exhibited varied in capacity from
} K.W. to five K.W.
The Association which began as a club in
19o7. has for its object the banding together

of all amateurs in Chicago and within a

Navy, and "The Rotary Spark Gap." The
officers of the Association are: E. Meullner,
president; J. Hair, vice-president; J. Walters,
Jr., secretary; C. Stone, treasurer. Applications for membership may be addressed
to the Secretary, 6555 Langley Ave.,
Chicago.

Department Store to Install Wireless
Plans have been completed for the erection
of two steel and wooden towers 125 feet high

on the roof of the Wanamaker store at
Broadway and Ninth Street, New York.

The towers are to be used for a wireless telegraph station, which will communicate with

a similar station connected with the Wanamaker store iñ Philadelphia,
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Wireless Club Contest

and to take out their subscription through
you.

The new P. E. W. C. membership list was

sent out to all members on January 16th.
It contains over 95o names and since January 1st, when the list was sent to the printer,

a large number of new members have been
added. As stated in the booklet, we believe

the Club was never in a more prosperous
The members whose names are
found in both this list and the old one have
been with us since the beginning and their
perseverance shows that they went into the
wireless experimental work as something
more than a passing fancy.
As the P. E. W. C. members have always
been among the most loyal readers of the
magazine we decided to make them an exceptionally good offer in the form of a subscription -getting contest, full particulars of
which have been sent to each member. We
condition.

Sample copies are valuable to you in the
work and we will be glad to send them to

you as often as you ask for them.

Also

remember that each subscription you take
must be sent in on one of the blanks given
you, for these blanks constitute our record
on which we are to finally compute the results of each one's efforts. When you run
out of blanks send for more.

A Wireless Signal Intensifier
The following description of a device for
rendering more distinct wireless signa's,
especially faint signals, is contributed by
William Greotzinger: All that is needed is

have arranged this contest so that all can
make their running expenses as they go along.
We have also arranged so that every one who
does good work can secure one of the special
prizes-something that he needs every day in
his experimental work. There isn't a mem-

ber that cannot go out and get at least ten
subscriptions before May 1st, entitling him
to one of these special prizes. Probably
most of you can go out and get several times
ten thereby obtaining several of the "specials"
and putting you well in the running for one

To Detécton
FIG. I. SIGNAL INTENSIFIER

of the grand prizes, which last are all of preferably a wireless receiving set using an
them worth a lot of effort.
As the contest ends April 3oth, announcement of the names of the winners cannot be
made in the May issue, but the announcement
will be made in the June issue, although, of

electrolytic detector. Although any detector
can be used, the electrolytic seems to give the
best results. The intensifier or relay is shown

in Fig. 1.

(B) is the base and (WW') are

two wooden uprights.

(CC') are two carbons

and are fastened to (WW') by -two binding
posts (PP'). The carbons must have a
before that date.
And now a word in regard to your working sharp edge on the top. (M) is an electromethods: Remember, first, that those inter- magnet out of an old 75 -ohm single -pole
ested in wireless are not your only "pros- telephone receiver and is fastened to the base
pects." Everyone is a prospective sub- between the two carbons, the free ends
scriber to POPULAR ELECTRICITY, because going to the binding posts (HH'). Be sure
there is something in every issue to interest to have the carbons a very little higher than
young and old, men and women alike. the top of the magnet core so that when the
Don't forget that point; your grocer, your needle (N) is laid across them it almost
doctor, your dentist, your machinist friends, touches the core. When a message is coming
your favorite engineers in the power plants in the detector makes the magnet a little
and pumping stations where you go to watch stronger, which pulls on the needle and lets
the machines, the blacksmith around the more current through the contact between
corner, the principal and teachers in your the carbons and the needle, thereby operating
school, the firemen, the butcher, the store- a receiver or relay.
The connections are shown in Fig .2. The
keeper-all are interested in electricity, they
will all he glad to listen to your arguments intensifier merely takes the place of the wire-

course, the prizes will he distributed long
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less telephone receiver, and relays a strong
current on to another receiver or sensitive
relay. The instruments are adjusted as
usual. Mr. Greotzinger states that he has
Receiyercr Re/ayc
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Tuning Transformer
Question.-Why does the secondary of a tuning
transformer slide inside the primary instead of the
primary sliding inside the secondary as in a spark
coil ?-C. F., Little Valley, N.,Y.
Answer.-These transformers generally

have a sliding contact on the primary windings so that very close adjustment for any
wave length can be obtained. Sufficiently
close adjustment in the secondary circuit
can be obtained by use of a switch and a

Intensifier

FIG. 2. CONNECTIONS OF SIGNAL INTENSIFIER

had fine results with this instrument and weak

signals have been increased to fully three
times as loud.

WIRELESS QUERIES
Answered A. B. Cole

can be more easily manipulated on the outside coil. The other method of construction
could be used, however.
Aerial; Set Connections; Ground
Questions.-(A) Would No. 14 aluminum wire
make a good aerial? (B) Please give connections
for a fixed condenser having three binding posts,
double slide tuning coil, potentiometer, r,000 -ohm
receiver, electrolytic detector and batteries. (C)
Would a pipe four feet long driven into the earth

make a suitable ground for receiving ?-A. H. L.,
Toledo, Ohio.

Answers.-(A) Yes.

Questions sent in to this department must
comply with the same requirements that are

specified in the case of the questions and
answers on general electrical subjects.
"Questions and Answers" department.

variable condenser. The reason for the construction which you point out is that a slider

See

Measuring Sending Current
Question.-Could you tell correctly when you

were sending out the most amperage from an aerial
by connecting an incandescent lamp in the aerial

circuit?-T. R. D., Van Wert, Ohio.
Answer.-This method is fairly satisfactory, but since slight changes in the

current passing through the lamp do not
cause large changes in its brilliancy, and
since the eye of the operator will not readily
note small changes in its brilliancy because
there is no standard to judge by, this method

will not give as exact results as a hot wire
ammeter.
Carborundum for Detector

(B) Referring to diagram 4, page 553, of
the October, rgro, issue, the fixed condenser
is shown at (C). Any one of the three bind-

ing posts may be connected to the lower
slider of the tuning coil and to the earth, and

either one of the other two binding posts
may be connected to the detector and to the
slider of the potentiometer as shown.
(C). Yes, for short distance working, that
is, up to zoo or 30o miles. A longer pipe

would give better results, since it might
strike moist earth.
Receiving Radius
Questions.-(A) Please give receiving radius of

the following outfit: Bare point electrolytic detector,
2,000 -ohm phones, receiving transformer, potentiometer, variable condenser and fixed condenser.

The aerial consists of four wires 6o feet high and
So feet long. (B) Would a common tuning coil
give as good results as one of the loose coupled
type? (C) What instruments will increase my
receiving range?-A. C., Belvidere, Ill.

Answers.-(A) About óoo miles over level

Question.-Is the carborundum in the oil stones
suitable for a detector if it is broken into small
pieces ?-A. A. MacC., Syracuse, N. Y.

land or water, receiving from high power

Answer.-No, because the carborundum
used in making these stones is in a powdered
or granulated condition and therefore offers
too high resistance. Also, these stones con-

as great a receiving radius, unless there is
interference, when a loose coupled tuner
would give better results. This latter is

.

tain a certain amount of binding substance
IThich is of high resistance.

commercial stations.
(B) A straight tuning coil will give nearly

nearly always the case.

(C) You would have somewhat better
results with a good Perikon detector.

.

. ,,,.:

QCESTI ONS AND A\SWEll S;
Use of this department is free to readers of Popular Electricity, but attention will not be given to questions which do not comply with the following rules: All questions must be written in the form of a letter addressed
to the Questions and Answers Department and containing nothing for
the other departments of the magazine; two -cent stamp must be enclosed

for answer by mail, for space will not permit of printing all answers:
the full name and address of the writer must be given.

Polarity of Compass Needle
Question.-What is the polarity of the "north seeking" pole of a compass needle and why is it
called "north -seeking" ?-H. E. S., Los Gatos,

light the brushes smooth up the commutator

that the earth's magnetic North Pole and the
north -pointing pole of the needle are unlike

design or a wrong position of the brushes on
the commutator. In design if the width of
the brushes is not correct pitting will occur.

and thus counteract to a certain extent the
bad results from a heavy load. A second
remedy is to replace the commutator by
Cal.
another while a third treatment is to cut
Answer.-If the north -pointing pole of a down the mica, with a narrow sharp chisel,
needle is attracted by magnetism near the 1-16 of an inch below the level of the bars.
North Pole of the earth we must infer ac- This last remedy is considered a good one.
cording to the law of magnetic attraction
(C) This may be due either to poor

If we call the magnetism at the
North Pole "north" magnetism then the

poles.

north -pointing pole of the needle is south

In some cases where heavy current flows
through the brushes they glow but this current

On account of confusion in is not all line current. The brushes overlap
this matter Sir William Thomson calls the two segments of the commutator and so short
north -pointing pole a "true south pole," circuit two coils of the armature. While in
magnetism.

although common practice is the opposite,
calling it the north pole. The French and
Chinese call the north -pointing pole of a
needle a south pole and the south -pointing
pole a north pele.

The term "north -seeking

this condition if stray flux from the pole tips
passes through the coils a very heavy current
for the moment may be produced and glowing and pitting occur.

pole" seems to avoid a misunderstanding
as to which end of the needle we refer.
Commutator Troubles
Questions.-(A) What is the cause of high mica

Distance Between Coil Heads
Question.-Referring to an induction coil, what is
meant by "distance between coil heads ?"-R. H. T.,
Greenville, S. C.

on the commutator of a motor? (B) What remedy

can be applied? (C) Why do carbon brushes
on a motor become pitted ?-F. W., Chicago.

Answers.-(A) The raising of the mica
is an unusual occurrence and does not take
place over the entire commutator. What
really does happen, is the wearing away of
the copper bars leaving the mica projecting
from between. In a poor machine this
wearing away is not surprising. If the

commutator is allowed to continue in its

roughened condition the machine will flash
over from one brush to the next and will act
very badly under a heavy load.
(B) One way of getting the commutator
into shape is to use the motor where the load
is variable.

While the motor is running

lwxrn
Ll

Co/ hazer

Answer.-See illustration.

Watts Per Candlepower f Filament Lamps
Questions.-(A) How many watts per candlepower does the carbon filament lamp require?
(B) Tantalum? (C) Tungsten?-F, E. K., Asbury
Park, N. J.
Answers.-(A) 3.5 watts.
(B) 2. watts.
(C) 1.25 watts.

Surrender and Re Issue of Letters Patent
By OBED C. BILLMAN, LL B., M. P. L
RIGHT TO SURRENDER AND

OBTAIN

REISSUE. In General.-Whenever any patent is inoperative or invalid by reason of a
defective or insufficient specification, or by
reason of the patentee claiming as his own
invention or discovery more than he had a
right to claim as new, if the error has arisen
by inadvertence, accident, or mistake, and
without any fraudulent or deceptive inten-

tion, the commissioner must, on the sur
tender of the original patent and the payment

of the duty required by law, cause a new

the original specification indicated that those

things were embraced in the invention intended to be secured by the original patent.
CLAIMS TOO BROAD.-Where the claims
of a patent are too broad and include matter
which the patentee had no right to claim as
new, the defect may be cured by a reissue.
But a reissue is rarely resorted to simply to
cure excessive claims, as a simpler remedy
exists by disclaimer.
CONDITIONS OF REISSUE-INVALIDITY OR

INOPERATIVENESS OF PATENT.-It is only

patent for the same invention, in accordance
with the corrected specification, to be issued
for the unexpired part of the original patent.
The statute is to be construed liberally and

invalid or inoperative patents that may be
surrendered and reissued. A valid and

not strictly as restraining and limiting the

taken with the qualification that a patent
which is not valid and operative to the full

right.

operative patent cannot be reissued solely for
the purpose of expansion. But this must be

ERRORS OR DEFECTS AUTHORIZING RE-

extent of the actual invention described and
intended to be claimed may be reissued so as
to cover the real and actual invention. Such
errors or defects specified in the statute.
expansion, though not expressly authorized
INSUFFICIENT DESCRIPTION.-Where the
deemed within the equity of
specification of an original patent is defective the statute. But whether the right to such
for not containing a full and perfect descrip- an expanded reissue of patents not wholly
tion of the invention intended to be pat- invalid or inoperative rests upon the statute
ented, the defect may be remedied by a or not, the right to and the validity of such
reissue with a corrected specification.
reissues are now firmly established by the

ISSUE.-In General.-A patent may be surrendered and a reissue granted only for the

ERRORS OF PATENT OFFICE.-Where the

error is one of the patent office and not
chargeable to the patentee, it may be corrected by a reissue.
CLAIMS TOO NARROW. Where the claims

are too narrow to cover the actual invention

courts.
INADVERTENCE, ACCIDENT, OR MISTAKE.

-

A reissue is unauthorized unless the defect
sought to be cured arose from inadvertence,
accident or mistake.

INTENTIONAL OR FRAUDULENT DEFECTS.-

made and described and intended to be Where the defect was intentional or frauduclaimed, the defect may be cured by a reissue
of the patent with broadened claims. But

this can be done only where the original

specification and description, including the
drawings or model, sufficiently describe the
actual invention, so as to show that the

reissue is not in fact for a different invention, for the original and the reissued

patents must both be for the same invention.
BtI,T MERE SUGGESTIONS IN THE ORIGINAL

specification, drawings, or model will not he
considered as a part of the invention intended
to be covered by the original patent, unless
it can be seen from a comparison of the two
patents that the invention which the original
patent was intended to cover embraced the
things thus suggested or indicated, and unless

lent, it cannot be cured by a reissue.

PERSONS ENTITLED TO REISSUE. Where

There has been No Assignment of the patent,

the sole right of surrender and reissue is
vested in the patentee, or, if he is dead, in his
executor or administrator.
If the Patent Has Been Assigned, the right
of surrender is in the assignee. Where there

has been an assignment of an undivided
interest in the patent, the assignee and

patentee or his legal representatives should
join in the surrender. The patentee cannot,

by a surrender, affect the rights of third

persons to whom he has previously passed
his interest in the whole or a part of the
patent, without their consent.

But the
grantee of an exclusive territorial right or a
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mere licensee, need not join in the application
for a reissue.
REISSUES OF REISSUED PATENTS.-There

may be more than one reissue of the same
patent. Reissues are favored where the
patentee is more specific or more modest in

way the boy can understand.

The stories

are so woven together as to give to the young

reader a connected view of how our great
inventions have arisen out of scientific dis-

covery on the one hand and social and

economic conditions on the other. .This
well written romance of great inventors will
appeal strongly to young readers as well as
to many older ones.

his claims.

NEW BOOKS

THE TESLA HIGH FREQUENCY COIL, ITS CONSTRUCTION AND USES.

MOTOR TROUBLES.

By E. B. Raymond.

New

McGraw-Hill Book Company. z9og.
197 pages with 98 diagrams and illustrations.

York:

Price $1.5o.

By George F. Haller and

Elmer T. Cunningham. New York: D. Van

Nostrand Company. 1910. 119 pages, with 56
illustrations. Price, $1.25.

After a careful study of a twelve -inch

The fact that the author is an electrical
engineer in the motor line for the General
Electric Company makes his experience
especially valuable. New apparatus from
an electrical manufacturing company is

spark coil the authors set forth in this book
much information designed to save the
builder of a Tesla coil time and trouble over
details. One chapter of fourteen pages, is
given up to the uses of the coil for lighting
vacuum tubes, Roentgen ray work, etc.

expected to operate from the first without
difficulty and in order to assure this,. tests
must be made and any troubles remedied DYKE'S AUTOMOBILE ENCYCLOPEDIA. By A. L.
Dyke,: St. Louis, Mo.: A. L. Dyke. 1911.
before the apparatus leaves the factory.
407 pages with 148 pages of illustrations. Price,
The titles of the four parts into which the
$3.25 prepaid.
book is divided are: Part I. The Tracing of
The book is divided into 29 parts and
Direct Current Motor Troubles and Their
Remedies; Part II. The Tracing of Alter- treats of everything apparently pertaining
nating Current Motor Troubles and Their to the construction, repair and operation of
Remedies; Part III. The Testing of Direct automobiles and gasoline engines. A marked
Current Machinery; Part IV. Testing Al- feature of the book is the inclusion of a
large number of illustrations lettered and
ternating Current Machinery.

arranged to convey a clear idea of

FLYING MACHINES. CONSTRUCTION AND OPERA-

the

apparatus under consideration.

TION. By W. J. Jackman, M. E., and Thos. H.

Russell, A. M., M. E., with an introductory
chapter by Octave Chanute, C. E. Chicago:
Chas. C. Thompson Company (Not Inc.). 1910.
221 pages with 94 illustrations. Price, cloth,
$i.00. Flexible leather, $1.5o.

This book is intended to give the reader
interested in aerial navigation, practical instruction in the building and operation of
flying machines. It is written in a non-

technical manner and tells clearly of the
principles as well as of the practice of the
art of aviation.
THE STORY OF GREAT INVENTIONS.

By Elmer

EllsworthlBurns. New York: Harper and Brothers.
191o. 246 pages with 119 illustrations. Price,
$1.25.

The purpose of this book is to tell in simple
language how our great inventions came into
being, to depict the life -struggles of the men
who made them and in the telling of the story,
to explain the working of the inventions in a

ELECTRICITY EXPERIMENTALLY AND PRACTICALLY
APPLIED. By Sidney W. Ashe. New York:
D. Van Nostrand Company. 191o. 349 pages

with 422 illustrations.

Price, $2.00.

After a concise presentation of the intimate
connection between magnetism and electricity

and a brief summary of the theory of direct
current apparatus, the author illustrates and
describes the more important types of
primary and storage batteries, the action of
electrolysis, the three -wire system, electrical
measurements, motors, lamps and meters.
PHYSICS.

By Charles R. Mann and George R

Twiss. Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Corn
pany. 1910. 417 pages witn 220 illustrations
Price, $1.15.

This book is written for use as a text book
in secondary schools. It is designed to take

up the subject by the "problem method,"
that is, by seeking to answer queries with
experiments and laboratory exercises.
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The young man who is now
Electrical in a technical school preparTraining that
mself fore electriBrings
al hengineering t profession
Success

will

do well to gain also
as much knowledge of metallurgy and
chemistry as his time will permit. That
electrical science owes much of its progress
to research work done in metallurgy is well
shown by the improvements made in trans-

former and armature iron which takes us
back to the blast furnace where the iron
first starts on its preparation and in which
processes both the metallurgist and chemist
are concerned. Further evidence of the
inter -relation of these sciences is exemplified
in the production of metals of high melting
point for metallic high -efficiency lamps,
which offers an unlimited field of research
for the electrical engineer who is thoroughly
equipped with a knowledge of chemistry and
metallurgy.

In the great Fisk Street

Heating Up Station of the Commona River wealth Edison Company of
Chicago the steam turbines which drive the
electric generators exhaust the steam, after
most of the energy is taken out of it, into huge
condensers. To condense this exhaust steam

quickly, water from the Chicago River is
pumped into the condensers, and, after having

performed its duty in condensing the steam
is discharged back into the river-this time
as steaming hot water.
It is surprising, even to engineers, to
learn in this connection that one -tenth of all
the water in the Chicago River flows through
the condensers of the Fisk Street plant, and
in so doing drops half a million dollars of

the company's money right into the river

each year, in the form of wasted heat units.
But there seems to be no economical way

of getting around this serious leak.
The Quarry Street Station which is situated just across the river from the Fisk
Street plant, shunts five per cent of the river's
flow through its condensers.

The Economy Light and Power Company,

a small competitor down river from the
Commonwealth stations used to have a lot
of trouble in the winter with ice in the river.
Since the big plants have so graciously
taken to warming up the river, however, no

ice trouble has occurred on the river and
sanitary canal, not even as far down as the
hydro -electric plant of the Sanitary District,
25 miles below.

pearl fishing industry
Locating of The
Ceylon has long been noted
Pearls with as an example of the treX -Rays
mendous waste which too
often accompanies primitive methods.

Hauling the pearl oysters into boats and
opening them to sort out the comparatively few containing pearls, has always
meant the needless killing of hundreds
of thousands of these mollusks and the

polluting of both water and air through

their decay.
Six years ago one of the authorities on all
forms of animal life in the deep seas,
Prof. Robert von Lendenfeld of the Zoolog-

ical Institute at Prague, recommended the
use of Roentgen rays for determining whether
or not the unopened bivalves contained
pearls. Now at last the suggestion has

been put into practice and the unopened

shells are tested at the rate of about roo per
minute on board a steamer to which they are

brought partly by dragnets and partly by
regulation divers' outfits. The
X-rays readily indicate whether or not pearls
men in

are present and those containing none are
thrown back into the water. Those showing
the presence of small sized pearls are taken
to secluded spots near the shore where they
are left in the water while the pearls develop
to a marketable size. Only those shells in
which the X-ray radioscope shows pearls of
considerable size are opened androbbedof their

valuable contents, thus saving both the time
of opening the many others and the ruthless
slaughter of the majority of the mollusks, some

of which may still secrete pearls later on.

SHORT CIRCUITS
A crowd had gathered to .sec the first car on a new
line make its initial trip. A great deal of preparatory
work seemed to be required by the motorman, and, as
the people stood and watched every movement, a
pessimistic old lady, to whom the idea of a car being
able to move without any visible propelling power was
incomprehensible, kept remarking, 'It'll never go.
It'll never go."
Finally everything was adjusted to the motorman's
satisfaction. He turned the switch, and the car sped
away down the track.
The old lady's eyes opened wide: She watched the

car far a moment, and then, with amazement still
written upon her features, but with firm conviction
in her voice, she turned once more to the crowd and
said, "It'll never stop!"
*

*

*

Mrs. Subbubs-Henry, that's twice you've come

home and forgotten to bring the lard.
Subbubs-Yes, my love, it's so greasy It slipped my
mind.

*

*

*

A youth from Calhoun county, Ill, which has nothing

but steamboat transportation, came over to Elsberry,

Mo., the other day to catch a Burlington train to

St. Louis.
He had never seen a train, and when the Hannibal
local came rolling in he stood there gaping, watched it
hiss and steam, and finally pull out.
"I thought you was goin' to St. Louis on that train?"
shouted the station agent, thrusting his head through
the window.
"I was," answered the youth, "but they didn't put
down no gangplank."
*

*

*

"What's the hardest thing about roller skating

when you're learning?" asked a hesitating young man
of the instructor at a rink.
"The floor," answered the attendant.
*

*

*

A newly-wed desired this to be inserted: "Love is the
electrici'y that lights up the soul; marriage, the switch

by which it is turned on or off."
*

*

*

George Ade was presiding at a banquet one night.
In introducing each speaker he made some reference
to the etymology of the speaker's name and pointed
out some alleged definition of the name based upon an
imaginary Latin or Greek derivation.
By and by the humorist himself was to speak, and
another member of the party introduced him. "The
next speaker will he Mr. George Ade," said the man.
"Now, let us consider that word Ade. It comes from
the old French source, aide, or, in modern English, aid,
meaning help, assistance. It also means succor."
*

*

*

The young lady bad been a great traveler in the
"Been in California, Oregon, New Mexico,
and Duluth, I suppose," inquired the man. "Yes,
West.

indeed, I've seen most every thing in the West " she
vaunted. "Ever see the Cherokee Strip?" "l4 -no,"
with reddening face, "b -but they do almost."

Fki

A little Scotti,h boy wa.a up the other day before
the examiners for the Navy; the examination was viva
voce, deigned to discover signs (if any) of "general
intelligence." They asked the boy what he knew
about the battle of Flodden. He said, "Nothing."

"What!" they said. "Don't you know anything
about that battle in which the English beat the
Scotch?" "Well," he said, "I know it must have
been yerra exceptional."

*

*

*

"Show me one of these old robber castles of the
Rhine," commanded the tourist.

"Robber castles?" echoer) the puzzled guide. "Does
the gentleman mean a garage?"
*

*

*

St. Peter (to applicant)-What was your business

when on earth?
Applicant-Editor of a newspaper.
St. Peter-Big circulation, of course?
Applicant-No, small; smallest in the country.

St. Peter-Pick out your harp.
*

*

*

Papa -Where have you been, James?
"Fish in'."
'Come into the woodshed and we'll have a whaling
expedition."
* *
*

The wild beasts gnashed their teeth and roared like
a circus calliope; the gladiators shouted hoarsely;
the arena was knee-deep with gore.
In the amphitheater the pleasure -seeking populace
clamored tumultuously
"More blood! More death!" they yelled ferociously.
Great Caesar in his private box heard their cry and
sighed.
Would that I might grant their prayer," he muttered. "If only-" and imploringly he raised his
eyes heavenward-"I could pull off an automobile
cup race!"
Great Caesar wept.
For wi'h all his boasted power he was unable to
hasten the flight of time.
*

*

*

Little Walter was always carefully guarded against
The telephone was sprayed, the drinking
utensils sterilized, and public conveyances and places
were forbidden him.
"Father," he said one night, in a tone of desperation,
"do you know what I am going to do when I grow up?"
"What?" asked his father, preparing himself for
the worst.
I'm going to eat a germ."
germs.

*

*

*

Earnest but Prosy Street -corner Orator-I want
land reform; I want housing reform; I want educational reform: I wantBored Voice-Chloroform.
*

*

*

Small Girl (of twelve)-Is this a library?
Librarian-Yes.
Small Girl-I want something wicked and excitin
and bad.
Librarian-I wouldn't let you have any book like
that, little girl.
Small Girl-It ain't for me-I've read 'em. It's
for my younger sister.
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COMMON ELECTRICAL TERMS DEFINED
In this age of electricity everyone should be versed in its phraseology.

By studying this page from month to month a working knowledge
of the most commonly employed electrical terms may be obtained.
COMPOUND WOUND MOTOR.-A motor with two
series with its external

The voltage rises or falls as more lamps are added
to or cut out of the circuit the current remaining

circuit and armature, the other in parallel or shunt
with the armature. (See Compound Dynamo.)
CONDENSER.-A device for storing up static
charges of electricity by induction. Tinfoil sheets

which the number of amperes remains constant

field windings, one in

constant.
CONSTANT CURRENT CIRCUIT.-A circuit in

separated by paraffine paper, mica or glass are

without regard to the changes which may occur in
its resistance.

'alternately connected to
two leads. These leads
may be connected across
a circuit, or one to a
positive terminal, the

maintaining constant the current from a dynamo
when changes in the resistance of the external circuit are made. The Brush regulator, for example,
does this by having across the field magnet coils a

denser increases the capacity of a circuit. (See cut.)
ADJUSTABLE.-A condenser in
CONDENSER,
which the capacity may be varied as desired.
CONDENSER COATINGS.-The sheets of tinfoil Or

incandescent lig'iting in which the voltage is kept

other to ground. A con-

other conducting material which make the surface
of the condenser able to receive and part with an
electric charge. Often applied to the tinfoil of a
Leyden jar.

CONDUCTANCE.-A word sometimes used instead
of conductivity.
CONDUCTIVE DISCHARGE. A discharge of elec-

tricity through a conductor, as when a continuous
current flows from the positive terminal through
the external circuit and back to the negative terminal.

CONDUCTIVITY.-The property of a substance

which allows it to pass an electric current either
The greater the resistance of a given
material the less its conductivity, therefore conductivity is often stated as the reciprocal of the resistance
poorly or well.

Iatthiessen established a standard for
finding the resistance of copper using the formula:
10'35 X L, R being the resistance in ohms at
R
or

R

D2

68° F., L the length in feet and D the diameter of the wire in mils.

It is possible to obtain cop-

per purer than that used by Matthiesen but commercial copper falls below this standard.
CONDUCTOR.-In electricity a substance which

will permit the passage of a current of electrictiy.
Silver and copper are good conductors while glass is
a poor conductor.
CONDUIT.-Ducts or piping of metal, tile, paper

or other material within which are run electric

wires, these ducts or pipes being made for use either
in buildings or in underground work.
CONNECTOR.-Any device for joining the ends of
two or more wires.

CONSEQUENT POLES.-If a bar magnet be so
magnetized as to have both ends of the same polarity and the middle of opposite polarity the magnet is
said to have two consequent poles.
CONSTANT CURRENT.-A current which flows
continuously for some time without any variation in

amperes. A series arc system is operated by a
steady or constant current.
CONSTANT CURRENT ALTERNATOR.-An

alter-

nator designed to supply an. unvarying current.
Used on series lighting and series arc systems.

CONSTANT CURRENT REGULATOR.-A device for

shunt whose resistance may be varied by an electromagnet energized by a coil through which the main
current flows.
CONSTANT POTENTIAL.-The ordinary system of

constant between any two wires. The current
increases or diminishes according to the demand.

CONSTANT POTENTIAL REGULATOR.-An auto-

matic device consisting of a rheostat in the shunt
field circuit of a generator, the moving arm of the
rheostat being operated by a solenoid in such a way

as to vary the field circuit current by varying the
resistance and thus keep the generator voltage constant.
CONTACT BREAKER.-A device operating either
automatically or mechanically to break and make a

circuit.
CONTACT POINT.-A point or pin often made of

platinum against which a spring or other surface
is brought to close an electric circuit. Used on

coils, telegraph keys, etc.
CONTACT MAKER.-A device for making elec-

trical contact thus sending Current to instruments
during a test. It usually consists of a wheel upon
the rim of which at regular intervals are copper
strips. Between the strips the rim may be of hard
rubber or other insulation. As the wheel revokes
these contacts close the circuit through a copper
brush resting on the circumference of the wheel,
the frequency of the contact being governed by the
number of revolutions per minute of the wheel.
Used in connection with tests of generator armatures
CONTACT SERIES.-If different metals are brought
in contact, a certain potential difference is developed.

For example, if a piece of zinc be placed against a
piece of lead the zinc is positive to the lead by .21
volt. An arrangement of substances on this basis
is termed a "contact series." Volta recognized
this by framing a law covering the condition.
CONTACT SPRING.-The metal spring attached

to the armature of the vibrator in a hell or in an
induction coil, by which the circuit is made and
broken against the platinum point of the adjusting

screw.
CONTINUOUS CURRENT.-Current which flows

in one direction only.
CONTINUOUS RHEOSTAT.-A device for carrying

current continuously up to a certain limit without
changing its resistance.

Used in measuring current

by the fall of potential method which is based on
Ohm's law transposed; E -C x R.
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The Man Who Made Florida
A TRUE STORY OF THE FIRST MAN OF THIS DECADE TO DEMONSTRATE THE
PRACTICAL VALUE OF FLORIDA AS THE HOME OF
"TEN ACRES AND LIBERTY"

By E. C. Roy

This reads like fiction but it is nothing
but fact.

I

have traced the influences

which have created the tremendous land
rush to Florida, and though my opinion
may be an humble one
I give it to you for what

the cane and corn planters, he learned of
riches by nights spent with the growers of
grape fruit and oranges.- He fished the

streams and his gun brought down the

feathered treasures of the
pines and palmettoes. He

bathed in crystal waters

it is worth.
I say without fear that

during the winter months.

He learned what "the

the very first man to prove

out of doors" means in
Florida and mentally he
made a note of all these

to the world that Florida
was a spot where the man

of ordinary means could

be forever secure from

things.
When these places were

loss of livelihood was and

as familiar to him as our
own scenes are to us he
began the idea that I
claim has made Florida

is Charles H. Sieg.
This man had made a

minute and a careful

study of the trend of the
public mind. Three years

the most talked -of and

read about spot in the

ago he saw the "back -to the -land" idea coming.
He was a man who has

entire world.

He purchased thirtysix thousand acres bor-

devoted much of his life
to the manufacturing of
He
was successful and more
than all else he was carefully practical.
He learned that the
most essential thing in all
agricultural topics was
He made a
climate.

dering beautiful Crescent

Lake in St. John's

mechanical things.

He told of the
tests he had made. He
offered this land to the
public at the rate of less
than two good cigars a
County.

CHARLES H. SIEG
The man who made Florida famous as the Poor
Man's Paradise

day.

Financiers

said:

"Mr. Sieg, you cannot

thorough study of crop failures, and the figures he can give to you on this subject
would alarm you. He traveled much and
read more. He conversed with many of the
best informed men in this country on land.
Out of his own deductions there arose the

make a success when you sell land at such
small terms." The announcements appeared

He wanted proof and proof only after
a complete test.

of the St. John's Park Colony behind him, and

determination to give Florida the test of
fire.

All over this state he went. Into the
swamps of the south, down upon the wet
prairies bordering the Caloosahatchie he

in the public press and every acre of this
36,000 -acre tract was sold out in less than
thirty days. He had more than I,Soo applications which could not be filled. Again he
bought land. This time he had the prestige
when he offered the second colony for sale,
the name of which he called it was Jackson-

ville Heights Colony, he sold this project
out in the same time that he consumed to

went, along the west coast and into the great
districts of the middle ridge of Florida.

dispose of St. John's Park. Then he began
to see to the detail of the actual settlement,

He learned the state. He slept with the

for Mr. Sieg is practical in everything he

timber buyers, the land cruisers, the hunters,

does.

He is not a land man.

The company
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he is president of is not a land company.

what to do and how to do those things

It does not abandon its settlers to their own
resources. It builds roads, helps teach the

the young bird, he is ready to fly and can

which meant more for the comfort of his
colonists. This colony he called Burbank
Ocala and he located it down in that portion of Florida where the ancient Seminole
Indians had lived and chose to call it "The

take care of himself.

Land of Plenty." You cannot imagine this

essential lessons, operates experimental farms
and sticks close to the new colonist until, like

Now comes the point

that I say proves this man Sieg to be the
father of the Great Florida land rush.

The
success of these two colonies spread over this
country like wildfire. The newspapers l: e-

gan to quote Florida topics. The doctrine
of Sieg had sunk deep into the innermost
recesses of the minds of the men who had
influence and brains.
They knew that a land where there was
the climate which could produce three crops
every year, where the gentle breezes fr( m
the sea swept first in one direction and then
in another over thi3 land, \ as a spot where

man could do
three times as

spot unless you have been to Florida and
know the charm and beauty of its pregnant
interior.

This colony was located ioi miles south
In a short
time, go days in fact, this entire tract of
of Jacksonville on two railroads.

65,000 acres was sold out. A railroad company, realizing the prestige and- profit such
a colony meant, began to build a line through

its very heart from the pretty city of Ocala
to the great St. John's River port, Palatka.
This railroad at once made Burbank Ocala
Colony a definite and fixed show -place of the

entire state. Here
the colonists came

much with land
than he could do
in the great West

by the hundreds.
They came dressed in all manner

or upon the sterile
farms of the Last.

of clothes. Some
there were who

These financial

had left the Sas-

had
robbed I lorida ( f
giants

katchewan a n d
the dreary winters
and the toiling
clays in the wheat

v -ho

her trees and her
turpentine,

who

had sought after
the phosphate in
her mines to enrich the lands of

fields; others came

from the cities of
the Northeast and
West. Here met
for the first time the doctor and the office
manager, the expert mechanic and the Yankee school teacher, and the Western farmer
and the railroad engineer. They were fol-

DEPOT INTERLACHEN. A SMALL CITY ON THE
FLORIDA-PALATKA COLONY

other farming sections, who had made millions in her fisheries, these men now .saw that

Sieg had struck the real riches of this great
state and that their efforts were as nothing
compared to the wealth that lay upon

her fertile plains for the farmer and fruit
grower.

These men came to Florida.

Not in pairs

but in droves. They scurried all over the
state. They bought land and they copied
Sieg's ideas and his arguments. They had
learned that land could be sold on the easy payment plan, so they began to advertise.
In just a few brief months there was a tremendous land rush toward Florida.

Almost

every train headed toward the south bore
some man or woman to Florida.
All this was a little over two years ago.

Last fall Charles H. Sieg started his third
great colony. He had by this time solved
many perplexing questions and knew better

lowed by their wives and their children.
In a short time their land was cleared.
Their houses began to show through the
beautiful pines and live oaks. They planted
their crops and tilled their fields. , Two

towns sprang up in the short space of five

brief months. Everywhere one looked there
was improvement.
You should talk with some of these people
if you want to know what all this means.

The work of Charles H. Sieg was bearing
better and bigger fruit. His company had
work to do and it did it. They made roads,
built administration buildings, dug ditches
so the excess rainfall of the summer would
work no hardship. They put in an experimental farm. They attracted competent
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merchants and in every possible manner
supported their colonists as far as it lay in
their power to do so. This colony is now a
tremendous success, and it is because of this
success that Mr. Sieg has been compelled
to secure additional land lying alongside of

the Burbank Ocala colony to supply the
demand that has been made upon him for
small farms from people located in almost
every section of this country, some even
coming from European points.
If you would admire the other colonies
which he has fathered and which are to -day
eminently successful you would be wildly
enthusiastic over the latest and best colony
which he is colonizing now, called the
Florida -Palatka Colony.

enough to permit sea -going vessels to dock at

Palatka, which city is but ten miles from a
portion of this colony. Down this great
river lies Jacksonville, the fastest -growing
city in the South, if not in the Union. You
may enjoy the best churches, the finest
schools, the best roads and the most select
society in and around this colony. You will
have a superb home for health's sake, for the
death -rate here is less than 7 in i,000, a

record no other state in this country can
approach.

If you want to be charmed and entranced
with the grandeur of sky and landscape, if
you want to be thrilled by wonderful color
schemes, as nature makes them, and if you
wish to listen to the wild and delightful music

There is no spot on the North American

continent where nature and man have
joined together so successfully for the luxuri-

ous abode of hu-

of the wonderful mockingbird, and see the
wild duck and the artful quail and turkey
feeding along the beautiful waterways, then

here is the spot
of spots for you
to make a home.
Every day of the
year is a holiday

manity. This
great colony,

whose lands to-

day are selling so

fast as to be al-

for the settlers of
this land. The
streams are filled
with the very best
fishing one could
wish for.
The

most unbelievable, is located in
the major part of
Putnam County,
though some lies
in Page and Mar-

woods are teeming

ion Counties.

These three coun-

ties rank the first

in the state and

with squirrel, fox,
ST. JOHN'S RIVER SKIRTING FLORIDA-PALATKA
TRACT

rabbit and other
small game, while
within a few hours'

have repeatedly taken the blue-ribbon prizes
at state fairs and exhibitions because of the
excellence of the agricultural and horticultural products. Florida -Palatka Colony occupies the highest land in the state of Florida.

ride one can yet get a proud pair of antlers
and have venison for one's table. On one

This is an element you should have in all
Florida land, for it means safety to your

No matter what manner of natural beauty you
desire you will find it here. The river is swift -

side of the colony flows the Ochlawaha River.

This stream is without question the most
romantic and picturesque in this country.

home and crops when the heavy rain floods
the low lands, as the case often is in some
portions of Florida.
Then this great colony is located upon the
very best of excellent railroads. You can
get out of a Pullman car directly upon this
land. The Atlantic Coast line, the Seaboard
Air Line, the Florida East Coast, the Florida

flowing. It is lined on either bank by
gigantic pines, palmettoes, cypress, and live
oak. These beautiful trees are draped with
Spanish moss, just as though some master hand at festooning had been here before one
to please every sense of the artistic. The

Northern railroads are. all available for this
colony's needs. You can have the very best
passenger and freight service.
At one side of the colony flows the mighty

in the world.
The beauty of this spot is above question.

St. John's River, broad as a bay and deep

It is abject folly to attempt to describe this

& Georgia Southern, and the Ocala &

bosom of the river is one mass of fanciful
colors and weird shadow -effects that travelers pronounce without an equal anywhere

No one can look upon it and remain

unmoved.
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beautiful region, where Mr. Sieg has selected
the last and cnly colony perhaps he will ever
be the moving spirit in. Just consider what
it all means to have a home here. Not only
does one enjoy the very pinnacles of nature's

fields

in their

shirt -sleeves.

They will

within a few weeks be sending their third

crop to market, and this just at the time
when the prices are the very highest and
when the whole farming country of our Union

greatest unimproved gifts beside one's very
door step; not only is your home at once a

is idle, except Florida and some of the far distant points, like Texas and California.
health resort and a playground for the
There are men in these counties who earn
grown-up boy and girl, but you have all $i,000 per acre, and there are men who earn

around you, within a short hour or more

ride, all the joys of the deep sea, the unfold-

ing charm of the government reservation,
where a giant forest will remain untouched
throughout all the ages for the rambling
ground of man and the
wild animals and the

only $100 per acre. The average value of all
Florida crops per acre is $125, as is shown by
the state and government agricultural reports.

Much depends on the man and his ability
and desire to work.

The Northern men are
the ones who are making

$i,000 per acre; the native and the negro are
the ones who content
themselves with the les-

full -noted Southern wild
birds. Then, too, you

have elegant cities but a
short

distance away

where you may go and
shop, or if you please,
attend the opera or the

ser amount.

theater and see the latest

pecans and other tree
products, one can reach
a yield per acre that is

If you desire to go in
for oranges, grape -fruit,

dramatic successes.

This sort of thing is

life in all the word means

simply astounding.
The majority of settlers

worn-out man of the cities

are planting garden -truck,
ground -fruits, etc., and

and implies. To the

it is more than life; to the
farmer it is all play, and
he cannot comprehend it

the prices on these products are such as to
raise a figure per acre that
will satisfy almost any

until he sees everything
with his own eyes. Speak-

ing of this question, the
farmer revels in a perfect

ecstasy when he learns
the producing value of
this great soil. Let me

MR. KENNERLY RAISED óoo CRATES OF
SUCH CELERY ON HALF ACRE OF OR DI NARY PINE LAND NEAR FLORIDAPALATKA COLONY

briefly tell you something

man or woman, for each
acre produces that figure
three times each year.

I have been to most
all of the so-called garden
spots of Florida. I have

of the soil which lies universally over the

talked with the great fruit and vegetable

Florida -Palatka Colony.
The land you buy has a very peculiar soil.
It is a rich, sandy loam underlaid by a heavy

growers whose life work has been devoted to
various sections of this state. I have visited

and deep clay subsoil that has the color of

chocolate and is the part of the soil that

holds the water that is drawn up gradually

through the peculiar sandy loam by the
action of the sun's rays and the needs of

This clay subsoil acts as a true
and natural storehouse for moisture right at
the roots of the plants and the trees, where
water is needed.
The earning ability of this land is unlimplant -life.

ited. This is the home of the three -crop
farmer. It is here that now this very day
the farmers and growers are working in their

their home and met their families. I have
walked into their fields and amid their trees.
These men would startle you with the statement of the profits they have earned in just
a few years from just a few acres. Their
bankers will tell you the same story. They
own automobiles, they send their children to
the best universities, they travel at home and
abroad and every month of every year they
are as independent of all mankind as though
they received their competence from some
source outside this universe.
It is folly, as I have said before, for one
to attempt to tell of these things for the rea -
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son that most people will decry your wording and will remain sceptical until they have
seen the proofs with their own eyes.

If you want to know more of the great
Florida -Palatka colony and of the history of
the colonies Charles H. Sieg has established,
you should write for his great free book called
"Ten Acres and Freedom."

This book contains more than 6o,000
It is filled from cover to cover with
photographs of colony scenes. It pictures
with the camera, in plain black and white,
the beauties of the countryside around this
great colony.
It takes you out upon the St. John's River
words.

and down the fantastic Ochlawaha River.
It shows you Silver Springs and
Silver Lake, the
new towns born
this year over the
colony; it reveals
farm scenes and

time and how far up it goes in the summer
time. It proves to you that the North is a
worse place to live in during the summer
than Florida. It gives you facts that you
can substantiate. It tells you of the health
conditions, and how Florida has the lowest
death -rate of any of our states. It describes
Florida's advantages and Florida -Palatka
Colony in particular from a transportation
standpoint both by water and by rail. It
gives you crop statistics and tells you what
to plant and how to plant it, and estimates
the cost of each and every transaction for you.
It tells you what to do and how to do it, from
the time you leave your home until you have

your house built and your first crop in.

It contains all
manner of testimonial proof together with the
names and addresses of those
colonists who have
dealt with this
great colonization
company, and
proves to you

illustrates almost

every point you

would wish to
know simply by
the use of photo-

graphic

repro-

HOTEL AT RODMAN-ONE OF THE TOWNS IN
FLORIDA-PALATKA TRACT

This great book tells you the prices of those
things you wish to know. It informs you all
about railroad rates, both freight and passen-

are like their
bonds.

ductions.

It goes into the statistical side of Florida
and of this colony in particular. It moves
along with a rhythm of fact after fact compiled from the best state, government and
expert reports obtainable and it never tires
and never grows dull. It is almost like a
novel, for everything is new and everything
is written in a common, every -day style of
language that carries conviction with it.

that their words

This book, in my opinion, is the greatest
piece of literature ever issued on any section
of our country, and is another reason why
Charles H. Sieg should be called "The Man
Who Made Florida."
Then you will receive the monthly magazine

called The New Florida, which

tells of the development of Florida and contains,the monthly news of Mr. Sieg's great
colonies. This paper sells for one dollar

a year, but will be sent free to any address for three months just for the coupon

ger. It tells you of Jacksonville and the

below.

other cities of Florida. It speaks of climate
and shows you the proof from the Weather
Bureau, covering something like twenty

By special provision the New South Farm .
and Home Company will send free to every
one who sends in the coupon below all the
literature above described, together with their
written binding and legal guaranty to give

years, so that you may know just how far
down the thermometer goes in the winter
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every one who buys a colony farm 120 days
to investigate his land, and if he finds it not
what he desires, or if, for any other reason,

he desires to cancel his contract he need
only to request his money back within the
time limit of 120 days and his money will
be returned. It is needless to say that
Charles H. Sieg knows from experience
just what to expect from such a broadcast
guaranty and that he has no fears from
such provision because the land will protect
him and please every purchaser. Remem-

thousands and can prove every statement
it makes, or failing to satisfy you, it agrees
to return your money. This is why I say
that this company, and the man at its head,
is the primal force in the making of Florida
the most sought-after and talked -of state in
this Union.

The Price of Florida -Palatka Farms
is $30 Per Acre; Terms
$5 down and $5 a month for 59 months buys a 10 -acre
farm
$10 down and $10 a month for 59 months buys a 20 -

acre farm
$15 down and $15 a month for 59 months buys a
30 -acre farm
$20 down and $20 a month for 59 months buys a
40 -acre farm

No Taxes. No Fees. No Commissions. Al

you have to pay is like above figures each month.

We pay all taxes until you pay for your farm in
full. You may have possession after the very
first payment.

Every purchaser of a Florida -Palatka
Colony farm will be permitted to receive
every cent he has paid in, if for any reason
he does not desire his farm, within 120
days from the date of his contract. This
will give you ample time to make an investigation, or if you are not satisfied with
the farm which has been allotted to you,

you can exchange it for one entirely to
PUTNAM COUNTY COURT HOUSE, JUST BEING
COMPLETED

ber you are buying land in a company that
has proven its value; in one that is 'a community builder, and not a strict land -selling
corporation. A company that has pleased

your liking or know that you can receive
back every cent you have paid in.
No other company in Florida makes such an
offer. This company does so because it does

not fear the closest scrutiny into each and
every phase of its colony.

Don't delay a single clay. Send in the coupon now, today, this very minute, and receive the
greatest descriptive literature you have ever read. Just send the coupon below -no letter is
necessary.

NEW SOUTH FARM AND HOME COMPANY
ROOM 1071, MERCHANTS LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING, CHICAGO

Please send me "Ten Acres and Freedom" and a three -months' subscription to the
liew Florida Magazine. Everything is sent FREE. I don't agree to buy. I only
want your literature.
Name

Address

City

State

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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TryJohnson's Wood Dye
and Wax atExpense?
our

We'll gladly send you samples of all of Johnson's Wood
Finishes-together with copy of our beautifully illustrated

book by famous experts-printed in five colors-"The Proper Treatment
for Floors, Woodwork and Furniture"-absolutely free. This Book
;. tells you how to finish or refinish all woodwork, floors and furniture.

Read Free Offer Below.
Johnson's Wood Dye

Johnson's Prepared Wax

or all woodwork, floors and
furniture (including
pianos). Anyone can
easily use Johnson's Prepared Wax over any finish

or on the bare wood for

that beautiful, artistic, dull
finish so much in vogue.
Ask your dealer for
sample.

-not a varnish stain-but a deep-seated
Dye which penetrates the wood and fixes a
deep, rich, permanent
color. Made
in 14 artistic shades.

Johnson's Wood
Dye makes inexpensive softwoods

as beautiful and
artistic as expen-

hard woods.
Color plates and

sive

directions for use
in the booklet.

Johnson's Kleen Floor
for cleaning all polished floors, stairs, and
finished surfaces, keeping them in perfect condition.
{. -g

Apply with a

cloth and rub dry-removes all stains and

di s colorations.
After using, gitte
the surface a coat
of Johnson's Pre-

pared Wax
and the wood
will look just
like new.

Free Book and Sample Offer
' We have sent a liberal supply of
Johnson's Wood Finishes-together with a supply of our
beautiful Instruction Book

Answer this
ad and Pet

this 25c

book

free.

Johnson's Under -Lac
a thin, elastic spirit finish far superior to
varnish or shellac. Not thick or sticky or
slow -drying like varnish-neither does it
dry too quickly like shellac. Especially
good on linoleums and oilcloth, bring-

ing out the pattern and giving a finish
as glossy as new. Protects from wear
-makes cleaning
Dries hard
in an hour. Galeasy.

lons $2.50quarts 70cpints 40c.

Free Coupon

For 25c Book."The Proper Treatment for Floors,
Woodwork and Furniture" FREE and two samples
as follows*

by famous experts-illustrated in five colors-to
all leading dealers who
handle paints, for your
use, fret.

Name

If your sealer hadn't

samples and books send us his name.

and we'll send you Free-any two

Address

the Book. All we ask Is that you test the
samples and ask your dealer to supply your
future needs.

Paint Dealer's Name

of the above finishes. with copy of

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine,Wis.
"The Wood Finishing Authorities"

Paint Dealer's Address
P.E.S.
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Backed by a Brilliant Array of
The Oliver Typewriter, which brought about the Era of Visible Writing a

revolutionary improvement-has persistently carried the standard toward the summit of
..ighest Efficiency.

The many brilliant innovations that have been introduced in rapid succession,

overturning typewriter traditions and precedents, have kept the Typewriter world in a ferment
since the Oliver entered the field.

"Visible Writing," the central thought around which revolve these many startling

improvements, encountered tremendous opposition from our staid, conservative rivals.

OLiVER
T)?pcwrinr
The Standard Visible Writer
They thought to stem -the resistless tide of popular approval by condemning it as "unnecessary," "impractical," "visionary." Then-one by one-these "blind" manufacturers ran up the

flag of surrender.

Today-all standard typewriters are "Visibles"!
Do you wonder that the Oliver has the largest sale of any typewriter in existence?

Why not buy a typewriter that has-at the Present Time-all these timesaving, result -getting innovations, rather than one that will adopt them later,
when forced to change by enlightened public opinion?

The Oliver Typewriter 17 -Cents -a -Day Purchase Plan is in its way as great an
innovation as was that of Visible Writing. It extends the immediate advantages of the use
of Typewriters to thousands who must otherwise wait. The response of the public tQ this
amazing offer is phenomenaL Sales are reaching stupendous volume.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Oliver Typewriter Features!
The abandonment of longhand in favor of clean, beautiful, legible typewriting is the

next great step in human progress. The Era of Universal Typewriting is fast becoming a reality! The Oliver Typewriter is just as indispensible to small merchants, tradesmen,
shop and factory owners as to the largest business enterprise. It's an easy way for the merchant

and tradesman to protect himself against misunderstandings, because he keeps a carbon

copy of every typewritten letter or document. The legibility of typewriting prevents mistakes,
disputes, delays. Professional people, ministers, authors-all who have to write, where typewriting would be more welcome to those who read it, owe it to themselves to own Oliver Typewriters.

Yours for 17 Cents a Day!
This "17 -Cents -a -Day" Purchase Plan makes the Oliver Typewriter as easy to own as to rent. It places
the machine within easy reach of every home-every individual. A "man's cigar money"-a woman's "pin
money" will buy it! Clerks on small salaries can now afford to own Oliver Typewriters. By utilizing spare

moments for practice they may fit themselves for more important
positions. Schoolboys and schoolgirls can buy Oliver Typewriters, just by saving their pennies.

You can buy the Oliver Typewriter on this plan at the regu-

Send Coupon or Letter

Then you save 17 cents a day and pay monthly.
And the possession of an Oliver Typewriter enables you to
earn money to finish paying for the machine.

The Oliver Typewriter Company
643 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago
Gentlemen: Please send your ArtjCatalog
and details of 17CaaG.sD.y" offer on the
Oliver Typewriter.

lar catalog price-$100.
machine.

A small first payment brings the

Can you spend 17 Cents a Day to better advantage

than in the purchase of this wonderful machine?

Write for handsome Catalog and 17 -Cents -a -Day Purchase
Plan. Address-Sales Department

The Oliver Typewriter Company
643 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago

Name
Address

Occupation

(77)
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Union Increases Use

When two groups of telephone
subscribers are joined together the

usefulness of each telephone is
increased.

Take the simplest case - two

creases the usefulness of each telephone, it multiplies traffic, it
expands trade.
The increase is in accordance
with the mathematical rule. If two

groups, each with three subscribers.

groups of a thousand each are

As separate groups there are possible only six combinations-only
six lines of communication. Unite

these increased possibilities, but

these same two groups, and instead

of only six, there will be fifteen
lines of communication.

united, there will be a million more
lines of communication.
No one subscriber can use all of
each subscriber uses some of them.

Many groups of telephone sub-

No matter how the groups are

scribers have been united in the Bell
System to increase the usefulness of

located or how they are connected

each telephone, and meet the public demand for universal service.

by exchanges, combination

in-

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
Universal Service
One System
One Policy
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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II Advertisements in this section of Popular Electricity will cost 5 cents per word with 5','p off
for 3 times, 10', i off for 6 times, 15',; olf for 9 times and 20''í off for 12 times, cash with order.
Q In order to secure the proper classification, advertisements must be in this office the first
of each month preceding date of issue.

AGENTS WANTED

AERONAUTICS

BLERIOT MONOPLANE - GUARANTEED

KEROSENE .I:INTLE LAMPS-AMERICA'S

Flyer 25c. Antoinette Two -foot; three wheels, thrust
bearing; Rubbers, Mailed K. D. soc. Reberts,
344 Cumberland, Brooklyn, N. Y.

largest variety; repeat order quality; our burner
guaranteed best on the market. Guilford Co., Seville,
Ohio.

AVIATION DIRECTORY-QUARTERLY IN-

BOKARA DIAMONDS-AGENTS, EVERYONE
wanted to wear and sell these Famous Gems. Big

dustrial Number. Information and Addresses; 7
divisions, 41 classifications; Aeroplanes, Motors, Pro-

pellors, Parts and Supplies, Manufacturer, etc.
cents. L. M. Allison, Lawrence, Kansas.

25

How to Make Them. By J. H. Alexander.

Contains complete directions for constructing models
with five folding plates of working drawings, also an
account of the progress of aviation. $1.50 postpaid.
Popular Electricity Book Dept.

AVIATORS-NO LIMIT TO SALARY. BEST

paid profession today.
ence.

Sample offer and catalog, Free. Northwestern Jewelry Co., 80 Northwestern Bldg., Chicago.

SELL EAGLE BRAND MENDING TISSUES.

MODEL BALLOONS AND FLYING MA -

chines.

profits.

Home course by correspond-

Practice on standard type Aeroplane at our

Aviation Field. Write for booklet entitled "Aviation,"
Dept. E, Chicago School of Aviation, Chicago.

"BOY AVIATORS' SERIES," SIX THRILLING
airship books for young Americans. New, exciting
and absorbing. Send for Vol. r, and you will quickly
want the others. Postpaid 5oc. At all bookstores.
Our immense catalogue free. Hurst & Co., 395
Broadway, New York.

CURTISS, WRIGHT, BLERIOT, or SANTOSDUMONT. Blue print drawings with complete
directions for building any one of the above Aeroplane

Models, 25 cents postpaid. See our quarter page
advertisement. International Aeroplane Co., E628
World Building, N. Y.

Greatest Labor Saving Invention. 500 per cent profit.
Three samples for dime. Eagle Rubber Company,
207 East Tenth St., New York.
AGENTS-IMMENSE PROFITS.
VACUUM
Cleaners. Everybody delighted-must have one-

Sample to workers. A postal to us should mean a
fortune to you.
Ohio.

Aerio Vacuum Co., E 2000, Cincinnati,

AGENTS-PORTABLE FOUNTAIN BATH

Apparatus. Patented Aug. 1910. Gives all kinds of
baths. Money maker. Partner wanted to manage
plant and mail order business, G. W. Walters, Patentee,
Electric Bath Co., Findlay, O.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY-BIG PAY, NO

experience, no capital required.

5,00o new art special-

ties, photo pillow tops 25c, portraits 3oc, bromides
25c. New 1911 catalog and samples free. Write.
Daniel H. Ritter Co., Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING OUR
new gold letters for office windows, store fronts and
glass signs. Any one can put them on Write today
for a free sample and full particulars. Metallic Sign
Letter Co., 400 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

OUR ELECTRIC SPECIALTIES ARE EASY

AGENTS WANTED

sellers and Agents' profits are big.

STIX, STOCKTON, CAL.
See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON
MONEY MAKING MAIL ORDER CIRCULARS
furnished free to mailers. P. E. Walter, 35 Dean St.,
2 -TICKLE -U, 3c.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"PERFECTION POCKET ADDING

MAchine-Lightning seller. Agents wanted. Cincinnati
Specialty Mfg. Co., Dept. E, Cincinnati, Ohio.
-

Some choice terri-

tory still. open. A penny postal will bring you full
particulars. Send now. STANDARD ELECTRIC
WORKS, 1200 Washington Ave., Racine. Wis.
BULLY! GREAT! IMMENSE!-THAT'S WHAT

all our agents say after selling our attractive 1911

combination packages of soap and toilet articles with
valuable premiums. roe) to 300 per cent profit. One
Michigan agent made $65 in 47 hours; another $21
in 8 hours; another $22.50 in ro hours; ACT NOW-

NOT TOMORROW. Davis Soap Co., 27 Union

MATCHES UNNECESSARY-BLITZ SPARK ER instantly lights gas jets, ranges, etc. Sample

Park Court, Chicago.
AGENTS-BIGGEST MONEY-MAKER known.

ding, Pa.

Chicago.

quarter.

V. Wesley, Aurora, Ills.
The new Canchester Incandescent Kerosene Lamp
old lighting methods.Buris air, not
DON'T ACCEPT AN AGENCY UNTIL YOU revolutionizes
Six times brighter than electricity, gas or
get my samples and particulars. Money-makers. money.
Address SAYMAN, 706 Sayman Bldg., St. Louis, Mo. acetylene at r -Toth 'cost. Burns with or without
mantle. Burner fits any lamp. Saves 75 per cent
AGENTS-TO SELL THE "GEM" POCKET oil. No trimming wicks. Showing means -selling.
rule holder in every shop; new invention; just out; Territory going fast. Write today. Handsome outfit
sell on sight. New Invention Co., Box 1008, Wilmer- furnished. Canchester Light Co., Dept. P. E., 3,
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AUTOMOBILES

AUTOMOBILES-OVER FOUR HUNDRED

bargains, $95.00 upward. All guaranteed! Freight
prepaid! Write now for latest illustrated bulletin.

MOTOR CAR EXCHANGE, Dept. A, 217 West
125th St., New York City.
BOOKS

STIX, STOCKTON, CAL.-MENDER 3C.
VENTRILOQUIST'S INTERESTING BOOK let Free. Send stamp.
Paul, Minn.

Prof Baily, 771 Iglehart, St.

SWEDENBORG'S "HEAVEN AND HELL."

Four hundred pages. Fifteen cents. Pastor Landenberger, Windsor Place, St. Louis, Mo.
$3.0o WORTH OF MONEY COINING BOOKS
$1.00. Sent prepaid. Money back if not satisfied.
Clark, P. O. Box 144, Centreville, Ala. Co., Calif.

"THREE LITTLE BOOKS FOR LADIES,"

postpaid in plain cover, 25c. (They tell what you
want to know). O. K. Pub. Co., Clerk 191, Decatur,
III.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MOTION PICTURE MACHINES,

FILM
Views, Magic Lanterns, Slides, and similar Wonders

For Sale. Catalogue Free. We also buy Magic
Machines, Films, Slides, etc. Harbach & Co., 8o9
Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

START LEGITIMATE MAIL-ORDER MER-

cantile business; possibilities unlimited, conducted by

anyone. We print catalogs, supply merchandise at

wholesale. Booklet and sample catalog free. Central
Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo.
MAIL DEALERS AND ALL INTERESTED IN
the Mail Order Business should send for our booklet of
"Leader Advertisements." This book will be the
foundation of several fortunes during 1911. Will send
copy of "Leader Advertisement" and other valuable
information which should save you hundreds of dollars,
upon receipt of ten cents. Mail Dealers Supply House,
341 Dearborn St., Chicago.

MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. BIG PROFITS

with little outlay. One 18x36 in. mirror, costs $2.00
to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size for 2oc.
Send $1.00 in stamps or money order and we will send

READ MY NEW BOOK-ON CEMENT, you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS how to do it; also

Stone, iron, and wood -fibre concrete. The poor man's
gold mine. Price fifty cents. Peter De Linde, Zion
City, Ill.

TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO

Find Them, new 14th edition, price 25c, Hyde Pub.
Co., Telephone Building, 183 Fifth St., Milwaukee,
Wis.

JUST OUT-ELECTRICIAN'S MANUAL $r.5o
Brook's Automobile Hand -book, 65o pages, $2.00.
Catalogue for stamp. Arthur Reed, 25 Bellevue Place,
Chicago.

"WIRING A HOUSE," BY H. PRATT. SHOWS
a house already built; tells you just how to start about
wiring it; where to begin; what wire to use; how to run
it according to insurance rates, in fact, all the information necessary for wiring a house and shop. Postpaid,
25c. Popular Electricity Book Dept.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON.
$roo MONTHLY AND EXPENSES TO TRUST worthy men and women to travel and distribute samples: big manufacturer. Steady work. S. Scheffer,
Treas., MM 174. Chicago.

BIGGEST MO.QEY MAKER-ENTIRE NEW

field, $zo.00 day guaranteed. Abeles Co., 422o Harrison St. Chicago.

CONDuCT A "CANDY KITCHEN." CLEAR

how to emboss, grind, foil, gold leaf, frost chip, and
make imitation stained glass. How to transfer photos
on glass, bore holes in glass and cut skylights.

L. Patterson & Co., Dept. 4, Brooksville, Ky.

George

WE START YOU IN A PERMANENT BUSIness with us and furnish everything. We have new
easy -selling plans and seasonable leaders in the Mail
Order line to keep our factories busy. No canvassing.
Small capital. You pay us out of the business. Large
profits. Spare time only required. Personal assistance. Write today for plans, positive proof and sworn
statements. J. M. Pease Mfg. Co., 1185 Pease Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
A

CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY-YES,

elegant Free Homesteads adjoining valuable land, from
which very fine bananas are now being sold, can still
be had in Mexico. You need not go to Mexico, but

must have five acres of bananas planted within five

years.

Address The Jantha Plantation Co., Block 68r,

Pittsburgh, Pa.; they will plant and care for your
bananas on shares, so you should make a thousand

dollars a year. Bananas begin bearing in about fifteen

months, bringing the quickest returns of any fruit

growing. The climate is delightful and the health
conditions good. Should any reader desire to procure

a Homes'ead, apply immediately.

COINS AND STAMPS

STAMPS-zoo ALL DIFFERENT loc. COINSro all different, 15c, large U. S. Cents, 5c. F. L.

$2o daily. Small capital required. Send for particulars. Kennon and Co.., 148 West Ontario St., Dept.
C, Chicago.

Toupal Co., Chicago Heights, Ill.
50o MIXED FOREIGN, CHILI, AFRICA,
Russia, japan, etc., 12 cents. I,000 mixed old United

S7 Ar(T IN THE MAIL ORDER BOOK BUSI-

States, 25 cents. Stamps bought, list 4 cents. Kleinman Stamp Co., 3643 N. Marshall St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
$7.75 PAID FOR RARE DATE 1853 QUARTERS.
$20.00 for a Half -Dollar. We pay a cash premium
on hundreds of old coins. Keep all money dated
before 1884, and send io cents at once for our New
Illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x7. It may mean your
fortune. Clarke & Co., Coin Dealers, Dept. 83,
Le Roy, N. Y.

ness! We can show you a proposition enabling you to
make 88c profit on a dollar, yet give your customers
$3.0o value. Send roc for dollar sample and full particulars Morgan Co., 3457 N. Hamilton, Chicago.
MONEY MAKING MAIL
FASCINAI'ING.

Order Business at home. Anyone Anywhere can

conduct it. New plans. Everything furnished. Free
Booklet tells how. Write today. W. E. Foote, Box
s$4, Muskegon, Mich.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY FOR MARCH-Advertising Section
GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

COINS AND STAMPS
ANNUAL COIN CLEARANCE SALE-THREEdollar gold pieces, $4.25. Gold dollars, $2.20. Columbian 1892 fdollars, 65 cents. Early i -dollars, Liberty head, 65 cents. Liberty head 1 -dollars, 34 cents.
Isabella 1 -dollars, 55 cents; 20 -cent pieces 28 cents.
Ten different small war cents, 45 cents. to different
large war cents 45 cents. All in good shape, new January 50 -page selling catalogue just out, free. William
Hesslein, 674 Elm St., New Haven, Conn.

ELECTRICAL MATERIAL
r,000 GUARANTEED $2 AMMETERS FOR
testing batteries, 25c. postpaid.

Stamps taken.

Auto-

FINE JUTE WIGS-SCHOOL GIRL, OLD

maid, Cowboy, and Professor, 75c each.
Hair Mustache, 35c.
Ewing, Decatur, Ill.

PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE SKETCHES, MONO-

logues, Dialogues, Speakers' Minstrel Material, Jokes,
Recitations, Tableaux, Drills, Musical Pieces, Enter-

tainments, Make Up Goods. Large Catalog Free.
T. S. Denison and Company, Dept. 26, Chicago.

CABINET MAGICAL TRICKS, CONTAINS
apparatus to perform 6 good tricks, 25c postpaid.
Percy Ewing, Decatur, Ill.

HELP WANTED

mobile Repair Company, 521-23 W. 144th St., N. Y.

RENEW DRY CELL BATTERIES; COST ic

each. Two guaranteed formulas, soc each, or both
for 15c. L. M. Kachel Co., Whitewater, Wis.
"HI -LIFE" STORAGE BATTERIES. BEST

for Automobile sparking and lighting. These are

Genuine

Our big catalogue free. Percy

$25 WEEKLY AND EXPENSES TO MEN AND
women to collect names, distribute samples and advertise. Steady work. C. H. Emery, MF3n2, Chicago, Ill.

SALESMEN AND SALESLADIES-TO TAKE
orders for Fans and 1912 Imported and Domestic

high grade batteries at a remarkably low price. Guaranteed. Give us a trial or write for particulars. Dis-

counts to the trade. NORTHWEST MFG. CO.,

Calendars, on profit-sharing plan. Something new.
Experience unnecessary. Box 2815 T, Philadelphia.
BIG MONEY WRITING SONGS-THOUSANDS

1247 Wells St., Chicago.

FOR SALE
500 FORMULAS, 25c. CHARLES BREUEL &

of dollars for anyone who can write successful words, or
music. Past experience unnecessary. We want orig-

inal song poems, with or without music. Send us
your work today, or write for free particulars. H.

Co., 117 Bloomfield St., Hoboken, N. J.

FOR SALE-MOVING PICTURE FILM, r cent
foot.

H. Davis, Watertown, Wis.

FOR SALE-PATENT NO. 968,6o7. Pneumatic
pad for horse collars. For particulars address W.
Skillman, Springfield, S. Dak.
FOR SALE-RAMBLER, 2 -CYLINDER AUTO mobile, $300. Pope Toledo, 4 -cylinder automobile,
$óoo. Longest Bros., Louisville, Ky.

PATENT FOR SALE-ELECTRIC BURGLAR

Alarm, Fits any door knob. Pat. No. 843,904.
Mahla, 40 West 28th St., New York.

Chas.

LATHES-SEND FOR FREE CIRCULAR showing bargains on small Screw Cutting Engine Lathes.
S. B. Tool Co., Dept. O, South Bend, Ind.
FOR SALE-COMPLETE SET OF CASTINGS,
with blue prints of 3-4 h. p. gasoline stationary engine;
includes governor and timer, screws, etc. $ro. Comet
Motor Works, 512 W. Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.

LUBRICANTS, ASBESTOS, GRAPHITE AND
mica candles for loose pulleys and shaftings; no drip;
no dirt; economical. Swain Lubricator Co., 250 E.
Lake St., Chicago.
MOTORCYCLES, NEW AND SECOND-HAND;
motors, castings and accessories. Our Attachable
Motor Outfit converts any bicycle into a motorcycle

Kirkus Dug'lale Co., Dept. 13, Washington, D. C.

WANTED-A MAN OR WOMAN TO ACT AS
our information reporter. All or spare time. No
experience necessary. $5o to $300 per month. Nothing
to sell. Send stamp for particulars. Sales Association,
611 Association Building, Indianapolis, Ind.

CIVIL SERVICE GOVERNMENT POSITIONS
are very desirable for young people. Full information and questions recently used by the Civil Service
Commission free. Columbian Correspondence College, Washington, D. C.

MEN WANTED-EVERY RAILROAD COM-

pany wants signal engineers. We absolutely guarantee
every graduate enrolled with us before August 1st, 1911,
a position paying at the start $80.00 to $100.00 monthly.

Send for free catalog No. 6o for full particulars.
THE SCHOOL OF RAILWAY SIGNALLING,

Utica, N. Y., U. S. A..
WANTED-MEN BY LARGE CONTRACTING
company. Can learn trade of plumbing, electricity,
bricklaying, automobiles, in few months. No appren-

tice or helper's work and no expense. $20,000.00
contract work going. Catalogue free.
School Contracting Co., Los Angeles.

United Trade

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK TELLS ABOUT
over 360,000 protected positions in U. S. service. More

than 40,000 vacancies every year. There is a big
chance here for you, sure and generous pay, lifetime
employment.

Easy to get.

Just ask for booklet A 5o.

at small cost. Write for catalog and bargain list. - No obligation. Earl Hopkins, Washington, D. C.
Shaw Mfg. Co., Dept. 31, Galesburg, Kan.
YOU ARE WANTED FOR GOVERNMENt'
FOR SALE-$1.5o WILL BUY CASTINGS AND
all material for our neatly designed automatic steam
engine of 1-16 h. p. Engine has fly ball governor and
rotary valve with adjustment for wear. Blue prints
and instruction sheets 25c. Complete engine, ready to
run, $6.00. Elgin Wheel & Engine Co., Elgin, Ill.

GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

THREE CARD TRICKS-to CENTS. BAM-

BERG, 1193 Broadway, New York

positions. $80.00 month. Annual vacations, Short
hours. No "layoffs". Common education sufficient.
Over 1 z,000 appoints coming this year. Influence
unnecessary. Send postal immediately for list of

positions open. Franklin Institute, Dep't G 53,
Rochester, N. Y.
INSTRUCTIONS

FORMULAS FOR ANYTHING -25c. EACH.

"CHEMIST," 125 Bloomfield St., Hoboken, N. J.
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HELP WANTED
WANT ED-ONE THOUSAND CHAUFFEURS
and repair men. Our demand for automobile en-

gineers exceeds the supply. Calls for men of intelligence and mechanical bent capable of commanding
$1oo.00 to $150.00 per month upon graduation. Resident course $20.00 to $6o.00. Home Correspondence
course completed by practical road and shop work at
this school highly successful. Look this up. Auto

Schools of America, Dept. X, róoo Michigan Ave.,
Chicago.

MISCELLANEOUS

WE WELD ANYTHING, CAST IRON, CAST

steel, aluminum, bronze, iron, steel and copper of any
size, shape or weight. Bertschy Motor Co., Council
Bluffs, Ia.

ANYBODY CAN MAKE GOOD CUTS WITH
my simple zinc etching process; price, $1; specimens
and particulars for stamp. T. M. Day, Box E., Windfall, Ind.

I WILL START YOU EARNING $4 DAILY

at home in spare time, silvering mirrors; no capital;

send for free instructive Booklet, giving plans of

INSTRUCTIONS

USE OF LOGARITHIMS, AND HOW TO
figure any electrical formula.
Box, L 448, Willits, Cal.

$3.00.

Cpt. C. Nielsen,

HOW TO GET A HEKTOGRAPH THAT WILL
make 150 copies in to minutes; letter size, $2.o0.
Write for circular.
St., Chicago.

Heyer Duplicator Co., 84 La Salle

RENEW YOUR OLD DRY BATTERIES FOR

small cost. Send 20 cents for complete guaranteed
formula and instructions that will make them good as
new. P. D. Sprout, Pinckney, Mich.
MISCELLANEOUS

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON

MAGIC GHOST HEAD-SHINES IN DARK -

10 cents. Bamberg, 1193 Broadway, N. Y.

BROTHER-ACCIDENTALLY DISCOVERED
Root will cure both tobacco habit and indigestion.

Gladly send particulars. F. F. STOKES, Mohawk, Fla.

AMATEUR PRINTERS-TYPE AND SUP -

International Type Foundry, 958 W. Harrison
St., Chicago.
"KEEN KNOWLEDGE" ANNUAL SUBSCRIPtion 25c, three months, roc. Palmland, Floral Park,
N. Y.
plies.

CACHOO (IT MAKES PEOPLE SNEEZE)

Sample 12C, dozen 8oc, hundred $5.00, postpaid.
EWING'S, 191 Thatcher PI., Decatur, Ill.

FIFTY PHOTOS OF HUNTSVILLE AND

money making lot proposition for four cents.
Newson, Huntsville, Ala.

A. W.

TEN ORE SPECIMENS-GOLD, SILVER,

copper, iron, lead, zinc, tin, nickel, graphite, sulphur;
also mineral booklet, 25 cents. MacLaughlin, Sharpsville, Pa.

SEND 20 CENTS. GET YOUR NAME IN

our directory permanently and get mail from all parts
of the world. The Retlaw Supply, 2333 Fulton St.,
Chicago, Ill.
IRON, BRASS, AND ALUMINUM CASTINGS.
Metal Specialties. Patterns, Models, Polishing, Plat-

ing and Japanning. North Chicago Tool Works,
North Chicago, Ill., 3 Broadway.

INVENTORS-WE MAKE ELECTRICAL

work of any description to order, models, experimental
work, patterns, dies. Ludlow Model Works, Ludlow,
Ky.

WAKE UP!-SOMETHING NEW. MORE FUN

than a barrel of monkeys. Hand it to your friend and
watch the result. 35c postpaid. Goral Mfg. Co.,
Sta. D., Milwaukee, Wis.

operation.

G. F. Redmond, Dept. H, Boston, Mass.

WOOD TURNED SPECIALTIES.-IF YOU

desire estimate on large quantities of small accurate
wood work, please send us samples for prices. The
Olida Co., 414 W. Indiana St., Chicago, Ill.
MODELS MADE, INVENTIONS PERFECTED
by first class mechanics. Our long experience in this
line will be to your benefit. Moderate prices. Atlas
Model Works, 1569 Clybourn Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AN ADDING MACHINE COSTS $30o. JUST
think-we will mail a sample of our Lightning Multiplier, with special terms to agents, for 1oc. Simplicity
Co., 421 Ashton, Grand Rapids, Mich.

ELECTRICIANS' TROUBLES IN MOTORS

and generators cleared up. Send me your name and
address on a postal for full information to Lock Box
52o, West Des Moines, Iowa.

"HOW TO JUDGE A PATENT" CONTAINS

the Patent claim of Selden Automobile, Morse Telegraph, and Bell Telephone. roc., prepaid, Obed
Billman, Cleveland, Ohio.

Author of "Notes on

Patent Law," Popular Electricity.

CIGARS-SMOKERS, ATTENTION-S E N D

$2.90 for trial box of 5o clear Havana Cigars, delivered
and guaranteed equal to any 1oc cigar sold in your city.
Money refunded if not satisfied. La Regla Cigar Co.,
Tampa, Fla. Dept. A.

VERMONT TOWN BONDS-WE NEVER

have known of the loss of a dollar in this ideal 4 per
cent security. Also other bonds bearing 5 and 6
per cent. Write today for full particulars. HARRY
B. POWELL & CO., Woodstock, Vermont.
WE MANUFACTURE GLASS PAPER. PLAIN
glass windows made to look like real stained glass.
Easily applied and beautifies the home. Something
new for agents. Two sheets of this glass paper sent
as a sample with catalogue in colors and complete
instructions on receipt of to cents. S. H. Parrish &
Co., 216 Clark St., Chicago.
MOTORCYCLES
MOTORCYCLES-ENORMOUS VARIETY OF

American and imported makes-Indians, Marsh's,
$35x-hundreds of other bargains! Shipped freight

Write now! Large illustrated bulletin free!
MOTORCYCLE EXCHANGE, Dept. B, 217 West
prepaid!

125th St., New York City.
PATENTS

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON

MODELS MADE FOR INVENTORS. LOW
prices.

S. H. Merryman, Towson, Md.

BOOKLET FREE-ALL ABOUT PATENTS

and their cost. Shepherd & Campbell, Patent Attorneys, Soo D. Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY FOR MARCH-Advertising Section
SCHOOLS

PATENTS

C. L. PARKER, PATENT ATTORNEY, EX -

Examiner U. S. Patent Office, 912 G St., Washington,

D. C., Inventors' handbook, "Protecting, Exploiting
and Selling Inventions" sent free upon request.
PATENT-ADVICE AND BOOKS FREE.
Highest references. Best results. I procure patents
that protect. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
612 F. St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

$15 FILES YOUR IDEA IN THE PATENT

Office under my "No -fee -in -advance" Plan, and you

make and sell under "Patent Applied For." Send
sketch for free report.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Obed C. Billman, Main Office,

PATENTS SECURED-INVENTOR'S POCKET
Companion free. Send description for free opinion
as to patentability. W. N. Roach, Jr., Metzerott
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

HERBERT JENNER, PATENT ATTORNEY
and Mechanical Expert, 6o8 F Street, Washington,

Established 1883. I make a free examination
and report if a patent can be had and the exact cost.
Send for circular.
PICTURES AND POST CARDS
JUST GIRLS -2o POSTCARDS 25c POSTPAID.
No trash or landscapes. O. K. Pub. Co., Decatur, Ill.
YOU'LL GET CARDS FROM EVERYWHERE,
Membership roc. Idaho Card Exchange, Dept. O.

D. C.

Box 906, Boise, Idaho.

PHOTOS-"PRETTY GIRLS FROM LIFE"
10 for 25C.

3 for roc. Curtis Co., 7149 Union Ave.,

Chicago.

SEND roc COIN OR STAMPS FOR 5 Beautiful

Florida Views, no two alike. Satisfaction guaranteed.
15 for 25c. S. C. McConnell, Box 222, Tampa, Fla.

FREE, FREE, FREE, FREE, FREE.-5oo Postal

Cards. For particulars address SUCCESS SUPPLY
COMPANY, 2579 -8th Avenue, New York, N. Y.

CORRESPONDENCE CLUB-EXCHANGE-

postcards with people everywhere. Names and ro
beautiful postcards, ro cents. C. C. Club, Dept. B,
Kansas City, Mo.

IF YOU REALLY WANT TO EXCHANGE

post cards, try our splendid club. Lists circulate in
many countries. Membership ten cents. Halcyon
Exchange, Box 13,3, Erie, Pa.

RUBBER AND STEEL STAMPS
SEALS,
CHECKS,
STAMPS, STPNCILS,
Punches and Dies. Presswork. Dickey-Grabler Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

ENGRAVERS AND DIE SINKERS, MAKERS
of steel stamps, steel letters and figures; seals, stencils,
badges and checks. Guarantee best work. Fred C.
Kautz & Co., 2633 W. Lake St., Chicago.

RUBBER STAMPS AND SPECIALTIES-BEST
prices-prompt delivery-Most complete line. Don't
buy till you see my big catalog. Free. Theo. Helbling,
708 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
SCHOOLS

See what I say under "Typewriters." ATCHISON
$200 TO $óoo MONTHLY EASILY MADE FITting eye glasses. Short, easy mail course. Reduced
tuition. Big demand for opticians. Write today for
free "Booklet O," National Optical College, St. Louis.

BOYS AND YOUNG MEN-WE CONDUCT
the best telegraph school on the Atlantic Coast for
learning Wireless Telegraphy;. Our students have the
advantage of using the latest type Perikon and Pyron
Detectors in receiving long distance wireless messages.
These Detectors are now the standard in our Navy.
Write for Catalogue.

BOSTON SCHOOL ÓF

TELEGRAPHY, Boylston Building,

18

Boylston

St., Boston, Mass.

PLUMBING, ELECTRICITY, BRICKLAYING
and Mechanical Draughting, taught by expert workmen. Short time and small cost. Positions always
Catalogue free. Write today. Coyne National Trade Schools, 79 E. Illinois St., Chicago.
open.

AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL-LEARN THE AUtomobile business, repairing and driving, in which

you can earn good wages and have healthful and pleas-

ant work. We give a thorough and practical course
in road work and repairing. For full particulars
address Academy of Automobile Engineering, 142o
Michigan Ave., Dept. "C," Chicago, Ill.
LEARN TO BE A TELEGRAPH OPERATORTelegraphy without doubt offers more inducements
than any other field.
telegraph operators.

A School conducted by practical

No charge for typewriting or
Only School in Chicago giving main line
Look us up. Jones' School of Telegraphy,
Suite 2o, 26o Clark St., Chicago.
TYPEWRITERS
REMINGTON $18.75. THIS IS YOUR OPsupplies.
practice.

Write at once for the most interesting
proposition ever made. We are the final word.
Standard Typewriter Exchange, 23 Park Row, New
portunity.
York.

GENUINE' TYPEWRITER BARGAINS-NO

matter what make, will quote you lower prices and
easiest terms. Write for big bargain list and illustrated catalogue. L. J. Peabody, 364 Minot Bldg.,
Boston, Mass.

I WANT TO CORRESPOND WITH PERSONS
who are about to buy a high-grade typewriter, and
object to paying the high prices generally asked by

manufacturers and dealers. Any make on approval.
Catalogue, bargain list and valuable information sent
free. A. E. Atchison, 4125 West 21st St., Chicago.

TELEGRAPHY, BOTH MORSE AND WIRE -

less, taught quickly, also Station Agency Work. R. R.
Dispatcher's and Western Union wires, and complete
wireless station in school. Big demand for operators.
Living expenses earned. Correspondence courses if
desired. Catalogs free. DODGE'S INSTITUTE,
16th St., Valparaiso, Ind. Est. 1874.

TYPEWRITERS: CALIGRAPH, $6.00; HAM-

mond, Yost, Densmore, Williams, $1o.00; Remington,
$12.00; Smith Premier, $15.00; Oliver, $24.00; Underwood, $30.00; all makes on hand; fifteen days' trial
allowed, and a year's guarantee. Send for catalogue.

Harlem Typewriter Exchange, Dept. 89, 217 West
125th St., New York City.
WIRELESS
BOYS WHO ARE EXPERIMENTING WITH
electricity should get our circular A. Spark coils,
transformers and rectifier parts. You assemble them.
A postal will bring you that circular. ELECTRICAL
TESTING CO., Peoria, Ill.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY FOR MARCH-Advertising Section
WIRELESS

This book is published with my approval.

Q

-THOMAS A. EDISON.
"WIRELESS TELEPHONES AND HOW THEY
Work," by J. E. Murray. Shows !how wireless telephones work, also a number of interesting experiments
for the amateurs. 68 pages, fully illustrated. Price
$x.00. Popular Electricity Book Dept.

SPECIAL PRICES-t.000-OHM WIRELESS
receiver, double pole, special thin diaphragm, hard
rubber case, wound with copper wire, $1.75. Leather
covered head -band, double, $i.00; single, 6oc. "National" receiving condenser, 3oc.
Waterhouse Bros.,
Bourne, Mass.

ARC LAMPS-JUST THE DEVICE FOR YOUR
wireless station, giving thousand candle -power in

llo volts direct and alternating current, including

carbons, $3.50. Magnet wire at fabulous low prices.
Cosmos Electric Company, 136 Liberty St., New York.

STOP-IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WIRE -

you need a good book on the subject. "Wireless
Telegraph Construction for Amateurs," by Alfred P.
Morgan, is the most complete and up-to-date book
published containing detailed directions for the construction of outfits capable of sending 3 to loo miles
and of receiving too to 1,5oo miles, also explaining
clearly the workings and purpose of each part. zoo
pages

fully

illustrated.

Postpaid $1.50.

Electricity Book Dept.

Popular

COMPLETE LONG DISTANCE WIRELESS
Receiving Set $J.95, consisting of double -slide tuning
coil, condenser, readily adjusted mineral detector,
t,000 -ohm double -pole receiver and cord, all mounted
,

on polished base. Complete two-mile sending sets
$7.95.

a,000 -ohm double -pole receivers, $1.75.

Sensi-

tive mineral detector $t.00. Square slider rod, $o.to
a foot. Sliders $.12, with hard rubber handles $.23.
Tuning coil cores, twelve inches long, wound with bare
wire, machine spaced, $1.35 each. Reliable apparatus
of all kinds. Send stamp for circulars. Alden Wireless Co., Dept. D., Campello, Mass.

MAGIC

POCKET

TRICK FREE

A New Book!

EDISON:

His Life and Inventions
By FRANK LEWIS DYER

General Counsel for the Edison Laboratory
and Allied Interests
AND

THOMAS COMMERFORD MARTIN

Ex -President of the American Institute of
Secretary of
Electrical Engi
the National Electric Light
Association
THE full and authoritative story of Edison's
own life has never been written until now.

The full story could only be given by Edison himself and his closest associates. One of the authors
is his counsel, as his father and brother were before
him, and he practically shares Edison's daily li;e.
The other, who has been in the confidence of the
peat inventor for a long time, is one of the leading electrical experts of our country. The entire
manuscript has been read and revised by Edison
himself.

There is a long and full technical Appendix,
describing in detail the work Edison has
done. This in itself is a long -needed book.
The book is practically a history of electricity
for the last fifty years. It contains, among
other new material, a complete list of the
Edison patents.

The Two Volumes, $4.00 net; sent
prepaid, securely packed in
a box, for $4.28
POPULAR ELECTRICITY., Publishers
100 Lake St., Chicago
Please send me post-paid the book entitled "Edison: His

Life and Inventions," in two volumes, for which I enclose
remittance for $4.28.

Name

St. & No

Catalog included, send 6c stamp

Dept. 17

870 W. 89th 81., NSW YORK

City

State

P. E.

YOUNG MEN

1111,/f \
I

WANTED
offir-ST ? 1

l'0
1tS

IAL

You Can Easily Learn

to be an automobile salesman, chauffeur,
demonstrator or repairman. Our home -study

course of 10 weeks is simple, practical and
interesting. No mechanical experience required. Our graduates are everywhere, earning
$25 to $50 weekly in positions we obtained
for them. Free model of automobile to every
student. Highly endorsed and reasonable.

SEND FOR FREE LESSON AT ONCE
A postal will bring it. Chauffeurs and competent men supplied owners and garages.

IN AUTOMOBILE BUSINESS

NICE WORK -BIG PAY -DAN DYJOB

Empire Auto Institute
396 Empire Bldg.

Rochester, N. Y.

The Original Auto Saw!

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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DRAFTSMEN WANTED
THAT CAN DRAW
THE HIGHEST

ONLY
THE BEST
PRACTICAL

SALARY

NEAT WANTED

t

MEN

:

WITH BRAIN
NOT WITIYBOOICS
CANONLYSUCCEED

Good Draftsmen are ALWAYS in Demand ALWAYS
Busy, ALWAYS Drawing Good Salary
The Work is Pleasant, Interesting, Clean
and Leads to Best Paying Highest Positions
If you are ambitious, bright and anxious to learn I can train you at home
on practical, actual Drafting room work in a short time for a position $ I a 5$ 15o monthly. Only a limited number can receive my personal training.
I DON'T SELL YOU a lot of books to look at with disgust or to lay on a shelf to be
covered with dust.

I DON'T SELL YOU printed school lessons or pictures to copy

You MUST learn on

actual Drafting room work.

I DON'T SELL YOU or give you a worthless cheap -skin" Diploma to hang on the
wall and that will be all.

BUT I TRAIN YOU until competent; more than that,until placed in position at above salary.
AND I TRAIN YOU personally and individually to advance you as fast and far as you can go.
AND I TRAIN YOU on practical work to give you required UP-TO-DATE,

Remember:

PRACTICAL WORKING EXPERIENCE.

I AM NOT teaching zzy different trades - ONLY ONE
and THAT ONE right.
I AM NOT looking for students-they look for me,
for I have been at this over zz years.
I AM NOT accepting every one that has the priceonly those anxious to succeed with me.
I rather satisfy a few than dissatisfy too many.
I furnish all Instruments and Working Outfit

(not school set), this HIGHEST GRADE FREE.
If you want to be a GOOD DRAFTSMAN,
drawing good salary, write to me NOW.

Address, CHIEF DRAFTSMAN, Div. 10
Eng's Equip't Co. (Inc.), CHICAGO

For

.11ulual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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is but half value;

the other half-(UatjItg of Et i t-is the service which
adds full measure packed down and running over to the user of

Mazda Lamps
THE radiance of Mazda Lamps is the radiance of economy

and quality-the Mazda Lamp produces 21 times the
light of an ordinary electric lamp at no greater current expense and light of purer, whiter color value.
The Mazda Lamp is a development which was placed
on the market almost a year ago.- The "light giving wires"
in the lamp are constructed of metal instead of carbon, and
since

it takes two-thirds less current to heat the metal to

incandescence, the Mazda Lamps give more than 21 as much

light as the ordinary-carbon-lamps for the same current.
The metal "light wires" stand a greater heat and thus the
light is whiter, more brilliant, and approaches daylight more
closely.

You can ill afford to use the old style lamps if

quality or economy in lighting are of value. Mazda Lamps
for all purposes may be had from any of the Member Companies of the National Electric Lamp Association.

National lrr#rir

r,
°

'

%

I

'- Vamp ,ooIIriMtiDn

CLEVELAND

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity 101e11 writing to Advertisers.
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The following is a list of the Member Companies of the

National Elerfxir Vamp Assuriatinn
CLEVELAND

Call upon any of them for your lamp supplies.

THE BANNER ELECTRIC CO.,
Youngstown, O.

THE BRILLIANT ELECTRIC CO.,
Cleveland, O.

BRYAN -MARSH COMPANY,

Central Falls, R I.-Chicago, Ill.
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.
Cleveland, O.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC
LAMP CO.,
City of Mexico

l'HE GENERAL INC. LAMP CO.,
Cleveland, O.

THE JAEGER MINIA. LAMP
MFG. CO.,
New York City
TIIE MONARCH INC. LAMP CO.,
Chicago, Ill.

THE WARREN ELECTRIC &
SPECIALTY CO.,
Warren, O.
NEW YORK & OHIO COMPANY,
Warren, O.

THE CLEVELAND MINIA.
LAMP CO.,
Cleveland, O.

THE SHELBY ELECTRIC CO.,

THE COLONIAL ELECTRIC CO.,

THE STANDARD ELECTRICAL
MFG. CO.,
Warren, O.

Warren, O.

THE COLUMBIA INC. LAMP CO.
St. Louis, Mo.

ECONOMICAL ELECTRIC
LAMP CO.,
New York City

THE FOSTORIA INC. LAMP CO.,
Fostoria, O.

Shelby, O.

THE STERLING ELECTRICAL
MFG. CO.,
Warren, O.
SUNBEAM INC. LAMP CO.,
Chicago, Ill.-New York City
THE SUNBEAM INC. LAMP CO.,
of Canada. Ltd.,
Toronto, Can.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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FOUR LATEST ELECTRICAL BOOKS
BY THE BEST AUTHORITIES
Electricians Operating and Testing Manual
By H. C. Hortsman and V. H. Tousley

This new book was written to instruct the practical electrician
in the management, operation and testing of the more important
electrical devices now in use, and is of particular value to the man
in charge of a plant, as it will tell him how to install and operate
all electrical devices, and what is more important, instruct how to
readily locate and remedy any trouble that may occur.
The subject is covered thoroughly and it is all entirely practical.
36o Pages Fully illustrated, bound in flexible leather.
PRICE 51.50 Postpaid_

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION FOR AMATEURS
By Alfred P. Morgan
153 illustrations.

220 pages.

Meets the demand for a practical work on the
construction of wireless telegraph instruments,
and is unusually complete, giving in minute detail full directions, down to the smallest screw,
for each part in the construction of various outfits capable of receiving from roo to 1500 miles
and of transmitting 3 to roo miles.
The purpose and action of each instrument

Mr. Morgan has written

a number of articles for
POPULAR EI.EcTRIcITv
MAGAZINE whose readers
should at one recognize the

value of his new work.
The illustrations a r e

used in connection with a complete wireless

mostly of apparatus spe-

outfit is also clearly explained.

cially made and previously
put in operation, so that it
is all entirely practical.

PRICE $1.50 POSTPAID
Practical every -day

Practical Applied Electricity
By David Penn Moreton, B. S. E. E.

PRACTICAL APPLIED

ELECTRICITY
MORF,Tn h'

problems and careful
detailed line drawings
are given to illustrate

the theory and their

,

solution is indicated.

200 Illustrations.
Just the information that will advance the
Electrical worker in place and pay intended
for the practical man as well as the expert
300 Pages.

PRICE 81.50
POSTPAID

and presented in a practical way in plain
English. Contains no useless matter, is up
to the minute, complete and authentic.
Fills a long felt

The Tesla High Frequency Coil
Its Construction and Uses
By Haller and Conningham

want for a practical work on the
construction o f

high frequency

apparatus.
Describes numerous uses for such a coil, also a number of interesting and
instructive experiments.
The Apparatus described consists of the Step up Transformer, The Condenser, Interrupter and the Oscillation Transformer. The theory and construction of each of these is carefully considered without mathamatical explanations.
149 Pages-Fully Illustrated.
l'liIt I: st.25 POSTPAID

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.,
I'pr our

LJanta

nnnlioni Popular laretrieity- when writinc

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

tdcrli<er.
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THE COMPLETE KIT
No matter how fine the car you own, or drive, or manufacture; no matter
how thoroughly it is equipped, your outfit is not complete unless you own the new

Cyclopedia of

A utomobile Engineering
Four large, handsome volumes bound in half morocco, 1,200 illustrations, full -page plates,
diagrams, etc., 1,500 pages, 7 x 10 inches, crammed with interesting and very necessary
information concerning automobiles, aeroplanes, and motor boats; knowledge that you've got to
get some way or other before you can thoroughly understand or enjoy the automobile "game."
CONDENSED TABLE OF CONTENTS
VOL. I
VOL. III
GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES: Running Gear - ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES: Battery-Motor-Transmission
Power - Operation - Repair.
-Control-Tires-Driving. ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICITY; ELECTRIC CURRENT; AUTOMOBILE DRIVING:
AUTOMOBILE MECHANISMS : Carbureters Starting and Stopping-Gear Changing-Use of Spark
Starting Devices - Clutches - Gears - Brakes.
and Throttle- Care of Car-Road Repairs.
VOL. II
VOL. IV
STEAM AUTOMOBILES: Flash Boiler-EnginesAERIAL NAVIGATION: Dirigible Balloons-Aero-Operation and Repair.
planes - Airship Motors.
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES: Selection-Delivery GAS AND OIL ENGINES: Ignition-Testing.
Trucks-Upkeep-Mileage-Capacity.
MOTORCYCLES: Construction-Operation.
P. E.
TYPES : Selection - Price - Demonstration MOTOR BOATS:, Types-Engines3-'11
Speed.
Installation.

READ THIS FREE EXAMINATION OFFER

A. S. of C.

Please send set
Cyclopedia of Au-

You can examine these books for five days in your own home or office, free of all
cost. Don't risk missing this offer by stopping to think it over. Order now and do
your careful thinking with the books before you. That costs nothing. Here's

tomobile Engineer.
ing for five days' free

the Coll 1,,

HERE'S OUR LIBERAL SELLING PLAN

52 a month until I have paid
$12.80; or notify you and hold
the books subject to your order.
Title not to pass until fully paid.

If you like the books after examination, send us $2.00; then $2.00 a
month until the special price of $12.80 is paid. If they are not satisfactory, advise us and we will have the books returned at our expense.
Order promptly and we will include for one year, as a monthly supplement.

NAM5

the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE, a regular 51.50 monthly, full of
Interesting scientific topics written in popular form.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

examination ; also Tech.
World for one year. I will
send E2 within five days and

ADDRESS
OCCUPATION

EMPLOYER

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Adverti,. r-.
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" The Stove of a

A little hot plate
that's not a toy altho

Hundred Uses."
"As Safe as Electric Light."

a child can operate it.

A Handy Electric Stove for $5.50
Considering its "hundred uses" and hundred -per -cent convenience, its
cost represents but a small fraction of its value.
This electric disk stove cooks-fries,

toasts or boils-anything within its range

for a fraction of a cent. A cents worth of
electricity lasts twelve minutes.

It is ready for instance service, day or

night, wherever there is an available electric
light socket. Being absolutely safe, flame less and clean it can be used on the dining
room or library table or in the boudoir.

This ELECTRIC Disk Stove is only

three inches high and has a circular cook-

ing surface four inch across and a polished
enameled base about five inches square.

This Disk Stove is for sale generally by
electric lighting companies, electrical sup-

ply dealers, many department and hardware stores and others selling similar household appliances.

Be sure to specify the General Electric
Company's Four Inch Disk Stove-it alone
uses the "Calorite" heating unit which is
practically indestructable.

If you cannot get it locally send us $5.50, stating the voltage of your
lighting circuit, and we will deliver it promptly through our nearest
representative.

General Electric Company
Dept. 30

Schenectady, N. Y.
LARGEST ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURER IN THE WORLD
11

1

LL`

I1
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For Every Extreme of Service

There Is a FORT WAYNE
MOTOR THAT FITS THE NEED
a motor for the light work -a motor for the
heavy work-and a motor for all the work
that comes between. Direct current or
alternating-constant speed or variable,

all over the world, in the freezing at

is a Fort Wayne Motor that will

See or home they give continuous

for one hour duty or twenty-four, there

save time, trouble and money for

any manufacturer who uses
t hem.

furnish freedom from

you pull a lever and get just the
speed you need-the maximum
speed that tools and material will

burning tropics-in shop, factory, of

reliable service for a longer time than

any other-with less trouble, upkeep
expense, and current consumption.

tire new equipment of your factory interior possible

trouble.

Fort Wayne Motors furnish
perfect control of your powerwhen you wish to use a machine

mosphere of the frigid zone or the

make the installation of a new machine or the en-

transmission trouble and
accidents and furnish you
with increased production at

less expense and

Fort Wayne Motors are standard

and as easy to do as to put another desk in your
office.
S«ty not investigate and see if these
claims can he substantiated? Il there is awc.y
to produce your product easier and more
economicalyou wanwo know it. Find
out now. Send for our bulletin
Motor Drives." Tell us of your
present equipment and let us
help you to find out if you
are getting your work

done as cheaply

as you
can.

Branch
Offices in

Most Large Cities

stand-you get control

that would be impossible
with shafting, belts a n d
pulleys
When you

are finished you
can shut off
the
power.

Fort
Wayne
Electric
Works

"Wood" Systems
1603 BROADWAY

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
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Sr( lie>n

Conclusive proof of the superiority of

The Edison
Storage Battery
is shown in the fact that these well-known

firms have replaced lead batteries with. Edisonand have re -purchased Edison Batteries when

increasing their equipment.
The Adams Express Company,

batteries with Edison batteries in 6 more

seven years ago replaced lead batteries in

cars.

four of their vehicles with Edison equip-

The United States Express Com-

Since that time they have purchased
over 150 cars, all Edison equipped.
ment.

Tiffany & Company replaced lead

batteries with Edison batteries in three of
their wagons seven years ago. They have
since bought 18 more cars, all Edison
equipped.
Hearn & Son after operating 15 Edison equipped cars for three years, discarded

lead battery equipment in 12 more cars
and installed Edison batteries.

pany have been operating 25 vehicles
with Edison batteries for several years.

Abraham & Strauss, when they de-

cided to put in motor vehicle equipment,
purchased 12 cars equipped with Edison
batteries.

Aitken Son & Company, and A. A.
Vantine & Son have been operating

13

Edison equipped vehicles over a period of
four -and -a -half years.

H. Macy & Company, have been
Frederick Loeser & Company, R.
operating 17 Edison battery equipped cars
after operating an Edison battery for one
year in one of their vehicles, replaced lead

for the past three and a half years.

Besides, four of the foremost makes of electric pleasure vehicles
are now regularly equipped with the Edison storage batteryDetroit, Bailey, Baker & Waverley-and these vehicles are today
giving more than double the mileage of electric pleasure vehicles
with lead batteries-an average well over a hundred miles on a
charge, while the lead battery in most instances will not give an
average better than 50 miles on a charge.
Write us today

Edison Storage Battery

Co., 117 Lakeside Ave.. Orange, N. J.
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One Dollar
Puts the

ahtrlo f,.

e -RICHMOND" Suction Cleaner

in Your Home
ONE Dollar forever frees you from brooms, mops

and dusters-and the backaches and drudgery they bring.
One Dollar forever stops the expense and the
nuisance of Spring and Fall housecleaning.
One Dollar enables you to do, easily, by electricity, the worst work a woman has to do.
And One Dollar is the only cash outlay.

TI -11 is a reduced

reproduction to

sh-,w detail. The
aceutl height of
the machine

It will bring you the 'RICHMOND -Suction Cleaner

complete-ready for instant use.
The balance you pay for month by month Out

IS _2 inches.

of the actual money you save.

For Vacuum Cleaning

is

the greatest of

all

household economies.
You are paying the price of a suction cleaner,

YOU see here the lightest and
simplest suction cleaner ever right now-whether you have one or not.
designed.
1.-is the motor-not a "stock" motor, but one built expressly
to operate the powerful suction fan to which it Is directly connected, tinder
2.-a suction fan which embodies the best of all that was learned
in two years of steady, scientific experiment.
3.-is the suction nozzle which is pushed over the surfaces to be
cleaned-or to which can be attached a twelve -foot hose for high
wall, drapery and upholstery cleaning.
The "RICHMOND" Suction Cleaner enables you, now for the first
time, to clean by electricity without I egging a 60 to ffo pound machine from room to room-upstairs and down.

It represents as great an advance over heavy .eight . cuum
cleaners as these cleaners represented over brooms and carpet

You are paying its price out in twice -a -year
house cleaning alone-for a -RICHMOND' makes
housecleaning needless.

You are paying. its price out-many times

over-in the hard labor of sweeping and
dusting which the'RIcmMOND' makes unnecessary.

You are paying its price out again and again
iA the damage which dust does to your furni-

sweepers.

ture, to your carpets, to your hangings, to

"RICIIMOND's" exclusive superiorities. There are tunny »lore.
The vibrating brush, which taps the caked dirt out of otherwise

uncleanable rugs and carpets-the hair -drying and pillow -reno-

your clothing-to YOU.
You are paying the price of a 'RlcttMOHn-

"RICHMoND" the roust complete cleaner ever offered.

when a single dollar would save the waste.

But light .weight and easy operation are but two of the

vating attachments-the seven special tools which make the

Manufactured exclusively for the RICHMOND SALES CO. by

THE003MgCRUM-HOWELL
CO.
Park Ave. and 41st St., New York
Five Factories: Two at Uniontown, Pa. --One at Norwich, Conn.
One at Racine, Wis.--One at Chicago, 111.

fidence in the'RICHMoNDBut by its very liberality, it is
And
bound to swamp the factory.

when the limit of factory output is
reached, the offer must bewithdrawn.
So send the coupon today while
the opportunity is still yours! Don't
wait. Do it NOW.
THE RICHMON) SALES CO.
Dept. 73, 103 Park Ave.

New York

Inquiries regarding bnllt-huthtehouee Vacuum Cleaving venues should
he .ddreeaad to The MoCrum-llo.all Co., New York nod Chicago.

DOLLAR COUPON

Limited Offer
The Dollar Offer is limited. It is
made to show our unbounded con-

MANUFACTURERS OF "RICHMOND" Boilers and Radiators,
"RICHMOND" Enameled Ware, Bath Tubs. Sinks. Lavatories,
"RICHMOND" Suds Makers, RICnMOND"Concealed Transom
Lifts, and "RtcusoND" Stationary Vacuum Cleaning Systems

THE RICHMOND SALES CO., Dept. 73, 103 Perk Aye., N. Y City

I hereby order one "Rlcm.eoND" Suction Cleaner, complete with the following
attachments:
r to -in. Drapery Tool
r 3o -ft. Electrical Cord
Hose Attachment Shoe
r 3 -in. Suction Tool
a Complete Hair Drying
r r2 -ft. covered Suction
Attachment
t Felt -Faced Floor Tool
Hose
i
Adjustable
Wall
Brush
r Book and Wall Brush
-for which I agree to pay to your order, $I.00 herewith, and $6.00 on the first day of each of
the next 12 consecutive months. Title to be given me when full amount is paid.

Name
Address
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A Few of the Many Modern Electrical

Appliances Demonstrated and
Sold at Electric Shop
Electric Shop is the home of everything electrical for comfort, convenience, the reductio.I of labor and the beautification of the home. From

among the more than two thousand things electrical sold here, we call
particular attention to the appliances described below.

a

Everything in Electrical Toys
We carry a complete line of Electrical Toys, including Railroad Engines, Cars, TrackSignals, etc., Gunboats, Submarines, Launches, Saws,
age, Tunnels,
Drills, Punches, etc., etc. Prices on request.

Electric Couch Bracket
Tb;s ingenious little electric lamp has several uses. It
may be hung upon the back of a I,ed to afford light to the
reclining reader. ( )r it may be used on the piano to light the
music, or may be used on the desk or reading table. Handsomely finished in antique brass, with cord and plug attached.
e, express prepaid, $4.25.
Order No. 404.

Electric Shaving Mirror
This mirror is equipped with a lamp which throws a
brilliant light on the face, below the eyes.

Mirror and lamp

can be adjusted to any
angle. The most practical and convenient shaving mirror made.

$4.25.

Price, express prepaid,

Other Electrical Appliances
Chafing Dishes, Candlesticks, Flat Irons, Curling Irons, Solder-

ing Irons, Glue Pots, Radiators, Portable Lamps, Dining Table
Domes, Massage Vibrators, Vacuum Cleaners, Washing Machines,
Christmas Tree Lights, Illuminated Floral and Fruit Table Decorations, etc. Prices on request.
When visiting in Chicago, make it a point
¿c visit this home of everything electrical.

ELECTRIC SHOP ACK oN BLVD

.

CHICAGO
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The Bedinnind
of His Success
Success has dawned for many a man with the marking of the I. C. S. coupon. It was
a simple act-an act that placed him under no obligation-hut it proved to be the begin-

ning of a career.
Trained men are in demand everywhere. There is not an important labor -employing
concern in the world that has not openings for men prepared to make good in positions. Draftsmen are wanted. Can you trace out a machine or a building? Foremen and
Superintendents are wanted. Can you plan and direct work? Chemists are wanted. Can
you make an analysis or build up a useful compound? Trained Electricians are wanted.
Would it be safe to turn you loose in an electric plant? Civil, Mechanical, and Mining
Engineers are wanted. What does that mean

to you? Advertising men are wanted. Can
you write a business -pulling ad? The Civil
Service needs men. Are you prepared to pass
a Civil Service examination?
No matter where you live, how little spare

time you have, how limited your education
(provided you can read and write), nor how
small your means, the I. C. S. will go to you
and train you in your own home for mastery
of the trade or profession you like.

The marking and mailing of an I. C. S.
coupon has been the beginning of success for
thousands. Why not find out about the
I. C. S. plan?

It will place you under no obliga-

tion whatever but will bring to you a full
that has been used by thousands to change

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1102.. Scranton. Pa.
Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how I
can qualify for a larger salary and advancement to the postLion, trade, or profession before which I have marked X.

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Dynamo Foreman
Dynamo Tender

wireman
Mining Engineer
Telephone Expert

Civil Engineer
Automobile Running

explanation of the I. C. S. salary -raising system

Name___

poor jobs into good positions and " wages" into

St. di No.

salaries.

Mark and Mail the Coupon NOW.

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
R. R. Constructing
Concrete Construction
Architect
Contracting & Building
Architectural Draftsman
Plumbing & Heating
Chemist
Bookkeeper

Advertising Man
Civil Service Exams.

-

C ity

State

. ............. *
P resent D<nrpai;orr
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Westinghouse
General
Utility
Motor

nú

$18.25

Bases and Attachments Extra

To the Man With the Little Shop
Either For Work or For Fun
General Utility Motor
THhasE Westinghouse
just enough power to do the work you
want it to do without waste of either power or
money.

Through the aid of different attachments
it will do a dozen different things. Run a lathe.
Grind tools or knives. Run any light machinery. Polish
anything polishable. Run a direct connected blower.

Given the motor and a list of attachments, any shop man can
think of many uses for the motor.
It is invaluable in the house to help a woman with her housework. Does anything from running the sewing machine to
polishing the silver.
Send today for the little booklet that tells all about it. Direct
your letter to "Westinghouse Dept. of Publicity, Pittsburg."

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
PITTSBURG
Sales Offices in 40 American Cities

Representatives All Over the World
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Standard Reference

Work on Electricity

and we want you to examine it
absolutely free of charge in your

-

own home or office. Read our Liberal
Selling Plan it tells how we will send
you the great six -volume

Cyclopedia of

Applied Electricity
upon receipt of the coupon and allow you to examine it free of charge.

We have confidence in this great cyclopedia; we know that it is the
It is compiled from the instruction papers
of the American School of Correspondence, written by thirty of the world's
greatest electrical experts. We want you to endorse our claims and for
reliable authority on electricity.

this reason we make you this free offer.

If you want to be an expert-an authority on everything electrical, you need a work that
covers every phase of electrical engineering-a work that will tell you what you want to know
in plain English without technical terms and formulas. That is just what you have in this
cyclopedia. These books cover every branch of electricity thoroughly, exhaustively, from the
elements of electricity to the design and construction of power and central stations. Read
"Important Subjects Covered," and then mail the coupon. The six volumes contain 2,896
pages, 7x10 inches in size; 2,000 special illustrations, photographs, plates, diagrams, tables,
etc., beautifully bound in half morocco; titles stamped in 23 -karat gold.

This Is Our Liberal Selling Plan
Upon receipt of the coupon the books will be sent you, express prepaid, for 5 days' free examination. If you decide to keep the books, send us your initial payment of $2.00 within five days and
$2.00 every month until you have paid the special price of $18.80. The regular price is $36.00.
If, after thoroughly examining the books, you do not see your way clear to keep them, notify us
and we will send for them at our expense. Send the coupon today.

P. E. 3-11

A. S. of C.

Please send set
IMPORTANT SUBJECTS COVERED
Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for 5
Types of Dynamos and Motors; Elevators; Direct -Current Motors; Electrical
days' free examination,
Measurements; Electric lighting; Electric Railways; Alternating Current
also Technical World for
Motors, etc.; Electric Welding; Mercury -Vapor Converter; Management
one year. 1 will 'send $2.00
within 5 days and $2 00 a month
of Dynamos and Motors; Power Stations; Central -Station Engineeruntil I have paid 518.80, or notify
ing; Central -Station Design; Storage Batteries; Power Transmisyou and hold the books subject to
sion; Electric Wiring; Electric Telegraph; Wireless Telegraphy;
your order. Title not to pass until fully

Telephony; Automatic Telephone; Wireless Telephony, etc.
For a short time we will include as a monthly supplement, for

NAME

one year, the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE. This
is a regular $1.50 monthly, full of Twentieth Century scientific
facts, written in popular form. Also contains the latest discussion on timely topics in invention, discovery, industry,etc.

paid.

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
REFERENCES
CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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THE WORLD'S LATEST INVENTION
DARCHE UTILITY HOUSEHOLD ELECTRIC

CLOCK AND MEDICAL BATTERY
(PATENTED)

ÁbsoluIely necessary in every household
TO

see

thetittte

--

-

Electric

Wad I

Electric
ffé11

Electric

Wlarm

Slam

Electric

1yht

Lamp

.

hr ht

toerami»e

pressrn

thethmat
teeth and

tledtelton

mouth,

`electt c)ledicalliattery aíallaitacáments

LiL IN O
READY FOR USE. OPERATED BY DRY BATTERIES
Sei dJr2ttsira ed looí`tletsÁorofnyuses ívrlhfüllatirrctrons. General
Agents wanted ev'rywhere. cilddrrxs lcommunicaI ons to

DARCHE MFG. CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1882)

BRANCH

NEW YORK

2117 S.HALSTED ST.

CHICAGO

FACTORY

DETROIT
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Have The Readers of "Pop"
The Courage To Buy
A Motor That Is

UNORTHODOX AND BETTER
I am putting this advertisement in Popular Electricity alone, in order to test the

pulling power of this splendid little paper and the buying power of its readers.
I am willing, of course, to send circulars to students or other young men who are as
yet learners rather than buyers, because the learners of today are the buyers of tomorrow.
But the purpose of this particular advertisement is to secure enough inquiries
from actual users of Electricity to warrant my company in continuing the use of
this medium.
If the ad. is not repeated, it will be your fault, not mine.
THE KIMBLE MOTOR IS UNLIKE
ANY OTHER MOTOR-AND BETTER
I have faith to believe that it will supplant all other forms
of A. C. motors, in your lifetime and mine, because it is such
a distinctive advance in motor aesign and construction. doing

so many things that no other A. C. motor will do-and at
so much less cos( for power.

But; it is hard to teach old dogs new tricks, and it's the
old dogs who do the buying. So I put it up to you who read

this page to investigate the Kimble Motor on your own
account with minds free from all preconceived notions.

Here are some of the "impossible" things the
Kimble Variable Speed, Single Phase, Alter rioting Current Motor does:
Operates on Single, Two or Three -Phase circuits inter2.

3.

changeably.
Gives varying speeds (not steps merely, but every shade
from 300 to 3,000 r. p. m.) without resistance coils or any

other outside controlling device.
Starts, stops, reverses and changes speed (from full speed

forward to full speed backward) by means of one single

freer that is on the motor itself.
4.

5.

6.

Starts with full load torque, and'uses no more current in
starting than is used at full load running current.
In other words, a given speed consumes a given current; ha/f the speed hall the current, with none of the electricity wasted in resistance coils or other makeshifts.
Is the most silent, the most economical and the most nearly "fool proof" motor now on the market.
It makes alternating current electricity the cheapest, most efficient, moat easily worked with form of electricity.
superior in every way to the more popular direct current.
Have I told you too much?
Or, do you want to know still more?
Will you believe your own eyes wnen you see the motor doing all these things, and many more?

No matter: you won't have to take anything on faits: my Company embodies all its 13 claims in a guar, lee

contract, by which we agree to perform the 13 "impossible" things and keep on doing it for TWO YEARS.

Kimble Reversible Single Phase A. C. Motors are
supplied in I to 11 H. P : 110 and 220 volts. 60 cycles.
Also it H. P., Non -Reversible.

FILL OUT THL COUPON NOW

COUPON
MR. JAMES 6. BASS. Oe,i'I Mgr..
Kimble Electric C mmoy, Illu Wmhiagtov Dird., l'hioag
Dear Sir:-Please Bend your literature on Kimble Motor.. Am lrrtiei. !erit
knolmng the advantage of Kimble Motors for tee in

Jas. K. Bass, Gen'I Mgr.

Kimble Electric Company
1119 Washington Blvd.,

CHICAGO
[All the coupons that come in from Popular Electricity
will be properly recorded. All letters and requests for
information will be answered and literature sent. A
careful record of sales that result will be made, and on
this test Popular Electricity will win or lose our season's
advertising contract.]

SIZES PROBABLY REQUIRED .. .. ....
.

.

VANE
h'IH:11......

TOWN.-

.

STREET .i D D It 6.e c.....
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FOR

CLEAN, PRESERVE ala BEAUTIFY
your TEETH by using

I

jEk

CHARCO-DENTO

CHAR

The Charcoal Dentifrice

GVITO

Charcoal is nature's greatest purifier. It

absorbs and carries away acids and de-

rnr

cayed food which destroy teeth. Charcoal,
combined with other beneficial ingredients

GMARCOAL

DENTIFRICE

in CHARCO-DENTO, keeps teeth and

nTlStetlr

gums in perfect condition.

ana.sw

25c a tube at druggists or sent

25 CENTS

by mail on receipt of price.

GOE&CQ

BuildiN,J,ng,
Gola
GOE & CO., 1RIDGE
WOOD,ne

TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLATION
WIRING, OPERATION
AND MAINTENANCE

3 YEARS TO PAY FOR THE SPLENDID

Meister Piano
PRICE
+
Guaranted for 10 Years YQ

?¡TELEPHONE

ET

175

30 Days Free Trial

,i

No Interest.

them.

Line wring and the wiring si special tele-

phone systems is also covered.
No

Extras.

100 Pages

We Pay the Freight
Handsome Stool and Scarf Free
$5 A MONTH.
$1 A WEEK.
Just to prove to you the splendid worth of

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
TOWER'S PATENT ROUND END

Ihid

First, send for our beautifully illustrated MEISTER

ANTISEPTI

catalog and see how the Meister is made and the materials used in its construction. Read therein the testimony
of delighted owners. Select the style you like and eml
in your order. We'll do the rest. The piano will be

HonIC

shipped to you promptly, freight prepaid, no matter
where you live. Try it a month at ottr expense. You
will be under no obligation until you decide to buy.

Physicians and dentists recommend toothpicks as protection against dental decay.

Then you may take full advantage of our easy payment
plan which makes it easy for any man of modest income
to own this famous instrument. If you dont find it

to be precisely as we have represented-if you don't

Our patent aromatic antiseptic
picks are the best made. They

regard it as the richest toned instrument you have ever
heard then we'll take it back after the month's free trial
and it hasn't cost you a cent.

preserve the teeth, sweeten
the breath and increase the
flow of saliva. Flavors are

SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO YOU.We deal o^iv with the people direct and sell more

pianos than any other firm in the world. 'Ae are sole
makers of the MEISTER piano. It is produced in our
own magnificently -equipped factories and sold direct
from the factory to you minus the usual profits of jobber, retailer and special salesman. There is only one
small profit and that is ours. We were obliged to secure

extra factory facilities this year because of an enormously

increased demand and we are doing the finest work in
the history of piano making. This instrument is made
of the very finest materials by men who have earned
their way because of efficiency, and i; fully guaranteed
for to years. WE WILL SEND THIS PIANO TO

ANY HOME IN AMERICA ON THIRTY DAYS

FREE TRIAL, or any one of the other four style, some
of which are very elaborate and beautiful. If you have
a son or daughter to educate nothing will prove so acce+a:lble to them as as one of these handsome richly toned pianos. At any rate send for it and let the children try it. Let the question of buying pass until then.
Send for the catalog today. A post card will bring it.

cinnamon, sassafras and peppermint. Full size box sent for
15c. postage and coupon below. We are the larg-

est manufacturers of toothpicks in the country.
CUTTER TOWER CO.,18 ssee, er Boston, Mass.

Correspondence invited with dealers, hotel men,
dentists and physicians,
We want dealers and agents everywhere. Agents
are making from $3 to $10 a day.
CUTTER TOWER CO., 184 Summer St.. Boston. Mess.

Enclosed find 15c. for which please send me one box of
toothpicks,
flavor.

300 Aromatic
My grocer's name is
My druggist's name is

Rothschild & Company's resources are in excess
of $3,000,000.00.

THE MEISTER PIANO CO.
Rothschild & Company, Sole Owners
Dept. 20 C, Chicago,

125 Illustrations

PRICE $1.00-POSTPAID

MEISTER piano, let us send it to you on thirty days' free
trial. It wont cost you a penny or a moment of bother.

Slate. Vas Bares and Wabash Ave.

W.HRADCLIFFE

i.. H.C.CUSHINGjr.

IN YOUR OWN HOME
No Cash Payments Down.

A practical reference book and guide for

amateurs, electricians. wiremen and contract.
s, showing the print iplesof construction and
operation of telephone instruments and its proved methods of installing and wiring

Yours truly (Name)
(Address)

111.

4
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All -Wool Clothes
On Credit
Suits in
All -Wool

Fabrics
Made to Fit

11295
to
$3500

Take off that old coat
of shabby paint, varnish, wax, shellac or

Smartest Styles

enamel and make

Sent on
Approval

your furniture and woodwork
look like new. You could not
believe without a trial what

Sold on Credit

Samples Free
We are making clothes for tens of thousands of drossy
young men. We save them front 30 10 50 per cent becaulse
we deal direct, and they take their own measurements. No
local agents to pay.
We use nothing but all -wool fabrics, acid -tested, London
shrunk. Clement clothes always hold their shape, and
they never fade.
Clothes are sent on approval. If not satisfactory in fit
materials or tailoring you can send them back, and we will
pay express hot It ways.
if you are perfectly satisfied you can pay a little each
month for six months. No extra price, no interest, no security, no red tape. We simply open a charge account as
we have with tlioucands of others.
The Clement Style Book for spring is ready, showing all
the clever designs in young men's clothes.
With it we send big book of samples of all -wool fabrics in
the newest patterns. Also a tailor's tape for taking measurements. The suit prices range from $12.95 to $35.00.
Send us your name and address-a postal card will doand this whole new outfit will be mailed you free. Write
us now. We will save you from $10 to $20 on a suit for
(16'
spring and you can have six months to pay.

THE CLEMENT CO.
3544 Morgan St.

..

.'

rrkkr_-fI6:

'-~-

Chicago

IN IS ADAM

Emerson

Typewriter.
Made in ou own factory at Woodstock, 111. $50
now-later the price will be $100. The hest
topew: it, lade. Entire line visible. Back spacer.
tabulator two-color ribbon. universal keyboard.
to Agents wanted everywhere
erywhere. One Emerson

machine free for a very small service. No
.. I i ng necessary
W to learn of our easy terms and full

quick, clean work :. does. Adel-íte Paint and Varnish Remov-

er ís harmless to the hands,
finest woods or fabrics, and
leaves the surface in perfect con-

dition for refinishing with our

ONE -COAT MISSION FINISH
A stain and finish in one application, giving that popular velvetylVlission effect to either hard

or soft wood. Brings out and
preserves the grain beauty and

goes about twice as far as ordinary goods.

Makes your old
furniture new and attractive at
trifling cost. Sample panels free.

Ask your dealer or write us.
Dept. 83

CHICAGO

ADAMS & ELTING CO

l

To. Get One Free
offer. sny to us in o bit.

partirulnre regarding this unprecedented
"Mal year FREE. OFFER."

The Emerson Typewriter Co..

Box

69, Woodstock. Illinois
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Bargain Book
Edition No. 24
Picturing 3,000 Furnishings
Bought When Makers
Needed Money

Cash or Credit
Our whole business is to buy and sell bargains in house We buy surplus stocks on which makers dare

furnishings.

not cut prices to dealers.

Hard -up makers unload on us, and we sell direct to the
user at savings up to to per cent.
Our latest Bargain Book pictures 3,000 articles at almost
unbelievable prices.

Become An Expert
Electrician
In Spare Time
Never has there been such a demand for
technically trained electrical men as at present. The great expansion of the electrical

field in all its branches is responsible for
this.

The trained electrical man is always

sure of a good position at a good salary.

Furniture
Carpets
Draperies
Silverware
Chinaware
Most

course easy.

Any ambitious man can learn

in spare time to become an expert electrician. You can.
Courses cover Electrical

of these

Graphophones
Refrigerators
Kitchen Cabinets
Sewing Machines
Baby Cabs, etc.

things were bought iu midwinter, when

makers had to sell.

Pay as Convenient
We sell for cash or credit at an equal price. We have
charge accounts with Goo,000 homes. They take, on the
average, a year to pay-a little each month.
You are welcome to such an account if you wish it.
There r. no interest, no security, no red tape or publicityan open charge account. We gladly trust people who
i

things for the home.
crything is sent on 3o days' approval. Use it a month
before ckJding to keep it. If it isn't such a bargain as you
expect, return it at our expense for freight both ways.
On these fair lines we have built up here the largest trade
in our line in the world.

Bargain Book Free

The International Correspondence Schools

have made the mastery of any electrical

Rugs
Stoves
Ranges
Pianos
Lamps

This mammoth book of 3,e.00 bargains-size rzx24
in:hes-will be mailed you free. It pictures more articles

and quotes lower prices than any book of its kind ever issued.
Every home should have it.

Simply send us your name and address-a postal will do.

Engineering,

Lighting and Railways, Interior Wiring,
Dynamo Running, Electric Car Running,
Heavy Electric Traction, Telephone Engineering and Telegraph Engineering.
Everything made clear and simple. Courses
conducted by experts. No hurry or delay.

Write it now, before you forget it, and the book will be mailed
you free.

Spiegel, May, Stern Co.
1384 35th Street

CHICAGO

The I. C. S. stands by you until you are
through.

It costs you nothing and puts you under
no obligation to learn how the I. C. S. can
help you. Simply fill in and mail the
attached coupon to -day.

Do it now.

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation on
my part, how I can qualify for a good position in
the line of electrical work indicated in the
attached coupon:
Position..
N ame

The Only Modern, Sanitary
STEEL. Medicine Cabinet
r locker finished in snow-white. baked
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

everlasting enamel, inside and out.

Costs Less Than Wood

Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

I

and vermin prniof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles-four sires. To recess in

Street and No
City

HESS SproiraRy LOCKER

Ctate

wall or to hang outside. Send for illustrated circular.
Chicago
The Recessed Steel HESS, 912 L Tacoma Bldg.,
Free Booklet.
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces.
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BIG BARGAINS

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Write for our handsome 1O0 -page Catalog. Over 2,000 illustrations of Diamonds, Watches, Artistic Jewelry Silverware, Novelties.
Every article priced 10 to 20 per cent lower than others charge for equal value. Let us send you a fine Diamondor .W. atcft on approval, all charges
THE OLD RELIABLE ORIGINAL DIAMOND prepaid. if satisfactory keep it and send us one -fifth of the rice, balance in eight equal monthly amounts. Great bargains in ladies and men's
AND WATCH CREDIT HOUSE

OFTis

I

Watches. Our new booklet, 'Historic Diamonds," sentfreeon request.
BMII01 fie Dept. eggs, 92 to 9s State St., Chleago,111. Branches; Pittsburg, Pa. and St. Louie, Mo. I Write for Catalog today.

Want Spring Suit?

BICYCLE TIRES

It will cost you nothing. Everybody needs clothes.
Your friend, neignbor or ;tcquain,;nce will buy of
you.
Profit on two orders will get you a free
suit. The easiest thing in the world.

CLOVERLEAF BRAND FIXITFREE TIRES, are nearly

perfection or we could not afford this guarantee; 99 per cent of the
tiro cannot be seen you cant]uoige a valuerey theo look
allvitae
lookinalike except the tread design, whichh
only fancy. Wearig and puncture resisting 4ualiiee are what
t.
ie ie theserviceyou arewilling to pay for; TROUBL SAVING,
thin is wh
e ffer you.
n usual qu ranty-ou receive nothing in

nomerit;

BIG OUTFIT FREE

this direction, but unkept promises and Hot Ai.

Our Guaranty covens the unseen, the unknown parts; guarantees
you the year s tire ermine W ITHOUT EXTRA COST to you. All punctures and other repairs MADE FREE, or replaced with new bees.

\Ve give you a bigger and better line and
makt our prios lower than any other house

charge. regardless
le
fault.
simply d t
lDealers handling thisw
IUres caned the
tmI NSURANCETAG ATTACHLD TO EACH ofIRE This ePecial
introductory price now, Order early; give a
wanted; Catalog Free
Agent.
Chicago nl. Des Moines, Ipw:

we

in existence. Our system insures a better fit,
better work and better service. No express
charges.

mred.

CLOTHING AGENTS

THE VIM

WANTED-Now is the time to get in the

5

side line-it will pay you well.

You need no
We furnish everything

Everyone now interested in real estate, or about
to become interested in it, should send at once for

ein,, tape measure. spe. ial offer. Write at once
Lel ore We get someone else fa your town. This is a
wonderful opportunity to make money and start you
in a well paying business.

a free copy (or 25 cents postage for yearly subscription), for the best magazine in that field.

THE CAPITOL TAILORS

REALTY PROFITS MAGAZINE
Room 428, 1316 Broadway
New York

CHICAGO

WHEN desirous of information inquire at the information Dept.
of Popular Electricity Pub. Co.

itFIXIT FREE

A MAGAZINE OF THE POCKET -BOOK

Semple Outfit including
F r e e Complete
big assortment of cloth samples, latest

361 Capitol Bldg.

Minneapolis, Mim.

WE PAY EXPRESS

game. Our men make from Es to Si 5 a day
easy. Take up the clothing business as a

money or experience.
to s tart.

EE

UNCTURES
REPAIRED

AGENTS

Portraits 35c, Frames 15c, Sheet

Pictures lc, Stereoscopes 25c,

Views lc. 30 Days' Credit.

Sample: and Catalog Free.
CONSOLIDATED PORTRAIT,Dspt.14011,102TW.AdamsSt.,Chieago

If Your Dealer Doesn't Carry

Signal Coat Shirts
Send for a Couple at Our Risk
We want you to know the comfort, wear and good looks of
Signal Coat Shirts-we want you to realize the advantage of the
open front which enables you to slip the shirt on or off like a
coat. Nu tugging over the head.
Ask your dealer to show you this shirt. Note the many
points and advantages to be had on no other shirt.
Extra button at bottom of breast plait, to keep the front smooth, sleeve slit in the
side not in seam and reinforced with rip proof band. Two double band collars, hand
turned, two pockets. Made from fast indigo percales. Seams double sewed.

If not obtainable in your town, send size and we will express you a couple,
charges prepaid. If satisfactory, pay expressman $1.00 each. (West of Missouri
River $1.25.) If not what you want, return at our expense. Write for folder showing extra styles in neat colored designs for semi -dress at $1.50, collars to match.

Hilker-Wiechers Mfg. Company
1248 Mound Avenue

Racine, Wisconsin

Makers of Signal Overalls

Union Made
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CUTLER -HAMMER

Electric Heating Devices
The many uses for which the Cutler -Hammer Electric Disc Stove
is adapted makes it a necessity in every household. It has a seven
inch heating surface and is artistically designed, and finished in
polished nickel plate.
Portable Water Heaters are for use in
home, restaurant, drug store, bar, etc.

They furnish hot water in

than a

less

Electric Disc Stove
Useful for many purposes

minute after current is turned on.
The Therapeutic heater 1)rovides steaming hot water in a few seconds. In the

dentist's and physician's office they are
invaluable for sterilizing instruments and
for many other purposes.
Send for our 3e -page Booklet.

The Cuttler -Hammer Mfg. Co.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
NEW YORK OFFICE
50 Church St.
BOSTON OFFICE

170 Federal Street
PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

Instantaneous Water Heater

Therapeutic Style-Four other styles

CHICAGO OFFICE

Monadnock Block
PITTSBURG OFFICE
Farmer's Bank Bldg.

CLEVELAND OFFICE
1320 Schofield Bldg.
1201 Chestnut:St.
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS(OTIS & SQUIRES

100 New Montgomery St., San Francisco

COMET ELECTRIC STOVE
A REAL FIRELESS COOKER

Electric Water Heater
Three Quart Size
Four Quart Size also Made

CESW
Mesco QtESC
---Electric
Toaster

That is PRACTICAL

ASK
ABOUT
IT

and REASONABLE

Price with Cord and Attaching Plugs, complete, $5.00

l o torrent Consumption.
_Neck: nical Heat Regulator.
Solid Porcelain Base.
Highly Polished, Nickel -Plated Brass.
Not the Cheapest, But the Best.

The Comet Electric Stove is designed to save

Cheaper than gas, coal or wood, no odor, dust
Re.00nable to buy-convenient to use-economical
for the Home, Camp, Motor Boat, or Automobile.
You don't have to depend on electricity alone-it's a
tireless cooker as well.
Ask us more about it now-today. Special prices
to Central Stations and Dealers.
fuel.

or smoke.

COMET ELECTRIC STOVE CO.
280.284 Eighteenth Street

DETROIT, MICH.

The adjustable doors that hold the bread can be placed close
to the heat unit for making toast quick and crisp, or they can
be withdrawn to the proper distance for making a hard brown
toast. If doors are pulled out full distance the toast remains
hot, but will not burn. The only Electric Toaster with this
essential feature. Can be used on either direct or alternating
current. Made for 110 to 220 Volt circuits. Also 220 to
250 Volt.

Ask for Catalog 24E.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
NEW YORK, 17 Park Place

ESCo

CHICAGO, 186, 188 Fifth Are. NI ESC
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Let Electricity Make Pure Air for You

.ulierers from many ailments travel thousands of miles to breathe the OZONE
the
mountains and pine forests. Yet a recent scientific invention enables everyone to of
have-

RIGHT 1N THEIR OWN BEDROOM-air constantly as pure, refreshing and ex-

L/

hilarating as the purest oxygen -filled atmosphere of the piny woods and mountain peaks.
'This little apparatus is operated by electricity and "ozonizes" the air of the closest room
ills! as an electric storm purities the out -door air. The

OZONE PURE AIRIFIER
is el greatest brnelit ill the treatment of Asthma, Day Fe"v, Catarrh, Insomnia, Nervousness. Pneumonia, Ti phoid nail Scarlet Fevers, Diphtheria, Ilr,nehitis, '1'uhereuloala, etc.
Endorsed by highest medical and scientific apthoritiesa thoroughly tested and demon
stinted success.
Central Station, Electric Jobber and Dealer, this is the latest Electrical Appliance
on the market. Write now for illustrated catalogue, price list and descriptive matter
and plan of placing for liberal trial.
We want distribution throughout the I nited States in Every Place Where Electrical
tmlfant es are Sold.

OZONE PURE AIRIFIER COMPANY

301-314 Rand McNally Bldg.

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Lid can be Raised
While the Washer Runs
This exclusive feature of the
Elmo Washer means quicker,

more economical washing,
ELM,,

and saves frequently stopping
and starting the machine.
No. 1203

The lid is light and easy to

You don't have to

raise.

lift a lot of heavy machinery.

THE ELECTRIC CHAFING DISH

Besides

adds a charm of its own to the "after theatre

snack" or the social evening-appeals to
those who do light cooking at any time.

The Elmo

Convenience, cleanliness, absolute satiety and

has positive action wringer, back gear drive
principle-noiseless and power -saving, protected motor and other desirable features too
numerous to mention here. We tell you all
about them in our free booklet. Write for it
and learn how a perfect washer works.

Grinnell Washing Machine Co.
GRINNELL, IA.
CANADIAN TRADE UPPLIED BY
TI -:E GEM MOTOR CO.
419 Portage Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

low cost in operation as well as uniform
dependability are features of the Simplex.
No. 1203 shows the favorite "Mission" or

"Crafts" Style appropriate in many homes.
Leaflet of other styles or catalog of other
Simplex Household Helps sent on requestor ask to see Simplex devices at your lighting Company's or dealers.

Simplex Electric Heating Co.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
Monadnock Block
612 Howard St.

BE CLEAN !
YOU WANT

!

The "BEE" Suction Cleaner
costs only $65.00 with complete equipment.
weighs only 20 lbs. No Jar or Vibration.
equals the highest priced machines in efficiency.
does the best work with the least effort.
has new and exclusive features.
SOLI) ONI.I BY RELIABLE AGENTS

1;IRTMA\' ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO, U. S. A.
F"r "ur .\lulual .\dadttage

1'up111ar 1:Iectrieit

when vv'riling to Advertisers.
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IMPROVED SERVICE
FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Longer life, greater simplicity, absolute reliability;-these have been the features of an Electric Vehicle Battery which makers and users of "Electrics" have for a long time desired.
These results have now been accomplished. A new Electric Vehicle Battery has been developed far superior to
any battery yet manufactured. It is the latest and highest development of the "EXíbe w Battery which' has been so

superior that over 90 per cent of all "Electrics" manufactured have been equipped with it. This new battery

is

The "1ÍrOnCYab-Jxiae" Battery
It has the following features of superiority:
1. It gives from two to three times
3. It gives increased mileage.

the life.

2.
4.

It rarely, if ever, requires cleaning.
It reduces the cost of operation.

"1IronClaa=IExtae" Batteries can be installed in any jars of standard "]Extbe "size,
so that vehicle users having such jars can substitute the "1ltonclab...EXtbe" Battery when
requiring renewals.
Users of "Electrics" should insist upon the "ÍIrOfClab--- EXtbe" for renewals, and purchasers of "Elec-

trics" that their car is equipped with the "frOriclaa=IExtbe"
Learn all about this new and most up-to-date Electric Vehicle Battery by securing from any o/ our Sales Offices a copy of the "Ironclad-Exide' Book.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERYCO.
1888

New York

Boston

CLlengo St. Louis

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Cleveland

Atlanta

Denver

1911

Detroit San Francisco Portland Seattle Loa Angeles Toronto

"EXtbc " Depots in Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, St. Louis and San Francisco
BATTERY HELP OR INFORMATION FREE
44 EMU' "Traveling Inspection Corps

715" EXt1Q''Distributors

Ncl

IRONING MADE EASY

The Thor Electric
Home Laundry
Machine

Your bed and table linen,
plain clothes, tlat pieces, 8o per cent of family
wash, can he ironed Easier (no backache

or tired feet),

15,976 Now In Use.

with finish far superior to
hand work, by using the

Washes and wrings
clothes at the same
time.
Write for catalog.

Hurley
Machine
Company
1010 Flatiron Building
New York

Clinton and Monroe Sts.
Chicago

Quicker

(in 1-5 the time), Better,

it ct. per hour to
Price within
reach of all. Sizes
heat by gas or gaso-

I

i nc.

IPPLEX IRONER
"THE BEST IRONEll

for small homes and large; operate by hand, or small washing
machine motor. Illustrated booklet sent free on request.
Write for our 30 day free trial offer and nearest dealer.

American Ironing Machine Co., 25 E. Lake St., Chicago

Means the Elimination of

TESTED APPARATUS Faults in Your Product.
Electrical and photometrical tests of every description.
Checking electrical instruments of all kinds and classes.
Inspecting and testing new electrical machinery, apparatus and material at factories and after installation.
Tests on any electrical machinery and apparatus made anywhere.
Arc and incandescent lamp tests, either electric, gas, acetylene or oil.
Illumination tests made anywhere.
Secondary standards of candle -power furnished.
Facilities furnished to experimenters and investigators.
We have recently added to the above, coal testing, and are now prepared to make proximate analyses
and calorific determinations on samples of coal, promptly and accurately.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

80th Street and East End Avenue

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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"ECONOMY"
Automatic Electric
Water System
will furnish an abundant supply of clean,

areated water, without the use of a roof
or large storage tank.
Will stand the most severe service for
long periods of time without skilled care.
Installed in basement. Consists of a
pump, direct connected by an insulated
flexible coupling to an electric motor, an
automatic switch and a pneumatic tank.
Water is pumped into tank against air
pressure. When maximum pressure is
reached the automatic switch opens and
stops pump. When pressure is lowered,
the automatic switch closes starting pump.

The pump is the centrifu,.ial type and has no
valves, gears or cams to get out of order.

Nothing complicate] about the system. Any
plumber or handy man can install Ín following
instructions.

Especially adapted for schools, flat buildings, suburban homes, office buildings, hotels and factories.
Tell us your needs and we will he pleased to give
you detailed information.
We also manufacture: --

Bilge Pumps-Sewerage Ejectors-Condensation Pumps and Receivers-Cellar Drainers
Centrifugal and Triplex Pumps for all work-liot Air Engines-Vacuum Cleaning Apparatus-Air Washers-Purifiers and Cooling Apparatus.
!Watch for our ads telling you all about them.
CHICAGO, ILL.
116-118 North Carpenter Street,
THOMAS & SMITH, Inc.,

A Pleasing Gift For Boys
L:trge powerful hand
base with electric
Limp, connecting posts
and cord with handle.:
for shocks. Can be used
for ringing bells,

F'1t L( )O 7 iv --

STOVE -TOASTER AND GRIDDLE
WITH PLATE WARMER

Dynamo, mounted on

Will cook most everything in less than FIVE

o.tk

minutes.

'roasts in forty-five

SECONDS.
Bakes Griddle Cakes
in fifteen seconds.
Beautifully nickleplated throughout.
Very efficient
and economical.

lighting lamp, etc.

Somet hing prac-

tical and durable

and guaranteed to
be perfect.
Send order today as we have a limited supply.

Price $10.00

Special offer this month only $3.00
HOLTZER-CABOT ELEC. CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
G161 -6t S. State Street

Pelouze Electric Heater Co.

29 42A.ó hiioLSt.,

ELECTRIC MOTORS
POLISHING LsTNES

ROTH

"Qomestic" Electric

FORGE BLOWERS

SPECIAL MACHINERY

ROTH BROS. & CO.
1358 W. Adams At.
Chicago, IlL

138 Liberty St.
New York City

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE
The Junior No. 1 Equipment
Direct Connected Dynamo, Gasoline

Engine Set. Complete Switchboard,

I&Cell "American" Storage Battery I

(U
$265

lThe moat complete. reliable equipment

ever offered at this price. Wo want a
Presentative in every eonntf.

MERICAN BATTERY COMPANY

Eat. 1889

Send for circular of irons and heating devices. Very economical.
For sale by leading dealers everywhere.

Washer and Wringer
Oscillating, Self Cleaning,

All Metal Tub, Reversible,
Metal Frame Wringer, Positive Drive, Automatic Belt
Tightener, Inclosed Working

Parts. No Springs to Break.
SEND FOR BOOKLET

Domestic

Equipment Co.

53 State St., Chicago

1149 Fulton St., CHICAGO
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I/O VOLT LIGHTING.0/RCU/T
$3.50

Low -Voltage

THIS

Tungsten

High Grade MOTOR

Runs on a. e. and
d e.
volts.
plete

0
0

laminated field and
armature, mica insulated commutator,
3-16 carbon brushes,
bronze bearings, brass
grease cups, pulley

Type

1-15
H. P.

TRANSFORMER

and terminals.
1i

v

Warner's
Fifty Per -cent
Saving

System

tp A low -voltage tungsten lamp, like the

Warner Mazda lamp, has a short, thick
filament which will stand any amount
of jarring.

I

t]j The Warner system permits the use of

these efficient and economical low in homes, stores,

hotels, offices, etc.

t It

consists of a small transformer into
which the 110 -volt current is passed

through one pair of taps and out of which
current at 271 volts is obtained from
another pair of taps.

If This transformer, together with the
Warner Mazda lamps constitutes all there

V

Any bright boy can get valuable experience
and at the same time STUDY MOTOR CONSTRUCTION WITH PRACTICAL WORKING MODEL. Many interesting experiments
can also be performed such as winding so that

IT WILL RUN AS A DYNAMO AND ON
BATTERY CURRENT. Hundreds of these
motors sold to ambitious Electrical Students
during the last sixty days. The best small
motor made for operating advertising devices,
mechanical toys, jewelers lathe, etc.
Tisis motor assembled complete ready to attach to any
ixo-volt lamp socket, Ss. so.
Send Express or P. O. money order.

JOSEPH WEIDENHOFF

Q Tungsten lamps for the ordinary 110 volt lighting current are necessarily made
with long, thin filaments which are frail
and liable to break.

voltage tungstens

Has

to assemble.
M

;jillÍli'tWill I

blue

of

prints showing how

E7%
VOLTS

current, 110
Includes com-

set

Manufacturer Electrical Specialties

1215 S. Ashland Ave.

The

Dewsberry Electric
Power Freezer
Will enable you to produce a better grade of ice
cream at a lower price a iii

in less lime than by any

other method.
These machines are built
unusually subtantial and
are guaranteed to give sat -

q Send for our catalogue 600-P and tell
us number and kind of lamp you are using.

t,t

lot action.

The 40 quart size

Made in 20 and 40 quart sizes.

runs both fast and slow on A. C. current. Write
today for circular.

R. A. DEWSBERRY
216 N. Morgan Street

is to the system.

t It is easily installed and means plenty
of clear, white light at a much reduced cost.

CHICAGO, ILL.

1

-

cill( AGO

Direct 'and Alternating

AND /
Current' -Motors
8
12
VARIABLE. SPEED - SINGLE PHASE
MOTORS THAT WILL
ABSOLUTELY NOT HEAT
"The Barnes Motors" are especially

adaptedlorWashing Machines,

Warner Arc Lamp Co.
Wilton Junction. la.

Vacuum Cleaners, Air Purifiers,
Ventilating Devices, Coffee Mills, Meat

Choppers, Printing l'resses, etc., etc.
-Denta land Medical w -o rk a specialty.
Positively the best motor for use
where motor driven work is necessary

-greatest power, highest efficiency

We scan. Reliable Agents everywhere
-write at once for prices and catalog.

..

I.ct us figure on your requirements,
BARNES MFO. CO., SUSQUEHANNA, PA.
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This Kerosene Engine
Cuts Your Expenses 75%
YOU should not even consider engines that operate
on gasoline only. The rapidly rising price of gasoline, now 6 to 16 cents higher than kerosene, absolutely makes operation on this fuel too expensive. The

Perfection Kerosene Engine operates on any engine fuel.
When you purchase it you are on the safe side-proof
against all fluctuations of the market. You can always
run this engine at a great fuel saving and get the greatest
amount of work done. The Perfection vaporizes its own
kerosene and so makes it as efficient as gasoline-something other engines cannot do.
The Perfect ion is very light , port able,has only threemovfng parts, runs everything about the place, is lower in price
than any other engine .of its capacity on the market.

PERFECTION Kerosene Engine
Sent You on 15 Days Free Trial
See your dealer at once and ask him
to let you have a copy of our Free ENGINE BOOK, which shows the sizes

and styles of the "Perfection" and explains this very

attractive offer. Your dealer will send any "perfection"
engine to your farm for

15 days and let you return it if you are not satisfied. Ask him about it.
If he does not carry the
"Perfection" write to us and
we will send you our Free

Engine Book direct.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.

We furnish complete outfits that willgive you
all the light you need for your place at surprisingly low cost. Makes a light of great brilliancy-the most convenient and healthful light
known. It is restful to the eyes and does not
consume the life-giving oxygen in your rooms
as do lamps or gas. Same engine runs water
supply system or other machinery. Absolutely
safe. Will last for years at very small maintenance cost. \Ve also make larger electric
light plants up to Soo H.P. in single units.

Write
Today
for
Catalog

50 -Light, 30 -Volt

Outfit Complete

11

for $500

®`

No.
CH1163

li

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.

Chicago, Ill.

.1St Wabash Avenue

Detroit, Mich.

202 Second Ave.,

Operate Your Own
Electric Light Plant

Stop Paying for

Marine Engine Experiments
Reputable agents wanted to handle popular -priced
marine engine. Absolutely guaranteed for 5 years.
Thirty days' trial by the purchaser. Your money
promptly refunded, without question, if you are not
fully satisfied.
A sure favorite and quick seller. Rig
returns assured. Simplicity the keynote of construction.
Just the engine you have been
looking and waiting for. Combines
the good features of the best, with
all the bad ones eliminated.
Fool -proof. As n-ar perfect as anything mechanical
can be produced.
All sizes in stock from 2to
50 h. p. Ready to ship on 24
hours' notice if necessary.
Details of the greatest selling plan and agents' moneymaking proposition ever offered.
Liberal discount.. specified
territory and absolute protection to accepted agents.
Some very productive territory st ill
open.
Write today for Cats log No. 28

sil Popularity

x

I'IIL1:L.S one never failing characteristic

hrW PATENT

about the hand made

BT1

ROCK ISLAND

DRY CELLS
_iuttoryservice
They gice iii
which holds old users and en-

11ATT[RY
EYIiR
Ao

lists new advocates.

OLD

They LAST LONGER

I

nee.*

Proved best on every test,
these batteries are good for

P.... a.

all electrical purposes and
are unsurpassed in ignition
work.

[1061

COLUMBIA ENGINE COMPANY
Coe. Jefferson and Bellevue Aves., DETROIT, MICII.

H.P. STATIONARY tonettrr
sÍÓ00

PRICE 25 CENTS
Write TODAY for our Battery Booklet N-FREE

GASOLINE ENGINE

For Farmwork, Irrigation
or Pumping, Factory use
and Electric Lighting.

`--r.
'219
GRAY MOTOR CO.

3 to 20 h.p.-perfectly governed
-guaranteed by a responsible
firm. Write for full description.
128 Leib St.. DETROIT MICH.

The Rock Island Battery Co.
Winton Place Station,

Cincinnati, Ohio

The Chapin Co., Calgary, Alb., Canada
Distributers for Alberta

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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SPECIAL
E have

a quantity of perfectly good
ENAMELED WIRE that we will sell at

a sacrifice.

This wire was coated with enamel made
according to our old formula. We don't offer it
as standard stock, but we do recommend it for all ordinary windings and especially for WIRELESS
WORK.
There is a good assortment of sizes.

Reservations of stock will he made in the order in which inquiries are

received until stock is exhausted. VW WRITE FOR PRICES ON THE SIZES YOU NEED.
L

AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE CO.

Dept. W.

MUSKEGON, MICH.

The "Electro" Rheostat Regulator
(Patented)
The slickest rheostat ever manufactured

Wireless Receivers
Our

long

to dim down small incad-scent lamps;

experience in

to reduce the speed
of small
motors, to regulate current

manufacturing all kinds of
receivers for telephone use,
has !made us specialists in

for Electro Platingwork,
and hundred other uses.
The only rheostat that
raises or cuts down current gradually.
Resistance to ohms, carries 2

WIRELESS RECEIVER

work. Our special magnet
steel, sensitiveness of operation, durable construction,
places our wireless receiver
set far ahead of anything
manufactured in the country.
Mention Popular
when writing.

Electricity

amperes.

x96 -page

electrical cyclo-

pedia No. 9, containing hundreds of experiments, A\ IRELESS GOODS, etc.

The Electro Imporllog Co.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.
Chicago, III.

Price, prepaid,

50c. Send 4 centslostage at once for our great

233 8 FULTON STREET
"Everything

Brookline, Mass.

-

NEW YORK CM'

Long
Distance Work
only be done with good and sensi-

can

MURDOCK

WIRELESS APPARATUS

tive instruments. Our goods embody
both these qualities. Ure our ElectrolWe are this month sending out this instrument with 2 inches of Wollaston

ytic detectors shown:M.ent for One work.

wire prepaid for SI.5O. Send 3e for large
catalogue. FRANKLIN ELECTRIC 140V.
& MFG. CO.. 846 Ninth Ave.. New York.
N. Y. Branch, Biloxi, Miss. Levey EleetricCo.,San Francisco, Cal., Western Agts.

ELECTRIC

FOR EVERYBODY

GOODS

World's headquarters for
Dynamos, Motors, Fans,
Toys, Railways,.Batteries, Belts, Bells, Pocket Lamps,

Telephones, House Lighting Plants, Books. If it's
electric we have it. Undersell all.
Fortune fir
agents. Big Cjstalogue 4 cents. OHIO ELECTRIC

WORKS, CLEVELAND, OHIO,

DESERVEDLY
the most popular receiving transformer available

No More

PRICE
$15.00
We MANUFACTURE every requisite for cointle;e installations of wireless telegraphy, and will
be pleased to correspond tvitlt individuals or corporations contemplating its use.

Cease sending for the electrician to
"fix that hell." Let the electric light

at a Moderate price. Distinguished by its thorough
construction, its sensitiveness, its selectivity. So
far superior to instruments of similar purpose and
relative price, that there can be no comparison.

Wm. J. Murdock Co.
50 Carter St.. CHELSEA, MASS.
IS2 Minna St.
San Francisco

221 So. Clinton St.
Chicago

"Battery Trouble"
current

ring

your

annunciators,

burglar alarms, etc. Our

"Junior" Transformer
will do it more cheaply than any other way. It uses scarcely

any current, and can't be damaged by short circuits.

Fireproof and durable. PrieeS3, at dealers or direct from'us.

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
214 Jefferson Street
CHICAGO

For our Jlutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity When writing to Advertisers.
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Brooklyn Wireless "Mark of Quality" Be Wise

No. 8-14 Aluminum Aerial or Helix, or No. 14-22 Enameled Wires per pound
No. 14-22 Bare Collier
Copier Wire per pound
Rach
Stranded Galvanize Guy Wire per 100 feet, $0.35, Turn Buckles
"Bwaenco" Universal Mineral Detectors Adlustaole (for any Mineral)
-Tubes -3 -inch Liquid'
"Bwaenco" Spark -Gap Adjustable, $0.35, Geissler
"Bwaenco" Non -Inductive -Potentiometer, $0.75, Potentiometer -Rods' ...
"Bwaenco" Tuning Coils, Double Slide, $1.50 Single Slide
"Itwaenco" 410 -Fixed -Condenser (Box -Shape -outside dimensions, 61x4ix11)
"Bwaenco" 409 -A -Variable "Tubular -Rotary -Tyne -Seamless Brass Tubing
"Bwaenco" i -K. W. Transformer with Fine Vibrator, $9.00; without Vibrator

$0.50

.40
.10

.

1.00

.20

15

1.25
.65
2.00
6.50

BROOKLYN WIRELESS CO., 766 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ENAMEL
INSULATED

MAGNET

°

r

AQq E,5.5

your

for your Induction Coil or

Transformers Why not put your worries
on our shoulders? The winding is not a
WORM' to us, a. we Ii ivethe eciaiptrenq
and winding coils is a part of our BUSI-

ENAMEL WIRE is supplanting silk and cotton covered because
The Insulation Is better, because ft requires less space, because
It Is cheaper.
PP. V A I. WIRE has a dielectric strength in excess of 75 volts
enamel
per .0001 inch o t i nsulation. The evenly distributed
covering adheres tenaciously yeti s resistant and elastic. never
cracking. No change at 400 to 500. F. Al lsixes. Nos. 16 to 40.
R ANPFAt'TI'llE llS, We have an attractive contract proposal
to offer covering your requirements for 12 months.
151510IDIIA LS: We will furnish small quantities for spark
coils and magnets.

NESS.

Our Secondary "UNITS" are wood
red. paratined, etc., and
uct up. You can buy a

spool sec tines w

all reach to c

spool at a timetror as many as you want,
and they wiU cost you but little more titan
the wire alone.

Send 2 -cent stamp for our large catalogue which tells all about it and many
other things "WIRELESS" besides.

FEVAL ENAMEL INSULATED WIRE CO.

Dawson & Winger Electric Co.

CHICAGO

129 N. Curtis Street

having trouble winding

Been

Secondary

WIRE

WIRELESSES TRAIVSFORIYIERE3

Chicago, W.

Street:

429 Dearborn

Can You Beat This?

2000 Ohm Leather Headband Set $4.50

1ºll.W.

I SAY YOU CAN'T

$30.00

Better than anything on the market at this,
and even at a higher price.

Send for
Catalogue

LET US ('ROVE IT

Receiver only. i' oo ohio,. $Lao.

C. BRANDES

Postage 10c

111 Broadway, New York

E. S. RITCHIE & SON. 117 Cypress St., BROOKLINE, MASS.

NEW WIRELESS WONDER

WIRELESS
COILS
No. 1- 1-4 in. to
3-4 in. spark
No. 2- 3-4 in. to 1 1.4 in. spark
es

:\,;

Weight only 4 oz.

The Wireless Sensa-

t:ousi.ts of 1000 Ohn
and attachments all assembled n regular sloe
leather insulated head band. Price 04.00 (not

`4 50
9.00

tion of 1.1,0,S

No. 3-1 1-2 in. to 2 1-2 in. spark ..
These high-grade guaranteed coils are not

.

including light field aerial). A wontieriu I fnstroeut at a wonderfu I price. Boy scout, and all
requiring light outfits send 2c 'or description of
the Aero and catalogue Etherie Electric Co., Salesrooms and Fac-

over -rated.

and coil will be shipped to you same day.

Send your

.;;pit.

.

E,

1.10

tnneyin use.
Thousands of tlieoc

tories, 278 Lenox .Ate.. cur. 174th St., 71 Barclay St., New York,

LEMKE ELECTRIC CO., Dept. P. E., Milwaukee. Wis.

Everybody Can Own A Wireless
) We are this month offering an exceptional bargain in our new Wireless
Retie ivhtg Set consisting of acombination Electrolytic & Mineral Detector.
90 Ohm Nlereled Receiver. 3 It. silk

WIRELESS
APPARATUS
Our Wireless Goods are the best on the market, and are

Our instruments are made of the finest
materials, and are sold at present at a price within the reacts
of every experimenter. Send 2c stamp for qur large catalogue
Novelties
which contains a full list of Wireless Instruments,
and Electrical Goods, and also a great deal of Wireless infor
formation for the Wireless experimenter.
The I. W. T. Wireless Co., 7281 Broadway, Brooklyn. N. Y.
guaranteed to work.

BI

0.

cord. 65 ft. aluminum Wire and diagrams. 300 to Soo mil, guaranteed. 1
Inch finest Wollaston wire furnished.
Price, 31.40. pout age Pin extra. Semi
stamp for catalogue. THE HERTZIAN
ELECTRIC CO., 9316 Avenue L.
Brooklyn. N. Y.

G200 Page Electrical Catalog
Electrical
The Greatest Line of Wireless and
Goods Extant

Send 4c stamp (to cover postage only) for this catalog, deducting same, if desired, from first order. voluntarily writes as follows:
One of our patrons from California
I think that it is only right for me to express my appreciation to
with some
you for the receiving
set No. 6040 that you supplied me
be compared
two weeks ago. I have never seen anything that can
sixteen
hunI
have
received
messages
from
stations
to it.
I picked up Honolulu
dred miles distant,-on three occasions
signals
very
clearly,"
etc.
in the Hawaiian Islands and heard

No. 6040, price

-

-

Complete Set, unmounted

840.00
29.00

J¡[

J. J. PUCK,,

ce Street
St. Clair

TOLEDO, OHIO

Advertisers,
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to
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C STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO.,

..,,,...(____..111 MANUFACTURERS.
tQCsrit,;
NEW YORILN._T

Put Your Name

On This Tag!
MAIL THIS AD TO US and we'll

send you our FREE SAMPLE SET of STAR EXPANSION BOLTS and SEBCO
SCREW
ANCHORS, together with our beautifully bound
seventy -page catalogue No. io of specialties.

T
Tear
thiss ad out and MAIL IT NOW to

STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO., Department 10

147-149 Cedar St., NEW YORK CITY

Star Hack Saw Blades

Every Tool
in this Kit a firs,
necessity to Me-

chanic Inspector, Lineman. In
sight, in place,

are highest in quality and lowest in price. These two
features work well together. The blades which we are
now tumigg out are the best we have ever made. You

ready for action.
Write for de-

can satisfy yourself that this statement is no exaggeration

scriptive folder

by remitting to us 34c. for a sample dozen of 8 -inch,
or 42c. for 10 -inch, or 50c. for 12 -inch. Postage free.

on Kit No.

403H.

MILLERS FALLS COMPANY

26 Warren St..

-

Mathias Klein
Station U.3, Chicago

Genuine "Red Devil" Self Feeding Chain Drill
Will drill Iron, Steel or

YOU'LL WANT MORE

"Yankee" Tools
WHEN YOU SEE THE LINE

35 STYLES

& Sons

New York, N. Y.

r.r

-

y

. vr

.ti

Rock with bit brace.
SPECIAL OFFER:- Cut
this out and send to us

with $1.50.
tvo
will
ÍM,
deliver this
,I+Ú1llllulnuiTuc.+
Drill to y, cur nearest Ex
press 011iec.

Smith & Hemenway Go.

New York City

75 SIZES

160

Chambers Street

FOOT AND ELECTRICAL DRIVEN

Power and Turret Lathes,
Planers, Sharpeners, and

No. 65il

Drill Pr
s.
Write today for our Complete Catalog.
No.115

Shepard Lathe Co.

=

B. 131 W. 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio

No. 44

HESS

FURNACE

SEND FOR OUR BOOK OF
LABOR SAVERS

We will deliver a complete heating
equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or
you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
Into? Could we offer such liberal terms
If we didn't know that the Hess Furnace

Tells all about them.

economy ?

excels in service, simplicity, efficiency,

A postal brings it.
Your dealer sells the "YANKEE."

NORTH BROS. MANFG. CO.

DEPT. C

For our

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

We are makers-not dealers-and will

10.48

"1.4.d.r'. N...
ar../Furn.c.

save you all middlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
46.page booklet which tells all about It.

Your name and address on a post card

is sufficient.

HESS, 912 Tacoma Bldg., Cnlcato

Ad;antag, mention Po hilar Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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FREE TRIAL

for 6 Months

echanic's

Special
with Twist

Drill Grind-

We want you to grind your tools on this perfected
carborundum grinder for six months so you can
find out its great value in your work. If after
six months' trial you decide not to keep

ing Attachment

it, return it to us-no hard feelings,

just send it back. The six months'
use will have cost you nothing.

Luther
Diamond Tool
Grinder The Perfected

25 times
faster than

Carborundum Sharpener
25 Times Faster Than
Grindstones

grindstones

6 times
faster than

i!ud'uui°'¡/

emery

Foot and Hand Power Equipped with
Sharpening Attachments

This Luther Grinder - the standard of The special sharpening attachments enable anyone

the world -- with its wheels of the won- to do the most difficult sharpening, such as sharpenderful abrasive carborundum, is 25 times ing twist drills, chisels, plane bits, etc.
faster than grindstones. It cuts the Luther Diamond Tool Grinders are the standard
hardest steel as emery does copper. One grinders of the world. In addition to their wonderman with the Luther does the work of ful carborundum wheels, that never need dressing,
20 men with any other sharpening device.
Does not draw temper. No need of hard

they are mechanically perfect

machines-machine cut spur

Hand

sharp carborundum crystals of the wheels
peel off steel in tiny shavings. No water

bearings-machined parts run
in bath of oil.
In short, a Luther Diamond
Tool Grinder will please you
by its solid construction, and because it

Me-

pressing - just a light touch-the hard, gears-dust proof and bronze

Power

needed.

chanic's
Special
with Attachment

Return This Coupon
and get our 6 months

Free Trial Offer

Send for our 6 months' free trial offer-

makes it easy

to have keen

edged tools

without
drudgery.

we will also send you free a booklet telling the interesting story of the discovery of carborundum-how
a scientist, attempting to make artificial diamonds, and fusing
the elements of diamonds in an electric furnace, hot beyond the
measurements of science, discovered, not the diamond, but carborundum-the wonderful abrasive that will scratch the diamond itself and cut
steel as emery does copper.
Send coupon for our 6 months' free

trial offer today.
Sending this coupon puts you under no obligations. Fill in your
name at once and return coupon
now while it is on your mind.

LUTHER GRINDER
MFG. CO.

62 Madison Street
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

LUTHER GRINDER MFG. CO.

162 Madison St., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Please send me freeand
pprepaid your free carboru ndum booklets and
your six months free

trial offer on th'r Luther Diamond
Tool Grinder Mechanics Special.
Name

Address

IDealer's Name

Dealer's Address

Fur our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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MEN -GET THIS MONEYES

45N1

farmer (address upon request) for our

NEW HOME INVENTION

First experience as a general or local agent, M. Stoneman, Over
Nab. artist (address open request) spare time orders total
)
One order exceeds 86.000. "Best thing ever sold. Not one complaint from 2,000 customers." C. A.
Koretad, Minn. (Address upon request). ORDERS $2,212 WORTH IN 2 WEEKS.
I lundreds enjoying sindlar prosperity. Agents breaking all records-actually getting rich.
Let us refer you to 10 R.V.Zimmermeg
mote Whose total orders exceed $5I,000;to hundreds like O. Schleicher. Ohio (minister), whose
FIRST 12 HOURS WORK SOLD 90 OUTFITS ( PROFIT $81.90)
A. Wilson, Ky., who ordered $4,000 worth and sold 102 In 14 days, (profit 5270.40): J. Hart. Texas, $5.000 worth
and sold 18 in 9 hours) profit $43.68); Reese. Pa., (Carpenter) solicited 60 people-sold 55; Beam. Kans., sorites:
"I averaged $164.25 Weekly for 9 months"; Langley, V. D., sold $115 worth first day. Why should not
Cashman say: "Men who couldn't sell your goods couldn't sell bread in a famine." Reader, these results possible for
dome or traveling all or spare time as exclusive agent for Allen's Wonderful Bath apparatus.

$15 000

New-Powerful-Irresistible

Think of itt Gives every home a modern bath room for only $8.50,-ahlishes tubs, howls, buckets, wash
rags. sponges. Supplies hot or cold ate: in any roots. No plumbing-no Water works-self heating-makes

bathing 5 -minute operation-easily carried from room to room-xhild operates easily.
Means no morecold
s. drudgery. lugging water, `ll'ng . b empty`ng, cleaning, putting a ray-. No w nder agents without
previous experience make small **dunes. buy homes, have an automoble, bank account; average
8 orders to every 10 families. Fascinating, dignified, exciting work. No competiton
-P:tend new-field unworked-demand enormous-price insignificant-a demonstrated

c

gigantic success-eVerytning ideal for making money.

Don't hesitate-business supplies capital

G. Stonemm

We started

these men plus
hundreds
of
others. They

investigated Sparc time gave Oviatt, Iowa, minister, $800 in I1 a c c e p t e dReads like fiction, yet we prove .,tl by ;Midas its, addresses, made thous.
days, $4,000 to date.
Coy proof you want. Address postal today for full details.
ands. Do as
they did-make
what they
made. - Send
Be first. Get exclusive rights.

FREE

$13.75
AGENTS' OUTFIT TO

FULL. E

3284 ALLEN BUILDING

ACTIVE AGENTS.

MFG. CO.,

TOLEDO, OHIO amazing offer
-us free.

"Lucky I answered ad. It's great. Money coming last. 17 orders today."-A. L.. of Maine.

CREDIT GIVEN ON SALES

$11.50 FOR
THIS
Lowdown
Washdown
Combination
The best and most sanitary

loset on the market. Deep sill

i hon action washdown vitreous
a bowl,
solid oak, copper

.:' \

Ilk;,,,,

-

"sr.,

Duel tank, seat attached to boo)
with nickel -Plated hinge,, bra,
,iekebplatr,l supply pipe and

1 t:oo

connection.

35 to 70( Saved on Everything
in Plumbing and Heating
,

Iron enameled kip, hen sink, sink and hack cast in one piece ,R1.00
Porcelain -enameled lavatory, complete with nickel -plated
87.00
lancets, and nickel -plated trap
Complete three-piece porcelain enameled Bath Room
outfits
*51.95

Complete Water System for Country Homes
\1 rite for Catalogue No. It today-It's a money saver.

Just off the Press -1911 Edition

Standard Wiring
for Electric Light and

Power

as Adopted by the

Fire
Underwriters
of the
United States
Containing the National
Electric Code, explained
with numerous illustrations, together with the

necessary
tables and
formulae for outside and
inside wiring and construction for all systems.

Everything revised right

up-to-date. Handy size
for the pocket. Black

limp leather bindinggilt embossed.

Price prepaid

$1.00
Free for

2

paid yearly

Subscriptions
to

Popular
Electricity
John HARDIN Co.
4553 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
100 Lake St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Send for our illustrated Catalog-FREE

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity When Writing to Advertisers.
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WIRELESS SUPPLIES
ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES
POCKET CIGAR LIGHTER
Agents
Wanted
Combination Pocket Light and Cigar Lighter.

The best metallic friction spark lighter on th.
market. Will last a lifetime. Press the humor.
the
the lid springs up, and the sparks from
"Ceric-lrotr" pill ignite fire wick. Uns, rev
valve and fill with 40 drops benzine, gaso Im
Benzi:..last
8
days.
or alcohol, which will
preferred. Regular price $1.50.
OCR PRICE, POSTPAID

Style AI-Vent-pocket
Style A-like eel. (nickel plated, ...

Extra "t'erir-Iron" refill pill....
Nickel Tungsten
Flashlight. w i t It
(new process) Merchlor Battery. and
enameled Tungsten Bulb.
Sir'
Price by mail, postpaid
$1.35
In silver finish
1.50
In gold finish
Extra Battery (Merchlor)

Extra Tungsten Bulb (flat) .................. ......
LATEST

75e

..

93e
.

Inc

CSe

:l.,e

.

QUICK ACTION CIGAR LIGHTER

$1,000 Per Acre
From Grape Fruit

Sample by mall, postpaid, 50e

Turn the wheel-that's all-and the span.,

from the pyropbnrer under wheel ignites t
benzine saturated wick. Extra pyrophorot
(lasts 6 months) lOc. We carry a count. c,.
stock of Wireless Goods, Flash Lights :11..1
Batteries, Tungsten and Carbon Battr,.
Lamps, Telegraph Outfits, Motors, Engin, ..
Trams, Toys, and Pocket Cigar Lighters.
Send 4c stamp for our Wireless Booklet and General Catalog n
Electrical Novelties. PRICES: Wireless Booklet, Net: Large Cat.
slog. C0 per cent Discount.

Anderson Light & Specialty Co.
Known as LA SALLE LIGIIT STORE

711.1 1..0

SALLE STREET (Opposite the New City Hall)

CHICAGO

Men everywhere-from all stations in lifeare seeking, striving, sacrificing even, to get
back to the soil. The wealth of the Kansas

corncrop,the Oregon apple orchard, the Dakota
wheat harvest and the Arkansas rice field have

tempted some; BUT-we say:
fruit orchard-

Own a grape

Grow Rich in the Beautiful
Outdoors- in the

Isle of Pines
You don't have to worry about short seasons,
poor rainfall, frosts, cyclones and pests. There,

the growing season lasts 365 days in the year;
the rainfall averages 6o inches; frosts, fever,
pests and cyclones are unknown. The climate
is equable, the soil fertile. In fact, the fruit

Buy a
Motorcycle
You Can Ride Up Hill

grows wild.
Our liberal short time offer-the most liberal

The man who owns an R. S. Motor-

grower.

ever made on a high class proposition-makes
it possible for you to become a successful fruit

of facts shows convincingly how you
can become independently rich simply byy devoting the energy you are

now pending in some less profitable vocation to the intelligent cultivation of grapefruit, oranges and

all are smooth sailing. He can go like the
hurricane or loaf along like a zephyr.

other citrus fruits. Your copy will

be sent you on request. If you like

the plain truth-without any frills

The

-you can't afford to miss reading
Its 40 pages of facts, freshened
freely with actual photographs.
If you're such a man, tear off

R. S. Motorcycle

"Built and Tested in the Mountains"
will develop all the speed your nerve will let you
ride, and it will maintain that clip as long as the
"juice" holds out. R. S. construction invites R. S.
confidence. The only motorcycle with foot brake
and coaster brake. The most effective spring seat
post and shock absorber. Let our nearest agent
demonstrate the 1911 R. S. features. The nearest
approach to motorcycle perfection ever recorded.
Write for catalog. Agents wanted.
READINC STANDARD CO.
Makers Renowned Reading Standard Bicycles

491 Water St., Reading, Pa.

Our

FREE BOOKLET

cycle owns the finest motorcycle in the
world and can ride any place a wheel can
travel. Boulevards, country roads, hills,

the coupon below.
MAIL IT TODAY.

BESSEY & KIRKLEY,
824 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.
Gentlemen:-Without assuming any obligation to buy, I wish to
learn more about your proposition. Please send me "E.,,-ts about
our lands in the Isle of Pines." 7'11 read it.
NAME

STREET

CITY

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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1900

At Last
it is possible to secure comfortable, even
illumination throughout a room without
a brilliant light in range of vision.

liThe Eye Comfort System of Indi-

possess all the features

rect Illumination is the notable success

circuits complete and successful in operation.

in the lighting field.

needed to make battery

In all work where bat1900 Dry Cell should be
used, as its high voltage,
Iong life and efficiency
produce results obtained
from no other make and make it the
teries are required the

battery of

Known Quality

We especially recommend this battery _or

operating Wireless Outfits and Gas Engine
Ignition.
Write today for our catalogue "E", which
gives sizes, full particulars and prices.

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
General Sales Office:

128 West Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO

ELECTRIC SHAVING MIRROR
The brut light for

eh is

She. ial

$3.75
reflex. for throws the liklu on lower part
of the face only. No glare n the e
on the
mirror. The 6 in. .c 9 in. Frenr h plate mirror is
mounted on a heavily nil kc1.91 frame. bulb
ror and refl., for
adjustable to ally angle.

Can lie pa. ked in suit case for traveling. Seat
mplete Whit lamp and silk attachment cord to<

any address on re. vii t of price. Write for our
booklet "Pederaleues."
Federal Eleelrir Co., Lake d Llesplsinrs SL. 1'hieae,,

If you are interested

in the

rational,

beautiful illumination of any

q Church,
q Residence,
q Office,
q Restaurant,
q Hotel,

q Store or
q Club
write us for full information and photographs of installations in similar places
that are attracting widespread, favorable
attention.
WRITE TODAY

National X -Ray Reflector Co.
257 Jackson Boulevard
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAKE EASY MONEY INSTALLING

SCHWARZE ELECTRIC BELLS

They cure all Bell troubles and
Por any current.

save their cost_

Send $1.50 today for sample

silver -toned house bell, a I
charges prepaid anywhere in
the United States.
I

SCHWARZE ELECTRIC CO.,

5 Main St., ADRIAN, MICH.

Now is the Time

to reserve space if you intend exhibiting at the

Eighth Annual Electric Show

1912
Electrical Trades Exposition Co.

150 Michigan Avenue.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Homer E. Niesz, Mgr.

WHEN desirous of information inquire at the information Dept.
of Popular Electricity Pub. Co.

1'or our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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4 IMPORTANT BOOKS
on

Telephooy & Telegraphy
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Telephony and Telegraphy

AND
.

This cyclopedia is brand new, up-to-date, Just
off t he press. The theory and practice of every
phase of electrical communication is thoroughly

-EGRAP

Recent developments in Automatic
Telephone Systems, Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony are given special attention.
It offers a progressive study of the use of the
"talking wire." It's treatment is graphic and
easy to understand; so authoritative that it will
add to the knowledge of the experienced telephone or telegraph man.
The whole work is practical, dependable and
up-to-date. Designed especially as an everyday reference work for every man in the tele-

VOLIV

VOL.QI

VOL.1I

THE CYCLOPEDIA OF

E HO: ''

AND

AND

YOU

Just Read What These Books Are
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phone and telegraph field.
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11)
xr;toot 9,

Alts

1

The writers are men who are largely responsible for the progress
in the art of communication-whose reputation in their
You will recognize them
respective fields is international.

ERICA
yI

-

SPONDet0.

Written By National Experts

=

scnol.lRICAF
qF'SPONDLSC
.

'caoo%
RRE5P0 17a

imam.

at a glance.'

Kempster B. Miller, M. E.-Consulting Engineer

tER 1CA .'

. Scttoot,

and Telephone Expert, Member of the firm of McMeen
and Miller, Electrical Engineers and Patent Experts,

'aaRRESPONDtW

Chicago.

wwws.altd`

George`-. Patterson, S. B., Ph. I).-Head, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Michigan.
Charles Thom-Chief of Quadruplex Department,
Western Union Main Office, New York City.
Robert Andrews Millikan, Ph. D.-Associate Pro-

Francis B. Crocker, E. M., Ph. D.-Head of Department of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University.
Past -President American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

fessor of Physics, University of Chicago, Member, Executive Council, American Physical Society.

Morton Arendt, E. E.-Instructor in Electrical Enginecrin;t. Columbia University, New York.
David P. Moreton, Ii. S., E. E.-Associate Professor
of Electrical Engineering, Armour Institute of -Technology.
Leig'.t S. Keith, B. S.-Managing Engineer with Mc-

Samuel G. McMeen-Consulting Engineer and Tele-

phone Expert. Member of the firm of McMeen and
Miller, Electrical Engineers and Patent Experts, Chicago.
Charles G. Ashley-Electrical Engineer and Expert on

Alnen and Miller. Electrical Engineers and Patent Experts,

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony

Chicago.

WHAT THESE BOOKS CONTAIN
Currents-Insulation,
VOL. I-Fundamental Principles-\loge, it, L iephcnus-Induction Coils-Capacity-Telephone
Apparatus-Hook Switch-Repeating Coils-

Substation Equipment-Transmitter,-Receivers-Magneto Signaling
Condensers.
Party -Line Systems-Non-Selective-Series and lirid;;ing-:signal Code-Selective Systems-Lock-Out Systems.
Protection-Electrical Hazards-Arresters-Fuses-Protectors-Electrolysis.
Manual Switchboards-The Exchange-Subscribers', Trunk and Toll Lines-Operation-Drops and JacksManual vs. Automatic Restoration.
VOL. II-Common-Battery

Switchboards-Cord Circuit-Lamps-Relays-Jacks-Busy Test.

Au emetic Systems -(1Pcration-Selecting Switch-"l'runking-Automanual System.
Telegraph and R ilway Work-Phantom, Simplex and Composite Circuits-Railway Composite-Train Dispatch-

A.S. C
,`
QO
ing-Transmitting Orders-'Pest Boards-illocking Sets-Dispatching on Electric Railways.
e send
Q
PleasChicago
VOL. Ill-Line Construction-Open Wires-Cables-Underground Construction-Potheads-Underground
Q set Cyel aped in
Ent r:mces-1 tistribution-Electrolysis-Bonding.
() ,f Telegraphy 'S
Studies-Toll
Line-Exchanges-Maintenance
and
DepreEngineering and Maintenance-Development
for
ciation-Testing.
days' free exam'
00 nation,
also Tech-VOL. IV-The Electric Telegraph-Morse Code-Messages-Main-Line Circuit-Wiring-Abbrevi4'
tp
nical World for one
ated Telegraphy-Railway 'Telegraphy-Switchboards,-Relay Installation-Open Circuit
year. I will send $2.00
System-Repeaters- Multiplex Telegraphy - Stearns Duplex - Balancing - Polar
within 5 days, and $2.00
ca

Duplex--Quadruplex--Duplex Repeater --Repeating Sounder--Phonoplex--Telautograpb.

WILL YOU EXAMINE THESE BOOKS AT OUR EXPENSE?

Fill out the coupon in the comer /and w'It send you the books by prepaid express. Keep
them in your office for five days. examine them carefully. If they contain information tiof
value to you and you want to keep them. send us $2.00. then $200 each month until y,
have paid the special introductory price of $12.80. The regular list price is $20.00.
If you decide you don't want the hooks, simply notify us and we will have them returned at our expense. You run no risk in filling in the coupon.

American School of Correspondence

CI

LL

UA

S.

A.

x a month until I have paid
$1.2.80 or notify you and hold
¡4Q' the
books subject to your
order.
Title not to ass until
(Pop. El. 3-11)
fully paid.

Name.

Address..

Occupation

lteference

For our Mutual Advantage retention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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SENT TO YOU BY
PREPAID EXPRESS
GUARANTEED FOR

TWO YEARS

FULLY PAID FOR

A
SIMPLEX

VACUUM
CLEANER
FOR ONLY

Five Dollars
CLEANS carpets, rugs, cushions, draperies,

clothing and all fabrics CLEAN, and
just as good as ANY high-priced Electric Outfit.

IT'S SANITARY, makes no dust, as it
draws ALL of the dirt and dust UP AND
OUT of the carpets and rugs by a POWER-

FUL SUCTION and RETAINS it in

an

AIR TIGHT dust chamber, where it can be
easily removed and emptied out of doors.

THE SIMPLEX "ACUUM CLEANER
does exactly THE SAME WORK and is used
in exactly the same manner as all of the highpriced Electric Cleaners, namely, the cleaner
is moved back and forth over the carpets, rugs

Dirt taken out of orce rug after being broom swept

or articles to be cleaned, without any of the many

disadvantages of the higher priced cleaners.

THE SIMPLEX IS JUST AS EFFECTIVE AND MORE SERVICEABLE THAN ANY OTHER
VACUUM CLEANER asIT IS NOT COMPLICATED
IT HAS NO WHEELS
IT HAS NO MOTOR
IT IS SELF-CONTAINED
IT HAS NO GEARS
IT HAS NO BELTS
It has no long rubber hose to rot, wear out and tangle
It takes up no more space than the old-fashioned broom

It weighs but five pounds (complete)
A child can use it as it requires so little exertion.

Send For Our FREE Book:

RESPONSIBLE
AGENTS

WANTED

"CLEANLINESS Is Next To GODLINESS"

SIMPLEX CLEANER CO.
1741-1749 Berwin Ave.

CHICAGO

For our )1utu:rl Advanta a mention l'oinit:ur Electricity when writing to Advertisers:,
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i_n Vour Parlor
Let Us Put
This
Piano
Not a Dollar. To Pay US I

SEND
NO
MONEY
Enjoy This Piano-Take Your
Own Time-Sent to You
on 30 Days' Free Trial

'Write right now and let us put this piano

in your parlor - not a dollar to pay us.

Let us send you our big, free, actual photograph,
color -illustrated, handsome book, and offers to trust

you absolutely with any celebrated and artistic
Reed & Sons Piano on as long time as you want,
even three years or more, if you are satisfied after
30 Days' Free Trial. Not a cent to pay downnot a dollar for any of our beautiful styles you
select from the book we send you on

REED
& SONS PIANOS
Established 1842. Given Highest Award Now Sold Direct to
at World's Columbian Exposition, 1893

You From Factory

We've sold through dealers, jobbers and agents-for over
68 years- but now we have cut out their big profits and are Saves you from $128.00 to $222.00 on
giving the savings to our customers. We have made our price. No Security
direct -to -you wholesale factory prices so low that you can
have a celebrated Reed & Sons Piano, for lifelong service, at - No Interest to
a price as low as the price of many "cheap" made pianos- Pay-No col.
and get the highest artistic quality. Our 25 -year guarantee lectors.
bond goes with every Reed & Sons instrument. Hundreds
have had generations of enjoyment from our pianos. So can
you on our plan and prove it positively at our risk.

Also

Sell -Playing

Pianos

Reed R Sons Self Playing Pianos now
sold on the most
liberal plan Thou-

sands who "never
knew a note" are now
enjoying our Self -

Players. See our

offers and prices
all explained in

handsomest color illustrated catalog
sent Free.
Take Your Own Time

-On Trying and Paying - We Pay Freight
Roth Ways.

Take 30 Days' Free Trial in your home with your
family and friends to judge the beautiful tone quality
-handsome exclusive design and finish - easy action
and splendid satisfaction. After a full years enjoyment send our Bend & Sons Piano or Self -Playing
Piano back and we'll pay the freight if not exactly as
represented. That's the fairest offer ever made. It
means 365 Days' Approval Test, besides 30 Days' Free
Trial and 3years' time to pay if satisfied. When absolutely satisfied you can pay $1.011 a week, or by the
month or 3 months, or twice a year. We don't care
how. Suit your own time. We want you to he happy
with one of our pianos or self -playing pianos-prove it
at our risk-right now. Write right now-a Postal Today-or the Coupon-For Our Big Book.

!Bi

Book Free

Reed & Sons Piano Mfg. Co..
265 Wabash Ave., Chicago. III.

I

Please send me your Big Color Illustrated Piano Book and offer
FREE. Everything at your risk.

Name

REED & SONS PIANO MFG. CO., 65 rGa Ave.

T_

Address

Capital and Resources. $1 760,000.00 -.Largest Factory -to -Roma
Piano Manufacturen in the World.
t

ow n_

365-s ys Approval Test H

--S+ ale _---
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The most wonderful and fasci-

nating scientific study of the

ELEçEI1C1T1

age.._ Every Boy, Girl and
Grown -op should know about
it. The new "VOLTAMP

H. M. Byllesby & Company
ENGINEERS

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS"our 112 Page Catalog now ready, the most complete and Interesting book

ever issued-is full of illustrations and descriptions of the latest VOL TAMP Electrical Novelties-Motors. Dynamos, Toys, Machine Models,
Telegraph and "Wireless" Instruments, Ruhmkorn Coils, Spark Coils,
Geissler Tubes, Switches, Meters, lamps, Flashlights, Transformers,
Tools, etc, The greatest line of Miniature Electric Railways ever shown.
Anything Electrical for Anybody. Prices consistently low.

Send for this Catalog -6 cents in
stamps or coin, which will he refunded on first order of So cents
or over. No postals answered.

Examinations and Reports
218 La Salle Street
Chicago

VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Park Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Big Mail FREE
Your NAME PRINTED in our Mailing Directory and

sent to 10.000 1'1rnu all over the world so they can

30 Days Free Trial

send you FREE Samples, Catalogs, Books, Papers, Mag-

azines, etc., etc. Sud zoc to cover cost of printing
your name and you will receive a big mail Free.

rind if we haven't an agent
in your city, we will sell you
rat wholesale agents' price, all\
ono

Ingram, Va., Jan. 7, 1910. Mr. Anderson, I have already
ret eived more than 2á00 parcels of mail, and still they
come, scores of papers, samples, magazines, etc., for
which I had often 'mid to to 25c cash. R. T. James,

i

Send to ANDERSON, The Mail Man, 565F, Jamestown, N. T.

AMERICAN
Motorcycle or Bicycle

Do Your Own

and prepay the freight. Write for our Introducing offer and catalog. and say whether
you want motorcycle or bicycle. Do it

Printing

American Motor Cycle Co. fig American Illdg., Chicago

Cards, circulars, book, newspaper. Press

$5, Larger $18, Rotary $6o.
Save
money. Big profit printing for others.

WE have the largest stock of secondhand electric motors and generators
in America and buy and sell, rent, exchange
and repair electrical machinery of all

kinds. Send for our "monthly bargain
sheet," showing complete stock with net
prices. All machines fully guaranteed.

All easy, rules sent. Write factory for
press catalog TYPE,'cards, paper.
THE PRESS CO., Meriden, Cons.

BY
SHORTHAND TAUGHT
EXPERTS
to beginners and stenographers. The system

used by experts. Instruction by mail. Write
for Catalog.
If a stenographer, state system.

Machines sent on approval to responsible parties.

GREGORY ELECTRIC CO.

Suite

Sixteeth and Lincoln Sts., Chicago, Ill.

Are You Interested

413, 79 Clark St., Chicago, Illinois
W. L. James in charge

IMPORTED

In

from FRANCE

SEE THEM BEFORE PAYING!

AEROPLANES?
Bevy's your chance. Build a model yourself. No expensive
materials are required. On receipt of 51.00 M. 0., cash or currency, we will send you postpaid large Blue Print Plan Drawings and Booklet of Instructions for building a 3 -ft. BLERIOT
MONOPLANE, guaranteed to fly 200 ft. Special order WSW and
we will Include FREE a photo of the famous Curtiss Biplane.
Be quick if you want one. Orders filled promptly.
GOFF AEROPLANE CO..

SUCCESS
SHORTHAND SCHOOL

-

4156 Calumet Ave.. Chicago

Fascinating Store
Window Display
Electrical Magic Optical Illusion Box

Makes art icles a ppear and

disappear continuously.

Buffalo Electrical Laboratory
180 Erie

I.',,. Bank llldg., Buffalo, N.

'Diem) Gemo are chemical white sapphires.
Can't be told from diamonds except by an
expert. Stand acid and fire diamond tests.
do hardtheycan't be filed and will cut glass. Brilliancy guaranteed 25 years. All mouuted in l I ft solid
gold diamond mountings. Will send you any style ring, pin
or stud on approval-all charges prepaid-no money in advance.
d booklet, special prices and ring
,5j Write for Free ill
measure. WHITE VALLEY GEM CO.. 742 Saks Building, INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

ARITHMETIC
SELF-TAUGHT

A plain, easily -understood volume for
ail who have not had the opportunity of
learning this subject thoroughly, or who
have forgotton what they once learned.
257 Pages. Requires no teacher. This great
tie book sent postpaid for 60 CENTS.
Stamps accepted, leather binding $1.

SPANGIMILKS
PRACTICAL
ARITHMETIC

Self Taught

GEO. A. ZELLER BOOK CO.

Y.

Esi. 10711.

4464 W. Belle Plate, ST. LOUIS, MO.

"Runs Like A Scared Rabbit"
Writes Cleburne Grady, Montgomery Ala., who while yet a green hand
at motors averaged 12.'22 miles per hour on a 8.62 mile river trip.

Perfection Marine Motor

"Perfection"' is so worthy of the name it the boat. We build 2, 255, 33.:, 4, 8 and 8 H. P. In
little attention. Just a regular flow of gasoline the single cylinder and 8 to $e H. P. in the two,
and a good spark will keep it working on hard towing, three and fonr-cylinder engines. Prices raogefrom
^ ferrying or ploasuro jaunts-and it will last se long as $40 to$450 necording totype and horse Wwer
The

needs

Write for catalog.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO., 106 Caille St., Detroit, Mich.
Send for our Stationary Kerosene Engine Catalog It Ins

tad

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ELECTRICITY
BOOK FREE
Profusely Illustrated with Photos from

Life.

Write for it today.

This splendid book is compiled from the best authorities
lathe world. Explains how electricity as supplied by inexpensive batteries cures Rheumatism. Dyspepsia, Insomnia,
Liver and Kidney Trouble and all nerve affections and diseases due to poor circulation. Explains how to enjoy the
famous electric baths and beauty and health massage at
home at little cost.

This Iffir
Valuable

Book
Now Sent

FREE!
Coupon below and mail it to ns at once.

We will send you bl return mail
Sign
p
b the
prepaid, one copy of this famous book: 'Health and

Beauty," absolutely without charge. This book points
It

the way to glorious health and perfect happiness.

tells you in plain and simple languare lust how YOU can treat yourself right at home without a cent to pay for drugs or fees. How you
strong. as
can banish pin and disease forever and make your body as
vigorous and as healthy as Nature intended it should be. And besides,
this wonderful book tells you all abed the most natural curative force
In the world, Vibration. It tells yo.. how all life depends upon this
sovereign power, and how without it all creation would be turned into
chaos. Scud the coupon for this wonderful book today'

$1.95
This book also lists the latest Improved Batteries (Prices
to 0119.50), which we send Prepaid and allow 10 days free trial.

DETROIT MEDICAL BATTERY CO.
380 Matestfo Bldg.. Detroit. Mich.

»rite toddy ;Or our free book.

Vibration

is Nature's treatment for pain. sic'rness and disensel
Vibration is Life itself! Nothing else in the world can
Vibration
ever begin to take the place of Vibration!
It strengthens and

JUST PUBLISHED

SWITCHBOARDS
By WILLIAM BAXTER, Ir.

tones up every organ in your whole body.

hardens your muscles, fills your ve+ns and arteries with richest, healthiest
blood. It clears your brain and fills each nerve with thrilling power.
healthy
If you are sick and despondent. Vibration will make youwell and
and glad you are aural If you are well now, Vibration will enable

you to keep so and give you new strength to
wonders which are daily
being performed by Vi.
bration defy

~tat disease The

the power

of any pen to describe)

Send the coupon tod-y for

Price $1.50
Postpaid
Appeals to every

the free book which tet.s all.

ian who wants to know

fering mankind the world

things. All kinds and
conditions of dynamos,
connections and cir-

greatest natural curative
forces known to science:

The White Cross
Electric Vibrator

engineer and electric-

is the greatest kwon to suf-

the practical side of

has ever known 1 It gives
you your choice of the three

cuits are shown b y

diagram and illustrate
bjust how the switchoardu should be connected.
Includes direct and
alternating Curren t
boards, also those for
arc and incandercenl
Bell ing a n d power
Circuits.

Special treatment on high voltage boards for

power ransmission.
Also contains a description of modern switches
and their operation.

190 Pages-Fully Illustrated

Popular Electricity Book Dept.
100 Lake Street, CHICAGO, ILL

Vibration, Faradic and Gal-

vanic Electricity. With the

White Cross Electric Vibrator you can tre.t any
disease, no matter where
located; you can relieve

.

any pain no matter how severe. Vibrating Chair. With the White
Cross E'ectric Vibrator you can transform any chair into a perfect Vibrating Chair equal to those sold for $100.00 or more. Without extra
and
expense. you can give yourself the genuine Swedish movement
other treatments for which specialists charge 42.00 to $3.Ií0 a piece.

Sign and Mail

e
Thisill send
Coupon
you the wonderful book,
and we

Health and Beauty," free, also a full
description of the White Cross Electric
Vibrator and particulars of our Special
Offer.

Don't wait, send NOW.

s mith
Lindstrom, smith
Company

Lindstrom,

Smith Co.

Dept 1403 2531a Salle Si.
Chicago, Illinois

Without a e obligations at all.

please send m

free and prepaid,

rticu free book on Vibration, full
particulars of the White CrossVibra_rertotand your Special Offer.

Chicago, 111. Name
253 La Salle St.

Dept. 1403

Address

Advertisers.
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to
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WANTED -RIDER 'AGENTS

EACH TOWN

aINn
and district to ride and
a sample ton
Model "Ranger" bicycle furnished by us. Our agents everywhere are makingexhibit
money fast. Write al
oncefor full particulars and special offer. NO MONEY REQUIRED until you receive
and
approve of
your bicycle. We ship to anyone, anywhere in the U. S. without a cent deposit in advance,
prepay
freight, and allow TEN DAYS' FREE TRIAL during which time you may ride the bicycle and
put
it to any test you wish. If you are then not perfectly satisfied
or
do
not
wish
to
keep
the
bicycle
you may ship it back to us at our expense and you will not be out one cent.
furnish the highest grade bicycles it is possible to make at one small profit
LOW FACTORY PRICES We
above the actual factory cost. You save to to $25 middlemen's profits by
buying direct of its and have the manufacturer's guarantee behind your bicycle.
DO NOT BUY a bicycle or
pair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive our catalogues
and learn our unheard of
rites and remarkable special offer.
aacts

you receive our teautiful catalogue and Study our Superb models at
YOU WILL BE ASTONISHED when
the wonderful law Deles we can make you. We sell the
highest grade
bicycles at lower prices than any other factory. We are satisfied with $..00 profit
above factory
BICYCLE
DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles under your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled
the day received.
cost.

SECOND HAND BICYCLES-a limited number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will be
at $3 to $8 each.
closed out at once,
Descriptive bargain list malted free.
wheels, inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs and everything In the
TIRES, COASTED BRAKE rear
bicycle line at half usualprices.
DO NOT WAIT-but write today for our
Large
beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of interesting matter and useful
information. It only costs a postal
to get Catalogue
everything. Write It now.

MEAD CYCLE CO.

Dept. S-109

CHICAGO, ILL.

BARGAIN IN OLD-TIME SONGS
c

,iIcr nnlyThe Good Old -Time Favorite Songs, such

sung forever. Each song on separate sheet; you should keep this choice as you never will grow tired of, and that will be
collection in the house, so when friends call and
v u leant a good old-fashioned song, you will have songs that all can join in.

()id Black Joe.
tiwanee River-Old Folks at Home.
li:trehing Through Georgia.
1. tl
(lid Kentucky Home.
I. arty Me Back to Old Virginny.
6. Jolla Brown's Song-Glory Hallelujah.
7. The Old Oaken Bucket.
8. Do They Think of Me at Home.
.

a

9. Darling Nellie Gray.
10. Old Log Cabin in the Dell.
11. Bring Back My Bonnie to Me.
12. One Horse Open Sleigh-Jingle Bells.
13. Silver Threads Among the Gold.
14. Tenting on the Old Camp Ground.
15. My Old New Hampshire Home.
16. Good Night, Ladles.

All the above list of 16 Songs sent postpaid for only 10 CENTS (Silver or Stamps). Never were
these favorite songs offered at such a bargain before.
Club, "Dept. 1," 605 Gumbel Bldg., Kansas City, 31o. ORDER TODAY. Western Entertainment
Gentlemen:

Enclosed please find ten cents, for which please send me above songs.
Name
Address

Magnificent
Steel Launch
Complete With Engine, Ready to Run

$96

18.20.28 and 27 ft. 'poste at proportionate prices. All launches tested
Detroit two-cycle reversible engines with speed controlling Iover-simplest

v

without cranking-has only 3 moving parts-anyone can run

engine

and fitted with

made-starts

it. The Safe Launch-absolately
non-sinkable-needs no boathouse.
boats fitted with air -tight compartments --can.
nut sink. leak or rust. we aro sole ownersAll
of the patents for the manufacture of rolled steel,
lock -seamed steel boats. Orders filled the day they are received.
`part of the world. Free Catalog. Steel Rowboats, $30. Boats shipped to every
(831
MICHIGAN STEEL BOAT CO..
1366 Jefferson A
, Detroit, Minh., U. S. A.

2 loot Model Aeroplane $2. Postpaid
,I

t

.'9x

i i'1.

_

C'J RT S S

SANTOS -GIJMON T

We will send postpaid a model
of anyone of the above Aeoroplanes. They are made of

durable materials, measuring
two feet across the planes.
Easily put together by following very complete directions
sent with model.

Each part distinctly numbered
and a blue print drawing, with

corresponding numbers accompanies each order. MaC3 E(LIOT

'

chines built on scientific lines.
See classified ad also.
Prompt shipment insured.

INTERNATIONAL AEROPLANE COMPANY
WORLD BUILDING

ROOM E628

YORK CITY
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity whenNEW
writing to Advertisers.
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PATENTS
Terms reasonable.

Advice free.

THAT PROTECT and PAY
Send for FRLE 96 -page book.

Best results.

Highest references.

Send sketch or model for FREE examination and opinion.
Recommended Patent Lawyer in the Bankers' Register and SPECIAL LIST OF SELECTED LAWYERS.

Also in Martindale's Law Directory, Sharp and Alleman's Directory of Lawyers, The
Gast -Paul Directory of Lawyers, and Kime's International Law Directory.

ALL BUSINESS GIVEN PROMPT AND PROPER ATTENTION
large list of strong recommendations furnished free

A

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer, 622 F St., N.W., Washington, D.C.

C. L. PARKER

PATENTS

Ex -Examiner U. S. Patent Office

PATENT LAWYER
12 McGILL BLDG.

PATENTS AND PROFIT.
"A Talk to the Inventor"

H.

it

Send sketch for advice.

today.

1. W0ODWARDt 128

WASHINGTON,

91hBY

SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Send model or sketch and description of your invention fie
free search of the U. S. Patent Office Records.
Our Four Books mailed free to any address. Send for these
books; the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.
HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Our Illustrated So page Guide Book is an invaluable book of

reference for inventors and contains too mechanical movements illustrated and described.

FORTUNES IN PATENTS

FREE BOOK explains \\'HAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
before applying for a Patent; WHAT TO INVENT;
HOW TO SELL YOUR PATENT; WHAT NOT TO
Write for

TRADE MARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Patents, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Patent Litigation
Handbook for inventors, "Protecting. Exploiting
and Selling Inventions" sent free upon request.

INVENT.

RATENTS

v

D. C.

ST.,
P

Tells how to invent for profit and gives history of sureessful
inventions.

WHAT TO INVENT
Contains a valuable list of inventions wanted and suggestions
concerning profitable fields of invention. Also information
regarding prizes offered for inventions, among which is a.

PRIZE OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS

LANGDON MOORE

offered for one invention and $ro,000 for others.

PATENTS THAT PAY
Contains fac-similes of unsolicited letters from our clients
who have built up profitable enterprises founded upon patents
procured by us. Also endorsements from prominent inventors,
manufacturers, Senators, Congressmen, Governors, etc.

Counselor -at -Law and Patent Attorney

Patents, Trade -Marks,
Designs and Copyrights
WASHINGTON. D. C.

520 9th Street

Formerly Examiner U. S. Patent Office

SEND FOR BOOKLET C

scared or fee returned. Free

PATENTS

eeettre

Detach of ofliciai re-

WE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENTS' INVENTIONS

FREE
in a list of Sunday newspapers with two million circulation and
Sample
copy free.
in the World's Progress.

ELECTRICAL CASES A SPECIALTY

We have secured many important Electrical patent,.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.

cords. Send for f:ee handbook.

MILO B. STEVENS R CO._ Attys.
ESTABLISHED 1884

800 14th St., WASHINGTON,

O. C.

351 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO

(Formerly Evans, Wilkins & Co)

Washlaprn, D. C.

Victor Bldg., 724 9th St. E

Guaranteed and recommended by the Bankers'
Register. Highest rating by Martindale's American Law Directory.

WANTED

For facts about Prize

Reward offers and
PATENTS andInventions
that will
and for books

IDEAS

bring from $5000 to 10 Million Dollars;
of Intense Interest to Inventors,

send Sc postage to

Pubs. Patent Sense, Dept, 52, Barrister Bldg., Washiagtoa,D.C.

The demand for good patentable ideas is greater than ever
before. Am constantly in receipt of letters from parties desiring to buy patents procured through me. Electrical devices, tools of all kinds, advertising novelties, agents' supplies,

mail order articles, and many other inventions are sought
after. Protect your ideal Write for "Stepping Stones" (containing over Zoo inventions wanted) and new guide book
"Successful Patents " Clients' patents sold free. My
personal services. Highest references.

Nit

RICHARD B. OWEN

Dept. 6.

WASHINGTON, D.

T YOUR IDEAS
41='v

i.
C.

,`\ \\

(APITALIZ YOUR BRAINS

1;

.

$8,500 for one

invention.

Book,

"How to Obtain a Patent" and " What

to Invent" sent free. Send rough sk.tch for free
report as to patentability. Patents advertised
for sale at our e -c ense in fourteen M :nufac-

torera' Journals. Patent Obtained or Fee Returned
CRANDLEE 8 CHANDIEE, Patent Attorneys
E,'a,1!shr.1 tai Taro

974 F. Street, Washington, D.

C.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY FOR MARCH-Advertising Section

Trom D

Pa

1rau$Jhting
ONE YEAR AGO a young man
in an Iowa town was working as a
machinist's helper at $1.75 a day.

Now he is a Draughtsman in the

offices of a large manufacturing concern at a salary of

$ 1200.00 a year.

Opportunity Coupon

Every Young
Man
with ambition and grit,

every young man who

wants to really count for
something in the business

world, who wants to be

more than a mere cog in a
big machine, can rise step

American School of Correspondence, Chicago, U. S. A.
Please send me your Bulletin and advise me how I can
qualdy for the position marked "X."
Pop Elect. 3It

....Book-keeper
....Stenographer
....Accountant
....Coat Accountant
....Systematizer
....Cert'f'd Public Aee'nt

....Auditor

....Business Manager
....Commercial Law

....Coll*ge Preparatory

....Draughtsman

....Architect

....Civil Engineer
....Automokle Operator
....Electrical Engineer
....Meeh4"ical Engineer
....Movi"g Picture Op'r
....Steam Engineer
....Fire Insurance Eng r

This
Coupon.

Did

It

.... ReclamationEngineer

\A\Il:.
AIM )ItL_SS

by step until he gets the posi-

tion he wants; can do it easily and without
privation or sacrifice. It isn't hard to

climb up higher if you once get

started right. It isn't hard to learn
what you need to know in order
to fill a good position. It isn't hard
to get in a class of successful men, of

men who work with their heads in-

stead of their hands.

Sign the Coupon
ano send it back. Find out what we can do for
It costs you nothing to get this information and it may mean everything to you-better

YOU.

position, bigger pay, more money to spend for the good

things of ljfi-REAL SUCCESS.

American School of Correspondence `
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Buys the Material

Needed to Build this Home

Price Includes Blue Prints, Architect's Specifications, Full Details, Working Plans
and Itemized List of Material
House Design No. 107 is a pretentious country

reitidence. It covers a ground space of about 44 feet
wide and 40 feet deep,
deep including porches. The first

floor has a Vestibule,
Hall, Living Room,
Dining Room, Chamber, Pantry, Kitchen and other
modern conveniences, and on the second floor we
have four chambers,large bath,togetherwith numerous closets, besides airing porch. One of the best features of this house is the closed sleeping porch on the
first floor. The plans must be seen before you can
really.appreciate this maguuificent home. Our price
for a modern home ofthis kind is ridiculously low. Our
Free Plan Book describes 100 other designs to select
from. Read every word of this offer.

We Save You Big Money on Lumber and Building Material! Preck largest
ne ago.
concern to the

world devoted to the sale of Lumber, Plumbing, Heating Apparatus and Building Material direct to the consumer. No one
else can make you an offer like the one shown above. W'e propose to furnish you everything needed for the construction of
this building except Plumbing, Heating and Masonry material. Write for exact details of what we furnish. It will be is
accordance with our specifications, onion an, so clear that there will be no possible misunderstanding.

Free Book of Plans

How We Operate
We purchase at Sheriffs' Sales, Receivers' Sales and Manufacturers' Sales, besides owning outright sawmills and lumber yards. Usually when von purchase your building material
for the complete home shown above, elsewhere, it will cost
you from 50 to 60 per cent more than we ask for it. By our
"direct to you" methods we eliminate several middlemen's
profits. We can prove this to you.

What Our Stock Consists of

We have everything needed in Building Material for a build.
ing of any sort. Lumber. Sash. Doors, Millwork-, Structural
Iron, Pipe, Valves and Fittings, Steel and Prepared Roofing.
Our stock includes Dry Goods, Clothing, Furniture, Rugs,
Groceries, etc, Machinery Hardware, Wire Fencing-in fact.
anything required to build or equip. Everything for the
Rome. the Office, the Factory or the Field, besides everything
to wear or to eat. Send us your carpenter's or contractor's
bill for our low estimate. We will prove our ability to save
you money. WRITE US TODAY, giving a complete list of

We publish a handsome. illustrated book containing designs
of Houses, Cottages Bungalows, Barns, etc. We can furnish
the material complete for any of these designs. This book
is mailed free to those who correctly fill in the coupon below.
Even if you have no immediate intention of building we advise that you obtain a copy of our FREE BOOS OF PLANS.
It's a valuable book.

Our Guarantee

This company has a capital stock and surplus of over
Absolute satisfaction guaranteed in every detail.
If you buy any material from us not as represented, we will
$1.000.000.00.

take it back at our freight expense and return your money.
We recognize the virtue of a satisfied customer. We will in
in every instance "Make Good." Thousands of satisfied
customers prove this. We refer you to any bank or banker
anywhere. Look us up In the Mercantile Agencies. Ask any

Express Company. Write to the publisher of this publication.
Our responsibility is unquestioned.
e send 5'ou set of plans for the home described
shove, Iancluding Lho neceessary epeciflca1'1.1
tions and complete list of material. transportation charges prepaid. for the low cost of $2.00. This is only a deposit, a guarantee of good faith, and the proposition to you is
that after receicu ng these blue prints, specifications and list of material, if you can place an order with us for complete bill
of material, we will credit your account in full for the $2.00 received, or we will allow you to return these plans, specification
and list of materials to us and we will refund $1.50, thereby making the total cost to you 50 cents.
ever> thing you need.

$2.00 Buys a Complete Set of Blue Prints

Hot Water Heating Plants!
We guarantee to save

Hot Air Furnaces!
High Grade Bathroom Outfits!
Don't
let the conThe price of this tract
for your hot air
Bathroom Out- furnace
until you get
fit $37.50.
We will cu
Plumbing ma- our figures.
local dealer's price in it
terial direct to your
We can furnish you a
you at Bargain half.
equipment includprices. We have complete
everything needed in ing pipes, registers,

you 50 to 73 per cent on a
nuxlern hot waiter heating
]Rant for your home. We

smake you complete plans and in-

tructions, and help you nut
ei cry way we possibly can. We
loan you tools.
Every plant
Incked by our guarantee trend.
We furnish the material; you get
the plant installed. Cut out the

everything rePlumbing Material. furnace:
quired at a price not much
Our

prices mean a more than what an ordinary
Complete hot airr heating

saving to you of 80 to heating stove would cost you.

Here is an illustration of a bathroom outfit we are selling at $87.50. Your
plumber would ask you about $60.e0 for this
same outfit. It is only one of ninny other
complete outfits that we are offering at prices
ranging from $25.00 to $0.00. Our catalog
60 per cent.

plants $48.00 up.

local dealer's profit and cut the cost In

Get

our heating catalog at once.

Tells

today for our Special Heating
you all shut it. Write us today. We guaran- Write
Catalog.
all about our heating propotee to save you money, We loan you leads. sition. We Tells
can furnish Heating Apparatus for
any building, no matter how large. Tell us

describes them in detail. Get our prices on Pipe We make you plans. Every heating plant we sell
is backed by our guarantee bond.
and fittings. Write us today.

Water Supply Outfits

half. Thousai,ds of our plants installed and
working perfectly in every part of the country.

Modern Al Pressure

your needs.

Water Supply Systems at prices ranging

from $48 to$200. They ere strictly new, first-class and
lire In the
country, you can enjoy every city comfort at lttt e expense. Why not Investigate this. We are ready
to furnish you with all facts free of charge. All material fully guaranteed. We also have a complete
stock of Pipe. Valves and Fittings at 40 to 60 pe cent saving. Gasoline engines at low prices.

Free Publications

Write for our Free Catalog. Fill in the coupon

to the right and we will send such literature as hest

site your needs. We publish a 1000 page mammoth catalog fully illustrated, giving our business history and showing all the vast lines of merchandise that
we have for tittle. We buy our goads at Sheriffs . Receivers' and Manufacturers' Sales. Ask for Catalog No. 891 Our Book on Plumbing and Heating Apparatus contains 150 pages of useful Information.
Our free 'Book of Plans' is described elsewhere in this advertisement.

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO., 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago

Send Us This Coupon
Chicago House Wrecking Co, 891
I saw this ad in Popular Electricity

I am interested in
Name
Town
Co

State

Cuide to

Reads Like a Novel
"'Dr. Moras has written a Commonsense Book on Autology,
and by so doing, placed the Standard of the Creed of Health
farther to the front than any -man who has lived for a thousand

years."-ELBERT HUBBARD.
"We consider AUTOLOGY one of the most wonderful books

ever written."-Physical Culture Magazine.

"Please Accept Our Thanks

"Autology is the Nearest to Being

for the great work you have offered
the public. The book is worth its
weight in gold. We have followed instructions and are feeling like new
persons. My husband had been a dyspeptic all his life, could eat nothing
without feeling the greatest of pain,
and now he does not know what such
troubles are. I suffered with headaches
since a little girl, doctored for it, and

of anything I ever saw in print. I hare
carefully read, and will continue reading and digesting your instructions. I

physicians told melt was neuralgia and
could not be cured. I suffered untold

agonies, but today I am well. Have
not felt anything of those dreadful
spells since I have followed instructions in Autology. We hope that humanity will open their eyes to the
a, eat gift that you have put in front
of them."
Mas. Daoz, Torrington, Cono.

the Guide to Perpetual Youth

have eliminated the old idea that we
must be drugged, rubbed and robbed,
electrified, burned and blistered in a
vain hope of getting well. Anyone who
reads Autology will know more about
curing their ills and keeping well than
could be learned by reading all the medical books ever published."
PROF.

E. B. DENHAM,

New Bedford, Mass.

"No money could buy my copy."
Miss M. L. SMITH,
513 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
"Wife and I thank you so deeply for your
Autology, for we have the brightest and
healthiest baby from its precepts."

-, Hudson. N. Y.

"One Year Ago Today

I began to bean Autologist. Last evening I was telling a friend about it, and
she asked me if I would go back to the
old way of living, and I answered her,
'No, not for all that is in this world.' I
have not bad a cold since last August.
and not a hint of asthma since last
December. I am often asked if I am

not afraid it will return, and I say

most decidedly. 'No.' I now know
what perfectly good health is. and I
expect to live one hundred years at
least. I wanted to let you know that I
have outwitted the doctors who told
me that I could never be any better.
God bless Autology and Its noble
author."
(Miss) ADDIS M Haowy,
New Woodstock, N. Y.
"I would not. take $100 for your book."
D. B. ROBINS, Fredonia, N. Y.

Well or Sick, You Need AUTOLOGY

Autology is no theory, no fad, no creed. It deals with
the practical business of your body and brain as you have
learned to deal with the practical business of your home
affairs. plants and flowers, your land and grain, your
dollars and cents.
It makes health and disease an open book, as clear as day

to your own mind, divested of all mystery and dread. With-

out it you are bound to sicken or suffer or die when you
shouldn't. With it there need be no such thing as pain or
sickness in your life. Do you realize what that means?
That you may see and know for yourself I will send
you my

"Guide to Autology"
Valuable books of priceless information that everybody needs

EVERY CHAPTER IS A GEM
The editor of health Magazine published in New York. whose opinion is eagerly
sought by thinking people all over the world, has this to say on the Chapter on
Digestion: It is a veritable gem, and will prove a blessing to untold thous-

ands." There are over thirty such gems as fine as you ever want to read. So
valuable are they that you'll refuse to lend the "Guide" to even your nearest
relative for fear of not getting another.
Write your name and address plainly in the coupon on the right, or on
your own letter paper, and enclose 10c (a dime or five 2c stamps) and 1
will send you my "GUIDE TO AUTOLOGY," containing a wealth of informatin whose health and brain value can't be reckoned in dollars and cents.
NOTE: If you are not satCat Off Here and Mail Today
isfied and wish to return it

I will promptly refund the
ten cents.

Address

E. R. MORAS, M. D., Dept. 788, Highland Park, Ill.
Harvard University Medical School, '88; College of Physicians and Surgeons (Chi-

E. R. MORAS, M. D.

Dept. 788, Highland Park, In.
Dear Doctor: I am interested in your offer. I enclose 10 cents for which please send me your "Guide
to Autology."
Name

cago). '89; formerly House Physician and Surgeon in Cook County Hospital
(Chicago); Professor of Obstetrics College of Physicians and Surgeons (Chicago).
Member of Chicago Medical Society, etc.

Address

